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I 7 l SANTA BAKBAKA

NOTE

GENERAL BONNAL'S "Vie Militaire du Marechal

Ney," an elaborate work, which reproduces a large

number of hitherto unpublished documents from the

archives of the French War Office, is the chief authority for

the earlier chapters of this life of Ney. So far only two

volumes of General Bonnal's work have appeared. They

bring the story down to the summer of 1807. Use has also

been made of the so-called "Memoirs of Marshal Ney," pub-

lished by his family; of the memoirs of his aides-de-camp

De Fezensac, De Leoncourt and Heym^s ; of the Count de

la B6doy^re's collection of notes on the Marshal's life and

family; of M. Henri Houssaye's works on 1 8 14 and 181 5 ;

and of M. Weil's very complete study of the trial and execu-

tion, with the wealth of documents it contains.

A. H. A.
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"THE BRAVEST OF THE BRAVE"
MICHEL NEY

CHAPTER I

FIRST YEARS (1769-1794)

THE year 1769 was fruitful in famous men. In that

year were born Napoleon, Wellington, the younger

Pitt, Humboldt, and Cuvier, Marceau, Lannes,

Soult and Ney.

Michel Ney, whom Napoleon hailed as " the bravest of the

brave," came of a soldier race. He was a son of that eastern

borderland, which had been for centuries a debatable ground
between France and Germany and repeatedly the scene of

war. Every town had its traditions of siege and battle and
the people had a kind of hereditary disposition for the life of

a soldier.

Ney's birthplace, the town of Saarlouis, has now been

German for nearly a century. In 1769 it was a French frontier

fortress. It had been fortified for Louis XIV by Vauban some
eighty years before that date, and the townsfolk, though a

mixed race, many of them German in blood and speech, were
thoroughly French in sentiment. It says something for the

patriotic and military spirit of the place that, though its popula-

tion numbered only four thousand, it gave nearly two hundred
officers to the armies of the Republic and the Empire between
the years 1792 and 181 5, including, besides Marshal Ney,
eleven generals.

Ney's family belonged to the lower rank of the bourgeoisie.

When he had fought his way to a dukedom in the new mili-

tary aristocracy of the Empire Napoleon's heralds invented an
elaborate coat of arms for the Marshal Duke of Elchingen,
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but they could not find for him any historic link with the old

feudal nobility of Lorraine and the Palatinate. In the first

stages of his career under the Republic it was a gain for him

that no one could question that he was " a son of the people ".^

There had been soldiers among his ancestors. They were

not knights and generals, but mere common pikemen and

musketeers, and later privates and sergeants in royal regiments

that fought under officers whose first claim to command was

noble blood. His father, Pierre Ney,born at Ensdorf in 1738,

had been a soldier, had fought in the campaigns of the Seven

Years' War, and been an obscure unit in the ranks of the

French Army that Frederick the Great routed at Rossbach.

He had been apprenticed to a cooper before he joined the

Army. After his years of military service he set to work again

at his old trade and settled at Saarlouis, where he married

Margaret Groevelinger. Her famous son always spoke of her

with deep affection. After his marriage Pierre Ney was fairly

prosperous but never well off. Popular tradition calls him a

blacksmith perhaps because a forge was part of the equipment

of his small cooperage. He earned enough to give his children

a good education. German was the language of their home.

They learned French at school.

There were four of them, three sons and a daughter. Jean,

the eldest was born in 1767. He joined the first battalion of

the National Volunteers of the Department of the Moselle,

when the regiment was formed in 1791, and on 19 September

of that year he was elected to the rank of sergeant by his

comrades. He served for two years in the Army of the North

and for two more in the Army of the Sambre and Meuse. In

August, 1792, he was promoted to sergeant-major, and in April,

1794, he received his commission as sub-lieutenant. On 15

August he was promoted to lieutenant, transferred to the 55th

demi-brigade of the infantry of the line, and sent to serve with

it under Bonaparte in the Army of Italy. He was killed on

19 June, 1799, in Macdonald's disastrous battle against the

Austrians on the Trebbia.

' There were several branches of the family, and its name is variously spelt

in registers of the eighteenth century, among its forms being Nau, Naye, New,

Neu, Neuen, Nei, and Ney.
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The second son was Michel, the future Marshal of the Em-
pire. The third, Jacques, born on 7 March, 1771, died in child-

hood. The daughter, Marguerite Ney, was born on 7 October,

1772. She was twice married. Her second husband, Jean

Claude Monnier, held lucrative posts in the Civil Service of the

Empire, and was a wealthy man when he was forced to retire

by the Bourbon Government in 181 5. Madame Monnier died

in 1 8 19.

The house where Michel Ney was born and spent his first

years is still standing at Saarlouis. It is a small, old-fashioned

building, with one upper story, and three little dormer win-

dows in the tiled roof. Three steps lead up to the door that

opens directly on the street, A horseshoe is fixed above the

lintel of the door, and over it, between two windows of the

upper story, there is a large tablet of marble with the inscrip-

tion :

—

" ICI EST NE

LE MARECHAL NEY." ^

The tablet was placed there in 181 5 after the cession of

Saarlouis to Prussia.

Pierre Ney's idea was that his eldest son, Jean, should carry

on the business of the cooperage. He destined Michel for a

professional career. It was through some branch of the legal

profession that a bourgeois had the best chance of rising in the

world, for it opened the way to employment by the Crown.

Michel was therefore sent to the College des Augustins, a

high-class day school at Saarlouis, directed by the Augustinian

Fathers. But in those days the start in the work of life came
earlier than it does now. Michel's college course ended in the

summer of 1782, when he was only thirteen. Then as a boy

clerk he entered the office of Maitre Valette, the chief notary

of Saarlouis.

It was not his choice, but his father's plans for him, that

sent him to copy long-winded documents at a desk, and to

learn the routine business of a notary. Michel had already

other ideas. The sight of the military movements of a garri-

1 " Here Marshal Ney was born."
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son town, the stories he had heard from his father by the winter

fireside of the campaigns of Frederick the Great, the news of

the war with England and of victories beyond the Atlantic that

more than compensated for failure at Gibraltar, had turned young

Michel Ney's thoughts to a career like his father's. He could

not hope to rise to high command, but he could dream of horse

and sword, camp and march and battlefield, activity and ad-

venture, instead of the endless task of handling dusty papers in

the corner of an office.

For two years, however, he plodded on at his ungrateful

occupation. Then, when he was fifteen, there came a change

to a branch of the profession that offered more variety of

interest. Pierre Ney obtained for his son an appointment as

junior clerk in the office of the Procureur du Roi, the King's

attorney, at Saarlouis. But Michel cared no more for serving

summonses on defaulters in the payment of taxes, or copying

the indictments of prisoners at the assizes, than he had cared

for drawing up inventories of property, probates of wills, mar-

riage settlements, and records of sales. He stayed only a few

months with the Procureur du Roi. Then he begged his father

to find him some more active employment, something that

would take him away from the slavery of the desk. And Pierre

Ney yielded to his son's wishes.

In the autumn of 1784 he left Saarlouis to be employed at

the mines and ironworks of Appenweiler. He had still to

spend part of his time in an office, but he was also employed

at the works, and learned the processes of handling the ore,

and turning it into cast and malleable iron. He proved such

an apt pupil that next year he was attached to the staff of the

superintendent at the ironworks of Saleck, where he had the

opportunity of learning the further processes used in the manu-

facture of iron into machinery and goods for the market.

He worked at Saleck for three years, till the late autumn

of 1788. Then at last the longing for a soldier's life tore him

away from the forge and the workshop. Resigning his post

at Saleck he tramped back to Saarlouis to pay a visit to his

parents. Then he went on to Metz, where, on 6 December,

1788, he enlisted as a private in a regiment of hussars.

The first hussars in the French, or in any west European
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Army, were Hungariaii deserters, who in 1692 left the Austrian

flag for that of Louis XIV and were formed into a regiment.

Until 1776 the French Hussars were bodies of irregular light

horsemen, wearing an imitation of a Hungarian costume, the

regiments being raised in time of war and usually disbanded at

the peace that followed it. But a Royal Ordinance dated

25 March, 1776, gave the four regiments of hussars then in

existence a permanent position in the French regular cavalry,

under the names of the Regiment de Bercheny (No. i), Regi-

ment de Chamborant (No. 2), Regiment de Nassau (No. 3),

and Regiment d'Esterhazy (No. 4). Three years later the

boy Duke of Chartres was appointed "Colonel-General of the

Hussars," and a fifth regiment was formed in his honour, of

which he was to be titular commander. It was known as the

" Regiment Colonel-General," and it was in its ranks that

Michel Ney enlisted.

The uniform of the regiment was a dark-blue tunic, frogged

with yellow braid, with a red cloth pelisse lined with white

sheepskin. The cloak was blue. The sabretache red, em-

broidered with arms of the Due de Chartres. The saddlecloth

was a white sheepskin bordered with red cloth. The shako

was black with a red pendant and a white aigrette. The sword

was brass hilted, with a leather scabbard mounted with the

same metal. The new recruit had an attractive uniform.

He was above the middle stature, five feet eight inches in

height, with the body rather short and the legs long, not a

bad build for a hussar. He had a wide forehead and blue

eyes set well apart, a short nose and a full chin. His com-

plexion was ruddy, and his hair, which the hussars wore

plaited into a queue, was the colour that might be called

auburn or red, accordingly as the speaker wished to be more
or less complimentary. His comrades nicknamed him " le

rougeot". "Carrots" or" foxy" would be the English

trooper's equivalent.

He was kindly humoured though liable to sudden fits

of temper; a hard-working fellow and a good soldier. He
rode well and soon became one of the champion fencers of the

regiment. But he had to wait three years for promotion. It

was not till the New Year's Day of 1791 that he had his first
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step up the long ladder. That day he was made " brigadier"

or corporal. When he enlisted the most he could have hoped

for would be perhaps a lieutenancy on the eve of retirement,

for the son of a working cooper could not be received among
counts and marquises. But since then the epoch-making

year 1789 had come and now all things were possible. Not
a few privates and non-commissioned officers in the Royal

Army (soon to be Republican and before long Imperial) were

to use the proverbial phrase " carrying a marshal's baton in

the knapsack ".

His mother died at Saarlouis on 4 November in this year.

Ney does not appear to have been with her at the last. Pro-

bably he had had some short leaves of absence from Metz to

enable him to visit his home in the three years since his enlist-

ment. His elder brother, Jean Ney, had joined the " National

Volunteers " of his district, a few weeks before his mother's

death, but was at Saarlouis for some months later, until the

outbreak of war took the volunteers into the field. Then
the old soldier, Pierre Ney, was alone with his daughter.

To the year 1791, when Michel Ney was still "brigadier,"

belongs the story of his only recorded duel. The fencing-

master of the Chasseurs de Vintimille, who were also in gar-

rison at Metz, had challenged the fencing-master of the

Hussars Colonel-G6n6ral, and wounded him badly. After

this the victor behaved in an insulting and provoking way
whenever he met the hussars. The non-commissioned officers

of the regiment held a meeting and decided that a stop must

be put to his insolence, and Ney was chosen as the champion

who was to fight him. The challenge was accepted and the

two swordsmen met in the presence of deputations of their

comrades. They had just crossed swords when Ney felt him-

self pulled backwards by some one who had taken a firm grip

of his plaited pig-tail. Turning he saw that it was his Colonel,

who had thus unceremoniously interrupted the duel. The
military code of the day made it a serious offence and Ney was

marched off to prison. But a petition of his comrades led to

his being set free with a caution in a few days.

Then another meeting was arranged with more precaution

as to secrecy, and after a sharp encounter Ney wounded the
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fencing-master of the Chasseurs so badly in the wrist that he

could never teach fencing again. Years after, in the days of

his prosperity, the victor sought out the vanquished and found

that he was living in poverty. He provided him with a pen-

sion at his own expense that made him comfortable for the rest

of his days.

On I February, 1792, Ney was promoted to the rank of

mar^chal de logis, or sergeant-of-horse. Three months later

he was made mar^chalde logis chef, or sergeant-major. The pro-

motion came in May, 1792, the month that brought the declara-

tion of war against Austria, and opened the long period of the

Wars of the Revolution and the Empire. Ney's chance had

come and he made good use of it.

In July the Regiment Colonel-General, now renamed the

5th Hussars, had marched from Metz three squadrons, nearly

six hundred sabres strong, under the command of Colonel

Lamarche. Ney had just been promoted again on 14 July

—

the anniversary of the Bastille, when promotions were to be

expected. He was now "adjutant," not a commissioned

rank in the French Army, but the highest among the non-

commissioned grades. It meant much orderly-room work and

much routine handling of papers, orders, and accounts, wherein

Michel Ney's dull apprenticeship to the notary may have been

useful to him. But it had the advantage of bringing him into

close relations with his Colonel, and Lamarche was soon to be

a general, with solid gain to Ney.

The 5th Hussars were for awhile atthe Camp of Carignan

under General Lafayette. Then Dumouriez concentrated all

available forces to bar the march of the invaders, for Austria

was now the centre of a coalition, and Brunswick's army of

Austrians, Prussians, and Germans generally, was across the

eastern frontier and marching for Paris, threatening by pro-

clamation a terrible vengeance for the deeds of the Revolution.

The enemy was in Saarlouis. Before they came the ist

Volunteers of the Department had marched away to join the

field army, so that Ney may have had some chance meeting

with his elder brother. Thionville was besieged, Metz block-

aded. The enemy was before Verdun sixty thousand strong

at the end of August, and then Verdun surrendered and the
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only barrier between Paris and Brunswick's vengeance was the

army of Dumouriez.

He took up a position holding the hill roads through the

woods of the Argonne. The 5th Hussars were with General

Dillon's brigade at Les Islettes among the hills and woods where

the sharpest fighting took place, though it was nothing more than

skirmishing, for Brunswick's main advance had broken down
under stress of three weeks of steady rain that made the roads

into morasses, so that Austrians and Prussians were starving,

with supply trains sunk to the axles far behind them ; and

short rations, and wet bivouacks were spreading dysentery

among the troops. Then failing to force the passes of the

Argonne in front Brunswick marched round the P'rench line

of defence only to find Dumouriez in his way at Valmy. There,

on 20 September, Michel Ney saw his first pitched battle,

mostly an artillery action, hence called the " Cannonade of

Valmy," for Brunswick's attack was not pressed home, when
he found that the French line, supposed to be composed largely

of new levies and mere volunteers, instead of breaking before

his artillery fire, answered it back and stood fast, ev-en showing

presently a disposition to come to close quarters. After this

failure Brunswick—with an army that had lost a hundred

by disease for every man that had fallen in action—retreated

to the Rhine. By this time Ney was an officer, promoted

to the rank of sub-lieutenant during his first campaign.

After Valmy, Dumouriez marched against the Austrians

in Belgium, Three armies were formed for the conquest of

this outlying province of the Emperor Francis. On the left

the Army of the North under General Miranda marched on

Antwerp. With Miranda went Jean Ney and his comrades

of the Saarlouis Volunteers. In the centre Dumouriez him-

self led the "Army of Belgium," afterwards famous as the

"Army of the Sambre and Meuse". To this column the

5th Hussars were attached. On the right the Army of

the Ardennes under General Valence marched to besiege

Namur.

On 6 November Ney was with his regiment at the

victory of Jemappes. On the 14th Dumouriez marched into

Brussels, The Austrians fell back to the line of the Meuse,
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In the following March (1793) the Austrians, with Coburg

in command, advanced from the Meuse to retake Brussels.

Dumouriez went to meet them with 45,000 men. Colonel

Lamarche of the 5th Hussars was now a general in command
of Uumouriez's advanced guard of 6000 men, and he had

chosen Sub-Lieutenant Michel Ney to act as his aide-de-camp.

The first fighting took place at Tirlemont on 1 5 March. Next
day General Lamarche and the French vanguard had a fight

with the Austrians at the village of Gossoncourt. The enemy
failed in an attempt to storm the hedge-surrounded enclosures

of the village, and as they fell back Lamarche, with Ney riding

beside him, put himself at the head of his old regiment the

5th Hussars, and charged the retiring enemy, making many
prisoners. But the first stage of the campaign ended with the

French defeat of Neerwinden on 28 March.

It was after this failure that Dumouriez, cited to defend

himself at the Bar of the Convention, arrested the War Minister

and the Republican Commissioners, who had brought the

summons to his head-quarters, and, failing to obtain the support

of his army generally, deserted to the Austrian lines with his

staff (including the Due de Chartres afterwards King Louis

Philippe) and about a thousand men. Among these were the

greater number of the ist Hussars, formerly known as the

Regiment de Bercheny.

When General Dampierre took over the command and re-

organized the army, what were left of the ist Hussars were

incorporated in the 2nd. The Hussar regiments were then

renumbered, the 2nd became the ist; the 3rd, the 2nd; the

4th, the 3rd ; and the 5th was henceforth known as the 4th

Hussars. This is how it comes that some biographers of Ney
say that he enlisted in the 4th Hussars,

On I May Dampierre was mortally wounded in the defence

of the entrenched camp of Famars near Valenciennes. He
handed over the command to Lamarche, who held it during

the operations on the frontier till 30 July when he was super-

seded and recalled. This deprived Ney of his staff appoint-

ment, and he had to return to regimental duty with the 4th

Hussars. On parting with his aide-de-camp the General gave

him the following testimonial :

—
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" I, General Lamarche, Commander-in-Chief of the Army of the

Ardennes hereby certify that Lieutenant Ney of the 4th Regiment of

Hussars has been employed by me as my aide-de-camp from 19 October,

1792 to 3 July, 1793, ^"^ that he has fulfilled the duties of his position with

all the intelligence, intrepidity, activity, and courage for which such a post

gives occasion, and that in all circumstances in which he has been employed

even in the midst of danger he has displayed a discernment and a tactical

insight that is seldom found."

From I August to 20 December, 1793, Ney was serving

on the frontier as a regimental officer in Captain Boye's

company of the 4th Hussars. On 13 October he received his

commission as lieutenant. In December General Colaud who
was in command of a brigade of mounted troops watching the

line of the Marne, while the Army of the North was in winter

quarters, asked for and obtained him as his aide-de-camp.

On leaving his regiment he received another testimonial, this

time in the form of a certificate signed—in the democratic

fashion of the time—by the officers and representatives of the

non-commissioned officers and men. This is what his com-

rades said of him :

—

"We, officers, non-commissioned officers, and hussars of the 4th

Regiment, certify that the Citizen Michel Ney, Lieutenant in De Boyd's

company of the said regiment, has, in every grade in which we have kno\vn

him, acted as a brave soldier and a true Republican, and has at all times

served with zeal for the interests and the welfare of the Republic, and that

it is only according to what we know of his way of thinking and of his

conduct that we have signed these presents for his use and for the informa-

tion of all whom it may concern."

Ney served as aide-de-camp to General Colaud until 21

April, 1 794, when, having been promoted to the rank of captain,

he returned to the 4th Hussars to take command of a

company.^ General Colaud sent him a letter stating that

while acting as his staff officer he " had fulfilled his duties with

zeal and activity, and displayed in his service all the intelligence

and patriotism of a pronounced Republican ".

The early summer witnessed the advance of the new Army
of the Sambre and Meuse into Belgium under Jourdan. Ney's

regiment was attached to the left wing commanded by General

^The squadrons of the French cavalry were then organized each in two
" companies," which were the right and left half-squadrons.
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Kleber. The battle of Fleurus was won. Kleber drove the

Austrians from Mons, and when they fell back on the line of

the river Dyle he stormed their positions near Louvain on i 5

July. It was on the day after this success that Ney attracted

K16ber's attention. By chance he had been sent with his com-

pany of hussars to act as the General's escort in reconnoitring

the position taken up by the Austrian rear-guard. During the

operation Kleber was so struck by Ney's tactical judgment, his

rapid appreciation of the situation, his clear concise replies to

every question, and his handling of the escort, that later in the

day he sent his aide-de-camp, Pajol, to him to ask him to serve

on his staff. Ney at first expressed his reluctance to be again

separated from his regiment, but finally yielded, and thus began

a friendship that had a marked influence on his career.



CHAPTER II

IN BELGIUM AND THE RHINELAND—NEY A BRIGADIER-
GENERAL (1794-1798)

KLEBER was one of the great soldiers of the Republic.

To serve even for a while under such a man and in

close communication with him was for young Ney to

obtain a practical training in the higher leadership of armies.

Kl^ber gave him the temporary rank of adjutant-general, and,

placing him in command of a picked body of cavalry, entrusted

him with the task of preserving local order while the army ad-

vanced, breaking up hostile gatherings of the Flemish peasants,

and protecting the movement of the supply columns. It meant

continual activity, long hours in the saddle each day, and an

unceasing vigilance.

On 30 July, while Kl^ber's advanced guard was marching

on Pelenberg from Louvain, Ney performed an exploit which

won him another step of promotion. He had been out on the

flank of the advance with a party of thirty dragoons and a few

chasseurs. They had had a long ride and were returning to

the column, when the sound of cannon told them it was at-

tacked by the Austrians. Ney made all speed and arrived in

sight of the engagement, just at the moment when a squadron

of the enemy's hussars had successfully charged and scattered

the cavalry detachment of the French vanguard. Without a

moment's hesitation Ney, with his handful of horsemen, rode

at the victorious cavalry, and, striking in amongst them while

they were disordered by their own success, broke them up and

drove them back in confusion.

Kld'ber, who witnessed this gallant exploit, formally re-

ported it to Citizen Gillet, the Representative of the People, or

Permanent Envoy of the Government with the Army, in these

terms :

—

12
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" Captain Ney, who is doing duty as adjutant-general, has performed

prodigies of valour. With thirty of the 7th Dragoons and a few chasseurs

acting as orderlies, he charged two hundred of Blankenstein's Hussars, and

threw them into the greatest disorder."

Gillet, using the powers entrusted to him, at once promoted

Ney to the rank of adjutant-general chef de bataillon^ or

major on the staff, in recognition of " his miHtary talents and

his patriotism ".

During these operations on more than one occasion Ney
had found among his prisoners /wz^r/ Royalists. At consider-

able risk to himself he always took steps to have them mixed

upiwith the foreign prisoners, taking care to avoid anything that

would call attention to their identity and so sacrifice their lives.

One night his scouts brought him as prisoners two French

priests, " half dead with fright, hunger, and fatigue ". Fugitives

from France, after refusing the Constitutional oath, they would

have been sent to the guillotine if he had not taken steps to

save them. Before their captors he spoke sternly to them,

reminding them of the penalty they had incurred ; then he sent

away the soldiers on the pretext that he wished to interrogate

the prisoners privately. As soon as he was alone with them

he reassured them, provided them with food and money, put

them in charge of an officer he could trust, gave them directions

how to get away from the towns that would be traversed by

the French advance, and arranged that they should have a

disguise and escape during the night. Next day he pretended

to be very angry at the prisoners having been so badly guarded.

There were some awkward rumours of his having connived at

their escape, but the Commissary Gillet turned a deaf ear to

them, and said to Kleber :
" Your friend Ney knows how to

spare the blood of his countrymen ".

During August there was a lull in the operations. Kleber

was preparing to advance to besiege Maestricht, and the

Austrians were watching him from the other side of the Meuse

near the menaced fortress. In the last week of the month Ney
was sent with a small body of cavalry to work round the right

of the enemy, and make a raid on the convoys of supplies

coming up in their rear. The expedition meant that for some
days he would be isolated and dependent entirely on his own
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resources. He marched with his party from Diest on the 26th.

That day he swept round the Austrian right without being

discovered, captured a convoy of twenty-three wagons and sent

it back to Diest. In the night one of his men deserted from

the bivouac. This caused him some anxiety, but he decided to

push on, and next morning secured another convoy, and had

just started it off on the road to Diest, when his scouts brought

word that a strong body of Austrian cavalry was on his right

flank. A few minutes later news came that a second body of

the enemy was on his left. He then realized that the deserter

must have warned the Austrains of his raid, and that an effort

was being made to surround him. The captured convoy was

abandoned, and he rode towards Diest. Presently his advanced

scouts brought a report that the way was barred by cavalry in

his front. He was now between three bodies of the enemy

and in imminent danger of capture. But though outnumbered

and surrounded he was determined not to be taken. Riding

rapidly forward he charged the enemy in front, cut his way

through them, made their commander Count Hompesch

prisoner, and brought him in to Kl^ber's head-quarters. For

this new deed of arms Gillet promoted him, on Kleber's report,

to be chef de brigade, a rank corresponding to that of colonel.

He had had to serve for more than three years to gain the grade

of corporal, but he had risen from sub-lieutenant to colonel in

two. He was only twenty-five years of age, and might now
count on a career.

The victory known to the French as the Battle of Ourthe

was won on September. Jourdan, following up the beaten

Austrians, left K16ber to besiege Maestricht, and himself oc-

cupied Aix-la-Chapelle. Finding strong forces in his front, he

ordered K16ber to leave only a division before Maestricht and

come to his aid.

Bernadotte commanded Kleber's advanced guard with

Colonel Ney's flying column of horsemen on his flank follow-

ing the line of the Meuse. Ney's men are spoken of in con-

temporary despatches as his " partisans ". We would now use

as the popular equivalent for the same idea the word "guer-

rillas". On 28 September they made an important capture.

Ney's scouts discovered a convoy of barges coming down the
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river. It was laden with artillery ammunition for the gar-

rison of Maestricht. On his approach the escort scuttled the

barges, and, leaving them to sink, escaped by the further bank

of the river. An hour later another convoy of barges was

sighted. This was captured, some of Ney's chasseurs swimming

out to secure the boats. They were found to be laden with

provisions.

Next day Ney scouted far in front of the column. In the

afternoon he was in touch with a body of Austrians retiring

eastwards. Bernadotte directed him to attempt a night sur-

prise of their bivouac near the village of Gangelt, but he found

the enemy on the alert and in greater force than he anticipated,

and asked for reinforcements. On the morning of the 30th

Bernadotte sent the 2nd Hussars and a detachment of infantry.

The Austrians had marched off at daybreak. Ney followed

them closely, harassing them with frequent attacks. At last

they halted at the town of Heinsberg, where they barricaded

the entrances of the streets. Without waiting for Bernadotte,

Ney led his infantry to the attack and drove the Austrians out

of the place.

On I October Kleber was in touch with Jourdan. Next

day the Battle of the Roer was fought, the passage of the river

was forced, and the Austrians abandoned all the country up

to the left bank of the Rhine. Ney was with Bernadotte

during the action, and, in his report addressed to Kleber, the

General wrote :

—

" I owe great praise to the brave Ney. He has assisted me with

the intelligence you know so well in him ; and I must say, to speak

the exact truth, that he counts for much in the success we have obtained."

On the day after the victory the army of the Sambre and

Meuse was marching towards the Rhine on a broad front, the

right column being directed towards Coblentz, the centre to-

wards Cologne, and the left (Kleber) towards Dusseldorf.

On the evening of 3 October, Bernadotte, who still com-

manded Kleber's advanced guard, halted for the night at the

village of Geerath, and took up his quarters in the inn which

Werneck, the commander of the Austrian right, had quitted

only a few hours before. On the table of his room he found

a paper which proved to be a duplicate copy of Werneck's
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orders, forgotten by the Austrian in the haste of his departure.

The orders clearly described the route that Werneck's supply

trains were to follow in order to reach the crossing of the Rhine

at Dusseldorf, Bernadotte at once saw that this information

gave an opening for his enterprising leader of " partisans," and

he sent it on to Ney, with a reinforcement of two cavalry regi-

ments, some infantry, and a couple ofguns. Ney marched early

on 4 October, intending to stop the convoy at Neuss, a town sur-

rounded by old walls. When he approached the convoy with an

infantry escort, was close up to Neuss, and 1200 Austrian

cavalry, drawn up under the walls, were covering its movements.

Ney showed only part of his force and tried to lure the enemy's

cavalry into attacking, hoping to destroy them if they did so

by a charge of the two regiments he held in reserve. But the

Austrians contented themselves with protecting the march of

the convoy through Neuss. Ney attacked with his artillery,

infantry, and dismounted cavalry, as soon as the enemy were

in the streets of Neuss. Their was a sudden panic among the

Austrians. Setting fire to some of the wagons, they tried to

escape with the rest. Sweeping through and round the town,

Ney persistently attacked them along the Dusseldorf road, and

in a few hours had captured all the wagons. Next morning

he followed the enemy up to the ramparts of Dusseldorf, and

only drew off and began his homeward march when he was

fired on by the artillery of the place.

After this success he was employed with his flying column

in protecting the establishment of Republican authorities

in the district between the Rhine and the Meuse. Passing

near Maestricht during one of his expeditions he was ordered

by Citizen Gillet, as Representative of the People, to join the

besieging force. Kleber had taken command of the attack,

the heavy artillery for the siege was arriving, batteries were

being prepared, and the approaches pushed steadily forward.

The siege batteries opened fire on 26 October. On 4 Novem-

ber the place surrendered, Ney helped to secure this result,

by an interview he had with the civil authorities of Maes-

tricht, when he went in with a flag of truce and a message from

his general to the military governor.

K16ber's troops, after the fall of Maestricht, were sent by
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Jourdan to assist in the siege of Mayence. Jourdan was

anxious to obtain for his own staff the services of Ney and

other officers who had been with Kl^ber before Maestricht.

The latter appealed to Gillet to overrule the Comnnander-in-

Chiefs proposal, and leave him his trusted colleagues. Gillet

allowed K16ber to keep Ney with him till the matter was

definitely decided by the Committee of Public Safety to whom
the Representative referred it, in a letter in which he said :

—

" I know them all well. I have seen them at work. They are in a good

and vigorous school, and they have profited by it. They are full of zeal

and I recommend them to you most heartily. It is an act of justice that I

must do these brave young men. As for Ney, you will decide if he is to be

left with Kleber. For my part, I think he would be more useful with the

field army than before Mayence. He is a distinguished officer. His ser-

vices are necessary with our large force of cavalry. Men of his stamp are

not common."

Before the reply of the Committee could arrive Ney had been

wounded before Mayence in a gallant attempt to carry one of

the Austrian outworks by a coup de main. There was on the

left bank an advanced lunette the fire of which greatly incom-

moded the workers in the trenches. A lunette is an earthwork

with two faces meeting at an obtuse angle, but open at the

rear or "gorge". Ney volunteered to surprise it, and was

given a detachment of infantry and a party of dragoons to

carry out his plan. At daybreak on 10 December he made a

false attack on the front of the work with his infantry who
opened fire from the advanced trench. When the attention of

the Austrians was fixed on this threatened attack in front, he

dashed out of the French works at the head of his dragoons,

galloped round to the rear of the entrenchment, and rode for

its open "gorge". But there was a wide ditch across the

rear of the work. Ney, fine horseman that he was, jumped it,

only to find himself alone among the Austrians for not one of

the dragoons had attempted the leap. With his good swords-

manship he kept at bay the Austrians who rushed upon him,

reached the edge of the ditch, leapt it again, and rode away
after his retreating men, followed by a shower of bullets, one of

which wounded him severely in the arm.

He reached the French lines suffering great pain, and de-

pressed with the sense of failure and the fear that he would
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lose his arm and so end his mih'tary career. He was consoled

by Kleber's praise, and the report of the surgeons that his arm

could be saved. Merlin de Thionville, the Representative of

the People with the besieging army, came and told him that

he was about to propose his promotion to the rank of brigadier-

general in recognition of his gallantry. But Ney replied that

he could not accept promotion after having failed in his enter-

prise.

He made a slow recovery. As soon as he could be safely

moved from the field hospital Kleber proposed that he should

be sent for a while to his old home to complete his convales-

cence there. On 7 January Merlin de Thionville announced this

arrangement to Ney in the following letter:—

•

" You are to go to complete your cure at home at Sarrelibre : I have

given orders to Surgeon Bonaventure to detail one of his pupils to accompany

you. Come back soon to give us your help against the enemies of the

Fatherland."

Under the care of the young surgeon Ney was taken in a

carriage over the snowy hill roads to Saarlouis, now known for

awhile by its French Republican name of Sarrelibre, " Louis
"

being an unpatriotic element even in a local name, and " liberty
"

being in fashion. At horne he had his sister Margaret to take

care of him. His father, now a grey beard of over sixty, but

still hale and hearty and able to direct his business, must have

been proud of the soldier son, who could exchange with him

impressions of the Prussians that Pierre Ney had seen victorious

at Rossbach, and Michel had helped to pursue after Valmy.

Old scores were being paid off, and, better still, instead of

serving for years in the ranks and coming home to put hoops on

beer and wine barrels, a good soldier of the Republic could fight

his way up the ladder and be colonel and general, at an age

when in old times he would have been proud to be a sergeant.

Michel regained his health rapidly in those happy winter

days at "Sarrelibre". There came from the Army letters to

him that he must have shown proudly to old Pierre. General

Bourcier, Jourdan's chief of the staff, wrote that Merlin de

Thionville persisted in his recommendation of his promotion

to the rank of General de Brigade. If he still objected to take

it, he must write to the Government at Paris. Ney remained
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obstinate, and the promotion did not come for more than a year

later. There was a letter, too, from his chief K16ber, addressing

him as " Mon camarade," telling him that as soon as he was

well Jourdan would attach him to the head-quarter's staff of the

Army of the Sambre and Meuse, and enclosing one more certi-

ficate of good service to add to his collection :

—

"From the head-quarters at Ober-Ingelheim, the 22nd Nivose, Ilird

Year of the Republic, Kldber, General of Division, commanding the Army
corps before Mayence, certifies that Citizen Ney, adjutant-general, chef-

de-brigade, has commanded with distinction a corps of cavalry partisans,

during the whole of the campaign of the Army of the Sambre and Meuse
;

that in all the operations entrusted to him he has shown an intrepid courage

and a consummate intelligence, especially at the siege of Maestricht, where

his valour rendered great services to the Republic ; and that having come
as a volunteer to the siege of Mayence to assist in the capture of the place,

he has received a bullet wound which interrupts his active service until the

re-estabhshment of his health."

This came quickly. He had been less than a month at home
when on 14 February, 1795, he rejoined the Army, reporting

himself for duty at Jourdan's head-quarters.

In April Prussia, in order to have a free hand against Poland,

abandoned the Coalition, and made peace with France by the

Treaty of Basel. Several of the minor German States followed

her example. Then Spain, Portugal, and Naples made peace,

and England, Austria, and her ally the King of Sardinia, were

all that remained in arms against France. For the summer
campaign on the Rhine two French armies were formed, each

between eighty and a hundred thousand strong. The Army
of the Rhine and the Moselle was besieging Mayence, and had

detachments watching the line of the Rhine as far south as

Strasburg. It was under the command of Pichegru, the con-

queror of Holland. The other army, known as the Army of

the Sambre and Meuse, was watching the line of the river

northwards from Mayence by Coblentz and Cologne as far as

Emmerich. Jourdan was still commander-in-chief, and Kl^ber

commanded the left.

When the latter handed over the command of the siege

operations against Mayence to Pichegru, and went away to

take command of the left wing of Jourdan's army, Ney had

been directed to remain before Mayence, and was to serve on
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Fichegru's staff. But Kleber was reluctant to part with the

young colonel, whom he now regarded not only as a valuable

assistant but also as a personal friend. He appealed to the

Committee of Public Safety in a letter dated from Crefeld on

13 July, 1795:—

" The Adjutant-General Ney," he wrote, " served all the last campaign ;

his military talents have been of ser\'ice to me as well as to the Republic,

and in this respect I have complete confidence in him. I ask you most

urgently, Citizens, to leave this officer with me, and to change accordingly

the orders given attaching him to the Army of the Rhine. The good of

the service alone leads me to make this request."

His petition was granted, and Ney went north with his chief,

who was given the command of four divisions of the Army of

the Sambre and Meuse, stationed along the Rhine from Cologne

to Dusseldorf

The right or eastern bank of the great river was held by

the Austrian Army under Clerfait, and the French could only

carry on their siege operations against the western face of May-

ence. On the river-side the Austrians had complete access to

it, and could send in all the supplies and reinforcements needed

for its defence. This campaign of 1795 on the Rhine is histo-

rically interesting as marking the close of a period in the art of

war. For two centuries armies had fought for the possession

of fortresses, A campaign turned on the efforts of one side

to maintain the siege of a fortified city, and those of the other

to relieve it. It had not yet been realized that the important

thing was not to occupy positions, and capture walled cities,

but to attack and destroy the main fighting force of the enemy,

wherever it might be found, and for this end to concentrate in

one striking force every available man, horse, and gun. Bona-

parte's campaign in Italy in the following year marked the

coming of the new methods of war, but as General Horsetzky^

remarks there was something of the same spirit in Clerfait's

operations in the second stage of the campaign of 1795.

At its outset the two armies, French and Austrian, were

both acting on the same principles that the generals of the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries held to be almo.st sacred. The
opposing forces were strung out in long lines of detachments

> " Feldziige dcr Letzten Hundert Jahre," p. 30.
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along opposite banks of the Rhine on a front of 250 miles.

There was dispersion of force and division ofcommand. On the

French side Pichegru in the south was practically independent

of Jourdan in the north. The only way in which an attempt

was given to impart unity to their operations was by means of

a plan ofcampaign and subsequent detailed orders sent to them

by Carnot from Paris. The transmission of these orders de-

pended on the speed with which horses could travel over hun-

dreds of miles of road, and it was a risky thing for a commander
to diverge from the directions thus received, even in the pres-

ence of a locally changed situation, without referring his pro-

posed change of plans to Paris, and awaiting the reply dictated

by Carnot.

There is a letter of Jourdan's, which brings out all the dis-

advantages of this way of carrying on a great war. Writing

to his colleague in command on the upper Rhine, and suggest-

ing a change in the plans sent from Paris, he concludes his

letter thus :

—

" I wrote yesterday to the Executive Directory, explaining my ideas.

I do not know if they will approve of them, but I think that, being nearer

the theatre of war than they are, we are in a better position to judge what

special movements we ought to make to attain the object they have in view.

And we cannot shut our eyes to the fact that if we are obliged to write to

Paris every time that we think we ought to change something in the in-

structions sent to us, we shall pass our time in writing letters and in being

beaten."

This was very much what happened. Carnot, the " organizer

of victory/' who at his desk in Paris raised armies and provided

their generals with plans of campaign that had so far been suc-

cessful, owed part of his renown to the fact that the Austrian

generals had so far slavishly followed the traditions of the time,

and allowed themselves to be beaten in detail. Nor had Car-

not entirely emancipated himself from the old methods. They
still played a large part in his beautifully complex plans, and

the plan of 1795 was one which would have been difficult to

carry to success even with modern methods of intercommuni-

cation. It was doomed to failure once Clerfait grasped the

opportunities it gave him, and declined to make his own move-

ments correspond to those of his adversaries in the old-fashioned
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way of opposing corps to corps along a line of hundreds of

miles, instead of concentrating his strength on one section of

the enemy.

In the first place Carnot's plan—as usual at the time—had

not for its direct object the destruction of the Austrian field

army. What it aimed at was to establi.sh the French armies

on the right bank of the middle Rhine in order to complete the

blockade of Mayence on the east side, and so ensure its capture.

With this object, instead of concentrating the Republican armies

to cross the Rhine at any one point, and place a strong fighting

force in the hands of one leader on the right bank above or

below Mayence, there was to be a series of crossings. First

K16ber, on Jourdan's extreme left, was to cross near Dusseldorf,

He was then to march southward along the right bank driv-

ing in the Austrian right, and facilitating the crossing of Jourdan,

with the centre of the Army of the Sambre and Meuse near

Cologne. Then while the left and centre moved up the Rhine,

Marceau with the right was to cross at Neuwied, with the help

of a bridge of boats put together on the Moselle and floated

down to the shelter of the island at Neuwied, running the

gauntlet of the distant fire from the river batteries of Ehren-

breitstein as it passed Coblentz. Pichegru was to make a

diversion in Jourdan's favour by throwing his right across the

river above Mayence.

That such a plan could be adopted, and should actually

have for a while .seemed to promise success, .shows how feeble

had been the Austrian leadership till now, how slavi.shly the

generals of the coalition had made their own operations de-

pend on the initiative of their opponents. Clerfait, massing his

forces, beat his divided opponents in detail, and on 29 October

attacked the French on the right bank of the Rhine before

Mayence, drove them across the river, captured all their siege

train, and inflicted on them a loss of 3000 men. On both

banks the besiegers hurriedly retreated.

Clerfait had not only relieved Mayence, he also separated

the Army of the Rhine and Moselle under Pichegru, from the

Army of the Sambre and Meuse under Jourdan. He made
good use of his central position, first .striking at Pichegru,

defeating him and driving him .southwards on Landau, joining
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hands with Wurmser during the operation. Jourdan after his

failure had withdrawn to the left bank of the Rhine. Clerfait

leaving part of Wurmser's force to watch Pichegru, swung

round against Jourdan's right under Marceau, and forced the

French back towards the Moselle. Then exhausted by his

own energetic efforts, on 21 December to the utter surprise

and the great relief of the two French commanders, he pro-

posed an armistice to enable both sides to go into winter

quarters, now that the weather was broken and the roads were

deep in snow. The proposal was gladly accepted.

During this unsuccessful campaign of 1795, we hear little of

Ney. He was doing duty as a staff officer under Kleber, and

carried out a number of enterprising reconnaissances. But

there were no brilliant exploits to add to his record. He was

learning in the latter stage of the campaign the lessons of

defeat, and had more than one opportunity of showing the

cool courage required of a commander of a rear-guard.

In April, 1796, a new era in war began with Bonaparte's

first victory in Italy. It is difficult for us to realize that when

the young Republican General marched across the frontier

and defeated the Austrians and Piedmontese in the Genoese

Apennines the armistice concluded at the close of the campaign

of 1795, was still in force on the Rhine. But it was not until

May that the Paris Government ordered its generals on the

Rhine to put an end to the long truce. No modern state

would dream of being at peace on one of its frontiers and

engaged in active operations on another, with the armies of

the same enemy facing it simultaneously on both.

The best of the Austrian Generals, one of the great leaders

of his time, the Archduke Charles, now commanded the army

on the Rhine. Clerfait's failure to follow up his success had

led to his supersession. Jourdan still commanded the left wing

of the French forces in the Rhineland, the Army of the

Sambre and Meuse. Pichegru had been superseded and the

right, now known as the Army of the Rhine, was commanded
by Moreau.

The Archduke Charles had proposed to open the campaign

with an advance against the French positions, but, in conse-

quence of the rapid progress of the French arms under
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Bonaparte in Italy, he was ordered to send Wurmser with

25,000 men southwards through the Tyrol to assist in an

attempt for the relief of Mantua. Thus weakened, the Arch-

duke reluctantly decided to act on the defensive.

In Italy Bonaparte was left to carry out his own plans.

Jourdan and Moreau on the Rhine were supplied with a plan

of campaign by Carnot, and were still required to correspond

with Paris as to any modifications they thought advisable.

Carnot's plan for 1796 had the disadvantage of his plan

for the year before. It contemplated a divided advance into

South Germany, and offered the Archduke the opportunity

of beating the Republicans in detail. By the end of May the

French were in much the same positions they had occupied at

the opening of the campaign of 1795.

K16ber crossed the river near Dusseldorf on 30 May, and,

advancing on the very roads he had followed the year before,

drove in the weak detachments of the Austrian extreme right.

In the minor engagements during this advance Ney was in

command of a column of cavalry, cutting in between the

Austrians and the river, harrassing their flank, and securing

a considerable quantity of the supplies they had collected

in their cantonments along the Rhine. Jourdan crossed at

Neuwied, joined hands with Kl^ber, and, following up the

retiring Austrians, passed the river Lahn on a broad front, his

main column directed on Frankfurt. Detachments were sent

to besiege the eastern or land front of Ehrenbreitstein and to

observe the garrison of Mayence.

By the middle of June the advance of the Archduke, who
had concentrated a locally superior force on the Main, com-
pelled Jourdan to suspend his forward movement. He took

up an unnecessarily long line on the Lahn where the Austrians

attacked him, driving in his outposts and cutting off Soult's

division on his extreme left. When Jourdan found he could

not hold his own he entrusted to Ney the dangerous mission

of conveying the orders for the retreat to the isolated detach-

ment under Soult. Escorted by half a squadron of hussars

Ney made a daring ride through country that was traversed in

every direction by the enemy's cavalry. He arrived just in

time to warn Soult, and accompanied him in the perilous re-
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treat by which his division, all but surrounded by the enemy,

was saved from destruction. In the general retirement of

Jourdan's army towards the crossings of the Lower Rhine, Ney,

at the head of a column of 800 horsemen, was frequently en-

gaged with the pursuing Austrian cavalry. While the retreat

was in progress Carnot wrote to Jourdan a consoling letter, on

20 June, in which he told him that " to retire at the right

moment in order to return later with greater advantage is to

make a skilful application of the rules of war," provided

always that the morale of the soldier did not suffer. Carnot's

admirers praise the letter. It looks rather puerile, and re-

minds one of the story of the Federal general who, after Bull's

Run, explained that the Northern Army had made a strategic

concentration to the rear to protect Washington.

Moreau, like Pichegru in 1795, was slow in beginning.

He did not cross the Rhine at Strasburg till 20 June, and as

the main Austrian forces had been moved northwards he had

not to face serious opposition. He drove before him the

Austrian corps between the Rhine and the Black Forest. The
Archduke Charles, when he heard the news, fell back from the

Lower Rhine and reinforced his left to oppose Moreau. This

enabled Jourdan to advance again to the Lahn in the first week

of July.

The Archduke now retired towards the Danube valley,

keeping between the two armies of Moreau and Jourdan, which

were advancing eastwards into south Germany on parallel

and widely separated lines. The Archduke left strong rear-

guards in front of each of the French columns, and waited his

opportunity to fall with concentrated force on one or other of

them.

In this march eastwards Ney was given the command of
'

the advanced guard of Jourdan's army—three battalions, three

regiments of cavalry, and two guns, detached from Colaud's

division.

On 9 and 10 July there was hard fighting about Nieder-

Merle and Friedberg, in which Ney's detachment was at first

engaged alone, but was supported on the loth by Colaud's and

Lefebvre's divisions. The Austrian s lost three guns and a

number of prisoners. On the i6th Jourdan occupied Frank-
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furt. The advance was continued next day and on the 29th

Ney took the town of Lohr after a sharp engagement. On 3

August Jourdan was so ill that for some time he left the com-

mand of the Army of the Sambre and Meuse in the hands of

Klcber. On 7 August K16ber found the Austrians under

Wartensleben in battle array near the small fortress of Forcheim.

In the fight that ensued Colaud's division broke through the

enemy's centre, and Ney, after taking part in the victorious at-

tack, followed up the retreating Austrians for some miles at the

head of the cavalry. Returning from the pursuit he was sent by

Klcber to summon the commandant of Forcheim to surrender,

and spoke so forcibly to him that he agreed to hand over the

place at once, though the French engineers thought it could

have made a prolonged resistance.

On the evening of the victory Kleber announced to his

friend that he would at once recognize his services by giving

him the rank of Gifn^ral de Brigade, which he had refused

seventeen months before, when he was wounded at the siege of

Mayence. The confirmation of this promotion arrived from

Paris on i 5 August. The official document set forth that Ney
was promoted " in reward for his valiant conduct during this

and the preceding campaign ". Jourdan, who had recovered

and resumed the command of the army, sent the decree to

him with a covering letter in which he wrote :

—

" The Government has discharged a debt of gratitude to one of its

worthiest and most zealous servants, and has only rendered justice to the

talents and the valour of which you give new proofs each day."

Nuremberg had been occupied on 10 August, and next

day Ney summoned and took possession of the fort of Rothen-

burg making its garrison of 300 men prisoners.

From Nuremberg, after a brief halt, Jourdan advanced with

his divisions in parallel columns on a broad front, through

hilly wooded country, with Wartensleben still retiring slowly

before him. He was anxious at having no news of Moreau,

and threw out Bernadotte's division to his right to try to gain

touch with him. Moreau was on the Danube, equally with-

out news of his colleague.

On 21 August Jourdan received within a few hours news

that Bernadotte was being attacked by superior numbers, be-
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Heved to be commanded by the Archduke, and from Moreau

a despatch warning him that the Archduke was turning north-

wards to fall upon him. It seems not to have occurred to

Moreau that, instead of pushing back the relatively small

force left in his front, it was his business to attempt also a north-

ward march to his comrade's help. But the operation was

becoming every hour more difficult. The Austrian Commander-

in-Chief was using his central position to throw every available

man and gun against the northern French army.

On the morning of 23 August Jourdan, finding that hostile

forces were accumulating against the heads of his widely sepa-

rated columns in the hill country, decided on a retreat.

General Ney was given the command of the rear-guard of a

column formed by Colaud and Grenier's divisions. On the

24th he had a trying experience. He had with him two

regiments of cavalry and a " demi-brigade " (two battalions) of

infantry commanded by Colonel Dehee. Attacked by the

whole of Wartensleben's corps, and with his line of retreat cut

by a mass of Austrian cavalry, he found himself under the sad

necessity of abandoning the infantry to their fate, and fighting

his way through with his mounted troops. He extricated the

two cavalry regiments by a desperate charge against heavy

odds. Dehee's infantry, formed in two squares and surrounded

on all sides, beat off several cavalry charges, but when infantry

and artillery opened on them at close range and the cavalry

charged again, their ranks were broken, and the survivors

were made prisoners. Dehee had been killed and half his

men had fallen.

Jourdan continued his retreat, at first in two columns, one

under his own command, the other under Kleber, whose rear-

guard was commanded by Ney. Kleber and Colaud's health

broke down and they went back to France. There was general

depression at the collapse of the campaign, and Jourdan wrote

to the War Office that he felt he had lost the confidence of his

subordinate generals, and was ready to resign the command.
Beaten at Wurtzburg, but very slackly pursued, he retreated

to the Lahn. His failure forced Moreau to retire towards

the Rhine.

On 1 1 September Ney, who was covering Jourdan's posi-
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tions on the Lahii with his rear-guard troops at Giessen found

himself in danger of being surrounded and cut off by the main

body of the Archduke's army. The town was encircled by an

old wall, and while Ney was evacuating it, the citizens suddenly

closed the gates on the north side and admitted an Austrian de-

tachment on the south. The result was that some companies of

French infantry, who had not yet marched out, found them-

selves in a trap. Ney placed his guns in position outside the

town, and himself approached the gate under a white flag.

He told the townsmen who held it, that if the men they had

entrapped were not at once allowed to march out, he would

bombard and burn the place. He spoke in such a determined

and threatening way that he frightened them into submission.

They entreated the town council and the Austrian commander
to save them from destruction by letting the F"renchmen go,

and strange to say the request was granted, and the prisoners

liberated.^ It was a successful piece of mere bluff, for at most

Ney could only have thrown a few round shot into Giessen,

and they would have done little harm. If he continued his

cannonade for any length of time he would have had tenfold

numbers upon him and compromised his own retreat.

The defence of the line of the Lahn collapsed on the i6th,

and Jourdan, retiring still further northwards, took up a posi-

tion along the rivers Sieg and Agger, with his right resting

on the Rhine near Bonn. He wrote to Paris again asking to

be allowed to resign his command. He .said that he could not

understand by what chance he had been put into .such a high

position, and that he felt himself quite unfit for it. On 28

September he was replaced by General Beurnonville, who
remained inactive on the Sieg, content that the Austrians made
no attempt to drive him from it, and apparently not realizing

that his own inaction left the Archduke free to divert a con-

siderable force southwards for the operations against Moreau,

who was driven across the Rhine. In October, while fighting

was -Still in progress on the upper Rhine, Beurnonville agreed

to an armistice of indeterminate duration with General Werneck,

'General Bonnal {Vic Mililairc dii Marcchal Ney) rightly speaks of the

success of Ney's threat as "something almost incredible," and add.s :
" Besides

his valour in action General Ney had a talent for terrorising the governors and
the inhabitants of strong places into the capitulation he demanded ".
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whom the Archduke had left in command of the corps that

observed the French positions along the Sieg and Agger—one

more instance of this strange practice of local peace in the

midst of a general war.

Before the armistice was arranged, Ney was, in the last

week of September, sent to the extreme left of the line to

protect that flank. He had with him two regiments of cavalry

(6th and 9th Chasseurs), and the 20th Demi-brigade of Light

Infantry. He was later reinforced with three more battalions

(two battalions of the 48th Demi-brigade of the line and the

2nd Battalion of the 105th Demi-brigade). On 30 September

he established his head-quarters at the village of Huckeswagen,

where he spent some weeks. He took advantage of the lull

in the operations to address a long general order to the troops

under his command, which showed his painstaking attention

to practical detail. It was a series of brief instructions on out-

post work, patrolling and reconnaissance, and the action of a

rear-guard.

Another order warned officers that, for the sake of good

discipline, they must not drink at the inns with non-com-

missioned officers and privates. This was a reaction against

the democratic methods of the Republican armies, which were

full of officers promoted from the ranks. Ney warned his

officers that if anyone disregarded his order, he would send the

offender to prison at Cologne for a first offence and on its re-

petition he would propose that the officer concerned should

lose his commission. Times were changing. A little earlier

such an order would have exposed the general who issued it to

the risk of being denounced as an aristocrat and a bad Repub-

lican. Now it seems not to have in any way diminished Ney's

popularity with his officers and men.

Even before the armistice was formally signed in December,

there was a tacit truce, with a line of demarcation to define the

limits of movement of both armies. A Prussian officer, Major

Jeckner, was sent to the Huckeswagen district to see that the

line of demarcation was respected, and we hear of him dining

more than once with Ney and his staff. Once the French

deliberately broke the arrangement. During the last stage of

the retreat of Jourdan to the line of the Sieg and Agger, a
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tumbril, containing a considerable part of the military chest of

the army, had been captured by armed peasants near Freuden-

berg. Ney received information that they had secured nearly

a million and a half of francs in coined silver, and were fighting

among themselves over the sharing of the spoil. One foggy

November morning he sent a party of sixty chasseurs across the

demarcation line to try to recapture some of the money. They
raided the village of Attendorf, and brought back i 5,000 francs.

Major Jeckner complained of this invasion of the Austrian zone,

and was put off with an explanation that the chasseurs had

lost their way in the fog.

After the conclusion of the armistice, Ney marched north-

wards to Elberfeld, where he established his head-quarters and

found better cantonments for his men. Their general good

conduct is shown by the fact that, notwithstanding his strict

ideas of discipline, the order book of his detachment from

I October, 1 796, to the middle of January records only one case

of crime serious enough to be dealt with by the General. One
of the chasseurs is found guilty of drunkenness and absence from

duty, but only a light punishment is inflicted. Ney orders

that his name shall be excluded from all lists for promotion,

until he has by steady good conduct redeemed his character.

At the end of January, 1797, Ney's brigade was broken up.

There had already been several changes in the list of generals

of the Army of the Sambre and Meuse. Amongst others

General Lefebvre had had to resign the command of his division

through ill-health. On 10 January, the Commander-in-Chief,

Beurnonville, wrote to the Minister of War, proposing that Ney
should be promoted to the rank of General of Division, and

given the command of the advanced guard of the whole army in

the next campaign. Of Ney's services Beurnonville wrote:

—

" This officer, intrepid in ever>' engagement during the whole of the

campaign, has covered himself with glory. He has always been in com-

mand of an advanced guard, and I know of no one but him who can

perfectly command that of the Army of the Sambre and Meuse."

The proposed promotion was not granted, but on 13 February

Ney, still a Gi'm'ral de Brigade, was directed to join General

Grenier's division, and take command of a detachment, which

was to act as the advanced guard of the right wing of the army
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during the next campaign. On 3 March he established his

head-quarters at Birkenfeld. His command was made up as

follows: Cavalry, 6th Chasseurs, and 2nd Hussars; Artillery,

a light battery ; Infantry, 20th Demi-brigade (three battalions).

The last of his troops joined him on 15 March. He had then

nearly 3000 men under his command.

At the end of February Hoche had replaced Beurnonville

as Commander-in-Chief of the Army of the Sambre and Meuse

for the campaign of 1797. According to the fashion of the

time he organized it with a right, centre, and left wing, com-

manded respectively by Lef^bvre, Grenier, and Championnet,

each corps composed of two divisions. A seventh division

under General Watrin was to be at his own disposal as a re-

serve. The cavalry attached to the infantry was reduced to a

single regiment of chasseurs for each division. The rest of

the mounted troops were formed into a corps under General

D'Hautpoul, afterwards famous as a commander of cuirassiers

under the Empire.

On 7 March, while Ney was still at Birkenfeld organizing

his mixed brigade of all arms, Hoche wrote to him, telling him

that D'Hautpoul's cavalry was to be organized in four divi-

sions—hussars, chasseurs, dragoons, and heavy cavalry, and

that he was to command the Hussar Division, composed of

the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th regiments. The 4th was the regi-

ment in which Ney had so long served in the ranks and as

an officer. The 5th was a unit of later formation. Ney was

to proceed with the formation of his division, and until hostilities

began to take every opportunity of training it by manoeuvres.

He was not to act under any of the commanders of the right,

centre or left, but would receive all orders either from D'Haut-

poul, or directly from the Commander-in-Chief. Hoche ended

the letter by expressing the satisfaction he felt in serving with

a General " whose military merits were so generally recognized

and esteemed ".

In acknowledging the receipt of these orders Ney wrote to

Hoche on i 5 March :

—

" I most sincerely share, mon geniral^ the satisfaction that all my com-

rades have felt at your arrival among us, and the confidence with which

your presence has inspired the whole of the army is a sure guarantee of
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the success of your enterprises. I shall be only too happy to contribute ac-

cording to my small powers to realize your wishes and merit your esteem."

The plan of campaign was that Hoche, with the Army of the

Sambre and Meuse, should cross the river, as in the two preced-

ing years, at Dusseldorf and Neuwied, picking up the detach-

ments already on the right bank, Moreau, with the Army of

the Rhine, would cross higher up about Strasburg. The two

armies were to advance to the Danube, and join hands with

the Army of Italy under Bonaparte operating through the

Tyrol. The advance of the two Rhine armies would be facili-

tated by the fact that the Archduke Charles had been sent to

oppose Bonaparte's progress in Venetia, and was weakening

the Austrian Army in South Germany by drawing heavily upon

it for reinforcements.

In January, 1797, Bonaparte had defeated the last Austrian

effort to relieve Mantua, winning the victory of Rivoli amid

the ice and snow of the mountain plateau above the Lake of

Garda. On 3 February Mantua had surrendered. In the

beginning of March, while there was still an armistice in the

Rhineland, Bonaparte had detached a corps under Joubert to

invade the Tyrol, and, with the main body of the Army of

Italy, had left Verona to enter Venetia. He had conceived

the plan of a bold single-handed advance through the hills of

Carinthia and Styria directly upon Vienna. On 12 March

his advanced guards drove the Austrian detachments from the

line of the Piava. On the i6th and 17th he forced that of the

Tagliamento. On the 23rd the French were across the Isonzo

the last of the three river lines on which the Austrians had

tried to bar their progress. The Archduke Charles, defeated

in front, and with his line of retreat menaced by Joubert's ad-

vance through the Tyrol, was falling back through the moun-

tainous country of the eastern Alps, anxious only to delay the

march of the victors. On 30 March Bonaparte occupied

Klagenfurt, the capital of Carinthia, where he stopped his ad-

vance in order to open unofficial communications with the

Archduke to ascertain if Austria was inclined to make peace,

of which he intended to dictate the terms.

It was only after receiving the news of these successes that

the Paris Government at last ordered Hoche and Moreau to
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break off the armistice, and perform the relatively easy task

of driving the weak Austrian Army of General Werneck from

South Germany. On 16 April Hoche sent a flag of truce to

Werneck to denounce the armistice, and the same day his left

under Championnet began its advance from the neighbourhopd

of Dusseldorf to the Sieg, while the centre and right concen-

trated to cross the Rhine at Neuwied, Hoche had 70,000 men
under his command, mostly veterans of several campaigns.

Werneck could oppose to them at the most only 35,000.

On 17 April Championnet crossed the Sieg. On the same

day Hoche with the centre and right was across the Rhine at

Neuwied, and, issuing from the entrenchments that covered his

floating bridges, he drove back the Austrians, and next day

Championnet effected a junction with him. The united army

now followed up the Austrian retreat, Ney with his hussars

and a battery of horse artillery being well to the front. On
the 20th he several times charged the cavalry of Werneck's

rear-guard.

Next day he was again in action with them near Giessen.

Towards evening he found himself attacked by superior num-
bers. A regiment of Austrian lancers charged his battery as

it was retiring, and one of the guns was in imminent danger of

capture. Ney put himself at the head of a squadron of his

old comrades of the 4th Hussars, and rode to the rescue. His

onset drove back the lancers and saved the gun, but, as he

pressed the enemy back, his squadron was suddenly charged on

the flank by a regiment of heavy dragoons. Everything gave

way before the shock. Ney's horse was rolled over badly

wounded and when he extricated himself, he found that he was

alone with only a broken sword in his hand. He made an

effort to seize another horse, but he was ridden down by the

Austrian dragoons, and bruised and exhausted he became their

prisoner. The Austrians continued their retreat during the

night, taking Ney with them under a strong escort. Next day

Hoche's advanced guard, under Lefebvre, was before Frankfurt-

on-the-Main, and he was preparing to occupy it, when an Aus-

trian officer arrived with the news that preliminaries of peace

had been signed at Leoben by the representatives of Bonaparte

and the Archduke Charles, and the long war was at an end.

3
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An armistice was arranged, and the River Nidda was chosen

as the line of demarcation between the French and Austrian

troops.

Hoche had heard of Ney's capture on occupying Giessen on

the evening of the 21st. He at once wrote him the following

letter:—

" Head-quarters, Giessen, 2nd Floreal,
" Fifth Year of the Republic (21 April, 1797)

" The General Commanding-in-Chief the Army of the Sambre
and Meuse to Brigadier-General Nev.

" You must know me well enough, my dear General, to understand

how afflicted I am at the terrible event that has happened to you.

" I have sufficient confidence in the spirit of mutual courtesy with

which the Austrian Generals act, to expect that they will treat you as we
have dealt with such of their colleagues as we have made prisoners in

Italy. I am asking Monsieur Elznitz ' to release you on your parole, and

I am looking forward impatiently to the moment when I shall again grasp

your hand. Let me know if I can send you anything helpful. Adieu, my
dear Ney. Believe in my sincere and constant friendship.

" Hoche "

Ney had been suffering from deep depression and disap-

pointment. The arrival of this generous letter from a soldier-

chief like Lazare Hoche reassured him. It showed that in

the esteem of such a good judge of men he had lost nothing

of his reputation by his misfortune. Five days after the con-

clusion of the armi.stice he had a further consolation. A
messenger arrived from Hoche bringing a ceinture de connnande-

ment—the broad silk tricolour sash, fringed with gold, worn

by Republican Generals, with a letter from Hoche in which

he said :

—

" In sending you the sash, which will be handed to you by the bearer

of this letter, I do not pretend, my dear General, to recompense either

your successes or your merits. I ask you only to accept it as a poor

testimony of my particular esteem and my unalterable friendship. Let

me have news of your health."

Then there arrived from the Paris War Office an official

letter giving the highest praise to Ney's conduct, and assuring

' General Elznitz of the Austrian Army, the commander of VVerneck's

rear-guard.
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him that the accident of his capture on the eve of the peace

would in no way damage his reputation and his prospects.

Werneck at first made difficulties about accepting Ney's

parole, but Hoche wrote to the Archduke Charles on the

subject, and the news of this appeal to his superior officer

made Werneck give way. On 6 May Hoche welcomed Ney
in the French lines at Giessen. He was to remain on parole

there until he was exchanged for one of the captured Austrian

Generals. The exchange was arranged only two days later

at Basel by the French and Austrian commissioners, who met

there to effect a mutual exchange of prisoners, but it was

not till 24 May that Hoche received the official documents

from Paris, and was able to write to his friend :

—

" I send you, my dear Ney, the certificate of your exchange, which

has just reached me from the Government. You will resume your com-

mand, and believe me if we begin again, I shall put you in a position to

win the praises of both friends and enemies."

On 7 June Ney again took command of his Hussar divi-

sion. But the armistice and the preliminaries of Leoben ended

in the Peace of Campo Formio. After commanding his

division in camp and quarters during the long negotiations,

Ney went on 31 December to Mayence, which had been

handed over to France by the Treaty, and where he was

directed to organize the small cavalry force that was to form

part of the permanent French garrison.

After spending a few days there he returned to the head-

quarters of his Cavalry division at Homburg. At the end of

January, 1798, the Army of the Sambre and Meuse was being

broken up. England was now the only power that remained

at war with the Republic, and an army was being concentrated

on the coasts of the Channel, under the name of the " Armee
d'Angleterre," destined for the invasion of that country under

Bonaparte's command. On 15 February Ney marched from

Homburg with his detachment, now reduced to a brigade of

two regiments, the 3rd and 5th Hussars, Their post during

the concentration of the " Army of England " was to be at

Amiens.



CHAPTER III

NEY, GENERAL OF DIVISION (1798-1799)

NEY reached Amiens on 4 March, 1 798, and found there

General Desaix, who was in command of the Army
of England, pending Bonaparte's coming. He

sent Ney to Abbeville to prepare for the quartering of his

hussars in and about that town, where the two regiments

arrived on the i ith. But he was only a few weeks in command
of them. Bonaparte, now all powerful in the military councils

of the Republic, had declared that the time was not yet ripe

for an attempt to invade England. He was preparing for his

enterprise in Egypt. The concentration in the northern de-

partments was broken up. Some of the regiments were sent

to Toulon to be embarked on the fleet of Brueys. With them

went several of the more prominent officers, including Desaix

himself But Bonaparte had probably not yet even heard of

the exploits of a mere brigadier-general like Michel Ney. It

was much later in his career that the bold leader of the van-

guards on the Rhine came into the inner circle of Napoleon's

Paladins.

On 26 April he obtained a short leave of absence—three

weeks— which he spent at Metz. Why he went there is not

explained, and there is no record of his having visited Saar-

louis, though he may have gone there before he returned to

Abbeville at the beginning of June. On the 15th of that

month he was sent to Lille to command a brigade of cavalry

stationed there. It was all garrison work, official routine, and

inspections, with some minor manoeuvre training.

On 24 August he received another de.stination. He was

ordered to join the army concentrated on the Rhine under

Joubert, and known from its head-quarters as the " Army of

Mayence". It was being reinforced in view of a possible re-

newal of hostilities with Austria. His new command was a

36
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brigade of Chasseurs-a-Cheval (loth, 20th, and 23rd Regiments)

in cantonments about Weilburg on the banks of the Lahn, the

scene of some of his recent war experiences. It was for him

an uneventful time. In September his head-quarters were

moved from Weilburg to Hachenburg. On 1 1 October the

8th Chasseurs joined him and raised his brigade to the strength

of four regiments. On 4 November the three original regi-

ments were taken from him and sent back to France. After

having for a few days only the 8th Chasseurs with him, he

was given also the 4th Hussars, and on 1 1 December he trans-

ferred his head-quarters and his two regiments to Homburg in

the Duchy of Nassau. This was Ney's uneventful record for

the greater part of 1798, the year that saw Napoleon's cam-

paign in the East begun, Rome occupied and the Roman
Republic proclaimed, Switzerland revolutionized and the

Helvetian Republic founded under the protection of France,

and attempts made to invade Ireland.

In the expectation of renewed war with Austria, the Direc-

tory had raised the Army ofMayence to six divisions of infantry

and a Cavalry division. Jourdan was in command of it with

head-quarters at Strasburg, whither Ney was called on 4

F'ebruary and given the command of the light cavalry detailed

to act as the advanced guard of a new organization, the Army
of the Danube. He had a brigade formed of the 1st Chasseurs

and 4th and 5th Hussars. The Army of the Danube was

formed by taking two-thirds of its strength from the Army of

Mayence. The remaining third was henceforth to be known
as the "Army of the Rhine". In expectation of an outbreak

of war in the spring, the Directory at Paris had in January

drawn up an ambitious plan of operations, and decreed the

organization of the following armies :

—

Official title. Commander. Strength.

Army of the Rhine . Bemadotte 15,000 men

„ „ Danube . Jourdan . 40,000 „

„ ,, Switzerland . Massena . 30,000 „

„ Italy . . Scherer . 50,000 „

„ Naples . Macdonald 30,000 „

„ Holland . . Brune 10,000 „

Total 175,000 men.

Jourdan, besides commanding the Army of the Danube,
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was to fjive a general direction to the operations of Bernadotte

on his left and Masst^na on his right.

The plan of campaign had the defect of dissipating, instead

of concentrating, the striking force of the Republican armies.

It was further based on the false idea that Switzerland was

like a citadel between the Italian and German theatres of war,

where an army could manoeuvre freely to place itself on the

flank of the line of operations of the advancing Austrians,

pouring down on them from the mountains like an avalanche.

The difficulty of moving and supplying an army on the

mountain roads, the restriction of its lines of operation by the

few and narrow openings from them, and the enforced .separa-

tion of this large body of men from the armies operating north

and south of it, were all left out of account. Mass6na's

30,000 men would have been of more value if they had been

placed at the outset on the Rhine or in the plain of northern

Italy.

According to the Paris plan the Army of the Danube was

to advance from the Rhine into the Upper Danube valley,

with the Army of the Rhine covering its left flank, and the

Army of Switzerland ready to descend from the mountains on

the enemy's flank and rear. Meanwhile the Army of Italy,

supported by the Army of Naples, was to attack the Austrians

in Venetia.

Carnot was no longer at the Paris War Office. He had

opposed the extreme measures of Barras, and had been expelled

from France as a suspected Royalist. The ambitious .scheme

for the campaign included all the defects of his war plans and

none of their inspirations of genius. Bonaparte was in the

East with some of the best of the coming generals. The
superior direction of the French armies was at the mercy of

mediocrities.

On the other side Austria was mobilizing a quarter of a

million of men. The Archduke Charles was to command on

the Danube, and Suvaroff was to bring 60,000 Russians to his

assistance. Seeing that war was inevitable the Paris Directory

sent an ultimatum to Vienna, summoning the Emperor P'rancis

to di.savow the Russian alliance and stop the march of Suvaroffs

army into his states within eight days. On the rejection of
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this demand, Jourdan was ordered to cross the Rhine on i

March, 1799. Then Mass6na summoned the Austrians to

evacuate eastern Switzerland, which they had entered on the

invitation of the canton of the Grisons, now in revolt against

the "Helvetian Republic".

On the eve of the outbreak of war Ney performed an

exploit which gained for him the long-deferred promotion to

the rank of General of Division. He had been at Strasburg

since the beginning of February, occupied with the training of

his light cavalry brigade, but on 24 February Bernadotte

obtained his transference to the Army of the Rhine, and next

day directed Ney to proceed to Mayence, and provisionally take

command of a brigade of cavalry.

Ney then proposed to Bernadotte that he should be allowed

at once to attempt an enterprise, which he had been thinking

over for some time. After the Treaty of Campo Formio the

arrangements with several of the minor German Princes, who
had been in arms on the side of the Coalition, had not been

completed, and negotiations had dragged on through the short-

lived peace. Mannheim on the Rhine was to have been

handed over to France under the treaty, in order to give the

Republic a fortified bridge-head on the east bank of the river.

During the French occupation of the place, before the Austrians

recaptured it, there had been a bridge of boats connecting

Mannheim with the west bank, but the Elector Palatine had
persisted in retaining possession of the place after the treaty,

and had removed the bridge. Ney suggested to Bernadotte

a project for securing Mannheim by a coup-de-main, and re-es-

tablishing the crossing there before the opening of the cam-
paign against Austria.

His proposal was accepted. He had asked for a mere
handful of men. Two companies of infantry were to be sent

to an old entrenchment opposite Mannheim on the French
bank of the river, and three guns were to be brought up under

cover of darkness to the same position and masked near it.

The 8th Dragoons were to be sent him from his brigade.

While the preparations were in progress he disguised himself

as a civilian, and reached Mannheim by a round-about way.

Using German, his mother tongue, he spent some hours in the
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town without exciting suspicion, then he returned to Franken-

thal, whence he wrote to Bernadotte on 28 February:

—

"At Mannheim they think themselves in complete security, and are in

the greatest confidence that peace will be quickly arranged. This afternoon

I myself went and saw the boats for the construction of the bridge ; they

are lying anchored in the branch of the Rhine above the town, to the

number of thirty, with all the tackle and timber for the superstructure, and

these boats, with the four lying near our earthworks on the left bank, will be

enough to complete the crossing. The garrison is made up of 350 Palatine

troups, including 40 Light Horse, some of them old pensioners. The rest

are recruits belonging to five or six different corps. A verbal summons

from myself will be enough to make them lay down their arms. Besides

there is not even one cannon in the place."

The three guns escorted by a company had ah-eady arrived.

On I March Ney with the dragoons and two companies of

infantry, for whom he could not get any cartridges, arrived at

the old entrenchments opposite Mannheim. The first warning

the town received was the sudden opening of fire from Ney's

battery, which threw a few solid shot and shells into the place,

causing a general panic. The firing did not last more than

ten minutes, then Ney, with a few companions, crossed the

Rhine in a boat flying a flag of truce and met the commandant

and the civil authorities. He told them that he was prepared

to bombard and storm the town, which belonged to France

under the Treaty of Campo Formio, and he asked them to

spare him the unpleasant necessity of causing the bloodshed

and destruction resulting from an attack, that they could not

hope successfully to resist. The result was surrender at discre-

tion. That night Ney was in possession of Mannheim, and

next morning the bridge of boats was being reconstructed.

The number of prisoners showed that Ney had been misin-

formed as to the strength of the garrison. It was nearly double

his estimate and numbered 460 infantry and 200 cavalry of

whom 105 were mounted.

Ney marched his cavalry brigade over the floating bridge,

and taking also two companies of infantry he advanced upon

Philippsburg, which was held by another detachment of the

Elector's troops. He was not strong enough completely to

invest the place but he found that the commandant and the

officers of the garri.son were not at all earnest in their loyalty
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to the Elector, or bent upon a desperate defence. He had

hardly arrived before the place when he succeeded in arrang-

ing an understanding that the garrison and the investing force

should take up a line of outposts, beyond which neither should

advance without giving previous notice that it was intended

to begin active hostilities. On 8 March he wrote to Bernadotte

that he was convinced that a speedy surrender could be

brought about by finding money for some of the enemy's

officers, and he had requisitioned 50,000 francs from Heidel-

berg. Bernadotte wrote next day from Mayence a reply,

which throws a curious light on some of the methods of conquest

employed by Republican Generals in the Wars of the Revolu-

tion :

—

" I have just received your letter of yesterday, my dear Ney. I approve

all that you have done. In war when one is not strong, one must be a

bit cunning. It is very trying that I cannot spare a body of troops

sufficient to invest Phihppsburg. Promise 500,000 francs, promise 600,000

and even more if necessary. I pledge my word of honour to have them

paid down the same day that the fortress is handed over to us, or at latest

within twenty-four hours.

" We shall pay it all by levying contributions. Be open handed in

supplying your emissaries with money.
" Try to get into correspondence with the most influential officers.

The man who is not brave, my dear Ney, will nearly always allow himself

to be corrupted with gold ; to profit by this weakness is an art one must

master, and it is not easy to find the opportunity again if one lets it slip.

" It is allowable, my dear Ney, to employ every means when it is

a question of serving one's country, and contributing to the glory of its

arms."

Bernadotte would perhaps have had some difficulty in

explaining how the glory of the French arms could be increased

by purchasing the surrender of a third-rate fortress. Ney's

negotiations did not however produce the result he anticipated,

and Bernadotte had to send him during the month of March

a battalion of infantry and eight companies of grenadiers from

various regiments to enable him to make the blockade of the

place more effective. He was occupied with this routine-like

warfare while further south the Archduke Charles forced

Jourdan and the Army of the Danube to retire through the

Black Forest to its original positions on the Upper Rhine.

On 28 March the Minister of War forwarded to Ney a
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decree of the Directory promoting him to the rank of General

of Division in reward for the capture of Mannheim. He replied

on 4 April with a characteristic letter declining the promotion,

as he had refused the first offer of promotion to the rank of

General of Brigade :

—

" Waghausel, iJie istk Germinal, Year VII.

"(4 April, 1799)
" To THE Minister of War.

" I have received, Citizen Minister, your letter of the 8th of this month,'

in which was enclosed the decree of the Executive Directory which has

promoted me to the rank of General of Division. The Directory, in pro-

moting me to these new functions, has probably only considered the

favourable reports with reference to me which have reached it. I would

have accepted a decision, which does me such honour, if my talents were

likely to justify the kind action of the Government. I hope it will interpret

my refusal as a certain pledge of the disinterested civic spirit which guides

me in the discharge of my duties as General of Brigade, and I beg that

you will assure the Government that my conduct will never have any

other object than to deserve, more and more, its esteem.

" Consequently, I have the honour to return to you the decree con-

cerning this promotion, and I beg of you to express to the Directory my
attachment to the Republic."

Modest as he was in his estimate of his own military

talents, Ney had good right to claim that he was thoroughly

disinterested in his conduct, for not only had he twice refused

promotion, the first ambition of most soldiers, but he was also

unlike the majority of the Generals of the Revolution in the

fact that he never tried to enrich himself at the public expense.

On the same day that he wrote to the Minister of War,

Ney wrote to Bernadotte :

—

" I have the honour to request you, mon j^lneral, to forward to the

Minister of War, by the first available courier, my refusal of the rank of

General of Division. This offer of promotion flatters me, and at the same
time inspires me with a very lively sense of gratitude for him who, by his

favourable reports, has induced the Government to confer this new rank

upon me. I hope that while you approve my conduct in this matter, you
will continue to manifest your good will towards me, and I shall always

respond to it with the most sincere and lasting devotion."

The result of Ney's action was only to delay his promotion

for a few weeks. On 4 May he received a letter from the

'8th Germinal = 28 March.
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Minister of War informing him that the Directory insisted on

his acceptance ofthe new rank, and at the same time assured him
that the Government saw in the modesty that had led him to

decline it a new reason for seeing that he had the reward of

his earlier services.

In the first week of April he was occupied with some unim-

portant operations, the direction of reconnoitring and foraging

parties, and the reinforcement of the investing force around

Philippsburg. Bernadotte, disgusted at the insignificant part

assigned to him, and the impossibility of any effective action

now that Jourdan's advance had collapsed, ordered Ney to

remain in position to cover a general retirement to the Rhine,

and then resigned his command, and on 10 April started for

Paris. Before leaving the Army he wrote to Ney :

—

" Wherever I may be, my dear Ney, I shall always remember you

and take an interest in you. Believe in the sincere attachment I have

vowed to you, and be assured that nothing that is agreeable will ever happen
to you without giving me the liveliest pleasure."

Jourdan had also resigned, and there was a new arrangement

of the commands on the Rhine and in Switzerland, The
Army of the Rhine ceased to have an independent existence

and became the left wing of the " Army of the Danube and

Switzerland " under the supreme command of Mass6na, who
was to direct all the operations from the Alps to the middle

Rhine.

On 12 April Ney was called to Strasburg to see the Com-
mander-in-Chief. When he arrived there he found that

Massena had gone up the river to Basel, and he followed him
thither, reaching the place on 16 April. Here he learned that

he was to have the command of Mass6na's cavalry in northern

Switzerland. But within a few days of his appointment the

order of battle of Massena's army was modified, and Ney's

force was considerably reduced. He was to command only

the light cavalry of the centre and right, five regiments in all,

two of which had not yet joined.

But there was soon another change in the plans of the

Directory, The collapse of the French left in south Germany
was swiftly followed by news of failure after failure on the

right in northern Italy. Suvaroff had reinforced the Austrians
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in Veuetia with his Russians, and taking command of the

combined forces was pressing the French steadily westward

forcing one after another the lines of the rivers that run down
from the Alps to the Po. The project of using Massena's

army in Switzerland as a central striking force ready to co-

operate with a victorious advance in the plains to north or

south of the mountains had to be abandoned. For the present

his task would be to stand on the defensive, repress the hostile

movements of the insurgent mountaineers, and check the

advance of the Austrians through northern Switzerland, while

on his immediate right a division under General Lecourbe held

the passes and mountain roads from the Lake of Lucerne

southwards to the Italian slope of the main Alpine chain in

the canton of Ticino.

On 8 May Ney was directed by Massena to proceed with all

haste to Lecourbe's head-quarters, where he was given the

command of a detachment, made up of two battalions and two
companies of French infantry, and two weak battalions of

Swiss Republican troops ; no artillery and for cavalry a cor-

poral and six hussars. He was sent with this handful of

about 2000 men to hold the Val Mesocco, the narrow valley

which branches off northwards from that by which the St.

Gothard railway now descends to the Lago Maggiore. He
had his head-quarters and reserve at Mesocco near the north

end of the valley and established posts in the passes leading

eastward into the Grisons. He also kept reconnoitring parties

of lightly equipped infantry in movement northwards over the

Spliigen and the San Bernardino passes. The weather was
bad, with showers of rain varied with snowstorms in the

higher passes, and the nights were intensely cold. Supplies

were short, and the men, badly fed, clad in ragged uniforms,

and sheltered only in roughly constructed huts, suffered severely,

Not a company could muster anything like its full strength

for duty.

But this trying service did not last many days. On 17

May Lecourbe wrote to Ney that the enemy had occupied

Chur, stormed the fortifications at Luziensteig, and obtained

complete command of the Grisons. To hold on any longer in

the Ticino region would be to expose the whole division to the
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imminent risk of being cut off. There must be a prompt re-

tirement northwards over the St. Gothard, Soult's division

held Schwytz where he had broken up armed gatherings of

peasants. His position there would cover and make the retreat

possible. Ney's detachment formed the rear-guard in this

march by the St. Gothard and the Andermatt valley to the Lake
of Uri, While the movement was in progress Lecourbe re-

ceived a letter from Massena ordering him to send Ney back

to rejoin the "Army of the Danube" in northern Switzerland,

where he was to take command of the advanced guard of its

central column at Winterthur. Lecourbe forwarded the order

to him with a covering letter in which he said, " I am sorry

not to have the advantage of keeping you longer with me, and

I assure you of my esteem and of the friendship I feel for you ".

Ney had just received the letter of the Directory dated

4 May insisting on his accepting the rank of General of Divi-

sion, and Massena, in recalling him to his head-quarters,

intended to give him a command more befitting his new posi-

tion than the direction of an outpost detachment in Lecourbe's

division.

Ney reached Winterthur late on the evening of 24 May.
It had been expected that he would take a rest at Zurich, but

he passed through the town without stopping there and with-

out reporting himself to the local commandant. He thus

failed to receive a "letter of service" from Massena's chief

of the staff. General Cherin, which was waiting for him at

Zurich, and which formally empowered and directed him to

take command at Winterthur.

The place, now a busy industrial centre and an important

railway junction, was in 1799 surrounded by a crumbling

rampart that gave it the dignity of a fortified town, but was

unarmed and useless for defence. Its military importance

arose from the fact that it stands at the junction of a number
of roads about midway between the Lakes of Zurich and

Constance. The little River Toss, a tributary of the Rhine,

runs past it. Massena's army was in position to the west-

ward along the line of the River Limmat, its right about Zurich

its left towards the Rhine. In front of the Limmat positions

three " advanced guards " had been pushed forward, to cover
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the right, centre, and left. This advanced outpost h'ne was

under the command of General Tharreau. The central detach-

ment at Winterthur was the most important.

Two Austrian columns were advancing between the Lakes

of Constance and Zurich, under Generals Naundorff and

Hotze. Naundorff s advanced posts had been pushed forward

to the west of the River Thur, by the roads from Constance

towards Winterthur. The Archduke Charles had ordered him

to occupy the latter place, and hold it to cover the crossing of

the Rhine below Constance by the main body of his army

from South Germany.

The troops at Winterthur were a brigade of four battalions

under General Gazan, a brigade of two battalions under

General Roger, and a cavalry brigade of three regiments under

General Walther. General Oudinot was in command of the

whole force. When Ney reached the place on the evening of

24 May, he declined to take over the command for two

reasons; first he had not received his "letters of service " and

secondly Oudinot had been ordered by Tharreau to attack the

Austrian outposts in the direction of the Thur early next

morning, and had made all his arrangements, and Ney, who
neither knew the ground nor the troops he was to command,

thought it better to leave the direction of the operation in

his comrade's hands. He assisted Oudinot by riding out

with Walther's cavalry and giving the brigadier some useful

advice.

Naundorffs light troops held a line of villages along the

Thur. Oudinot attacked in two columns, supported by de-

tachments from the advanced guards of the right and left, and

drove the Austrians across the river. But Tharreau had ordered

that the affair .should be a mere demonstration, and that the

troops were to return at once to their positions about Winter-

thur. This retirement immediately after the morning fight on

the 25th, gave the men an impression that something was

wrong, and as Ney reported to Massena " depressed the morale

of the soldiers ".

On the 26th Ney received his " letters of service " and in-

structions, and took over the command at Winterthur. He
was disappointed at finding that he was to report to and
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receive the orders of Tharreau, instead of being in direct com-

munication with his chief Mass6na. He had not much con-

fidence in Tharreau's powers of command, and he saw that

delays and difficulties might arise from his communications

with head-quarters having to pass by a round-about way. He
wrote to Massena expressing strongly his opinion that the

commander ofan advanced guard in touch with the enemy ought

to be in the most direct communication with the Commander-

in-Chief and responsible only to him. But until he received a

reply to this letter he had to obey Tharreau's instructions.

Late on the 26th he received a message from the latter

informing him that the troops about Winterthur would probably

be attacked next day, and telling him that Soult on his right

and Oudinot now in command of the nearest detachments on

his left had been warned and would support him, Hotzewas.

coming up to reinforce Naundorff and the latter had reoccupied

the positions taken in the attack of the 25 th.

Ney took these orders to mean that a stand was to be made
all along the outpost line, and that he would not be isolated.

At sunrise on the 27th he rode out to reconnoitre the ground

in front of Winterthur and select positions on which to bar the

expected advance of the enemy. Walther's cavalry he sent

out in the direction of Frauenfeld to gain touch with the

Austrians.

He moved out his small force of infantry, between 3000

and 4000 men, to the line of low hills about four miles north

of Winterthur. The country to his front in the direction of

the enemy did not allow of any extended view, except where

the long trough of the valley leading towards Frauenfeld made
an opening in the wooded hills. He ordered Gazan with his

four battalions to advance up the valley, sending Roger with the

two other battalions forward over the hills on his left to fall on

the flank of any Austrian detachment that might try to bar

Gazan's way. He did not know that the enemy were in force

in his front. He expected to be in touch before long with

supporting columns to left and right of his advance and to re-

peat the easy victory of three days before and drive the Austrian

outpost detachments across the Thur.

There was a dangerous contempt for the " white coats " in
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the whole proceeding. It was the first time Ney had com-

manded so considerable an infantry force in action, and he was

taking very serious risks in not waiting for the reports of his

cavalry before committing his two weak brigades to a further

advance. But as a cavalry commander he had been used to

taking risks, and finding that the bold game was the winning

one. Suddenly the stillness of the early summer morning was

broken by the dull reports of musketry volleys. Then among
the clumps of pine woods on the slopes to the right of the

Frauenfeld hollow Walther's troops were seen retiring. Gazan's

column was forming up for battle across the road, and over the

heights in front came the white-coated Austrian infantry.

Roger's brigade had disappeared for the moment beyond the

woods to the left.

Ney had ridden to the front with Gazan's brigade. The

enemy was now advancing in force and the battle began. One
strong Austrian column deployed into line, and attacked Ney
and Gazan in front. Away to the left the sound of heavy firing

told that Roger was also attacked. On the right another column

pushed Walther back, and threatened to take Gazan's brigade

in flank. Ney realized at once that he was heavily out-

numbered. The fact was that Naundorff had sent 15,000 men
to attack less than 4000 of the Republican troops. There was

no sign of the reinforcements promised by Tharreau. There was

nothing for it but to retreat. So Ney fell back upon Winter-

thur, making a dogged fight, and hoping against hope that at

any moment the arrival of a French column to right or left

would change the adverse conditions of the day.

Slowly the French gave way, but there was never a mo-

ment of unsteadiness. It was a well-fought rear-guard action,

the men retiring by alternate detachments and in turn facing

about to meet the enemy with bullet and bayonet. A last

stand was being made at the gates of Winterthur, when Ney,

who was riding on the flank of one of his battalions, suddenly

went down, horse and man, before an Austrian volley. His

horse was dead, but he rose at once with the blood running

down from one of his knees, which had been wounded by a

bullet.

He quietly told Gazan to direct the retreat through Win-
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terthur and across the Toss while he had his wounded knee

bound up and sent for another horse.

In a few minutes he had mounted again and resumed the

command. The river was passed and for an hour and a half

he defended its crossings against the enemy. But Naundorffs

numbers enabled him to extend his line and cross the river at

points above and below those held by the French. Ney then

fell back to the margin of the pine woods on the heights south

of the river and there for a while continued to defend himself

against the Austrian attacks. Here his second horse was killed

under him and he received another bullet wound, this time in the

left hand. He now found himself" absolutely unable to continue

in action " and definitely relinquished the command to Gazan.

The fighting soon came to an end. The Austrians, satisfied

with the capture of Winterthur, ceased to press their attacks

and Gazan made an unmolested retreat towards the Limmat,

after being rejoined by Roger. Walther's cavalry protected

the retirement.

Wounded as he was Ney wrote the same night a full report

to Mass6na. He estimated the losses of his division at from

600 to 800 killed and wounded and about a hundred prisoners

—one-fourth of his effective force. He blamed Tharreau for

having committed him to the offensive and left him unsupported,

but he did not write in any bitter terms though he must have

felt deeply the disappointment that his first engagement as a

General of Division had ended in defeat. He asked permission

to go to Colmar to recover from his wounds and to take with

him his staff officer, Adjutant-General Lorcet "who had been

with him during the whole course of the action, and behaved

in the most distinguished way, and had had the misfortune to

have one of his ribs broken by a bullet ".

Without waiting for a reply he left Gazan in command of

the army and set off for Colmar on 28 May in a travelling

carriage with Lorcet. On the way he received the desired

permission, accompanied by a kind letter from the chief of the

staff, in which, writing in the name of the Commander-in-Chief,

Cherin assured him that it would be always a pleasure to do

all that was possible to meet his wishes and that every one de-

sired his speedy recovery and his return to the army. This
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showed that at head-quarters he was not blamed for the defeat

of Winterthur.

Ney remained at Cohnar for the greater part of the month

of June and then went to Plombieres to complete his recovery.

In the third week of July he found himself well enough to re-

turn to the front. On 22 July he arrived at Basel, whence he

wrote to Massena reporting himself fit for duty and asking to

be given some work to do. Next day he was directed to take

command of the 6th Infantry Division, forming part of the

left wing of the Army of the Danube under the orders of

General Ferino.

In the eight weeks during which Ney had been disabled

by his wounds great events had happened, and the fortune of

war had been adverse to the Republican armies. In the first

days of June the Archduke Charles had attacked Massena's

positions along the Limmat, and driven the French from the

line of the river winning the engagement known as the first

Battle of Zurich, Mass6na, however, only fell back a few miles

and established himself in a new line with his left on the Rhine

above Basel. This was the position of the " Army of the

Danube " when Ney rejoined it.

In Italy there had been a serious disaster, the prelude of

worse defeats. In the middle of June Suvaroff had defeated

Macdonald on the Trebbia. It was in this battle of the

Trebbia that Ney's elder brother Jean met his death, while

fighting as a lieutenant of the 55th Infantry.

On 8 July the Archduke had made an unsuccessful attack

on the French lines. After this he detached from his army a

considerable force which was sent over the Alps to assist in

the operations in Italy, There was a lull in the operations

in northern Switzerland, almost a tacit truce, during which

Massena received larger reinforcements than those that reached

the Archduke from Austria. The balance of advantage was

thus being restored to the French. This was the result of the

operations of the allied armies being controlled not by Suvaroff

and the Archduke Charles, the skilled commanders in the field,

but by the theorists who composed the Aulic Council at

Vienna. They insisted on directing the campaign from a

board-room table at the Austrian War Office, and inspired
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only with old-fashioned theories of war they did not realize the

simple truth that it was the business of the leaders in the field

to follow up the advantages won on the Limmat and the

Trebbia, and do their best to destroy the armies of Mass6na

in Switzerland and Macdonald and Moreau in Italy, Instead

of this they ordered that the next step should be the reduction

of the north Italian fortresses of Mantua and Alessandria, and

it was to strengthen the Austro-Russians in Italy for this

work that the Archduke was directed to cease his advance

and weaken his fighting force by sending large reinforcements

away over the Alps to Suvaroff.

When Ney rejoined on 22 July, the Army of the Danube
had its extreme right near the Lake of Zug ; its centre on the

heights that form the left bank of the lower Reuss, and its

left thrown back along the Rhine from the confluence of the

Aar westward towards Basel. Though officially known as the

6th Infantry Division, Ney's command was a force of all arms.

Its organization was :

—

1st or Right Brigade. General Goullus. Head-quarters, Lauffen-

berg. 1st Demi-brigade Light Infantry, 2nd Demi-brigade

Auxiliary Swiss Infantry, 8th Chasseurs-k-cheval and 17th

Dragoons.

2nd or Left Brigade. General Barbier. Head-quarters, Rheinfelden.

103rd Demi-brigade of the Line, ist Chasseurs-k-cheval.

Divisional troops. Some companies of light artillery and a company
of engineers.

The troops were watching the river line, holding a number
of posts along the bank, connected by cavalry patrols, with

reserves in readiness to move to any threatened point. Ney
inspected the various detachments, collected supplies, and

generally saw that his command was fit for work whenever

the tacit truce with the Austrians would be ended by the

renewal of active operations,

Ney's official correspondence during this lull in the war

shows how careful both sides were to avoid giving any un-

necessary alarm that might accidentally lead to a sudden

outbreak of hostilities. At the end of July Alessandria and
Mantua had fallen. The Austrian commandant on the

Bavarian bank of the Rhine sent a flag of truce to Ney's outposts

at Bernau near the mouth of the Aar on 3 August to inform
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the French that if they heard a cannonade next day it would

be only the firing of salutes with blank cartridge, when the

news from Italy was announced to the troops in the Austrian

camps. On 8 August General Oudinot, now chief of the staff

to Massena, returned the compliment, directing Ney to inform

by flag of truce the Austrian commander on the other side of

the Rhine that salvoes of artillery would be fired in the French

camps on the loth in honour of the Republican commemora-

tion of the day.

On the 1 3th Ney was warned that the time of inactivity

was coming to an end, and that movements had been ordered

on the right and centre which would probably lead to a general

engagement. Mass6na was anxious to have a soldier like

Ney employed at a point in his line where there would be more

serious work than the mere watching of the Rhine on his left

rear. So on the 15th he informed him that he was to hand

over the command of the 6th Division to General Goullus, and

take over that of the 5th Division, forming the left centre of

the army.

It was not till late on the evening of 16 August that Ney
received the formal order to proceed to Brugg, near the con-

fluence of the Aar and the Reuss, and take over from General

Heudelet the command of the 5th Division. He prepared

to start next morning, but in the night there came a despatch

from Goullus informing him that the enemy were attacking

his right, and under cover of a heavy fire of artillery were try-

ing to throw a bridge of boats across the Aar. Ney was not

the man to relinquish the command of troops while they were

going into action. He rode off" in the darkness to Bernau,

near the mouth of the Aar, and hurried all available reinforce-

ments to the line of the river. Here he learned that the

attempted crossing was a little higher up, at Klein Dettingen.

A despatch from General Heudelet of the 5th Division in-

formed him that the Austrians were constructing two boat

bridges there, and the troops of the 5th were being moved to

oppose them, Ney marched in the same direction with all the

French and Auxiliary Swiss troops he had available, and after a

sharp fight along the river banks about Klein Dettingen the Aus-

trians were repulsed. He was preparing to make a counter
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attack, with a view to seizing and burning the boats and

material they had collected for their bridges, when the enemy
sent across a flag of truce with a request that hostilities should

cease, and the informal truce be resumed. This was agreed

to, and the boats were collected on the Austrian side of the

Aar.

Ney then went on to Brugg, but once more there was a

sudden change in his destination. Mass6na had just received

and transmitted to him an order from the Paris Directory

removing him from the " Army of the Danube " and telling

him to join the head-quarters of the " Army of the Rhine" at

Mannheim, With the official letters Massena sent him a per-

sonal request that he would delay his departure for a few days,

as he anticipated further fighting would take place immediately,

and he was anxious to have the advantage of his services.

To this flattering request from his Commander-in-Chief Ney
replied that he would remain until the 22nd.

Nothing, however, happened during these last days in

Switzerland, and on the 22nd Ney started for Mannheim. He
had asked to be allowed to take with him one of his staff, the

Adjutant-General Ruffin. Massena wrote to him that he was

sorry to lose Ruffin and granted the request with regret. "It

is a sacrifice," he wrote, "that I would not make for anyone

else, but I cannot refuse you anything."

Ney's removal from the Army of the Danube to that of

the Rhine was a piece of bad luck. Had he stayed in Switzer-

land, he would have taken part in Massena's advance and the

victory of Zurich—the one great success of a year of dis-

asters. With the new Army of the Rhine he was thrown back

into the days of small things, and condemned to serve under

a sluggish incompetent commander, whose name is remem-

bered only by specialists in the history of the time. Not

military talents or services, but political interests, had placed

General Leonard Muller in command of the Army of the

Rhine. It had been formed to protect France against a pos-

sible raid across the upper river from southern Germany.

The danger was not, however, serious so long as Massena held

his own and kept the Archduke Charles occupied in Switzer-

land, for the Austrians had in Bavaria only relatively small
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detachments of infantry. Their forces in South Germany
were chiefly cavalry.

Miiller, with his head-quarters at Mannheim, had at his

disposal an army ofthree weak Infantry divisions and a division

of cavalry. His right division under General Lewal was in-

vesting the Elector Palatine's fortress of Philippsburg, against

which Ney had operated in an earlier campaign when he was

under the command of Bernadotte (now Minister of War at

Paris). The two other divisions were thrown forward into the

hills on the east bank of the Rhine to cover the siege. They
lay along the line of the little river Elsenz, a tributary of the

Neckar. The extreme right was at Sinsheim, the left at

Neckargemiinde, where the Elsenz joins the Neckar. The
division on the right of the line was commanded by General

Colaud, an old friend of Ney and his chief in the days of the

Army of the Sambre and Meuse. The left division was under

General Dalaroche. The Cavalry division was under D'Haut-

poul was stationed behind the line at Wiesloch.

Miiller welcomed Ney to his head-quarters, found horses

for him, and gave him at once some work to do. But congenial

as his task was, the force placed at his disposal was so small

that it would have been more befitting for a brigadier than a

general of division. It was not quite 2000 strong. There

were two battalions of the 29th Demi-brigade of the line, each

mustering about 700 bayonets, two squadrons of the 3rd

Hussars, each about a hundred strong, and for artillery three

light guns. This little force was assembled at Steinsfurth

near Sinsheim, on the extreme right of the advanced line on

the evening of 27 August. Ney arrived there soon after mid-

night and took command of the detachment at 2 a.m. on the

28th.

The operation which he was to undertake was part of a plan

of action which the Directory had sent to Miiller. Korsakoff,

with 30,000 Russians, was on the point of joining the Arch-

duke, and Bernadotte, as Minister of War, had just directed

Miiller to use the Army of the Rhine for a demonstration in

the upper valley of the Neckar, in order to give the Archduke

the impression that a serious French invasion of South Germany
was intended, and thus lead him to divert some of his forces
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to the country between the Rhine and Danube, and so render

Massena's task somewhat easier. The idea was sound but

Miiller carried it out in a very incomplete and half-hearted way.

The only one of his subordinates who effected anything was

Ney. This, however, was not the fault of his colleagues. They
were held back by Miiller' s incompetence.

Ney's first object was the seizure of the town of Heilbronn

on the upper Neckar. He was to turn out the Austrian de-

tachment that held it, and levy contributions on the place

and collect supplies there for the army. He marched early on

the 28th and was before Heilbronn on the 29th. At i p.m.

he was in possession of the place. In his report to Miiller he

noted that he had to act " with much circumspection " as there

was plenty of open ground along the Neckar and the enemy
was strong in cavalry. The Austrians had 1500 dragoons,

hussars, and carbineers in the place, but only 400 infantry and

no artillery, so Ney's three guns gave him a solid advantage.

Probably the Austrian commander thought he had to deal with

the vanguard of a much stronger force, for he made a poor

show of resistance, and the capture of Heilbronn cost Ney only

two men wounded. He thought the Austrians must have

lost a good many men.

He reported that he had sent detachments to occupy

Wimpfenn, on the Neckar about twelve miles below the town, and

Lauffen some ten miles above it. He asked that six companies

of the 3rd Battalion of the 29th Demi-brigade should be sent

to reinforce him, and he ended his despatch with some import-

ant information, and a useful suggestion based upon it :

—

" The enemy is in small force everywhere on the right bank of the

Neckar. It is my opinion that a bold and well-directed stroke would be

successful, aiming at Ulm, to destroy the Austrian magazines there, and

force Prince Charles to make a diversion even against his will. This

might be accomplished with a corps of 12,000 men, and I could protect its

left flank."

This was perfectly sound advice and if acted upon Ney's

suggestion would have secured the result the Directory had

in view when it ordered a movement on the Neckar. But

Miiller had no enterprise.

The same evening Ney wrote to him to report that
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Wimpfenn had been occupied, but the attempt on Lauffen had

failed. He asked for some more cavahy. MiJller promised

to send him the 6th Chasseurs-^-cheval.

On the 30th Miiller wrote to Ney telling him that he was
about to concentrate his efforts on the reduction of Philippsburg.

He hinted that in taking this decision he had been overruled

by the Government, but he was evidently seeking a pretext for

abandoning the forward movement though it was hardly begun.

He reminded Ney that a contribution was to be levied on
Heilbronn and suggested 50,000 francs as the amount. He
told him to send out reconnoitring parties as far as possible in

order to find out what truth there was in current rumours that

the Archduke Charles had sent strong reinforcements towards

the Neckar and had himself arrived at Freudenstadt (forty-

seven miles east of Strasburg).

The contribution had already been levied on Heilbronn, and
not without considerable difficulty 100,000 francs had been

obtained from the municipal authorities. On 29 August Ney
had sent off one of his staff to convey the money to Miiller's

head-quarters. Miiller had expected only half the amount, but

when the money arrived he wrote to Ney that he ought to try

to levy another 100,000. This suggestion was not adopted,

for Miiller, alarmed at reports that there was a large concentra-

tion of the enemy behind the northern hills of the Black Forest,

did not wait for the result of Ney's reconnaissances, but sent

him a hasty order to abandon Heilbronn and his posts on the

Neckar, and withdraw to his starting-point at Steinsfurth near

Sinsheim.

Ney reluctantly obeyed the order, and collected his force

at Steinsfurth on i September. But that same day he was
surprised to hear that Colaud's division was evacuating

Sinsheim and falling back towards the Rhine, leaving his small

detachment unsupported. He wrote a very outspoken letter

to Miiller, in which he told him that he could not understand
why Colaud's force should be thus withdrawn without even
being threatened by the enemy. He himself, he said, would
now have to take care that the peasantry did not drive him
out with pitchforks, such was the impression produced by this

unnecessary retirement. If only one of Colaud's battalions
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had been left at Sinsheim, he could have held on at Steinsfurth

and pushed reconnoitring parties up to and beyond the Neckar,

but if he was left unsupported he would run the risk of being

charged with reckless imprudence if he ventured on any such

enterprise.

It was a new experience for Ney to have to act under a

commander whose caution verged on cowardice, and how keenly

he felt his position is proved by his having transgressed the

rules of military discipline to the extent of writing such an

outspoken censure on Muller's proceedings.



CHAPTER IV

COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF ON THE RHINE (1799)

THERE had been bad news from Italy, On 1 5 August

the allies had completely defeated the French

Army of Italy under Joubert, and the old veteran

of the Rhine was among the dead. After this victory Suvaroff

with the Russians was marching into Switzerland, leaving

Melas and the Austrians to press the remnant of the French

armies back upon Genoa. It was one of the darkest hours of

the Republic.

Bonaparte, with some of the best of the younger French

Generals, had been isolated in Egypt since Nelson's victory

and the destruction of the fleet of Brueys in Aboukir Bay.

Very little information as to what was happening there had

reached France, and there was an impression, except among
the most optimist of men, that the "Army of the East" and

its commanders were hopelessly lost to the Republic. But

the future master of France was already on his homeward way

to change the whole face of the situation. On 22 August

Bonaparte had run the blockade off Alexandria, and was

making a venturous voyage through the Mediterranean accom-

panied by some of his most trusted officers. He was returning

to seize upon the government of the Republic and to wrest

victory out of the midst of disaster.

These coming events cast no shadows before. Even if the

Republican Generals on the Rhine had known that Bonaparte

was returning, they would probably have treated the news as

a matter of no great importance. Most of them, like Ney
himself, had never met the young Corsican .soldier. They had

.seen comrades of theirs depart to share his triumphs in Italy

and his wild venture in the East, but most of those who had

remained in the northern theatre of war looked rather jealously

on the soldiers of Italy, who had formed a kind of group of

5«
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satellites for Bonaparte. And the soldiers who had followed

him had the same kind of feeling for the men of the armies of

the Rhine and Danube.

Ney had for years been doing his duty as a soldier in a quiet

methodical way. He had never been in Paris. He had frankly

given his adhesion to the Republic, but he had held aloof from

politics. His correspondence is never disfigured by the rhetor-

ical platitudes that came so readily from the pen of many of

his comrades. He had never tried to push his fortunes except

by hard service in the field. So far from being ambitious he

had more than once refused well-merited promotion. A certain

stolid self-possession and calm good sense was perhaps due to

the fact that he had in him more of the German than the

Frenchman, and so he remained untouched by the political ex-

citement of the time.

In these autumn days of 1799 he was probably less affected

by the bad news of disaster in Italy and new dangers in the

central European theatre of war, than by the fact that he was

himself under the orders of an incompetent and timid leader,

whose hesitations and blunders would perhaps involve himself

in the general discredit, that was only too likely to fall upon

the unfortunate Army of the Rhine.

He held on at Steinsfurth till 5 September, sending out

scouting parties towards the Neckar. One of these had a

successful skirmish with a party of Austrian cavalry on the 3rd,

and brought in some prisoners. By questioning these Ney as-

certained that the enemy's force on the Neckar in his immediate

front was about 1800 horse and 3000 foot (twelve squadrons

and four battalions) with eight guns. They were strung out

in a line of detachments along the river. He considered that,

unsupported as he was, his best plan for imposing on the enemy

was to resume active operations, and accordingly he marched

on the village of Wimpfenn on the 6th. The Austrian detach-

ment there retired on his approach, and he occupied the place

without firing a shot.

Learning that Heilbronn was not strongly held he marched

on that place next day, but here the Austrians made a stand,

and were driven out only after some hard fighting. Ney re-

ported to Mtiller on 7 September :

—
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" The enemy made a stubborn defence. He had cannon, infantry, and

as many cavalry as I have. I reckon his force about equal to my own.

He has just fallen back on Lauften, where I intend to go to-morrow."

Next day he was able to write to Miiller :

—

" I have just got possession of Lauffen, my dear General. As I ex-

pected the enemy defended the position with a good deal of stubbornness.

He is now in full retreat on Stuttgart, but I shall take care not to follow

him in that direction, for his forces will continually increase as he falls back,

especially his oivalry, and the slightest reverse would make it an infinitely

difficult business for me to effect my retreat. I shall occupy the position of

Eppingen to-morrow."

The march to Eppingen was a retirement. Ney rested there

during the loth, and that day received orders to act as the

rear-guard of the Army of the Rhine, which was now falling

back everywhere to the line of the river, Miiller having received

information that the Austrians under Schwarzenberg were ad-

vancing in superior force from behind the hills of the Black

Forest. Ney retired by Wiesloch and Heidelberg, being

reinforced on the march with four squadrons of cavalry and a

battalion of light infantry. He was nowhere molested by the

enemy.

General Miiller was now preparing to act strictly on the

defensive, holding the left bank of the Rhine from Strasburg

to Coblentz, abandoning the blockade of Philippsburg, and

evacuating all the right or eastern bank of the river except at

Mannheim, where he held the town, in order to keep possession

of the crossing there. Ney's detachment was now to rank as

a division. The other divisional commanders were La Roche,

Colaud, and Lewal. La Roche was to hold Mannheim, where

there was a bridge of boats across the river, and Neckarau on

the bend of the Rhine a couple of miles higher up. The other

three divisions were strung out along the left bank. Lewal on

the left from Coblentz to near Worms, Ney from Worms to

Speyer, with La Roche in his front on the other bank about

Mannheim ; Colaud's division continued the line to near Stras-

burg. A force of some 30,000 men was thus guarding a front

of about 300 miles. It was necessarily everywhere weak.

The only show of strength was in the centre, but there La
Roche was in a position that positively invited attack. Ney
was to support him.
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For the front of more than thirty miles assigned to him

Nay had at his disposal only three battalions and nine -rompanies

of infantry, three regiments of cavalry and six guns. He
organized his division on 1 3 September in two mixed brigades

of all arms and a reserve. His former staff officer, Lorcet, now
a brigadier-general, had been sent to him. Ney put him in

command of the right brigade at Speyer (two battalions of the

1 6th Demi-brigade of Infantry, three squadrons 3rd Hussars

and two guns). The left brigade was posted at Worms under

the command of Laffont, the Colonel of the 6th Chasseurs-i-

cheval (a battalion of the i6th Infantry, the 6th Chasseurs, four

squadrons strong, and two guns). Ney had his head-quarters

and the reserve at Frankenthal, the force available being three

companies of light infantry, six of grenadiers, the 17th Cavalry

of the line, and two guns.

To sum up the whole situation, the Army of the Rhine

was a mere line of river outposts with nothing behind it. The
generals themselves realized the hopelessness of their position.

On 1 6 September La Roche wrote from Mannheim to Ney that

Prince Schwartzenberg's advanced guard was approaching and

he expected soon to be attacked in force at Neckarau and

Mannheim. And he went on to say :

—

"You know both these places. You are aware that the former is

naturally strong for defence, but with no bridge behind it, at a considerable

distance from that of Mannheim, and having only two battalions to hold it,

it cannot resist a well-directed attack made by very superior forces. The
position of Mannheim is hardly worth mentioning, and if I were free to

abandon it and establish myself at Neckarau I would not hesitate for a

moment. What is to be done, my dear General, in this state of affairs ?

All one can do is to make a glorious resistance, and without really hoping

to succeed, try to bring to naught the attack and the designs of the enemy.

I shall make every effort for this end, but these efforts will have a better

chance if you unite your forces to mine and come and help me with your

valour and experience. I will let you know when it is time."

Ney replied to La Roche the same day :

—

" Your position, my dear General, is certainly anything but satisfactory.

I think that it is imperative to shift our bridge at once to the bend of the

Rhine at Neckarau, and leave only small outpost parties to watch Mann-
heim and the left bank of the Neckar. In my opinion this is the only way
to save the troops under your command and enable you to offer an organ-

ized resistance. The approaches to Neckarau are difficult, while those to
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Mannheim are quite open. All this should induce you to transfer your

bridge to the place where your main force can act, and should act, in the

event of anything happening,"

Ney sent a copy of this letter to General Mliller with a

covering note, in which he urged the Commander-in-Chief to

direct La Roche to act upon it. It was curious that a div-

isional general should thus have to try to teach the chief of the

Army of the Rhine his business. But the effort came too

late. While Muller was still thinking over the proposal, Ney,

early on the 1 8th, heard heavy firing in the direction of Mann-

heim, and was getting together all his available force for a

rapid march to the help of his colleague, when he received this

hastily written note from La Roche :

—

*' I had a presentiment that I would be attacked at daybreak this

morning. I am attacked and very sharply. I can't tell you how it will

end. Come to my help, and believe in my friendship.

" La Roche "

A little more than six months ago Ney had conquered

Mannheim for the Republic. He was now to witness its los.s.

Hurrying to the point of danger with what force he had in

hand, he could only delay the capture of the town for a while.

The French were driven across the Rhine leaving Mannheim

in the hands of the Austrians. Ney and La Roche tried to

burn the bridge of boats but could only partly destroy it.

The losses of the day were heavy. Two of La Roche's briga-

diers. Generals Lefol and Vandermassen, were taken prisoners.

Ney himself had more than one narrow escape. His left leg

was bruised by a grazing cannon shot, and a bullet hit him full

in the chest but it was spent and failed to penetrate. His

horse was badly wounded. But the same night he wrote to

Mliller from Ogersheim (four miles west of the Rhine) that his

injuries would not prevent him retaining the command of his

division, which he had concentrated opposite Mannheim. He
told his chief that he did not think the Austrians meant to

cross the river just then, but added that, if they did, there was

nothing to prevent them.

Mliller had fairly lost his head and sent no orders. Ney
took it on himself to meet the emergency. Sending some in-

structions, disguised as suggestions, to General La Roche, he
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ends by saying :
" All this is really the business of the Com-

mander-in-Chief, but as he is a bit slow in his decisions, the

safety of the army demands that we should point the way for

him ". He reported to Miiller, not asking for orders, but tell-

ing him what arrangements he had made.

But next day Miiller recovered from the shock of the bad

news from Mannheim and asserted his authority by sending

orders that completely upset the common-sense arrangements

made by Ney for opposing the enemy if he tried to cross the

river. Miiller directed Ney to keep his force in observation of

the river line about Mannheim, but La Roche was to go further

south and take post on the line of the Speyerbach (the little

river that joins the Rhine at Speyer) facing northwards. Both

were to be ready to retreat into the Palatinate on receiving a

further order to that effect, Ney to retire on Kaiserslautern,

La Roche on Landau, The latter expressed his feelings in a

note to Ney in which he said : "I confess that it requires a

strong supply of patriotism and devotion to enable one to serve

under such circumstances. No doubt we shall have other

orders this evening, once more changing everything we have

to do. Alas, alas!" To which Ney replied: "Yes, my dear

General, it is a sorry business to have to serve in this way.

The orders as to the posting of the various divisions of the

army are arranged in such a way that one can make nothing

of them."

The weather had now broken and there were days and

nights of rain. Ney took advantage of the rise in the river to

inundate, by opening the sluices of the Frankenthal canal, the

low ground of the left bank below Mannheim, thus restricting

the points at which the enemy could cross. He obtained some
useful information from correspondents at various places along

the river and was able, on 22 September, to send Miiller a

reassuring report. He told him that although 5000 Austrians

had been moved into Mannheim he believed this was only

with a view of housing the men during the wet weather. He
did not expect any attempt to cross in his immediate front.

It seemed more likely that the enemy were moving towards

the lower Rhine. Ehrenbreitstein would probably be sum-

moned, and Dusseldorf taken, for the latter place could not
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make any prolonged defence. The Austrians had shown no

disposition to follow up their success at Mannheim, and there

was a general slackness in their movements. Ney suggested

that probably the Archduke was being kept so busy by

Mass^na in Switzerland, that he was hesitating about detaching

any more troops towards the Rhine. The conjecture did

credit to Ney's judgment, for at that moment Massena had

begun the advance which ended in the great victor>^ of Zurich.

During this stay at Frankenthal one finds in the letters of

Ney's intimate friends messages to " Madame ". During the

last months of 1799 he had living with him at his head-quarters

a German girl, named in one of the letters, but sometimes

alluded to as "your wife ". They were not married, however,

and she soon disappears from his life.

General Miiller, during his inglorious campaign, had never

been near enough to the front to see an enemy. He was pre-

paring to fall back from the Rhine and had withdrawn his

head-quarters to Landau. On 24 September he sent a brief

note to Ney asking him to come to see him there, as he had a

communication from the Government to make to him. Ney
reached Landau the same day and there heard to his surprise

that the Directory had deprived Leonard Miiller of his command
and that, until further arrangements were made, he himself

was to be Commander-in-Chief of the Army of the Rhine. He
at once wrote to the Directory the following characteristic

letter :—

" Landau, the ini Vendimiaire, Year VIII.

"(24 Sept., 1799)

"To THE Executive Directory

"The Commander-in-Chief, General Miiller, has sent for me to hand

me the commission of provisional Commander-in-Chief of the Army of the

Rhine.

"Have you considered well, Citizen Directors, how insufficient my
military talents are for me to hold so important a post in these critical

circumstances.

" I declare to you. Citizen Directors, that I can accept this position

only for a period of ten days, and it is only due to my having been so

strongly urged to do so by General Miiller that I have decided to be, if

necessary, a victim to the interests of the Republic. My devotion to the

Republic is well known to you. Citizen Directors, and I swear to consecrate

my last breath to its preservation."
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The same evening he addressed the following circular letter

to the divisional commanders :

—

" The Executive Directory, has forced me, my dear comrade, to accept

provisionally the command-in-chief of the Army in the place of General

Miillcr, who is recalled to Paris. You know how insufficient are my
military talents for this position, especially in such critical circumstances.

I shall perhaps be the victim of my devotion, but I cannot avoid taking

this step. I rely on your care for the safety of the troops confided to your

charge, and on your special good will towards myself I must also inform

you my dear comrade, that I have formally declared to the Executive Direc-

tory that I will only retain the command of the army for ten days."

Ney's earlier refusals of promotion arc some proof that he

was sincere in his protestations, and we may assume that he was

really anxious to hand over the command to other hands as

soon as possible. At the same time it must be admitted that,

for a man who expected to be superseded in ten days, he

displayed a remarkable energy in introducing sweeping changes

into the Army of the Rhine. It seemed as if he was determined

that during his brief command the impress of his personal

ideas should be set upon its future.

That very day he issued several orders and proceeded to

alter its whole organization. Within a few days he made

further changes. As Commander-in-Chief he had to provide

for the defence of the frontier fortresses of the lower and

middle Rhine, as well as for the army in the field. He pro-

ceeded to divide all the forces of his di.strict into local and

active division.s. The local divisions were the garrisons of the

strong places. There were six of these commands, three on

the river line, three in rear of it, the former being Strasburg,

Mayence, and Coblentz (with Ehrenbreitstein) ; the latter

Colmar, Landau, and Luxembourg. The active divisions were

to form the mobile striking force at his disposal. There were

more Cavalry than infantry units available after providing for

the fortresses, and Ney, himself a cavalry officer, proceeded to

recast the list of divisional commanders so that it became a

list of generals belonging to the mounted arm of the service.

The new organization of the Army of the Rhine was

this :—

5



Infantry. Cavalry. Artillery. Head-quarters.

Battalions. Regiments. Companies.

I 2 I Lauterbourg

I 4 2 Rheinzabern

I 4 I Lambsheim

2 3 2 Wissemburg
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Divisions. Generals.

Advanced Guard Lorcet

1st Division Espagne

2nd „ Nansouty

Reserve Division D'Hautpoul

Total ... 5 13 6

The head-quarters were nominally at Strasburg, where Ney

left MuUer's chief of the staff, Baraguay d'Hillier.s, and the

administrative staff of the Army. This was officially described

as the ''Grand guartier gthieraV\ But at his own head-

quarters at Hagenau he had with him his personal staff

under Adjutant-General Ruffin, described in orders as the

" Petit quartier-gencral". It was however the real centre of

command.

Ney's appointment as Commander-in-Chief had been hailed

with enthusiasm by the Army of the Rhine. Officers and

men felt that the disappearance of General Miiller was

the end of a period of incompetence that was only too

likely to end in disaster and disgrace. But his sweeping

changes led to some friction. Baraguay d'Hilliers and his

colleagues of the Grand quartier protested against being shelved

in the bureaux of a frontier fortress. A divisional general

complained bitterly of a cavalry officer being sent to take out

of his hands a command he had held even before Ney himself

arrived on the Rhine. He succeeded in soothing the feelings

of some of the aggrieved officers. But he had made some

enemies.

The idea on which his reorganization of his command was

based was to leave to the garrison troops the general guard of

the river line and to keep in hand a small striking force of

mobile troops to oppose the enemy wherever he might attempt

a crossing. He posted his active divisions on and near the

river opposite Mannheim, Carlsruhe, and Rastatt, because his

information was that the Archduke Charles, leaving Hotze in

command in Switzerland, had come to Durlach near Carlsruhe,

where he was concentrating a considerable force, and there

were signs of a preparation to bridge the river at Seltz near

Rastatt. Lorcet, with the advanced guard division at Lauter-
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bourg, was opposite Carlsruhe, and his outposts along the Rhine

watched every possible crossing-point to beyond Seltz. Behind

him at Wissemburg was D'Hautpoul with the reserve, and

Espagne with the ist Division was on his left rear. Nansouty

with the 2nd Division was on the extreme left and observed

the river towards Mannheim. On the 26th Ney reported to

Massena the news he had obtained of the enemy and the

arrangements he had made. That day he received encourag-

ing news from Holland. Brune had completely defeated the

Anglo-Russian Army under the Duke of York. Next day

(27 September) he wrote to the Minister of War at Paris :

—

" Reports which have just come to hand assure me that the enemy is

marching up the right bank of the Rhine to reach Helvetia (Switzerland).

Perhaps this movement has been forced upon him by General Massena's

attack which was to have taken place on the 2nd of this month of Vende-

miaire (23 September) according to the information given to me."

On the 28th he wrote that he had further reports confirm-

ing the enemy's withdrawal and that he had a " telegraphic

message " from Massena announcing a great victory. The
telegraphic message was of course sent by a line of semaphores.

Massena was thus in communication with Basel and Stras-

burg, and another line of semaphores on hill-tops and church

towers linked Strasburg with Paris.

Two days later Ney received the following confirmatory

despatch from Mass6na, dated from Zurich on the 28th :

—

" I write to you in haste, my dear General, to inform you of the success

won by the Army of the Danube. We have completely beaten the two

armies— Russians and Austrians. The Russians have already repassed the

Thur. We are pursuing the remnants of the Austrian corps. The Com-
mander-in-Chief, Hotze, was killed on the field of battle. Baggage and

camp equipment, six standards and more than a hundred guns, are in our

hands. The loss of the enemy's two armies in killed, wounded, and prisoners

is over 20,000 men. Three Russian Generals are our prisoners. We
crossed the Limmat on the 3rd of this month (25 September) at Dietikon,

and the Linth between the Lakes of Zurich and Wallenstad. Next day at

4 p.m. we fought our way into Zurich."

The news from Zurich confirmed the view of the situation

which Ney's keen military insight had, one may almost say,

divined. He wrote to Massena that he regretted that the loss

of the footing on the further bank of the Rhine, afforded by
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Mannheim, made it difficult to engage in an operation in force

against the Austrian right in South Germany. But even so

he meant to do something to delay the Archduke's obvious

attempt to draw reinforcements from that side towards

Switzerland.

During the next week Ney was preparing to take the

offensive. It was not to be an attempt to invade South

Germany in force. He had not the numbers for such an

operation. His plan was limited to a series of simultaneous

demonstrations all along the river from Strasburg and Kehl

on the right to Mayence on the left. He handed over the

command of the advanced guard at Lauterbourg to Brigadier-

General Roussel, and sent General Lorcet to Hocheim near

Mayence to take command of a new 3rd Division (really a

mixed brigade of three cavalry regiments, a battery and six

companies of grenadiers). The preparations were completed

on 3 October and next day attacks were made all along the

front against the Austrian posts, the garrisons making sorties

across the Rhine, the divisions in the centre threatening a

crossing of the river at various points opposite Carlsruhe,

while on the left Lorcet, supported by a detachment from the

Mayence garrison, advanced from Hocheim to Hochst at the

confluence of the Nidda and the Main, menacing Frankfurt.

There were several minor engagements in all of which the

French were victorious, the Austrians everywhere falling back,

under the impression that the vigorous advance of the Re-

publican troops must have serious forces in support of it. Ney
himself joined the left column, which drove the Austrians from

an entrenched position near Hochst and broke up a great

gathering of armed peasants that had joined the enemy. Ney's

report to the Minister of War on this affair is interesting. He
won an easy victory, and the despatch proposes the promotion

of a young soldier, who was to be one of the famous cavalry

generals of the Empire and to meet a hero's death in the

great battle of thirteen years later that gave Ney his princely

title :—

" All the enemy's positions," wrote Ney, " and several entrenchments

were stormed. The enemy's losses in this affair have been serious. More
than 3000 peasants—a part of the 20,000 who had joined him—threw away
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their muskets, but notwithstanding their precipitate flight left a good many
dead on the ground. We have to regret only a few brave men killed be-

sides some sixty wounded.
" I request, Citizen Minister, that you will confirm the promotion I

have made of Citizen Montbrun, Captain in the ist Regiment of Chasseurs,

to the rank of chef itescadron (major of cavalry).

" I am assured by certain information that the diversion has com-

pletely attained its object. Already all the Austrian reserve troops are on

the march for Frankfurt, followed by Generalc Shwartzenberg with a corps

of 10,000 men in the direction of Mannheim."

Having sufficiently alarmed the enemy Ney ordered Lorcet

to retire on Hocheim, and himself went to Landau, where on

8 October he received a letter from his former chief Le-

courbe, informing him that he was on the way to Strasburg

to take over the command of the Army of the Rhine, and

ending with the words, " It is a real pleasure to me to have

you with me ". Lecourbe evidently had formed a good opinion

of Ney during the short time in which the young general had

served under him in the Ticinese Alps. But although Le-

courbe reached Strasburg on the loth he did not take over

the actual command for some days and meanwhile left Ney a

free hand.

It seemed as if the knowledge that his command was so

soon to end inspired him with a determination to accomplish

something important before he fell back into his old position

of a mere divisional commander. From Landau he hurried

back to Mayence, and, after making some changes in the

organization of his active divisions, he concentrated a force of

nearly 18,000 men immediately south of Mayence and on the

left bank of the Rhine between that fortress and Frankenthal,

a little to the north of Mannheim. His object was the re-

capture of that place. The information he had collected

showed that it was not strongly held. The Austrian troops

that had marched northwards, when he made his attack on

Hochst and his feints along the river, were again retiring

towards Switzerland. Prince Schwartzenberg had a strong

rear-guard on the Neckar. But Ney considered the force he

had in hand was sufficient to deal with any that might be

opposed to it, especially now that the Republican soldiers

were in good heart after their successes of a few days before.
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On the 1 2th the movement began. General Lorcet occu-

pied Trebur and Gross Gerau, on the right bank of the Rhine.

Reinforcements were moved across through Mayence, and two

divisions (mixed brigades) at Oppenheim and Frankenthal on

the left bank were collecting boats for crossing at tliese points.

Lorcet and Roussel, who immediately followed him, drove

back two Austrian detachments. The fighting was not serious,

but it gave the men the impression of success from the outset.

On the 13th Ney had his head-quarters at Gross Gerau, and by

that evening all the troops destined for the advance between

the river and the hills on the east bank were through Mayence

and across the Main.

On the 14th the advance continued. Ney's head-quarters

were at Heppenheim. During the day the French drove an

Austrian force out of the village of Zwingenberg. The men
got out of hand and sacked the place. Ney was indignant at

the news. He at once ordered General Lorcet to convoke a

court martial to try and execute the leaders in the sack of the

village, and at the same time requested the local authorities

to draw up an account of the losses incurred by the villagers,

which he promised should be paid in full.

The column from Oppenheim had crossed the Rhine and

was moving up its right bank. On the 15th General Sabatier,

with the newly formed 4th Division, crossed at Sandofen

opposite Frankenthal. Schwartzenberg was reported to be

holding Heidelberg on the Neckar in force. Lorcet, with

the vanguard of the main column, pushed forward in that

direction.

The orders for the i6th were that Lorcet with the main

advance should drive the Austrians out of Heidelberg and cross

the Neckar there, while Sabatier with the right column moved

directly on Mannheim. If the Austrians held on there Lorcet

would co-operate with Sabatier by moving from Heidelberg

against the east side of Mannheim.

There was hard fighting at Heidelberg on 16 October from

ten in the morning till long after dark. The Austrians met

the French advance in the villages north of the town, and

when driven from these made an obstinate defence of the bridge

over the Neckar. When Lorcet sent this report to Ney at
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nine in the evening, the battle was still undecided. His

hurriedly written message ran thus :

—

" MON GliN^RAL,

" I have the honour to inform you that I came in contact with the

enemy at Ziegler. His advanced parties grew in strength as they fell back

from village to village as far as Dosenheim, where they were in considerable

force ; at this point they showed themselves in large numbers with infantry

and artillery. I attacked them and they were beaten. There were about

1500 cavalry and a battalion of Croats. I pursued them as far as the

bridge of Heidelberg. Six times I tried to carry it by assault. General

Rouyer, the Adjutant-General Marconnier, and I myself, in turn led the

attacks, but we could none of us obtain a success. Twice we got into the

town, but each time the fire of the townspeople drove us out. The troops

under my orders are now holding one end of the bridge, and the Austrians

the other. The bearer of this despatch will tell you the rest."

Lorcet was reinforced during the night, and early on the

17th fought his way into Heidelberg without meeting with a

serious resistance. The Austrians were retiring. Sabatier,

marching from Sandhofen on Mannheim at the head of three

battalions and a cavalry regiment, occupied the place at 5 a.m.,

without firing a shot. The garrison had been withdrawn be-

fore sunrise. In the afternoon of the 17th Ney sent Massena

a despatch, in which he thus reported his success :

—

" I have to inform you, my dear General, that the troops of the Army
of the Rhine have taken possession of Mannheim as well as of all the

country on the left bank of the Neckar from Heidelberg to beyond Schwet-

zingen.

" This morning at 5 o'clock the enemy was beaten all along the front.

We have taken from him a howitzer, some hundreds of hussars, uhlans, and

infantry, as well as the Count Esterhazy, Colonel of the Westchay Hussar

regiment and several officers. Prince Lichtenstein was mortally wounded

in the defence of Heidelberg. Prince Schwartzenberg, who commanded the

corps on the lower Rhine, is in full retreat. He is directing his march on

Stuttgart."

Having secured Mannheim, Ney at once sent a force under

General Thuring to renew the investment of Philippsburg. He
had thus in a few days won back all that Miiller's incompetence

had lost, and could hand over his command to Lecourbe with

the satisfaction of feeling that his brief tenure of it had been

marked by a solid success. He had assumed the command of

the Army of the Rhine at a moment when all seemed lost.
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He had made the best use of the scanty resources at his dis-

posal, and though compared to the great battles of coming
years his engagements on the right bank of the Rhine were

small affairs, the reoccupation of Mannheim was a serious gain,

and still more important was the fact that under his leadership

the soldiers of the Republic had regained confidence in them-

selves and in their chiefs.



CHAPTER V

THE BEGINNING OF THE YEARS OF VICTORY

ON 24 October Lecourbe took command of the Army
of the Rhine. France was on the verge of great

events. In September Bonaparte had suddenly ar-

rived from Egypt, bringing news of victory ; for on the eve of

his departure from Alexandria a Turkish army, landed on the

shore of Aboukir Bay, had been driven into the sea by the

Republican troops. He had left Kleber in command of the

" Colony of Egypt " and he could pose as a victor returning to

claim his reward. He came at the critical moment when France

was tired of the failures of the Directory, and the army was

eager to see a soldier take the control of public affairs out of

the hands of the lawyers and talkers. When he reached Paris

he found that there was already a conspiracy in progress for

effecting a change of Government. Sieyes, the constitution

maker, was at the bottom of it, and Bonaparte's brothers Joseph

and Lucien were deep in it. Naturally he took the lead in

the execution of the plan and made it his own, for he alone

could secure the co-operation of army, and this fact again gave

him the control of events after the success of the coup d'etat of

Brumaire.

After the recapture of Mannheim one of Ney's soldier friends,

General Boye, had written to him congratulating him on his

exploits, and adding that "the return of General Bounaparde

\sic\ would rejoice the hearts of all good Republicans", This

was the feeling of the army.

The news of the revolution in Paris only reached the Rhine

three or four days after the event, although Paris and Strasburg

were connected by a line of semaphore telegraph stations.

The news was evidently held back until full instructions could

be sent to the military and civil authorities in the provinces.

Ney heard of it on 1 3 November by a letter from the comman-
73
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daiit of Strasburg, his old comrade General Colaud, dated the

evening before. The letter ran thus :

—

" My dear General,

" The director of the telegraph has just communicated to me the

two following despatches :

—

" First despatch, dated i8th Brumaire (9 November) :
' The Corps L6g-

islatif has been transferred to St. Cloud. Bonaparte has been appointed

commandant of Paris. All is quiet and peaceful.'

"Second despatch, dated noon, the 19th (10 November): 'The Di-

rectory has resigned. General Moreau is in command at the Palace of

the Directory. Everything . . .

'

" No/e.—This last word indicates some further news."

This scanty intelligence, suddenly breaking off with the first

word of a new sentence, was not very enlightening. But

enough was told to show that the Directory had fallen, and

that the two men in whom the army trusted—Bonaparte and

Moreau—were in control of the capital. Some days passed

before any detailed news was available. Then there was gen-

eral rejoicing in the army at Bonaparte's having made himself

master of the government. A letter of Ney's written during

this anxious time conveys to Colaud the warning that he had

discovered that their correspondence was opened and examined

while passing through the post.

Before the cou/y (THat of Brumaire Lecourbe had reorganized

the Army of the Rhine, and .some important military operations

had taken place. The field army had been organized in four

infantry divisions, each with a detachment of cavalry and artil-

lery, and a reserve cavalry division. The arrangement was :

—

1st Division. General Laborde. Blockading Philippsburg.

2nd Division. General Legrand. On the right about Bruchsal.

3rd Division. General Ney. Advanced guard. On the line of the El-

senz, east of Philippsburg.

4th Division. General Sabatier. On the left, holding Mannheim and

Heidelberg.

Reserve division. The cavalry under General DTIautpoul.

Ney's division was composed as follows :
—

I St or Right Brigade. General Lorcet. Two battalions, ist Chasseurs-

ii-cheval, i company (battery) light artillery.

2nd or Left Brigade. General Rouyer. Two battalions, 6th Chasseurs-

k-cheval, i company light artillery.

Reserve. General Bonet. Six companies of grenadiers. Two heavy

guns. The ammunition and supply train of the division.
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Keeping to old-fashioned methods of war Lecourbe made
the siege of Philippsburg the central point of his plan of cam-

paign. One division blockaded the place. The other three

were placed north, east, and south of it to cover the siege. Ney
with the 3rd Division found himself again in much the same

position, in which he had been when he first served with the

Army of the Rhine under Miiller. His troops were on the

little river Elsenz about Sinsheim. The orders he received

from Lecourbe on 28 October were almost identical with those

Miiller had sent him months before. He was directed to march

on the 30th in two columns and occupy next day the towns of

Heilbronn and Lauffen.

From Lauffen he was, if possible, to push an advanced

party up the Neckar valley as far as Belsigheim. On his left

Sabatier was to send a column to Nackarelz, lower down the

river to protect him on that side. On the right Legrand with

the 2nd Division would advance by Bretten to the important

junction of roads at Pforzheim, in the direction of Stuttgart.

Ney was ordered to levy contributions to the total amount of

300,000 francs on the district occupied, and tc collect by re-

quisition 150 horses.

The movement to the line of the Neckar began well.

Ney's columns occupied Lauffen on i November, and Heilbronn

on the 2nd, meeting with only a trifling resistance. The only

hostile troops that showed themselves were small parties of

Austrian cavalry. At the same time Legrand advanced to

Pforzheim.

The enemy's horsemen in Ney's front had fallen back along

the river towards Belsigheim, and he issued orders for the

occupation of that place on 3 November. He knew it was

held by an Austrian force of 1 all arms, but it is clear that the

reports he received underrated the enemy's strength. Lorcet's

brigade was to attack in front, while a detachment, drawn from

the second brigade (nine companies, two guns, and a squadron

of cavalry) under Adjutant-General Ruffin, was to make a de-

tour by the right bank of the Neckar and fall on the enemy's

flank.

The action of Belsigheim was a disaster for Ney's division.

Lorcet was attacked on the line of march by the enemy in
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very superior numbers and driven back with heavy loss.

Lorcet himself was badly wounded. Threatened by the vic-

torious Austrians, Ney had to abandon Lauffen the same
evening and Heilbronn next day, and retreated on Sinsheim.

In his report to Lecourbe he wrote that Lorcet's two battalions

of the 8th Demi-brigade " had behaved very badly in the

action of the 3rd ". Lecourbe, who was with Legrand near

Pforzheim, sent him a reassuring reply: "You have been un-

lucky," he said, " but I am quite satisfied as to your position ".

Having driven in Ney, the Austrians turned on Legrand.

On 6 November they attacked him at Pforzheim with a force

estimated at 10,000 men, and he had to retire through the

wooded hills towards Bruchsal. They followed him up and

again attacked him on the 8th. He retired northwards to-

wards Wiesloch. This left Laborde unprotected and he had

to raise the siege of Philippsburg, and retreat to Hockenheim.

Lecourbe was discouraged by this series of failures. On the

8th he wrote to Ney :

—

'* I am sorry to see that the troops do not make a good stand. There

are too many non-combatants, hangers-on of the divisions, who spread

panic, and so many others who are gorged with booty and only long for a

retreat in the hope of being able to put their plunder in a safe place."

This is not a flattering picture of the Republican soldier.

From other despatches of the time we gather that the men
had suffered a good deal during this early winter campaign.

They were ill-fed and in ragged uniforms and broken boots.

This may have had something to do with the falling off in dis-

cipline and fighting spirit.

Lecourbe now received reports that strong reinforcements

were on the way to join the enemy. Partial attacks were made

on Ney's position on the 9th and on Legrand on the loth. In

both cases the enemy was repulsed. On the loth Lecourbe

ordered that all the heavy baggage trains should be sent back

across the Rhine. This indicated an intention to abandon the

right bank of the river at an early date.

During the following days there was some skirmishing along

the front, but there was no sign that the enemy had been rein-

forced. It was now that the news of the coup cTi'tat of Brumaire

reached the army. Lecourbe was anxious to do something,
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and on the i6th he made a counter attack on the enemy's out-

posts in front of the 2nd and 3rd Divisions, Ney led the

attack of the former in person. The day was a success. Ney
reported that he had driven the Austrians from the villages

round Sinsheim, and added that the troops of his division

"had done their duty perfectly, all displaying an unheard-of

courage ".

Some days of inactivity followed. On 30 November

Lecourbe wrote to Ney that he had been promised a reinforce-

ment of eighteen fresh battalions in the next three weeks.

The Army of the Rhine must therefore try to hold out on the

right bank until this help arrived. But next day the Austrians

attacked in force and drove in the 2nd Division on the right.

On 2 December they attacked in the same way on the left.

The 4th Division could barely hold its ground. In the centre

there was skirmishing along the front of Ney's division. This

activity of the enemy along the whole line, and the attacks

in force on both flanks, seemed to indicate that he was now in

great strength. On the 3rd Lecourbe issued orders for a

general retirement across the Rhine, In order to secure an

undisturbed retreat he sent a flag of truce to the head-quarters

of the Austrian General, Sztarray, and concluded an armistice of

undetermined duration. It was an undisguised acknowledg-

ment of failure.

The last troops of the Army of the Rhine crossed the river

on 7 December and went into winter quarters on the left bank.

Lecourbe left the army and General Baraguay d'Hilliers was

given the temporary command.

Napoleon Bonaparte, now First Consul, and in fact, though

not in name, the absolute ruler of France, was planning already

the military arrangements for the coming year. There was to

be an end of the frittering away of the forces of France in

half a dozen armies, with the consequent series of disconnected

and indecisive operations. The Austrians held the right bank

of the Rhine and all northern Italy except part of the territory

of Genoa, They threatened a double invasion of France in the

spring, over the Rhine and by the Alpine passes. Bonaparte

intended to deal in person with the danger from Italy, and was

planning a new campaign on the scene of his earliest victories.
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He confided to Moreau the task of dealing with the danger

from Germany.

Massena had been sent to Italy where he was to win

new laurels in the defence of Genoa. What was left of his

" Army of the Danube " was handed over to Lecourbe, and

became the right wing of Moreau's army. The centre in upper

Alsace was to be commanded by Gouvion St. Cyr. The old

" Army of the Rhine " was to form the left wing and during

the winter was to watch the river from Strasburg to Mayence.

After the retreat across the Rhine there was no prospect of

active operations until the spring of 1 800. Ney had lately

purchased out of his savings a small estate and country house

near Nancy, known as La Petite Malgrange. He was anxious

to take possession of it and spend a short holiday there. His

health had suffered during the recent campaign and an old

wound was giving some trouble. On 17 December he wrote

to the Minister of War asking for leave for three months. It

took some time for this permission to reach him, and it was

only in the last week of January that he handed over the tem-

porary command of his division to General Sahuc, and started

for his country house near Nancy. Before going there he

spent a few days at Basel in order to seethe new Commander-

in-Chief, Moreau, and exchange impressions with him.

There was still a fortnight of his leave remaining when on

1 2 March, 1 800, Ney received at La Petite Malgrange a letter

from General Gouvion St. Cyr, commanding the centre of the

Army, with head-quarters at Basel, requesting him to rejoin

there on the 22nd, as active operations were to be resumed at

once. This was confirmed two days later by a letter from

Moreau informing him that he was immediately to take com-

mand of one of St. Cyr's divisions.

Leaving Nancy on the 14th, Ney reached Basel on the

20th. He was disappointed at finding that his colleagues ap-

pointed to the command of the two other divisions of St. Cyr's

corps were men in whom he had no confidence, and one of

whom he believed to bear personal ill will to him—Baraguay

d'Hilliers, whom he had offended, and Tharreau, whose blun-

dering arrangements were responsible for the defeat at Winter-

thur.
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His recall to the Army proved to be premature. There

was no sign of any hostile movement, and on 30 March

Moreau allowed him to return for a short time to La Petite

Malgrange. He' rejoined the head-quarters of the centre at

Neuf Brisach on 22 April. He found everything ready for the

crossing of the Rhine and the advance into Germany to begin

in a few days. He was about to command a leading division

of the largest army that France had placed upon the Rhine

frontier since the war began, and it was the year that was

destined to see Marengo and Hohenlinden fought and won.

Before relating Ney's part in Moreau's victorious campaign

of 1 800 we must see what was the general situation at its out-

set, and on what lines it was to be conducted.

Kray, who commanded the Austrians in South Germany,

had been promised an army of 100,000 men, but he had not

more than 60,000 when operations began again on the Rhine

in the middle of April, 1800. These, too, he had broken up

into a number of separate corps, which he had strung out along

the river from the Swiss frontier above Basel down to Rastatt

and the neighbourhood of Carlsruhe. He had his head-quarters

at Donaueschingen. On the left Nauendorff was at Schaff-

hausen. In the centre Gyulai was at Freiburg, opposite

Brisach. On the right Kienmayer was posted to watch Kehl

and Strasburg, with Sztarray's corps to the north of him about

Rastatt.

Moreau had double the numbers of the Austrians—an army

of 200,000 men, organized in four corps—right, centre, left,

and reserve, and spread out like Kray's army on a front of

more than 120 miles. The left, at Strasburg and Kehl, was

commanded by General Ste Suzanne ; the centre, about New
Brisach, by General St. Cyr ; and the right, on the Rhine,

above Basel, and in the border districts of Switzerland, by

Lecourbe. Moreau had his head-quarters and the reserve corps

at Basel. His scheme for the campaign was based on the

traditional French plan for an invasion of southern Germany

—

a crossing of the Rhine at several points, an advance through

the wooded hills of the Black Forest, the various columns

uniting in the upper Danube Valley and then pressing on by

the line of that river towards Vienna.
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The First Consul was planning for his own campaign in

Italy a new departure that broke with all tradition. He pro-

posed to Moreau also a new plan of campaign for the Army of

the Rhine, which would give the promise of decisive results

at an early date—not the mere pushing back of Kray's army

towards Vienna. Bonaparte was so anxious to persuade

Moreau to adopt his plan that he called to Paris, General

Desolles, the Chief of the Staff of the Army of the Rhine, and

fully explained to him not merely the general idea but also

the proposed details of its mission.

In the light of Napoleon's own subsequent campaigns the

plan looks fairly obvious, but to the veterans of routine, even

among the soldiers of the Republic, there was a clinging to

old-fashioned ways that absolutely blinded them to other

possibilities. The First Consul's proposal was that Moreau

should leave only a mere screen of detachments along the

Rhine from Basel to Strasburg. These with the garrison

troops would make feints of preparations to cross the river.

Meanwhile every man that could be spared from the centre

and left would be rapidly concentrated on the Swiss bank of

the Rhine above Basel ; the river would be crossed at or near

Schaffliausen, the line of advance being directed on Ulm, the

place where Kray had his main supply depots, and on which

he would try to concentrate. Bonaparte held that if Moreau

adopted this plan he would drive in the Austrian left, compel

a general retirement from the Rhine, and destroy the enemy's

columns in detail.

Desolles conveyed Bonaparte's ideas and arguments to

Moreau, but he could not be persuaded to adopt a plan that

seemed to him far too daring. Bonaparte, as First Consul,

might have imposed it on him, as Carnot and the War

Ministers of the Directory used to send cut-and-dried plans of

campaign to the generals in the field. But he showed a

higher wisdom in refusing to force upon Moreau a plan that

he did not like or appreciate, and which he would only have

carried out half-heartedly. He allowed the Commander-in-

Chief of the Army of the Rhine to act on his own ideas. The

results would not be so brilliant or decisive, but Moreau was

so strong in comparison to Kray that in the first stage of the
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campaign the French must be successful, if any reasonable plan

were followed.

When Ney rejoined, almost on the eve of the advance

across the Rhine, he found Gouvion St, Cyr's three divisions

forming the centre of the Army about Neuf Brisach. His

division, which was numbered as the First, and was destined

to act as the advanced guard of St. Cyr's command, was made
up of ten battalions of infantry, two regiments of cavalry, two

batteries, and a company of engineers in all about 10,000

men, organized in three brigades.^ The 2nd of St. Cyr's

divisions was commanded by Baraguay d'Hilliers and the 3rd

by Tharreau.

On 25 April the troops of the centre began to cross the

Rhine at Alt Breisach. Ney's division led the way, with

Joba's brigade acting as its advanced guard. The crossing

began in the darkness of the morning about 4 a.m. The
division found in its immediate front only some weak detach-

ments of Austrian cavalry, which fell back after a trifling

skirmish or two. Ney then bore away to the left and occupied

Eichstetten to the north-west of Freiburg. St. Cyr with the

two other divisions crossed as soon as he had cleared the river

bank, and marched directly on Freiburg. Gyulai evacuated

the place after a sharply fought rear-guard action.

On the same day on the French left Ste Suzanne made a

false attack from Kehl against Kienmayer's positions between
Ofifenburg and Appenweier. This was only to keep the

Austrian right occupied, for the same day the French left wing
began to march southwards by Schlestadt .to Neu Breisach,

where it was to cross the river and follow the eastward march

1 The Demi-brigades of the earher Republican armies had been abolished

m name under the Consulate, and each " Demi-brigade " became a line regiment
of three battalions. The Light Infantry were organized as single battalion

regiments. Ney's division was made up of the 12th Light Infantry, and the
54th, 76th, and 103rd of the Line ; the 8th Chasseurs-a-cheval and 25th
Heavy Cavalry

; two companies (batteries) of light artillery and one of sappers.
The brigades were :

—

ist or Right Brigade. General Joba. 12th Legere, and 54th of the Line.
2nd or Left Brigade. General Bonet. 76th of the Line. 8th Chasseurs-

a-cheval.

Reserve Brigade. General Bonamy. 103rd of the Line. 25th (Heavy)
Cavalry.

6
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of St. Cyr and the centre. At Basel Moreau began to cross

the river with the reserve, and Lecourbe with the right wing

was preparing to pass the Rhine between Schaffhausen and the

Lake of Constance. On the 26th there was no further move-

ment in the centre. Moreau continued the crossing of the

river at Basel by the reserve, 40,000 strong, and encumbered

with a huge wagon train.

Kray, the Austrian Commander-in-Chief, had now realized

that the French were crossing the Rhine at several points, and

he knew that they were in greatly superior force. He was a

typical eighteenth-century soldier, and it never occurred to

him that his central position gave him a chance of concentrat-

ing against one or other of the widely separated columns of

Moreau's army. His only idea was to fall back everywhere

towards the upper Danube valley, and concentrate on Ulm.

On the 26th his two right detachments under Sztarray and

Kienmayer were ordered to fall back on Ulm, their lines of

march being so directed that Kray could not receive the least

help from them till he himself was near that place. Gyulai

with the Austrians retired back from Freiburg by the Hollenthal

valley. St. Cyr did not directly follow him up, but marched

from Freiburg on the 27th with Ney's division as his advanced

guard, the line of march being selected so as to draw nearer to

Moreau and the reserve or main body. The road was that

which runs through the wooded hills of the Black Forest by

Todtnau and St. Blasien, separated from Gyulai's line of re-

treat by the great central mass of the Feldberg. The march

through the hills took three days. On the 29th the three

divisions of the centre were in position on the little river Alb,

which runs down to the Rhine past St. Blasien. The heads of

Moreau's columns had reached the same river nearer the

Rhine. Lecourbe was still on the south bank in Swiss territory,

and Ste Suzanne with the left was at Freiburg.

On 30 April the centre remained halted. On i May
Moreau with the reserve advanced further eastward to the

line of the River Wutach. This move threatened the Austrians

at Schaffhausen, and Nauendorf retreated towards Stockach,

This cleared the way for Lecourbe to cross the Rhine east of

Schaffliausen. St. Cyr's three divisions were moved forward
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to prolong the line on Moreau's left. There were now more

than 80,000 French troops between the south-eastern slopes of

the Black Forest and the western bays of the Lake of Constance.

Kray had been rejoined by Gyulai and had moved across the

Danube to the neighbourhood of Engen, between the river and

the Lake.

Here the first serious fighting of the campaign took place

on 3 May. Moreau, with his 40,000 men, attacked Kray, who
had 45,000 in line at Engen. At the same time Lecourbe

with 25,000 men marched on Stockach where the Austrians

had important magazines of supplies. Stockach was defended

only by some 9000 men of Nauendorf's corps. Lecourbe

drove them out, and was then in position to march upon the

left rear of the enemy's main position at Engen. But Kray

had early news of his colleague's defeat and after holding his

ground until the afternoon against Moreau he abandoned

Engen and retired towards the Danube at Sigmaringen.

During the battle St. Cyr had been pushing forward on

Moreau's left, but Ney's division was never near the scene of

the fighting, and the only troops of the centre corps that were

engaged were a brigade of Baraguay d'Hilliers' division that

came into action just before the Austrians gave way.

There was no movement of importance on the day after

the battle of Engen. Some of the divisions, Ney's among
them, marched a few miles in order to be in position for the

general advance on the 5th. General Bonnal in his study of

the campaign remarks upon the slowness with which Moreau

conducted his operations: " In the ten days that followed the

crossing of the river," he says, " the Army of the Rhine had

marched on five (25, 27, 28, and 29 April, and i May), had

fought on one (3 May), and had rested four times (26 and 30

April and 2 and 4 May) ". Kray and the Austrian Generals

adopted the same leisurely methods. The vigorous leadership

of Napoleon was soon to change the face of war.

On the 5th there was another battle. Ney heard the dis-

tant cannon thunder, but was never seriously engaged. Le-

courbe was marching on Mosskirch where he would strike in

upon the Austrian line of retreat. Moreau was following him

with the reserve. Ney, with the rest of St. Cyr's corps, was
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moving on the left of the general advance. About Mosskirch,

Kray fought a rear-guard action against Lecourbe, holding him

back for some hours, but continuing his retreat when Moreau

and the reserve came into line. Ney's advanced guard was in

touch with an Austrian detachment covering Kray's right, but

the rest of St. Cyr's corps was too far to the rear for them to

reach the scene of the fighting till near nightfall, and Ney did

not consider it worth while to do more than steadily press

back the small force opposed to him. He kept strictly to his

task of clearing the way for the onward march of St. Cyr's

divisions. General Bonnal makes some remarks on the con-

duct of St. Cyr on this occasion, which are worth quoting for

the sake of the light they throw on the contrast between the

old and the coming methods of warfare :

—

" He has been reproached," he says, " for having done nothing on the

day of Mosskirch, and especially for not having marched to the sound of

the cannon. Assuredly he might have shown more energy and initiative,

but we must not forget that the methods ofwar then in use in the armies com-

manded by others than Bonaparte did not recognize ' marching to the can-

non ' and required that all movements should be ordered by the Commander-

in-Chief, the sole judge of all the so-called ' scientific ' manoeuvres that were

to be carried out in order to procure the retreat of the enemy, with or

without fighting, and preferably without it."

On 6 May Ney at last found himself in a position that gave

him some chance of a serious fight with the enemy. The so-

called "centre" was now the left of the army on the actual

scene of the pursuit of the retreating Austrians. The original

left corps, that of General Ste Suzanne, was coming up from

Freiburg by the Hollenthal to reach the Danube at Donaue-

schingen and would be close in on Moreau's left rear in the

next day or two. But for the moment St. Cyr's divisions were

nearest to the enemy's intended point of crossing on the

Danube about Sigmaringen. Ney's division led the advance

along the high ground on the south bank of the river. Early

in the day he came upon a strong Austrian rear-guard and at

once attacked vigorously. He drove the enemy in and made
1800 prisoners. But then he came on a second position

bristling with artillery. He was not strong enough to force

this second line and did not commit his troops to any close
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attack. He was waiting for St. Cyr to come to his aid with

the other two divisions. But these did not arrive till late in

the day, and meanwhile, under the protection of his strongly

posted rear-guard, Kray was passing his army over to the left

bank. Next day the last of the enemy were across the Danube,

and Ney occupied Sigmaringen with a detachment, which

served as a flank guard to the general advance eastward by the

right bank of the river.

There was another action on the 9th at Biberach. Kray
had recrossed the river at Riedlingen and threw himself across

the line of Moreau's advance having in his own rear a safe line

of retreat to Ulm. Ney took no part in the fighting. St.

Cyr's other two divisions and two of Moreau's reserve were

engaged. It was reckoned as a French victory, though Kray
had not seriously disputed the ground and fought only to delay

Moreau's march. Kray then fell back upon Ulm. He had

been rejoined by his right wing and found reinforcements

awaiting him, bringing up his total force to some 90,000 men.

With this increase of strength, and the protection of the fortress

with bridge heads on both banks of the Danube, he felt himself

at last able to make a determined stand against the Republican

armies.



CHAPTER VI

MOREAU'S DANUBE CAMPAIGN—HOHENLINDEN (1800-1801)

BONAPARTE'S plans for the campaigns of 1800 in-

cluded both the German and the Italian theatres of

war, and the time was now approaching for his personal

intervention in the struggle. Melas, the Austrian commander

in northern Italy, had driven Massena into Genoa, The place

was closely invested, on the land side by an Austrian corps

under General Ott, on the sea side by a British squadron.

Massena held out doggedly, while Suchet held the coast

road and the neighbouring passes against an attempt of Melas

to penetrate into France by the Riviera.

The Austrians expected Bonaparte would come to the help

of Suchet. But he had conceived a bolder plan. On 6 May
he had left Paris to take command of the reserve army at Dijon,

now to be known as the Army of Italy. He would then move

it over the snowy passes of the western Alps which the Austrians

considered to be impracticable for anything more than a small

detachment. He would descend into the plain of North Italy

on the rear of the enemy, cutting him off from his communica-

tions, and forcing him to fight under conditions in which defeat

would be destruction.

Monccy, who commanded the troops in Switzerland, was to

be reinforced by detachments from Moreau's Army of the

Rhine, and descend into Italy by passes further to the east-

ward. Moreau's progress had secured the Rhine frontier, and

he had advanced so far into South Germany that Bonaparte

considered he could safely spare 15,000 or 20,000 men to co-

operate in the Italian campaign.

Accordingly on 15 May a corps of 15,000 men, taken

chiefly from Lecourbe's command, was ordered to march away

through central Switzerland. This left the Army of the Rhine

not quite 100,000 men for the operations against Kray.

86
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Moreau was not strong enough with these numbers to besiege

an army of 90,000 men at Ulm. His immediate object there-

fore was to manceuvre with a view to induce Kray to quit the

fortress and fight in the open. For this purpose he first tried

to tempt Kray into attacking him and then made a show of

advancing towards the Austrian frontiers, in order to make

his adversary anxious about his communications with Vienna.

One can see how different the position would have been if

Moreau had adopted Bonaparte's plan of a rapid march on Ulm
from the Swiss Rhine. If this had been done there might well

have been another "campaign of Marengo" in Germany.

The first stage of the operations nearly led to a disaster.

The Army of the Rhine was moved up to the line of the Iller

with the left under Ste Suzanne on the north bank of the

Danube near Ulm. On 16 May Kray threw a superior force

against Ste Suzanne, and was driving him back at every point

when the Austrian advance was checked and the fortune of the

day saved by Ney's prompt intervention. He hurried up all

his artillery to the south bank of the Danube and brought an

enfilading fire to bear on the Austrian flank, at the same time

sending some of his infantry to reinforce his hard-pressed col-

league. The Austrians, satisfied with their partial victory, re-

tired upon Ulm,

Moreau then sent the whole of St, Cyr's corps across to the

north bank of the Danube. But he soon became uneasy about

his position, with his army thus divided by a broad river. On
the 19th Ste Suzanne and St, Cyr were both recalled to the

south bank of the Danube and a period of danger was over.

But Moreau proceeded at once to invite new perils. The

Iller was crossed by the right, centre, and reserve divisions,

and the army was spread out over a front of nearly sixty miles.

The line formed an obtuse angle, with the salient pointing to-

wards at Ulm, at Weissenhorn on the eastern side of the Iller.

At this place, the nearest to the enemy, Ney's division was

posted. The left was thrown back along the south side of the

Danube, the rest of the line (centre and right) stretched away

to the south eastward from Weissenhorn, on a front of thirty

miles. From the right Lecourbe was ordered to send a column

to seize Augsburg, and threaten the Austrian communications.
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The whole arrangement was a piece of feeble folly, and once

more Moreau owed the safety of his army to the inaction of

Kray. Lecourbe occupied Augsburg on 28 May, but he had

hardly entered the city when Moreau became anxious about

this further dispersion of his forces and recalled him.

Bonaparte was by this time over the Alps into northern

Italy, where events were moving with a decisive swiftness that

contrasted with the deadlock of Moreau's operations on the

upper Danube. A new army was organized at Strasburg, to

be known as the " Army of the Lower Rhine," and destined

to co-operate with Moreau if the war were prolonged through

the summer. The troops were drawn from the French inland

garrisons and the depots, and Moreau was directed to send

General Ste Suzanne to command them. St. Cyr's health had

temporarily broken down and he was at the same time given

leave to return to France. In consequence of the departure

of two of his lieutenants Moreau decided to reorganize his

army and redistribute the commands. The huge reserve corps

was broken up and the Army of the Rhine was now divided

into three corps, right, left, and centre, with a right and left

"flank-brigade". The new organization and distribution of

the Army was as follows :

—

Left flank brigade (observing Ulm). General Richepanse (12 bat-

talions, and 25 squadrons).

Left Wing. General Grenier. ist Division. Baraguay d'Hilliers.

2nd Division. Ney.

3rd Division. Legrand.

Reserve. Fauconnet.

Centre. General Moreau. ist Division. Grandjean.

2nd Division. Leclerc.

3rd Division. Decaen.

Cavalry reser\e. D'Hautpoul.

Right Wing. General Lecourbe. ist Division. Gudin.

2nd Division. Montrichard.

Reserve. Nansouty.

Right flank brigade (to watch the roads towards the TyToI). General

Molitor (8 battalions, 4 squadrons).

Ney's division was reduced to two brigades, under General

Bonet (54th of the line and 8th Chasseurs) and General Joba

(76th and 103rd of the line).
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The reorganization had hardly been completed when, on

the night of 4 June, Kray passed 40,000 men across to the

south bank of the Danube, and early on the 5th fell upon

Richepanse's "left flank brigade" along the line of the Iller.

Grenier came to the rescue with the left wing of the army.

Ney's division was nearest the flank and came first into

action. With one of Richepanse's regiments (the 48th) and

Bonet's brigade he made a splendid bayonet attack on an

Austrian column, scattered it and secured as trophies of his

victory 300 prisoners, two guns, and seven wagon loads of

ammunition. The Austrians fell back on their fortified lines

as further French reinforcements were thrown into the battle.

Kray had numbers on his side, but it is clear that the French

were the better fighting men.

Some French officers had been taken prisoners in the first

stage of the engagement. On 9 June Ney sent a flag of truce

into the enemy's lines in order to convey a supply of money
to the prisoners. The staff officer entrusted with this mission

brought back important news. Some of the Austrian officers

had told him that Kray had just received despatches from

Italy according to which Genoa had surrendered. They said

also that the First Consul was at Milan and had obtained

" some slight successes," but they made light of these, and told

the French officer that they expected the fall of Genoa would

be the prelude to other victories for the Imperial arms.

The same day Moreau himself received a letter from

Bonaparte dated from Milan, which gave a confident forecast

of the Italian campaign and urged him to take more active

steps to deal with Kray's army. Ney had already suggested,

through his immediate chief Grenier, a march on the Danube

above Ulm. This was the plan which Moreau adopted.

Richepanse was left to observe Ulm, and till the general

movement had made some progress Ney's division remained at

Weissenhorn in touch with him. The first advance was made by

Lecourbe and the right. On 1 2 June he re-occupied Augsburg,

placed a garrison there, and then moved westward on the 15 th

to Zusmarshausen to close on the centre under Moreau which

was marching to cross the Danube near Dillingen. On the

17th Legrand's division of Grenier's corps moved up on
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Moreau's left and occupied Gunzburg on the Danube, The
bridge was found to be destroyed by the enemy who held the

north bank of the river. They had burned or broken up the

bridges for many miles above Ulm, and brought all the boats

they could find across to the north bank.

Nearer Ulm they still had some force on the south side.

Ney had been reinforced with two cavalry regiments (2nd

Hussars and 19th Cavalry of the line). Early on the 17th he

was ordered to send out a reconnaissance towards Leipheim,

on the south bank of the Danube above Ulm. He entrusted

the operation to Major Charpentier commanding the 8th

Chasseurs-^-cheval, who took with him 200 of his chasseurs

and 150 men of the 54th Infantry. The same evening Ney
had the mortification of having to report that the reconnais-

sance had ended in a disaster. Charpentier had fallen into an

ambuscade and been routed with the loss of many prisoners.

After this success the Austrians abandoned Leipheim and with-

drew to the north bank. When next day Ney moved up

closer to the river with the whole of his division his march was

unopposed.

On the night of the i8th parties of volunteers from Le-

courbe's corps swam the Danube, surprised the Austrian posts

near the bank, secured some boats, and made it possible for

the right wing to begin the crossing of the river. Lecourbe

was in action with a considerable force of the enemy on the

morning of the 19th, He secured and repaired the bridge of

Greimheim, Moreau brought the divisions of the centre to his

help, and the Austrians, hurrying up to attack the French on

the north bank, were beaten in detail. The fighting which

went on along .some miles of the river bank is known as the

Battle of Hochstadt, and the day's success was all the more

welcome to the French because someof the sharpest encounters

took place on the very ground of Marlborough's victory and

Tallard's defeat at the battle of Blenheim.^

On the 20th Grenier's divisions closed on the centre. Ney
sent out a party of the 17th Dragoons to reconnoitre to the

east of Ulm, and ascertained that Kray was withdrawing his

' Blindheim—the " Blenheim " of our English histories— is a village on the

north side of the Danube close to Hochstadt.
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army from the place. This information was confirmed by

Richepanse. Grenier, acknowledging Ney's report, made the

conjecture, verified by the events of the next few days, that the

Austrian Army after leaving Ulm would retire to Nordlingen,

On the 2 1 St Ney marched to the bridge of Lauingen to cross

the river there. He was all eagerness to pursue the Austrians,

drive in their rear-guard, and capture guns, baggage, and

prisoners. But Moreau having secured the crossing of the

Danube had another fit of indecision, that gave a useful respite

to his opponent. Beyond the closing up of the divisions of

the left wing on the centre, the Army of the Rhine did little

during the 20th, 21st and 22nd, and part of the 23rd.

On the 22nd Grenier had by order of Moreau directed Ney

to send out a reconnaissance to ascertain the movements of

the enemy. Ney, in his eagerness for action, had anticipated

the order. Before Grenier's message reached him he had

marched with a strong detachment of his cavalry towards

Stotzingen on the north side of the river. He came upon

what he took to be part of an Austrian rear-guard, drove it in

by a vigorous attack, and only withdrew when the enemy

brought five guns into action protected by a mass of cavalry.

He was able to report that all the movements of the Austrians

indicated a march on Nordlingen. He had taken some prisoners

in the fight with the rear-guard. They told him that all that

was left at Ulm was a small garrison of 3000 men, chiefly

Bavarians. At the end of his report his impatience at Moreau's

inaction led him to say that if there was any further delay

Kray would escape. He suggested that the best way to stop

him was to throw all the available mounted troops upon his

rear-guard and force him thus to turn back in order to save it

from destruction.

Patrols sent out by Ney early on the 23rd found the villages

of Stetten and Bissingen completely clear of the enemy, who

had now got a good start on their march to the north eastward.

That day orders arrived for Grenier's division to move up

the north bank. Next morning Ney had again patrols out to

the north-east in touch with the Austrians, and reported that

an attack in force must inevitably result in the capture of

a considerable part of their baggage convoy. But already
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Moreau had pushed forward his right under Lecourbe against

Nordlingen, following up with the centre. Lecourbe was

driving in the Austrians upon Nordlingen late on the 23rd, when

Kray evacuated the place.

Early on the 24th he sent Moreau a flag of truce with a

proposal for an armistice. He informed the French General

that he had news from Italy according to which Melas, after being

defeated by the First Consul at Marengo on 14 June, arranged

for a suspension of military operations with a view to peace.

Moreau declined to accept Kray's proposal.

The Austrian Army now retired eastward from Nordlingen

directing its march so as to reach the line of the Danube again

at Neuburg, Kray intending to follow the river from that point,

continuing his retreat by Ingolstadt on Ratisbon. On the

25th Ney, following up the Austrian retirement, fell upon a

rear-guard escorting a large convoy at CEttingen : after a sharp

fight he captured 60 wagons and 300 horses.

In reporting this success to Grenier he expressed the

opinion that if the army would only make a two days' march

Kray would be forced to fight and would fare as badly as, or

even worse than, Melas had done at Marengo. Grenier, in

acknowledging the report, wrote to Ney that he had been doing

all he could to urge Moreau to more energetic action. But

the Commander-in-Chief of the Army of the Rhine did not

regard the situation from the same point of view as his more

intelligent subordinates. They had grasped what is now an

elementary idea in the conduct of armies, namely the maxim
that the object of military operations is not the mere occupation

of territory, but the destruction of the enemy's main fighting

force. Moreau was inspired only with the old idea that it was

enough to force the enemy to abandon this or that fortress,

river line, or province. So now he was quite satisfied with

having " manoeuvred " Kray out of Ulm, and chiefly anxious

to take possession of the capital of Bavaria. On the 25th he

had directed General Decaen's division to march on Munich.

Decaen occupied the city on the 28th after defeating an

Austrian detachment under General Mcerfeld. Lecourbe's

corps occupied Donauworth on the Danube, and Richepanse

invested Ulm.
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Kray, moving round by the north of Donauworth, sent a

strong corps across the Danube at Neuburg on the 26th.

Moreau had anticipated this movement and feared it might be

the prelude of a stroke against Decaen at Munich. He had

transferred Lecourbe's corps to the south bank of the river and

followed him up with two divisions of the centre. On the

27th Lecourbe headed off the Austrian advance near Neuburg,

and though at first repulsed he succeeded in inflicting a defeat

on the enemy. Kray retreated across the river by Ingolstadt,

left a garrison there, and continued his retreat along the left

bank of the Danube towards Ratisbon.

In this eastward march of the Army of the Rhine the left

wing had become the rear corps and Ney had no share in the

fighting. On the day of Lecourbe's victory Ney's division was

near Monheim, north of Donauworth, acting as a flank guard

to the general advance. He was then moved forward to

Eichstadt to levy contributions on the town and the neighbour-

ing district. On i July he was reinforced with the 13th

Dragoons, and ordered to invest Ingolstadt on the north side.

That day his outposts were close up to the place. Next day

it was invested by Ney's division on the north bank of the

Danube and Legrand's on the south. The Austrian com-

mandant of the place was a General Neu, and the soldiers

joked about it being an affair of a close struggle " nez contre

nez " (" Ney contre Neu "), " nose to nose ".^

But no active operations were undertaken against Ingolstadt.

The siege was a mere blockade. Moreau held the country

southward by Augsburg to Munich while Lecourbe kept in

touch with the Austrian retreat. On 10 July Kray proposed

an armistice on the ground that peace negotiations were about

to be begun between Vienna and Paris. The armistice was

actually signed at Paarsdorf on the evening of the 15th. But

the news had not reached Ney or his opponent Neu on the

night between the i6th and 17th, when the garrison of Ingol-

stadt made a determined attempt to break out on the north

side. The sortie was repulsed after some hard fighting in the

^ The Austrian officer was perhaps a distant cousin of his French opponent.

Ney came from the German borderland of France, and, among the various ways
in which the family name was spelt, we find " Neu ". See p. 2.
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early hours of the 17th. Bonet's infantry brigade was hard

pressed by the Austrians, when Ney came to the rescue with

some of his cavalry and led in person a charge that broke up

the enemy's attack. Four guns and 600 prisoners were taken

in this action. It was not till the morning of the i8th that

news of the armistice arrived.

It had been agreed that the troops on both sides should

maintain their positions, and the three fortresses, held by the

Austrians and blockaded by the French, should be revictualled

every ten days, the besiegers holding a line of posts around

them at a distance of two and a half miles (2000 toises = 4000

metres). Ney had some trouble at the outset in arranging

the details of the positions during the armistice with General

Neu. The commandant of Ingolstadt wanted to bring his

garrison out of the town and billet them in the surrounding

villages. Ney insisted that this must not be done, on the

ground that the Austrians would thus be able to collect

supplies from the country round and accumulate a store of

provisions in case the siege was resumed. He carried his

point, and Neu kept his troops in the town where he had to

depend entirely on the supplies passed in through the French

outposts every ten days, and strictly supervised by Ney's com-

missioners.

When this matter had been arranged he asked Moreau for

leave of absence. His health had suffered during the campaign,

and the doctors advised a visit to the waters of Plombieres.

Moreau had to refuse the request, for there were rumours

that the armistice might be broken off at any time. During

August and September there were some minor movements of

troops, Moreau reducing the force round Ingolstadt, and using

part of Ney's division to reinforce the main army about Munich

and along the River Isar in view of an expected resumption of

hostilities. But at the end of September a convention was

arranged between France and Austria as a basis of what it was

hoped would be definite peace negotiations, and under this

convention the fortress of Ingolstadt was to be surrendered

to the Army of the Rhine. Ney took possession of the place

on 6 October.

There seemed to be now no reason why his long-deferred
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leave of absence should be refused. Every one thought the

war was over. He therefore again wrote to Moreau asking

this time to be allowed to go for a while to rest at his country

house near Nancy—La Petite Malgrange. Moreau granted

the request, all the more readily because he himself was leaving

the army for a while. He was on his way to Paris. Ney
travelled with him to Strasburg. Then he went on to Nancy,

looking forward to a well-earned rest after these long years of

campaigning in the Rhineland.

But the general hope of an immediate peace was doomed
to disappointment. Austria refused to accept the terms im-

posed by the First Consul, and determined to make one more

effort to reverse the verdict of Marengo. In Italy the Austrian

Army under Bellegarde held the line of the Mincio, the frontier

of Venetia, and was opposed to the Army of Italy under Brune.

But here the Imperialists intended to act only on the defensive.

Their chief efforts were to be directed to the operations against

the Army of the Rhine, of which Moreau had resumed the com-

mand, with his head-quarters at Munich. The French had by
the middle of November some 90,000 men about Munich.

Ingolstadt was held by Ste Suzanne's newly formed corps

18,000 strong. The Austrians had concentrated on the line

of the river Inn in the neighbourhood of its junction with the

Danube at Passau 90,000 men under the Archduke John, with

an advanced corps under the Archduke Ferdinand thrown for-

ward to Landshut. Twenty-five thousand men under the

Elector of Bavaria and General Klenau held Ratisbon on the

right, and on the left General Auffenberg with 20,000 more

guarded the approaches to the Tyrol. The first object of the

main army under the Archduke John would be the recapture

of Munich.

Ney had not been long at La Petite Malgrange when he

received a letter from Moreau's chief of the staff, dated 12

November, informing him that a fortnight's notice of the

termination of the armistice would be given next day and

hostilities would recommence on the 28th. He was directed

to rejoin, as quickly as possible, Grenier's corps, which was to

be assembled about Freising on the Isar, between Munich and

Landshut, on the 22nd. A postscript was added to the official
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letter: "Travel day and night. Your presence was never

more necessary ".

Ney reached Freising on the 24th and resumed the com-

mand of his division. Its composition was as follows :

—

Bonet's brigade. 15th and 23rd of the Line and 19th Cavalry.

Joba's brigade. 76th and 103rd of the Line and 13th Dragoons.

The 8th Chasseurs were under orders to join the division.

Its total strength would be twelve battalions of infantry and

three regiments of cavalry.^

Moreau had very defective information as to the forces,

positions, and plans of the enemy. But he felt certain that

their first movement would be against Munich, and for its de-

fence he took up a line of positions running north and south

through the great Forest of Ebersberg, a large tract of hilly and

wooded country to the east of the city. The weather had been

very bad for some days. There were heavy showers of rain

followed by snow and though there was frost in the nights,

there was a partial thaw in the daytime, with the result that

all the roads were in a bad state and many of them almost

impassable. This limited the possible lines of advance of the

enemy, and enabled Moreau to reckon with all but certainty

that the main attack would be made along the well-paved

high road that crosses the River Inn at Muhldorf and runs

nearly due west to Munich, traversing the forest from end to

end. He concentrated his main force for the defence of this

road, placing its centre near the village of Hohenlinden the

meeting point of many of the cross roads of the Ebersberg

woods.

On the extreme right Montrichard's division of Lecourbe's

corps was posted at Helfendorf, on the edge of the woods,

holding the road that runs south-east from Munich to the

' The distribution of commands in the Army of the Rhine about Munich at

the opening of the winter campaign of 1800 was :

—

Left Wing. General Grenier. Divisional Commanders : Legrand, Ney,

Bastoul.

Centre. General Moreau. Divisional Commanders : Richepanse, Decaen,

Grandjean, and D'Hautpoul (cavalry).

Right Wing. General Lecourbe. Divisional Commanders : Gudin, Mont-

richard, and Molitor.
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crossing of the Inn at Rosenheim. In the centre Ney's

division was assigned the post of honour, holding a position in

the woods immediately to the west of Hohenlinden across and

barring the main road to Munich. To Ney's left, the other

two divisions of Grenier's corps prolonged the line to the north-

ward. Behind him Grandjean's division of Moreau's own
corps was in reserve at Parsdorf, with D'Hautpoul's cavalry on

the same road still nearer to Munich. To the right of Ney,

Richepanse's division held Ebersberg and watched the road

running to the crossing of the Inn at Wasserburg. In the

second line behind Richepanse was Decaen's division, about

the village of Zorneding.^

On the 27th—the eve of the resumption of hostilities—the

troops were in these positions. Next day Moreau occupied

the eastern outlets of the forest, Richepanse advancing to

Tullig on the road to Wasserburg, and Ney establishing an

advanced post at Haag on the main road to Muhldorf, with a

brigade in support at Mattenpot where the road ran through a

defile formed by two wooded ridges. The army remained in

these positions until the morning of 30 November.

Meanwhile the Archduke John had crossed the Inn a little

above Passau. His plan of campaign was to move by Neu-

markt to Landshut, join the Archduke Ferdinand's corps there,

cross the Isar, and advance along its western bank by Freising

on Munich turning the left of Moreau's positions. But the

bad weather and the miserable state of the roads seriously de-

layed his march. On the evening of the 29th the main column

had only reached Neumarkt. He then changed his plan,

abandoned the idea of the wide sweeping flank march by

Landshut, and decided to advance directly on Munich through

the Ebersberg woods, marching by the main Muhldorf road

and attacking Moreau in front.

The French Cdmmander-in-Chief was still without any

complete information as to the Austrian movements. He had

heard of the enemy's presence about Neumarkt, but did not

know that the Austrian main army was in this direction and

^ See the annexed plan of the Battle of Hohenlinden. On this plan the dotted

oblong near Parsdorf shows the original position of Grandjean's division, which

was commanded by Grouchy on the day of the battle.

7
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he expected the appearance of another force from across the

Inn in his immediate front. On 30 November he moved
forward towards the river in the hope of making the Archdutce

show his hand and thus " clear up the situation ". Mont-

richard's division on the extreme right was sent forward to the

neighbourhood of the Inn opposite Rosenheim. Richepanse

advanced to watch the crossing at Wasserburg. Decaen's

division was in support of him near Ebersberg. Grenier's three

divisions were sent forward to watch the country towards Neu-

markt. Ney was posted on the main road west of Ampfing,

with another division on his left on the River Isen, and the third

in reserve as a second line.

Patrols sent to the front by Ney obtained early information

showing that the enemy were approaching. After dark a long

line of watchfires, extending northwards from Muhldorf, showed

that they were in considerable force. Ney's division lay along

the eastern crest of a plateau which divides the valley of the

Isen from that of the Inn, a rising ground dotted with clumps

of wood and covered with half-frozen snow. He visited his

outpost line at 6 a.m. on i December. It was still dark

night, an hour and a half before sunrise. He remarked that

the enemy's watchfires were burning low. He at once con-

cluded that the men were no longer bivouacked around them.

If they had been they would have been keeping up their fires,

in a cold night like this and in a countr}' where there was

abundance of wood. They were therefore falling in for a

movement of some kind—advance or retreat, probably the

former. He got his division under arms. The men had their

biscuit and coffee and formed up for battle.

It was well that he was on the alert. In the twilight a rush

of cavalry drove in his advanced posts, and as the sun rose

strong columns of infantry were seen to be advancing, and

battery after battery galloped out and opened fire. Away to

his left a similar attack developed against the division in the

hollow of the Isen valley.^ The French held their own against

the first onset. Legrand's division was brought up by Grenier

' This was the division originally commanded by Bastoul. He had had to

resign his command through illness and it was under the orders of General

Hardy
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to reinforce the fighting line, and Moreau himself, hearing the

firing, rode on to the battlefield.

Ney now made a successful counter attack, and captured

an Austrian gun and more than 800 prisoners. So far the

day had been a success for Moreau thanks to the perfect steadi-

ness and splendid fighting qualities of his veteran troops. But

the enemy was being rapidly reinforced. The three divisions

of Grenier's corps had in front of them the main Austrian

Army, nearly 80,000 strong. Moreau, as soon as he recognized

this, decided to break oflf the fight and retire upon his original

positions in the Ebersberg Forest. He himself personally

directed the retreat, which was made by alternate divisions.

The Austrians soon ceased to press upon the retiring troops,

and by noon the French were marching back through the snowy
woodlands, in no way discouraged by what they regarded as

only an unimportant check. Hardy had been wounded, and

Ney's brigadier, Bonet, was given the command of his division,

handing over his brigade to General Heudelet.

The Archduke John of course counted the battle a victory,

an auspicious opening for the campaign. His officers and men
were in high spirits at their success and he was resolved to

follow up the French and drive them back to Munich. During

the next day (2 December) his main army advanced towards

the woods in three columns, and orders were issued for a gener-

al attack on the French positions 3 December.

Moreau had placed his seven divisions in much the same

array as that in which they had stood on 27 November. Mon-
trichard was withdrawn to Helfendorf. Richepanse to Ebers-

berg. Ney held the ground in the woods west of Hohenlinden,

guarding the main Muhldorf-Munich road, with Grandjean's

division now commanded by Grouchy on his right, and Bonet

on his left at Harthofen, and Legrand at Horlkofen. Moreau
had noted during the engagement of i December that the enemy
were moving in three columns, the left column on the Muhldorf

road. He was not of the first rank as a strategist in the direc-

tion of a campaign, but there was no better soldier than

Moreau as a battle leader, and on the eve of Hohenlinden his

forecast of the fight and his plans for it were a stroke of

genius.
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He concluded that with the country covered with half-

melted snow and mud, the Archduke would mass the largest

column of attack on his left where it could march by the paved

main road. The two other columns, moving over more difficult

ground to the north of it, would not be so strong in numbers

and would probably make much slower progress. The head

of the left column would therefore be the first to come into

action, and it would have a long line of battalions and batter-

ies strung out behind along the road by which it advanced.

His plan was that Ney should attack the head of the main

column about Hohenlinden, supported by Grouchy. Mean-
while Richepanse supported by Decaen was to swing round

to his left, march through the woods, and fall on the flank of

the Austrian advance between Hohenlinden and the Mattenpot

defile. Bonet and Legrand were to delay the advance of the

other two Austrian columns until the main column had been

broken up.

With one minor exception Moreau had absolutely divined

the Archduke's plan for the battle. The Austrians moved be-

fore sunrise on the 3rd. On the extreme right Kienmayer with

20,000 men started from Dorfen, marched up the Isen valley,

and then advanced towards Horlkofen. The central column,

20,000 more, commanded by an Austrian General of Belgian

descent, Count Baillet-Latour, marched on the village of Isen

with orders to turn to the left after passing it and attack Hohen-

linden from the north-east. The Archduke himself led the

main or left column nearly 40,000 strong through Haag by

the Munich road directly upon Hohenlinden. But there was a

fourth column, the presence of which Moreau did not suspect

—

12,000 men under General Riesch, who crossed the Inn at

Wasserburg, with orders to march on Ebersberg, and protect

the flank of the general advance.

Ney's patrols had reported the presence of the enemy at

the eastern outlets of the woods on the evening of the 2nd, and

reports from the outposts during the night told that the Aus-

trian watchfires near the road were on a very narrow front, not

more than that of a regiment. This seemed to indicate that

they had halted in column of march. There was some firing

along the borders of the forest towards midnight. Then all
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was quiet until, in the darkness at five a.m., the Austrian ad-

vance began.

Richepanse had made an early start, followed by Decaen's

division. As he marched through the woods to the northwest

of Tullig he was attacked by the head of Riesch's column.

He now acted in a way that showed true tactical insight. If

he had allowed himself to be diverted from his movement in

order to deal with this unexpected enemy all Moreau's plan

would have fallen to pieces. But Richepanse fully realized

that everything depended on his falling on the flank of the

Austrian main attack. He therefore took the risk of leaving a

single brigade to delay Riesch's advance, and pushed on with

the rest of his division and Decaen's,

At six o'clock Ney's division was in action at Hohenlinden.

The first attack of the enemy came in on his right. Grouchy

brought up his division to assist him in repulsing it. Several

Austrian batteries had come into action along a wooded ridge

to the north of the village, and the heads of infantry columns

showed in the same direction. Moreau had ridden over to

Ney's position, and "judging that the greater part of the

Austrian column was still on the road and in the defile he

ordered an attack on the troops already deployed ". Ney led

his infantry against the ridges held by the Austrians.

The attack was made with a rapid rush. There was all the

enthusiasm of the old armies of the Republic, and officers and

men were eager to wipe out the memory of their repulse of two

days before. With fixed bayonets and beating drums the men
rushed at the white-coated Austrians, singing the Marseillaise

as they came on. Some of the battalions exchanged fire with

the enemy at close quarters, but most trusted to their bayonets.

As the enemy gave way several guns were dragged up the

ridge and opened fire on the Austrians retiring down its reverse

slope. The enemy made more than one attempt to reform and

renew the fight, but Grouchy broke their left south of the road,

and Moreau, noticing that their fighting line was not being

reinforced, concluded that Richepanse's flank attack must be

already coming upon their line of advance and holding back

the rear of the column about Mattenpot. He therefore ordered

Ney and Grouchy to press the enemy vigorously.
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There was now a running fight through the woods. The
two French divisions pressed steadily forward, driving the

Austrians before them with cannon, and musketry and frequent

bayonet charges. The enemy never made a serious stand, and

as Ney hustled them back towards the road, regiments and
batteries became crowded together and mixed up in an armed
mob. The retreat had degenerated into a rout. And now as

the fight surged eastwards towards the Mattenpot defile the

roar of Richepanse's cannon was heard thundering through the

woods. He had caught the Austrians moving in a long slender

column of route through the hollow defile. They now fought

only to extricate themselves from the dangerous position into

which they had marched in full confidence of an easy victory.

The main column had been beaten before the two others could

come into action. Legrand and Bonet had only to meet and

repel a half-hearted attack, for Kienmayer and Baillet-Latour

had not been long in action north of the road when they re-

ceived the Archduke's orders for a general retreat towards the

Inn. Riesch was also ordered to retire on Wasserburg after

he had pressed back Richepanse's detached brigade towards

Ebersberg.

The only hard fighting had taken place about Hohenlinden

and along the line of retreat of the main column. With its

collapse the day had been lost for the Archduke. Ney was

able to report next day to Moreau an enormous capture

of prisoners and trophies during the last hours of the

battle :

—

*' The vigorous efforts of ray division," he wrote, "assisted by the com-

bined movements of those near it, placed in our hands more than 80 guns,

with an immense quantity of ammunition wagons, many standards and

about 10,000 prisoners, amongst whom are several generals and many
officers of rank."

It was the greatest battle at which Ney had yet been pre-

sent, and he had borne a splendid part in a decisive victory.

Though the Austrians had .set some 90,000 men in move-

ment on the morning of Hohenlinden it is estimated that not

more than 57,000 were actually engaged against 49,000 French.

The Au.strian loss was very heavy, 5460 killed and wounded.
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and 7200 prisoners, and 74 guns. The French loss was only

2500 killed and wounded.^

It was the victory of Hohenlinden that made Moreau a

possible rival of Napoleon, and secured for him the enmity of

the First Consul. But having won his great victory he failed

to reap its full advantages. There was no vigorous pursuit of

the enemy. It was not till the 9th—six days after the battle

—that Lecourbe, with his corps acting as the vanguard of the

army, crossed the Inn at Rosenheim. He advanced on Salz-

burg followed by Moreau with the divisions of the centre. At
the same time the divisions of Grenier's corps—the left wing

—crossed the Inn ; Ney at Muhldorf, Bonet and Legrand at

Wasserburg. The Austrians were retiring on Linz, Moreau's

slowness having given them a good start. Richepanse over-

took and had some fighting with their rear-guard on 1 6, 1 7, and

18 December. Ney's division saw no enemy. Joba's brigade

was detached from it to blockade the small fortress of Braunau.

On 22 December Moreau had reached Steyer, half-way

from the Inn to Vienna, when the Archduke Charles, who had

taken command of the retreating Austrian Army, sent to his

head-quarters a flag of truce with proposals for an armistice.

This was concluded on Christmas Day and the negotiations

were resumed between Paris and Vienna, which ended in the

peace of Luneville.

During the armistice the Army of the Rhine was dispersed

in cantonments in Upper Austria and Bavaria. Ney occupied

the town of Burghausen, which among other contributions

paid daily twelve louis (240 francs) for the expenses of the

general and his staff. On 30 January, 1801, Ney received

from the Commander-in-Chief Moreau a letter containing four

orders on the treasury, one for 10,000 francs, two for 6000
each, and a fourth for 3000. The first was for himself, in re-

cognition of his services during the campaign ; the two next

were for his brigadiers. Generals Joba and Desperrieres, and

the last for his chief of the staff, Adjutant-General Ruffin.

' These are the figures given by Captain Otto Berndt of the Austrian staff in

his work on military statistics, " Die Zahl im Kriege " (Vienna, 1897). Ney's re-

port of 80 guns and about 10,000 prisoners taken, was a rough estimate formed

when the firing had just ceased, and slightly exaggerating the results obtained.
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On 1 6 March orders came for the return of the army to

France. On the 22nd Ney transferred his head-quarters to

Landshut, and on i April to Donauworth. There he obtained

leave of absence and handed over the command of the division

to General Desperrieres, who was to take it back to the Rhine.

Ney reached Strasburg on 4 April, and next day arrived

at his country house near Nancy, La Petite Malgrange.

He was to enjoy a well-earned rest there with those who were

dearest to him. His father, old Pierre Ney, was awaiting his

arrival, and with him was Ney's sister Marguerite with the

husband she had married the year before. The house had be-

come a home with such guests to keep him company and hear

his stories of the years of warfare, through which he had passed

since he left the cooperage at Saarlouis to put on the uniform

of a private in the king's hussars.



CHAPTER VII

NEY MEETS BONAPARTE—MARRIAGE—MISSION TO
SWITZERLAND (1801-1804)

NEY spent the greater part of the year 1801 at La

Petite Malgrange. He was now 34 years of age,

but he had done enough hard and successful work

for a lifetime. In seven years of warfare he had won his way

to the rank of general of division, and without one dishonour-

able act he had acquired a modest fortune. Unlike so many

of his comrades he had never sought to enrich himself by

methods that savoured rather of the brigand than the soldier.

And he had throughout held aloof from political intrigue.

The position he had won, the commands he had held, were

due to hard fighting and go6d service in the field. While

others were using every influence at their command to obtain

promotion, Ney had more than once refused it. Honours

he had modestly declined had been forced upon him. It was

characteristic of the man that he had not yet seen Paris, or

tried to penetrate into the charmed circle that surrounded the

First Consul. He admired his genius but he was no suitor

for his favour.

He had made many friends, but few of them were to be

found in the immediate entourage of Bonaparte. The First

Consul's personal lieutenants were mostly men of the Army
of Italy. He regarded with suspicion the men of the Army
of the Rhine, the lieutenants of Moreau. They were the

generals who had made the reputation of his one possible

rival, and they were supposed to be inspired with a loyalty to

the Republic that might make them dangerous opponents of

his personal policy. It is remarkable that so many of the

best soldiers of the Rhine disappear from the military annals

of France in the days after Hohenlinden. Some like Moreau

himself were driven into exile when the time came for Bona-

105
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parte to break down all opposition to his personal rule. Others

lived in retirement till in the closing years of the Empire they

were called to take their part in the last struggles against

invasion.

Some, however, were destined to play a great part in the

wars of the Empire, and of these was Ney. Bonaparte knew
the reputation the young general had justly acquired in the

Army of the Rhine, and in May, 1801, he was invited to come
to Paris and present himself to the Consuls. This was his

first meeting with the future Emperor. But he asked for

nothing, showed no disposition to attach himself to the great

man's fortunes, and, after a brief stay in the capital, he returned

to enjoy his long holiday at his country house. It lasted

nearly to the end of the year. In the latter part of November
he received a letter from the Minister of War informing him

that he was appointed Inspector-General of Cavalry, and was

to enter upon his new duties on the first day of the new year.

It was suggested that he should come at once to Paris to make
the necessary arrangements for taking up his appointment.

He went at once to the capital, but he did not much like

the routine duties of the Inspectorship, and hearing that rein-

forcements of cavalry were to be sent at an early date to San

Domingo, where for years the French Government had been

trying to put down a negro insurrection, he wrote to the

Minister of War on 4 December asking to be allowed to go

out to the West Indies in command of the cavalry. His

request was granted and on the 1 8th the First Consul signed

a decree appointing General Ney to the command he had

asked for.

The main expedition for San Domingo had just sailed from

Brest under the command of the First Consul's brother-in-law,

General Leclerc, who was accompanied by his wife Pauline

Bonaparte. There had been an eager competition among the

officers of the French Army for employment with it. For it

was expected that there would be a brief campaign, an easy

victory, and rich rewards for the victors in the confiscated lands

of the island. The expedition was, however, doomed to failure,

not so much by the efforts of the insurgents as through the

effects of the climate, to which Leclerc himself fell a victim.
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Thus, too, Ney's career might have closed, if he had gone to the

West Indies. But he no sooner had received his appointment

than he hesitated about accepting it. On 19 December—the

very day after the decree was signed—he asked the Minister

to suspend its execution till 2 January, as family affairs might

require him to remain in France. And on the New Year's Day
of 1802 he decided to take up the Inspectorship of Cavalry and

relinquish his appointment to the West Indian command.

This change of plans appears to have been connected with

a project of marriage for the young general in which Josephine,

the wife of the First Consul, was interested. Amongst the

friends of her daughter Hortense Beauharnais at Madame
Campan's school at St. Germain, had been Mademoiselle Aglae

Louise Auguie. She was a niece of Madame Campan, the

daughter of her sister Adelaide Henriette, and Pierre Cesar

Auguie. Adelaide Auguie had been one of the ladies of the

suite of Queen Marie Antoinette, and her husband was a high

official of the Finance Department under the old regime. When
the mob invaded the palace of Versailles on 6 October, 1789,

Adelaide had saved the life of the Queen by facing their leaders

in the gallery before her rooms, and keeping them back till

she escaped into the King's apartments. During the Terror

her husband M. Auguie was in prison, and narrowly escaped

death. She herself, when she heard of the Queen's execution,

had lost her reason and thrown herself from a window, and

was killed by the fall.

Her widowed husband, after his release from prison, had

saved something from the wreck of his fortunes, and had obtained

a post in the Ministry of Finance under the Consulate. He had

made a new home for himself and his daughters at the chateau of

Grignon near Versailles. After her school-days with Madame
Campan his daughter Aglae was one of the circle of young

girls who figured at Madame Bonaparte's receptions, like the

maids of honour of an uncrowned queen, and her patroness

formed the plan of marrying her to Michel Ney, and thus at-

taching the brilliant soldier of the Rhine to her husband's

party.

When Ney first met his future wife at the New Year of

1802 she was just twenty—a tall, handsome brunette, with
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dark eyes, a pleasing expression, and a wit and intelligence that

spoke well for the education she had received at St. Germain.

For Ney it was a case of love at first sight. Thanks to

Josephine's intervention he received an invitation from M.

Augui6 to visit the chateau of Grignon in February. But at

first the course of true love did not run smooth. Mademoiselle

Agla6 was disappointed in her admirer. She had been told of

his exploits in the Army of the Rhine and of the many good

qualities that had made him a general favourite among his

comrades. She imagined him to be as handsome as he was

brave and generous, and it was something of a shock to her,

when he was presented to her, to find that he did not come up

to the ideal of her day dreams.

The General had kept to old military fashions that seemed

strange to the eyes of the lady used to the courtier-like modes

of the Consulate. His round good-humoured face looked heavy

and dull decorated as it was with a bunch of red whiskers on

each cheek, and though the queue had gone out of fashion, it

used to be worn in the hussar regiments, and Ney kept it still in

memory of his first campaigns. All this gave him an awkward

appearance, and this was not made the better by a certain shy-

ness which still troubled him in a social circle. He was

hopelessly deficient in " small talk " and the current forms of

trifling compliment. Mademoiselle concluded that her hero was

after all only a rather rough, old-fashioned, and stupid cavalry

oflficer. Ney was disappointed in his turn by her studied

coldness of manner.

But Josephine did not abandon her plan on account of a

first check. She took care that Mademoiselle Aglae should

hear all manner ofgood things of Michel Ney, and the General's

friends discreetly prevailed on him to bring his personal ap-

pearance more up to date before he ventured to see the lady

again. The whiskers and the queue were sacrificed. Hence-

forth Ney was clean shaved in the fashion of the time. In the

month of March, in an interval of one of his tours of inspection,

he came again to Grignon, and this time he made some progress

towards winning the lady's good will.

By the month of May matters had advanced so far that he

thought he might venture on a formal propo.'^al, and it was
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made in the proper French fashion to the father of the hoped-for

bride, under the patronage of Josephine, who wrote for Ney, on

30 May from Malmaison, a letter addressed to M. Augui^ asking

him to bestow his daughter's hand on the General. This was

sent to Ney with a covering letter in which Josephine wrote

to him :

—

" I send you, General, the letter you have asked of me for Citizen

Auguid. May I beg that you will read it. I have not said in it all the

good things that I know and think about you . I want to let this worthy

family have the satisfaction of discovering for themselves all your good

qualities ; but I repeat to you the assurance of the interest which Bona-

parte and I myself take in this marriage, and of the satisfaction he feels in

thinking that he will thus secure the happiness of two people for whom he

has a special good will and esteem. I share with him both these feelings."

Such a communication as Josephine's letter to M. Augui6

could have only one result. Within the week Madame Bona-

parte received a letter from him telling her that he was only

too pleased to accept the proposal made on behalf of General

Ney. On 27 July the marriage contract was signed at Paris.

In this document Michel Ney declares that he brings into the

settlement his property of La Petite Malgrange near Nancy,

valued at 80,000 francs, besides 12,000 francs in money and

movable property. Mademoiselle Aglae Auguie brings the

fourth part of a property in San Domingo this portion of the

estate being estimated at 5000 francs, a dowry of 60,000 francs,

and a trousseau valued at 12,000. The date of the marriage

was fixed for 5 August. Sending to his fiancee a little present

of jewellery Ney made a proud apology for its small value.

He could not offer her pearls and diamonds he said, because

he had always held a soldier's sword should be used to obtain

glory and not wealth.

Both the civil and religious ceremonies took place on that

day at Grignon, the former at the mairie of the commune, the

latter in the chapel of the chateau, which, after years of disuse,

had been restored for the occasion. The famous artist Isabey,

afterwards court painter to the Emperor, designed the decor-

ations and organized the fete which followed. The aisles and

roof of the chapel were hung with garlands of green foliage.

Wax lights shone from chandeliers half hidden in masses of
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flowers, and a military band occupied the music gallery. The
bridegroom wore the full parade uniform of a general and a

jewelled Egyptian sabre the gift of Bonaparte. The bride

was dressed simply in white with a wreath of roses on her

bridal veil. Beside them at the altar stood a grey-haired

peasant and his wife, servants of the farm attached to the

chateau, who were celebrating their golden wedding. They

wore the picturesque dress of the peasants of the district.

Ney had provided that of the aged shepherd, Agla6 that of

his wife. Their presence at the ceremony was suggested by

Ney. He said that their fifty years of happy married life

would be a good omen for his wedding and they would remind

him of his own humble origin.

In the evening there was a rustic fete in the gardens of

the chateau. The friends of the family and the farmers and

peasants of the neighbourhood formed the audience before an

open-air stage on which Aglae's sisters and some of their

friends performed a little play written for the occasion. Then

the military band gave a concert, during which as the darkness

came on, transparencies shone out among the trees bearing

the names of the battles in which Ney had borne a distin-

guished part. Then a choir of peasant girls came forward and

sang a song wishing long life and happiness to the newly

wedded pair, and an aged peasant invited them to enter a

rustic hut where he said they would find a wise old woman
who would tell them something of their future. The gipsy

predicted long years of happiness. Neither she nor anyone

else could foresee the firing party in the Luxembourg garden

only a few years away in the dim future. But she had no

pretence to read such secrets, for the gipsy was only Agla6's

aunt and schoolmistress, old Madame Campan, and the

" peasant " who introduced Ney and his bride to her was

the artist Isabey, in the rustic disguise in which he presided

at the fete.

Then there was a ball in the open air. In the first quad-

rille two of the couples were Agla6 and the old shepherd, and

Ney with the aged peasant woman for his partner. There

was a pause in the series of dances to witness a display of

fireworks. Then the ball went on till near midnight the
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party broke up. It was a day long remembered at Grignon,

and a happier wedding feast than the stately courtly cere-

monials that were the usual forms of celebrating the marriages

of Bonaparte's friends.

After a few days at Grignon the newly married pair set

out for Ney's home at La Petite Malgrange. It was a happy

marriage, and Agla6's first great sorrow was the tragedy

that made her a widow thirteen years later. Some six weeks

were spent in the country house near Nancy. Ney had re-

signed the Inspectorship of the Cavalry and was looking for-

ward to another long holiday. But on 29 September he

received orders to proceed to Geneva, then a French city,

where he would receive instructions for an important official

mission to Switzerland. He left La Petite Malgrange on i

October and arrived at Geneva on the 4th.

A crisis had arisen in Switzerland which threatened the

French predominance. When the Republicans first invaded

the cantons, and declared their intention of substituting for

the historic Swiss Confederation, a new Helvetian Republic

on the Jacobin model, the mountaineers had made an ill-

organized and unsuccessful resistance. During the years that

followed the inauguration of the new Republic with a central-

ized government at Berne, more than one effort at a counter-

revolution had been made by the cantons that clung to their

old ideals. The soul of the resistance from first to last was

the brave Aloys Reding of Schwytz. He had served for some

years in the Spanish Army and returned to Switzerland before

the Revolution. In 1798 at the head of the men of the

Forest Cantons he had defeated a French army on the historic

field of Morgarten. Then the fortune of war turned against

him and he had to bow to the new state of things, but he and

his friends were still working for the restoration of the old

federal constitution.

During the long war France had maintained large armies

in Switzerland and on its borders. Now that the treaties of

Lun6ville and Amiens had given peace to Europe the French

armies had been withdrawn within the new frontiers of the

Republic. For some months a French Brigade remained in

Switzerland to support the Berne Government, which had also
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at its disposal two demi-brigades of *' Helvetian " infantry that

had been organized and trained by French officers, but were

now commanded by Switzers, In July, 1802, the First Consul

considered that the Berne Government was now strong enough

to maintain order with its own troops, and the last of the

French garrison was withdrawn.

This had no sooner been done than the Swiss Confederates

thought that it was a favourable moment for a new effort to

overthrow the Berne Government. A league of the Forest

Cantons was formed. A diet of delegates was summoned to

meet at Schwytz under the presidency of Reding, and it was

decided to levy an army which was to muster at Zurich under

the command of General Bachmann. He had been an officer

of the old Swiss Guard under Louis XVI. After the Revolu-

tion he had served with the rank of Major-General in the

Sardinian Army, and he had then raised and commanded a

Swiss Legion in the service of England, On its dissolution

after the peace of Amiens he had returned to Switzerland with

many of his comrades.

The Berne Government sent its two demi-brigades to capture

Zurich. But Bachmann marched to meet them at the head of

a small body of regularly organized troops and a great gather-

ing of peasants, many of them armed only with scythes and

pitchforks. He drove the Government troops back upon Berne

and occupied the place on 18 September, 1802. The members
of the Helvetian Government, escorted by their defeated troops

and accompanied by the French Minister Verninac, took refuge

at Lausanne, whence on 21 September they sent to the First

Consul a request for intervention. This was the message that

led to Ney's being suddenly sent to Geneva. The First Con-

sul had announced on 30 September that he was about to

take steps to restore order in Switzerland, and impose peace

on " the contending factions, who," he said, " were ruining

the country by their dissensions". In plain English he was

going to put down the national party, in order to ensure that

the Helvetian Republic should continue to be a useful de-

pendency of France.

At Geneva Ney met the Chef-de-Brigade (Colonel) Rapp,

one of Bonaparte's aides-de-camp who was on his way to con-
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fer with the French Minister and the refugee Government of

Berne at Lausanne, and then proceed to communicate with the

patriot Government at Schwytz. Ney's instructions informed

him that he would find his definite orders in the hands of Seras,

the commandant of Geneva, who would also give him full re-

ports as to the state of affairs in Switzerland. He was directed

to make all necessary preparations for a military occupation of

the countr}', but to take no hostile step till the result of Rapp's

mission was known.

He therefore remained at Geneva during the first weeks of

October. On the 13 th Rapp arrived there from Lausanne and

reported that both of the opposing Governments, that of Laus-

anne and that of Schwytz, had been persuaded to accept the

"mediation" of the First Consul. Rapp sent his report to

Bonaparte the same day, and added to it an expression of his

opinion that Verninac was not sufficiently energetic for his

position and ought to be recalled.

Acting on this advice the First Consul on 1 8 October recalled

Verninac and appointed General Ney, Minister Plenipotentiary

to Switzerland as well as Commander-in-Chief of any French

troops that might be sent into the country. He had already

signed on 10 October a proclamation to the "inhabitants of

Helvetia " in which he spoke of his " mediation " as the one

hope of peace and prosperity for Switzerland ; declared that he

wished to act only as their friend, and invited them to disband

all newly levied troops on both sides only maintaining such

units as had been under arms for six months, to observe faith-

fully a truce between the rival parties, and send delegates to

Paris to confer with himself on the permanent settlement of the

affairs of Switzerland. He asked that the Senate—that is the

Berne Government—should send three delegates and each

Canton three more. The proclamation ended with a veiled

menace of annexation in case his proposals were not accepted.

The patriots had evacuated Berne and disbanded most of

their new levies. The Helvetian Senate and Executive were

therefore able to return to their capital. Talleyrand, as the

First Consul's Minister of Foreign Affairs, directed Ney to pro-

ceed to Berne, to do all he could to maintain the truce of parties,

and endeavour to give effect to Bonaparte's mediation. He
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was advised to avoid as far as possible any communication in

writing to the leaders on both sides, and to confine himself to

verbal negotiations with them " as frequently a wrong use was

made of written official communications". Talleyrand was

obviously anxious to be able to disavow the envoy's arrange-

ments if necessary. Ney was further advised to avoid anything

that might hurt the feelings of the Switzers, and above all to

take care not to pose as the commander of foreign troops con-

centrated on their frontiers. There was an allusion to rumours

that the First Consul was anxious to be invited to become the

President of the Helvetian Republic, as he had already accepted

the Presidency of the Cisalpine Republic in North Italy. Ney
was to reject any such proposal and declare that it was quite

foreign to the First Consul's views. Talleyrand expressed his

pleasure at being in correspondence with Ney, his high opinion

of his good qualities, and his confidence that he would success-

fully discharge his important mission.

Ney received his appointment as plenipotentiary and

Talleyrand's instructions on 21 October and next day left

Geneva for Berne, without an escort and accompanied only by
Rouyer, an attach^ who had served with Verninac and one of

his aides-de-camp, Captain Bechet (Baron de Leoncourt by
right of descent, a title he resumed under the Empire).

That evening he reached Moudon, half-way between the

Lakes of Geneva and Neuchatel. There he met Commandant
Lemarrois, who had been sent on to Berne for information

and was on his way back to Geneva. Lemarrois told him

that Rapp's report of the success of his mission had been too

optimistic. The patriots of the Forest Cantons had not really

disarmed, and accordingly Ney sent from Moudon a despatch

to Talleyrand in which he said :

—

"The diet of Schwytz continues in session, under the presidency of

Reding, and persists in its policy of maintaining a Government other than

that which France protects. The Confederate troops, although sent back

to their various cantons, remain under arms, and have orders to assemble

wherever circumstances may require them . This perfidy will no doubt

compel the First Consul to alter his resolution and to employ rigorous

measures against the chiefs of the insurrection."

He reached Berne next day and thence he addressed a despatch
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to Bonaparte himself, in which, after describing the preparations

for armed resistance made by Reding's party, he asked for

authorization to march French troops into Switzerland :

—

" I propose," he said, "to occupy the Helvetian territory with twelve

battalions of infantry, six squadrons of cavalry, and twelve guns, drawn from

the bodies of troops assembled at Chiavenna, Como, in the Valais, at Geneva,

Pontarlier, and Huningen. ^ This operation will destroy for ever the hopes

of the insurgents, and protect the election of the deputies, whom the

eighteen cantons are to send to Paris in accordance with your proclamation."

Obviously Ney understood that his mission was to

secure the predominance of the French party. He was not

afraid of responsibility, and, without waiting for Bonaparte's

reply and authorization, he proceeded to act. On the same

day on which he sent his proposals to Paris he sent B6chet to

Schwytz to inform Reding that he must at once dissolve the

local Diet, and that his refusal would be treated as an act of

rebellion. He also sent to General Seras at Geneva orders to

proceed immediately to Huningen, take command of the

division that had been concentrated there, and occupy Basel

with an advanced guard. The division was made up of twelve

infantry battalions, the 3rd Chasseurs-a-cheval, and a battery of

artillery. He also ordered a movement of French detachments

to occupy Berne, Thun, Freiburg, and Solothum. On the 27th

he directed Seras to march on Zurich and break up a gathering

of Confederate troops reported in that direction. The same

day he wrote to Talleyrand :

—

" My aide-de-camp, whom I sent to Schwytz to notify to M. Reding

the order to dissolve the Diet over which he presides, has not yet returned.

" According to the reports that have reached me the Confederate troops

are guarding the right bank of the Reuss from Lucerne to its mouth.

Those of the Grisons and of the districts of Schwytz and Altdorf are in

front of Lucerne. A quantity of artillery and munitions of war have been

collected at Zurich, Schwytz and Altdorf.

" Accordingly General Seras at the head of eight battalions, three squad-

rons of chasseurs, and a company (battery) of light artillery will march on the

position of Olten, occupy the little fortress of Aarburg, and endeavour to

seize Zurich either by a ruse or by any other method of persuasion."

" P.S.— It is 9 in the evening and I reopen my despatch to place in it

the evasive reply just received from the Diet of Schwytz in answer to my

^ The French frontier fortress near Basel.
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formal demand for its dissolution. I can see no other course left to me
but to set the French troops in movement as 1 have decided."

On the same day he had sent to the chief of the staff of

the Army of Italy a request that two columns of troops should

be sent over the Alpine passes to occupy Altdorf and Chur.

Switzerland was thus to be invaded from north, west, and south

simultaneously.

On the 28th Ney wrote to Seras that he was to spare no

effort to secure the occupation of Zurich without an armed

conflict. On the 31st he was able to report to Berthier, the

Minister of War, that this had been successfully accom-

plished.

Seras had occupied Olten and crossed the Aar on 27

October his division marching in three columns. As he

advanced towards the Reuss next day the Confederate troops

guarding the line of the river had abandoned it in a panic, and

retired in confusion on Zurich. Seras made a forced march

that day, his columns covering thirty-five miles, and halting

before Zurich, The old ramparts were still standing, but no

attempt was made to defend them and at six a.m. on the 29th

the French marched in by three of the gates, a military band

playing at the head of each column as it passed along the

streets to the open space in front of the town hall. Here

Seras found a battalion drawn up and crowds of peasants

armed mostly with flails, forks, and scythes. But there was

no fighting. Some of the peasants, doubtless overawed by

the French display of force, and anxious to make their peace

with the General, even shouted, " Vive le grand Bonaparte

!

Vive la France!'' Colonel Meyer, who commanded the Con-

federate regulars, contented himself with a formal protest

against the French intervention in the affairs of his country.

Seras disarmed the battalion and dismissed the peasants to

their homes. Ninety guns on the fortifications were taken by

the French as trophies, and a considerable quantity of munitions

of war were found in the place.

A municipality favourable to the Berne Government was

installed in office, and a number of FVench sympathizers, whom
the Confederates had imprisoned, were released. General

Bachmann was in the town. He presented himself to Seras^
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told him he had abandoned the quarrel as hopeless, and asked

for a passport for Munich.

Ney made a flying visit to Zurich, and directed various

movements of French detachments in order that the troops

might show themselves in all the possible centres of insurrec-

tion. He countermanded the march of the two columns from

Italy as no longer necessary, and was able to report that in

various places cannon and military stores had been seized and

the partisans of Reding peacefully disarmed. There was now
no further danger of civil war.

But on 4 November, on a report that though the Diet of

Schwytz had dissolved, the leaders of the movement were

talking of another efifort at resistance, he ordered the arrest of

Reding and eleven other Confederate leaders and sent them
to the fortress of Aarburg, directing that their imprisonment

should be made as comfortable as possible consistently with

their safe detention.

The Helvetian Senate was now again in session at Berne

—a small council of twenty-seven officials and representatives

of the Cantons. Ney took part in the debates, speaking some-

times in French, sometimes in his native German, He ob-

tained a vote of 625,000 francs for the French Army of

occupation. It was Bonaparte's plan to have his troops paid

by the country where they were employed, whenever they

were doing garrison duty beyond the frontiers of the Republic.

Ney also arranged for a number of French military engineers

to be employed in preparing a new map of Switzerland.

By the end of November the delegates from the senate and

the cantons had been elected and set out for Paris to discuss

with the First Consul and his ministers a new constitution for

their country. The matter was settled by the middle of the

following February, and the First Consul signed the decree

setting forth the new arrangements and known as the " Acte de

Mediation" (19 February, 1803). Ney was informed of the

successful conclusion of the negotiations, of the fact that " the

citizen D'Affry" had been chosen "First Landamann " or

President of the Helvetian Republic, and of the First Consul's

desire that he should be received with military honours by the

French troops in garrison in any place in Switzerland through
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which he might pass on his way to Berne. The choice of

D'Affry was likely to be popular with both parties. He was

a man of moderate views, a soldier who had been a Colonel of

the Swiss Guards under Louis XVI.

Ney received D'Affry at Berne on i March. He arrived

in the evening and was welcomed with a salute of fifty guns.

A squadron of chasseurs acted as his escort, and detachments

of the French and Helvetian troops were paraded in his

honour. He had expressed a wish that the seat of govern-

ment should be transferred to Freiburg, the capital of his own
canton, and Bonaparte had consented to this change. Ney
left Berne with him, and the new Landamann was formally

installed in his office at Freiburg on lo March,

Ney had now to make arrangements for giving full effect

to the Act of Mediation, It had been agreed that the Hel-

vetian Republic was to keep no regular troops in its pay. The
militia of the cantons would supply its defence with the assist-

ance of a French auxiliary corps if necessary. The brigade

that already formed its military establishment was therefore no

longer required. It was settled these troops should be trans-

ferred to the French Army.

The brigade was made up of two line battalions and

a battalion of light infantry, a squadron of chasseurs, and a

company of artillery. All except the light infantry were at

Berne under the command of the Swiss General Vonderwerdt.

Ney went to Berne and ordered that the troops there should

march to Auxonne in Burgundy, and that the light infantry

battalion should go to Milan to be attached to the Army of

Italy. The departure of the Swiss troops from Berne was

accompanied by some unfortunate events. On 25 March

Vonderwerdt reviewed the two line battalions, read them a

letter from Ney, praising their conduct while in the service of

the Helvetian Government, and announced to them their early

departure for France. After the review they were taken out

of the town for a route march. During this exercise there

was some show of insubordination among the men. A base-

less rumour had spread among them that they were to be

shipped off from France to San Domingo, and they were show-

ing their resentment at this prospect.
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When they returned to their quarters there was some

anxiety among the officers at this display of feeling, and at

Ney's suggestion the guards on the barrack gates were doubled.

All was quiet until about eleven o'clock, then the men were

suddenly called out by a trumpeter of the chasseurs sounding

the assembly. It was evidently a pre-arranged signal of

mutiny. The men disregarded the orders of their officers,

overpowered the guards, and broke out of barracks. A French

officer with a patrol came up and tried to induce them to re-

turn to their allegiance, but some of the mutineers fired at his

party, and a corporal of the 42nd French Infantry fell mortally

wounded. The officer with difficulty prevented his men
from firing back, and retreated with his patrol to give the

alarm.

Ney turned out all the French troops in Berne. The

mutineers were marching to the arsenal in order to seize the

cannon there. The French barred their way, and drove them

back towards their barracks. They then lost heart and obeyed

the orders of their officers to return to their quarters. By i a.m.

the mutiny was over, but Ney kept the French troops under

arms till sunrise.

Five of the ringleaders had been arrested. Next morning

a court martial was convened for their trial. One of them was

condemned to death and shot in the presence of the regiments

that had mutinied. The four others were sentenced to long

terms of imprisonment. On the 27th the Helvetian Brigade

marched off for the French frontier without any further trouble.

The men had been assured that they had been misled as to

their intended destination.

Madame Ney had left La Petite Malgrange for Paris dur-

ing her husband's absence in Switzerland, She was now ex-

pecting the birth of a child and Ney was anxious to be with

her. The affairs of the Helvetian Republic were so far settled

that he felt he could ask for leave of absence. This was

granted to him at the end of March, and he spent nearly three

months at Paris.

There on 8 May, 1803, his eldest son was born. He was

named Joseph Napoleon in honour of the First Consul and

his elder brother who were his godparents at his baptism.
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He lived to be an officer for some years in the Swedish Army,

then a Peer of France under the Orleans monarchy, and the

" General Ney, Prince de la Moskowa " of the opening years

of the Second Empire.

Ney returned to Switzerland on 25 June, 1803. The Diet

had been summoned to meet at Freiburg on 4 July. There

was an imposing military display on the opening day of the

session to do honour to the president and the members of the

Diet. The assembly accepted the honour and closed its eyes

to the meaning of the fact that it met surrounded by foreign

bayonets. The Landamann D'Affry delivered an inaugural

address in which he praised the First Consul as the protector

of the peace, freedom, and prosperity of the country. Ney,

as the representative of France, replied in a long set speech

in the style of the period, when it was the fashion to hail

Bonaparte as the greatest of men.

There was no need, he told the deputies, to assure them of

the First Consul's goodwill towards Switzerland. The " great

man " who governed France had given practical proof of it.

He had put an end to discord and restored social order in their

country, the character of whose people made them worthy of

his special protection. Then Ney went on :

—

" The day of the i8th Brumaire, from which France dates the revival

of her prosperity, is also the epoch at which the people of Switzerland began

to have a ray of hope for a change that would produce a state of affairs

more stable and more suited to their way of life. Their expectations have

been justified, and if this did not happen at an earlier date it was because

the deep wounds of the French Revolution could not be healed at once.

Great changes in the state had become indispensable, and these fully

occupied the precious moments that Bonaparte consecrated to the welfare

of the peoples whose interests he had so gloriously defended. His successes

have brought about the tranquillity you now enjoy, and which it depends

on yourselves to perpetuate."

He spoke of the Act of Mediation as having been inspired by
" the benevolence which is characteristic of this extraordinary

genius". Then he argued that the welfare of Switzerland

must depend on intimate friendship with France. There was

proof of this in the advantages the country had derived from

its cordial relations with the French monarchy "before the

unhappy period of revolutionary disturbance ". The same
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advantages were now offered to them by the First Consul.

The enemies of European peace had sought to misrepresent

the motives of his intervention in their affairs. But such in-

sinuations could only gain credit among men " who were in-

capable of appreciating the greatness of the hero's views".

He offered them the permanent protection of France. The
deputies of the Diet would be asked to discuss a military con-

vention and a treaty of defensive alliance with the French

Republic, a treaty honourable and advantageous to Switzerland.

Ney ended by declaring that it was a happiness to him to have

taken part in securing a stable organization of their govern-

ment and to act as the interpreter of the First Consul's

benevolent views in their regard.

It was a strange speech for the soldier of Valmy and the

Rhine, to whom the Revolution had opened the way to rank

and a great career. But like so many others he had been

disillusioned by the course of events. He was no politician,

but he had come to see in the strong rule of Bonaparte the

one hope of France. He spoke the language of the new time

of reaction against the disorders that had been the outcome

of the Revolution. It was a time when men's minds were ready

to accept the personal rule of the brilliant soldier whose genius

had dazzled and captivated them.

On 9 July Ney handed to D'Affry the draft convention

and treaty of alliance to be submitted to the Diet. It was
proposed that the cantons should maintain the ' local i militia,

which had always been the basis of the Swiss system of

national defence. There was to be no regular army. In case

of war a " stiffening " for the Swiss levy en masse would be

supplied by a contingent of French regular troops. But for

centuries Switzers had served in foreign armies, and it was
proposed that the country should supply to the French Army
four regiments of infantry each 4000 strong. Four companies
of grenadiers selected from these regiments would have " the

honour " of being attached to the Consular Guard.

During the debates on the proposed treaty and convention

some of the deputies expressed a fear that the Swiss regiments

would be sent to San Domingo or some other tropical country,

and ask to have a clause inserted in the convention restricting
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their service to Europe. Ney explained that the First Consul

intended that they should be employed in Europe as a rule,

but he suggested that a formal restricting clause might be ob-

jectionable in certain cases. For instance, supposing the First

Consul resolved to put an end to the piracies of the Barbary

States, would the Swiss regiments like to have it established

that while Frenchmen went to northern Africa on such a

glorious enterprise they would have to stand aside? After

some discussion he obtained the First Consul's consent to a

clause by which it was agreed that the Swiss contingent should

not be asked to serve either in Asia or in America. This

satisfied the deputies as it excluded far distant, oversea expedi-

tions.

The Convention and Treaty were signed in September by

Ney as the plenipotentiary of France and by D'Affry as the

first Landamann of the Helvetian Republic. Talleyrand in-

formed Ney of the First Consul's satisfaction with the zeal and

intelligence he had displayed in the negotiations.

During the long debates his wife and infant son, with her

youngest sister and her father, M. Auguie, had come to stay

with Ney at Freiburg. The ladies of the temporary capital of

Switzerland organized a fete to welcome Madame Ney, and

her stay at Freiburg was a very happy time.

The session of the Diet was closed at the end of September.

Besides securing the signature of the Treaty of Alliance Ney had

obtained the passing of a law for the construction of several

new highways in Switzerland. Amongst these were a road

from Basel to Constance along the left bank of the Rhine;

a new road over the St. Gothard Pass to replace the narrow

mountain track by which it had been traversed for centuries
;

the improvement of the path over the Gemmi Pass and the

construction of roads linking it on one side with Thun, and on

the other with the new road the First Consul was having con-

structed over the Simplon. Ney had some difificulty in per-

suading the deputies to agree to these projects. It was objected

that they would divert trade and traffic from existing routes,

and .so impoverish certain of the cantons. He succeeded in

overcoming these objections, urging throughout the general

gain to the trade of the country as a whole, and keeping in the
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background the military importance of the routes dealt with

—

which was Bonaparte's real object in carrying through his

plans.

His work in Switzerland was now completed. But France

was again at war with England. The Peace of Amiens had

proved to be only a truce and hostilities had recommenced.

The Eirst Consul was already assembling the " Army of Eng-

land " the future " Grand Army " of the Empire on the shores

of the channel. Ney was anxious to cease for a while being

a diplomatist, and to become a soldier once more. On 10

September he had written to the First Consul praising the

good services of M. Rouyer, the second secretary of the French

Legation in Switzerland, and asking for his promotion to the

post of first secretary. And he added :

—

" He could even act as charge d'affaires if you wish to employ me with

the armies destined to act against England, and if, nevertheless, it should be

your intention to keep for me—as I would desire—the position of Minister

Plenipotentiary in Helvetia."

Rouyer received the promotion asked for. But on 17 De-

cember General Vial was appointed Plenipotentiary at Freiburg,

and Ney was directed to hand over the legation to him and

prepare to return to France for employment with the "Army
of England ". On the 27th he received a letter from the

Minister of War ordering him to return at once to Paris, where

he would receive his letters of service and instructions for the

command of the camp of Montreuil near Boulogne.

Next day D'Affry handed to him an official letter conveying

the thanks of himself and his colleagues for his services to the

Helvetian Republic, expressing his personal feelings of friend-

ship, and asking him to accept as a souvenir of his stay in

Switzerland a gold snuff-box set with diamonds. Ney left

Freiburg with his wife and child on 5 January, 1804, and

reached Paris on the 9th, The great years of his military

career were about to begin.



CHAPTER VIII

THE CAMP OF BOULOGNE—THE COMING OF THE EMPIRE
(1804-1805)

DURING his stay in Paris before joining the " Army of

England" Ney met for the last time his old chief,

Moreau, the victor of Hohenlinden. He was unem-

ployed and took no part in public affairs. Napoleon regarded

him as a dangerous man, for among those who formed the

"old guard" of the Republican party and regarded the First

Consul's absolutism as an undoing of the work of the Revolu-

tion, Moreau was spoken of as a possible leader in a last effort

to avert a despotism. He was soon to be imprisoned and

driven into exile by his all-powerful rival.

Moreau had a great liking for Ney and was disappointed

at what he regarded as his defection from his former political

creed. " So you go to the Tuileries now," he said to the young

General when he met him,—as much as to say, " You are play-

ing the courtier after all". The writer^ of Ney's " Memoirs"

puts into his mouth a defence of the First Consul's policy, and

then goes on to tell how Moreau ridiculed Bonaparte's pre-

parations for the invasion of England, and gave it as his

opinion that to talk of ferrying an army across the channel in

flotillas of small craft, despite the efforts of the British fleet,

was a folly. Ney is made to reply with a long lecture on

possible solutions of the problem and a final declaration of his

1 This was the Marshal's second son, born in 1804, after the return of the

Neys from Switzerland. He was christened Michel Aloys, the last name being

that of the patriot. Reding. He was the Duke of Elchinj^en of the days of the

Orleans monarchy and the Second Empire. He died of cholera at Gallipoli in

1854 when in command of a cavalry brigade sent to the East for the Crimean

War. There were two younger children—Eugene Ney who entered the diplo-

matic service of Louis Philippe and died in 1847, and Napoleon Henri Edgar

Ney born on the eve of the Russian campaign of 1812. He was the Prince

Edgar Ney of the Second Empire, a senator and general of division and aide-de-

camp to Napoleon III. He survived until 1882.

124
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belief in the First Consul's genius. The alleged record of the

dispute is not convincing. One cannot imagine Ney lecturing

his old commander on the strategy of a cross channel expedi-

tion, or Moreau listening patiently to his somewhat long-winded

theorizing. All we can safely say is, that, when the two old

comrades met, they found that in the years since Hohenlinden

they had drifted far apart. Moreau was still the old soldier of

the Revolution. Ney had accepted accomplished facts and

thrown in his fortunes with those of Bonaparte. He was to

rise and fall with him.

The First Consul had assembled on the shores of the

Channel the army destined for the invasion of England. It

was never to venture on the enterprise that gave it its official

name, but in the camps of Boulogne the men who had fought

in Italy and on the Rhine were welded into the " Grand Army "

that was to march victoriously across Europe. From first to

last 172,000 men were collected together in the Boulogne

camps, and an innovation of far-reaching importance in the

methods of warfare was made when they were for the first

time permanently organized in Army Corps—each a subordi-

nate army, complete in all arms, and provided with its own

transport and supply departments. The camps stretched out

for miles along the coast on each side of Boulogne and reserves

were assembled in the inland towns of the north. For the

transport of the army across the Channel more than four

thousand gunboats and flat-bottomed barges were constructed,

and for their concentration in the harbours and creeks of the

channel the ports were improved, estuaries of the rivers dredged

and deepened, and batteries erected for the protection of the

flotillas.

The 6th Army Corps of which Ney was given the com-

mand was on the extreme left of the line of coast camps. Its

long rows of " baraques " or wooden huts had been erected

about the village of Etaples and on both banks of the little

River Canche, the estuary of which was crowded with the light

craft of the transport flotilla and defended by powerful batteries

on the land and lines of gunboats moored across the river

mouth. The camp of the 6th Corps was known as the " Camp
of Montreuil" from the little town of that name seven miles
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inland where Ney had his head-quarters.^ There were three

divisions of infantry and a brigade of cavalry, about 20,000

men in all. The ist Division (General Dupont) was encamped

on the right facing the sea behind the village of Camiers.

The 2nd (General Loison) had a brigade on the right and

another on the left of the town of Etaples
;
3rd (General Par-

tounneaux) was encamped 1500 metres in rear of it, near the

River Canche, with a regiment detached on the left bank.

The Comte de Fezensac, who afterwards served on Ney's

staff and rose to the rank of a general of division, was then

serving in the ranks of one of Partounneaux's regiments. In

his " Souvenirs Militaires " he gives an interesting account of

the life of the Boulogne camps. Working parties of men and

officers had constructed the baraques which gradually developed

into a series of wood-built towns stretching for miles along the

shore. To give more head room, without using too much

timber to raise the height of the wooden walls, the floor had

been sunk to a depth of about three feet below the general

level of the ground. This made the huts very damp during

the winter. The furniture was made up of rough wooden

tables and benches, racks for arms and equipments, and hurdles

supported on wooden uprights to serve as bedsteads. Once

the huts were completed the men passed a great part of the

day in comparative idleness. There were regimental parades

and drills in the mornings. From time to time a company

took its turn of service on board the flotilla. The men had

very little to do except to learn to make themselves as com-

fortable as they could on board the boats and get used to life

in such narrow and crowded conditions.

It has often been said that the camps by the shore of the

Channel were "camps of exercise" where the Grand Army

went through a prolonged course of training, divisions and

army corps became accustomed to acting together, and the

generals had frequent practice in handling great masses of

men. But De Fezensac's evidence contradicts this. Parades of

more than a single regiment appear to have been rare events.

1 The commanders of the other five corps of the army were : ist Corps,

Bernadotte ; 2nd Corps, Marmont
;
3rd Corps, Davout

;
4th Corps, Soult

;
5th

Corps, Lannes ; Cavalry Reserve, Murat.
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There was some divisional route marches, but very few great

field days or manoeuvres. And we hear little of artillery or

musketry practices. In such a camp in our own day one of

the first works put in hand would have been the construction

of rifle ranges. But in 1804 the recruit learned to load, fire,

and clean his musket, and after his first course seldom fired

a shot except in action. Then the firing was at such close

quarters that it was considered he would do enough execution

with his forty cartridges without having previously expended

costly ammunition on mere target practice. In the Boulogne

camps all that was required was that each man should fire

three ball cartridges at a target at point-blank range.

Once enough huts had been erected to house the officers

and men other rough buildings were run up to serve as canteens,

theatres, concert halls, and gymnasium and fencing rooms.

These helped the troops to pass away much of their idle time,

and in the 1 summer they amused themselves with laying out

gardens and planting avenues of shrubs about their huts. Dis-

cipline seems to have been excellent and the health of the men
after the first winter was good.

Madame Ney came to live at her husband's head-quarters,

at first at Montreuil and afterwards at a small country house

which he rented for her at Recque a few miles further inland.

Both at Montreuil and at Recque there were numerous enter-

tainments, at which the higher military society of the camps
and visitors from Paris supplied the guests. Her old school

friend Hortense Beauharnais, afterwards Queen of Holland,

spent some weeks with Aglae Ney and one of her sisters in the
" chateau " at Recque. In connexion with this social side of

the Boulogne camps we hear incidentally in De Leoncourt's

memoirs of an unfortunate speculation of the Ney's. The
aide-de-camp tells how the staff of the 6th Corps gave a fete

in honour of Madame Ney, and had constructed a huge paper
fire balloon to be sent up that evening, but abandoned this

part of their programme when some one reminded them that

it might be regarded by the General as an illusion to a project

over which he had been victimized to the extent of 30,000
francs. An adventurer had come to Montreuil and persuaded
Ney that he could construct a dirigible balloon for scouting
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purposes, and the General had been so pleased with the idea,

that he had advanced the inventor the money he asked for

with which the man had promptly disappeared.

There was from time to time a break in the monotony of

camp life when English cruisers or gunboats approached the

shore, and exchanged fire with the guardships of the flotilla or

the batteries. And their were occasional scares—some of them
ridiculous enough, including some wild outbreaks of the spy-

mania. There would be reports of agents of " perfidious

Albion " prowling about the camps, to learn what was well

known to all Europe, and there were tales of projects for burn-

ing the huts over the men's heads. These alarms led to

doubling of sentinels, extra guards, patrols moving round the

outskirts of the wooden towns with orders to fire on anyone

who approached after dark. The worst scare was caused by a

report circulated in the middle of March, 1804, by General

Vilatte, one of the brigadiers of Ney's corps. On 16 March

Vilatte wrote from his post at the battery of St. Frieux to

General Soult, at the head-quarters of the " Army of England "

at St. Omers:

—

" MoN G6n6ral,

" The English, unable to conquer us by open force, are having re-

course to their last resource

—

the plague.

" Five bales of cotton have just been cast upon our coast ; I hasten

to inform you of it.

" From St. Frieux to the mouth of the Canche all the troops are at

their posts
;
patrols are moving along the beach accompanied by custom-

house officers.

" In sight of this battery and almost within cannon shot, are a frigate

and two sloops of war of the enemy ; also several small fishing boats,

which I presume contain other bales of cotton.

"As no one is allowed to take out any boat or vessel I have just re-

ceived orders to fire at everything that may appear in the waters within

range of our batteries."

Vilatte was so full of the idea himself that he did not consider

it necessary to explain to Soult that the cotton bales were sup-

posed to be infected with pe.stilence—the plague with which

the French soldiers had made a disastrous acquaintance in

Egypt. The panic fairly took hold of the camps. The Eng-

lish were supposed to be capable of any abominable treachery.
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It was the time of the conspiracy of Cadoudal and Pichegru.

Assassins hired by the Bourbons and the British were supposed

to be lurking everywhere in France. So Vilatte's suspicion

of the " flotsam and jetsam " left by the receding tide in front

of his battery found general credit. An order was issued

which ran thus :
" All are hereby forbidden to approach

any boats or other objects that may be cast on shore." The

alarm reached the capital and the First Consul wrote to

Ney :

—

" I am informed, Citizen General, that the English have thrown bales

of cotton upon our coast, which has led to the supposition that those bales

are poisoned. Give me all the particulars you can collect on this matter.

It would be lamentable to think that every principle of humanity could be:

thus violated.

" Bonaparte,

" Malmaison, loth Ventose, Year XII."

(21 March, 1804.)^

Bonaparte perhaps believed the story and would not have

been sorry to add it to his indictment against " the English

assassins". He was collecting all the evidence available as to

the conspiracies against him, in order thoroughly to break up

the opposition to the project of the Empire, by involving all

the old-fashioned Republicans in the charges against the real

plotters. Ney's investigations pricked the bubble of the

"plague-infected" bales. The cause of all the alarm was
found to be the stranding on the shore of some old hammocks
lost from a ship in the channel.

The First Consul took advantage of the Royalist conspiracy

to secure for himself the Imperial Crown. The first argument

put forward in the Senate and the Corps Legislative in favour

of the inauguration of the Empire was that, when once France

had returned to a hereditary system of Government, and pro-

claimed that the death of one Emperor would be followed im-

mediately by the accession of another, there would be no longer

a motive for the enemies of France to seek to compass the

assassination of her soldier-chief. During the period when the

new imperial constitution was being debated the Army sent a

^ This was the very day of the execution of the Due d'Enghien.

9
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number of addresses to the First Consul, calling upon him to

assume the title of Emperor. In the Boulogne camps efforts

were made at first to prevent the holding of large gatherings

of the soldiers to discuss these addresses, and it was suggested

that it would be sufficient for a delegate from the rank and file

of each company to confer with the regimental officers. But

the agitation was something of a diversion from the routine of

camp life, and the assemblies of companies to select delegates

were followed by meetings of regiments and brigades and even

divisions, to the peril of military discipline.

Ney had received from many of his lieutenants—Divisional

generals, brigadiers, and colonels—loyal addresses to the First

Consul. He forwarded them to Paris adding to them an

address from the 6th Corps as a whole, a long-winded rhetorical

document. The Army was then invited to join in the plebiscite,

which, by a majority of 3,572,329 votes against 2,569, called

upon Napoleon to assume the Imperial Crown. On 18 May,

1804, the Empire was proclaimed, and in the Boulogne camps

the event was announced amid the roar of hundreds of saluting

cannon.

Having assumed a crown Napoleon proceeded to create a

military aristocracy. On 21 February, 1793, the Convention

had decreed the abolition of the rank of Marshal of France,

which dated back to the time of Philip Augustus. At St.

Cloud on 19 May Napoleon signed a decree reviving the

dignity, and at the same time promoting to the Marshalate

eighteen soldiers of the wars of the Revolution.

The name of Alexandre Berthier headed the list. He was

his right-hand man as a soldier—his chief of the staff, on whom
he relied for the execution of his orders. Next to Berthier

came Murat, to whom he had given the hand of his sister

Caroline. Then there came the names of Moncey, Jourdan,

Mass6na, Augereau, Bernadotte, Soult, Brune, Lannes, Mortier,

Ney, Davout, and Bessieres. All these were men who had

held high command in the field, and were still in the prime of

life and fit to be the leaders of his armies in coming wars.

Four names were added of men, who were more advanced in

years, and whose promotion was a recognition of past services

to France, and a link between the Empire and the earlier
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glories of the Republic. These were Kellerman, Lefebvre,

Perignon, and S6rurier.^

Ney's promotion to the Marshalate gave him with his new
rank the annual income of 40,000 francs attached to it. To
this was presently added 20,000 francs a year as the income

attached to the decoration of Grand Cross of the Legion of

Honour. These payments were in addition to the pay and

allowances of any command that he might hold.

The regimental officers and the soldiers of the army were

gratified by a liberal distribution of the decoration of the

Legion of Honour. The enamelled crosses and red ribbons

were given by the Emperor himself to the selected men of the

Paris garrison at the great military review held on the Champ
de Mars on 14 July. At the same time a supply of the same

coveted decoration was sent to the commanders ofthe Boulogne

camps. Ney received a parcel of 207 crosses of the Legion

for the officers and men of the 6th Corps, which meant that

about one man in every, hundred would be decorated. But

the officers and soldiers were disappointed at the idea that

they were to be enrolled in the Legion of Honour by the

Marshals, while their comrades of Paris had received the

decoration from the hands of the Emperor himself. Ney
therefore wrote to Napoleon on 2 5 July :

—

" It is my duty to acquaint your Majesty with the feelings of regret

expressed by the general ofificers at not receiving this glorious decoration

from your Majesty's own hands. They had flattered themselves that they

would be as fortunate as those members of the Legion of Honour, who
were present at the ceremony of 14 July at Paris. This desire, in which I

participate, arises from our attachment to your Majesty, and you will give

an additional value to your favours if you confer them in person."

Doubtless others addressed the same request to the Em-
peror. The result was the announcement that on 1 5 August

Napoleon would visit the camps of Boulogne and preside at

a great military display, at which the Legion of Honour would

be distributed to more than 1500 generals, officers, and men
of the " Army of England ".

Marshal Soult, who was in general command of the camps,

^ It may be interesting to complete the roll of Napoleon's Marshals and
note that at later dates he promoted to this rank, Victor, Macdonald, Gudinot,

Marmont, Suchet, Gouvion St. Cyr, Poniatowski, and Grouchy.
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ordered that while leaving strong contingents to guard the

coast and the batteries, 100,000 men should concentrate at

Boulogne on the eve of the Emperor's fete. Two miles from

the town on the Calais road a lofty platform was erected, on

which the Emperor was to be enthroned facing the sea. Be-

tween him and the beach the selected troops of the six army
corps were to be formed in a great semi-circle. On the water

beyond some hundred ships of the flotilla were anchored.

Boulogne was gay with flags, garlands of flowers, and triumphal

arches. It was a cloudless day, with a breeze from the sea that

tempered the midsummer heat. The Emperor rode through

Boulogne escorted by the Cuirassiers of the Guard and sur-

rounded by a brilliant staff", and as he reached the review

ground he was greeted with the thunders of artillery from sea

and shore, and the enthusiastic cheers of his 100,000 soldiers

and of the tens of thousands of spectators that crowded

the surrounding slopes. From his lofty throne he looked out

on the vast array of glittering bayonets, and saw beyond the

great semi-circle of ordered masses of men the forest of masts

of the flotilla. And further still in the haze upon the distant

sea the sunlight showed white flecks moving near the horizon.

These were the only objects in view that could for a moment
abate his pride in the spectacle, for he was told that they were

the sails of British cruisers, watching Boulogne in the expecta-

tion that the sudden concentration of troops might be the

prelude of an embarkation. The presence of these watchful

enemies was a reminder to him that he had yet to solve the

problem of obtaining the command of the channel even for a

day.

On gilded pedestals to right and left of his throne two re-

versed helmets had been placed. They were said to have once

been worn in battle by Duguesclin and Bayard. They now
served as receptacles for the crosses, which the Emperor was to

distribute, and were thus to be a link between the chivalrous

traditions of old France and the new chivalry of the Legion of

Honour. There was then a long procession of officers and

men to the platform of the Emperor's throne. As each came
forward to receive his decoration the Marshal, commanding the

army corps to which he belonged, briefly recited his claim to
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the membership of the Legion. Napoleon as he pinned the

ribbon on the men's uniforms had a word for each—a reminder

of Egypt or Italy for those he had himself commanded, an al-

lusion to campaigns and victories on the Rhine for those of the

northern armies, which he had now fused into one great fight-

ing force with his own veterans. During this part of the cere-

mony the bands played martial airs.

Then the newly invested Legionaries were grouped before

the throne, and the Emperor rose and read the oath they were

to take—a formula containing no mention of personal allegi-

ance to himself, but so drawn up as seemingly to pledge them

only to defend the results obtained by the Revolution, and

naming not the Empire but the Republic that was still sup-

posed to survive under Imperial forms :

—

" You severally swear upon your honour to devote yourselves to the

service of the Republic, to co-operate with all your power in maintaining

the integrity of its territory and defending its government, its laws, and the

rights of property recognized by these laws. You swear to oppose by every

means, which justice, law, and reason allow, all attempts to re-establish

feudalism with its titles and the privileges which they conferred. You
swear, in short, to co-operate with all your might in the maintenance of liberty

and equality. You swear to defend at the peril of your lives the honour of

the French name, your country and the institutions and laws by which it

is governed."

" Nous lejurons ! We swear it !
" shouted the Legionaries

in chorus. The cry was re-echoed by the masses of troops be-

yond them, and then came shouts of " Vive rEmpereur ! " with

waving of swords and fluttering of hats held aloft on bayonets,

while the cannon roared out again on sea and shore. During

these salutes and acclamations a long line of gunboats under

sail was seen making for Boulogne from the southward, hugging

the coast, for the British cruisers were standing in towards the

shore. For a while it seemed that the Emperor was to witness

a naval engagement. The batteries of the port had been

manned, but the only firing was the succession of salutes as the

flotilla of forty-seven sail slipped into the port. It had twice

narrowly escaped the enemy on its voyage from Havre.

The day ended with a banquet for the Emperor and his

marshals, military sports for the men, who were supplied with

extra rations and wine to drink Napoleon's health, and after
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dark a splendid display of fireworks. As the last great flight

of rockets hissed up into the sky a feu de joie was fired by a

line of I 5,000 men, whose muskets were loaded with cartridges

that shot out coloured stars.

Then the camps went back to the daily round of mono-
tonous duty. On i October towards evening Lord Keith's

squadron attacked the flotilla and tried to destroy it by sending

a number of barges laden with explosives drifting in upon it

with the tide. Little damage was done, but all through the

night there was firing along the coast. After this for months

to come the camps and flotillas were und isturbed. Ney arranged

that during the winter the officers of each brigade should meet

for military conferences, and he had prepared for them a series

of elaborate essays on the manoeuvres of all three arms. These

must have cost him much time and labour. They were an

attempt to simplify the somewhat complicated methods ofcom-

mand already in use, but the movements described were still

of a kind that could only be carried out by highly drilled troops

working with machine-like precision.

At the end of November Ney was summoned to Paris for

the fetes of the coronation. But on the great day he had no

place in the ceremony itself He was one of the crowd of

distinguished spectators who looked on from the galleries

erected in Notre Dame. On 9 January he was present at the

fete off"ered to the Empress Josephine at the opera by the

marshals. There was a concert followed by a ball. It was

an expensive evening for him, for the marshals supplied the

cost of the fete and the contribution of each of them was fixed

at 10,000 francs.

He returned to his command at Montreuil in February and

soon after this the camps were stirred with a new impulse to

energetic activity. Villeneuve was about to make his dash from

Toulon and through the Straits of Gibraltar and lure Nelson

away to the Indies, and then he was to return swiftly across

the Atlantic, and, if all went well, the F>ench fleets were

suddenly to combine in the Channel and secure the brief

mastery of the narrow seas that was all Napoleon a.sked as

the neces.sary condition for his invasion of England.

On 21 March Marshal Berthier .sent Ney the detailed
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instructions to be followed when the moment came for the

embarkation, assigning to each unit of the 6th Corps the

sections of the flotilla on which it was to make the voyage

across the Channel. Then there was almost daily practice in

embarking and disembarking. This was done first by regi-

ments, then by whole brigades. Every man and officer

learned to go to his place in the boats and dispose his arms

and equipment in them. The horses were practised in walking

up and down the gangways, and sometimes kept for a day

and a night on board the horse boats. Then there were exer-

cises in the embarking and disembarking of whole divisions.

Finally it was announced that the whole army must be pre-

pared to embark at the briefest notice. The Emperor and

his personal staff had arrived at Boulogne. The word went

round that the day had at last come for opening the " campaign

of England ".

Ney's corps was to embark in the estuary of the Canche.

The transport flotillas were moored close to the shore along

both banks. The order was issued to parade for embarkation.

The troops formed up in parallel columns, the head of each

column facing its own section of the boats. A gun was fired.

Generals and other mounted officers dismounted, placed them-

selves on foot at the head of their men, and left their horses

to be led by the grooms to the horse boats. The men unfixed

bayonets. A second gun was fired, and the order passed along

the lines " Prepare to embark ". Then quickly came the report

of a third gun, and the order "Forward, march". The men

cheered enthusiastically as they marched to the boats. So

well had they been trained by the preliminary practices that

in ten and a half minutes the 25,000 men of Ney's corps were

all on board of the flotilla. There was a brief pause and then

came the report of a fourth gun. The men began cheering

again, for they took it for the signal to the boats to unmoor

and put to sea. But instead there came the disappointing

order to disembark. It was only one more drill. In thirteen

minutes all were out of the boats and reformed on the shore.

After this successful experiment all the stores and most of the

guns and horses were kept on board the transports.

In July it was known that Villeneuve had evaded Nelson
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and was back in European waters. Napoleon sent him urgent

messages bidding him join the Brest fleet and enter the

Channel at any cost. He was already on his way when he

was scared back to Cadiz by false information. Napoleon's

great plan had failed.

At the same time there came news of danger on the

Continent itself. England had formed a fresh coalition against

the Empire. Austria had declared war against France. In

August the marshals commanding the Army Corps of the

Boulogne camps received sudden orders to make a rapid march

to the Rhine. The " Army of England " had become the

"Grand Army" and Napoleon's great career of victory was

about to begin.



CHAPTER IX

THE CAMPAIGN OF ULM AND AUSTERLITZ (1805)

THE foundation of the Third Coalition against France

had been laid as early as April, 1805, by the sign-

ing of a treaty of alliance between England and
Russia. In August Austria, having completed her war pre-

parations, joined the Coalition. Sweden had already entered

the alliance. The Bourbons of Naples threw in their lot with

it on the eve of hostilities. The allies had adopted an

ambitious plan of operations. The Archduke Charles with

1 50,000 men was to cross the Adige and invade the territory

of the former Cisalpine Republic, now Napoleon's "Kingdom
of Italy ". The Neapolitan Army reinforced by British troops

from Malta and Russians from Corfu was to move northwards.

There was to be a combined British, Russian, and Swedish

expedition to recover the Kingdom of Hanover. From
Vienna the Archduke Ferdinand was to march on the Rhine

at the head of 60,000 Austrian and 90,000 Russian troops.

A third Austrian army of 50,000 men in the Tyrol would be

ready to co-operate either northward with the Archduke

Ferdinand or southwards with the Archduke Charles. In

all more than 400,000 were to take the field. It was esti-

mated that the most that Napoleon could oppose to them

would be 200,000.

But the allies were not ready to strike at once. Their

main army was concentrating about Vienna. The Russians

under Kutusofif were marching to join them, but they had

many a hundred miles to go, and could not hope to cross the

Inn for some weeks. Instead of waiting for them, the

Austrians decided to send forward 60,000 men into South

Germany, to enforce the neutrality of the Electors of Baden,

Wurtemberg, and Bavaria, who were Napoleon's allies. The
army that crossed the Inn and occupied Munich in August

137
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was commanded by General Mack, who had a quite unde-

served reputation as a strategist and tactician. The Bavarians

retired northwards, and Mack pushed on to the upper Danube,

where acting on recognized traditions he took up his position

along the line of the river Iller with his right at Ulm, his front

facing the Black Forest, through the defiles of which he ex-

pected the French would advance as they had so often done

in previous wars.

Napoleon was ready. He had the Grand Army in the

camps by the Channel on a war footing and ready to march

at brief notice. He recognized that the central theatre of

war on the Danube was the place where the struggle would

be decided. His plan was to strike swiftly there before the

Russo-Austrian Army could concentrate, and to direct the

first blow at Mack's advanced position. He could march

against him with 150,000 men. Massena in northern Italy

had 50,000 more. He made no effort to reinforce him, told

him to do what he could to delay the enemy on that side, and

relied on deciding the conflict by his own advance on Vienna.

He did not mean merely to drive back Mack's army to

the Inn. He meant to destroy it. He was about to carry

out in the most decisive way a plan analogous to that which

he had proposed to Moreau five years before. The Austrian

army about Ulm was again the objective and in the coming

campaign the knowledge of the ground about Ulm which Ney
had acquired in the first stage of the campaign of Hohenlinden

was to serve him to good purpose.

Ney's orders for the march of his corps to the Rhine were

dated " 9th Fructidor, Year XIII "—27 August, 1805.^ They
were sent to him by Berthier from Boulogne that morning.

The cavalry and the ist and 2nd Divisions moved off on the

31st, the 3rd Division on i September.

The following was the organization of the 6th Corps at the

opening of the campaign of Ulm and Austerlitz :

—

Corps Commander. Marshal Ney.

Chief of the Staff. General Dutaillis. Assistant chief. Colonel

Jomini.

' It was on 26 August that Napoleon learned that Villeneuve had

turned back to Cadi?..
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•

1st Division. General Dupont.

1st Brigade. General Rouy^re. 9th Light Infantry (two battalions)

and two guns.

2nd Brigade. General Marchand. 32nd and 96th of the Line (each

two battalions) and six guns.

2nd Division. General Loison.

I St Brigade. General Roguet. 6th Light Infantry (three battalions),

19th of the Line (two battalions), and two guns.

2nd Brigade. General Vilatte. 69th of the Line (two battalions), and

76th (three battalions), and six guns.

3rd Division. General Malher.

1st Brigade. General Marcognet. 22nd Light Infantry (two bat-

talions), 27th of the Line (two battalions), and two guns.

2nd Brigade. General Labassee. 50th and 59th of the Line (each

two battalions), and six guns.

Cavalry. General Tilly.

1st and 3rd Hussars, loth Chasseurs-k-cheval, and twelve guns.

The combatant strength of the corps was about 21,250

men. In a modern army the proportion of artillery for such

numbers would be at least eighty guns. Ney had only thirty-

six. And there must have been extra difficulty in the

ammunition supply for they were of four different calibres and

patterns including six field howitzers, six4-pounders, eighteen 8-

pounders, and six 12-pounders, and the guns of each type were

not grouped together. The guns attached to the cavalry

brigade were not horse artillery, but apparently the artillery

reserve of the corps for they were not light pieces that could

move rapidly with a mounted column, but howitzers, and 8-

and 12-pounders.

Colonel Jomini, who had joined Ney at Montreuil, accom-

panied him on the campaign as his guest, without any defined

duties. He was a Swiss officer of the Canton of Vaud, who

had seen something of war on a small scale in the militia of his

native country, and had studied its history and principles to

such good effect that in 1804 he was preparing his "Traite des

Grandes Operations Militaires ". Ney thought highly of it,

brought it to the attention of Napoleon, obtained for Jomini a

commission in the French Army, and attached him to his staff.

Jomini served with Ney for some years, and in his subsequently

published writings on Napoleon's campaigns he claims for
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himself the credit of having inspired some of the Marshal's most

brilliant strokes of leadership and even asserts that more than

once he saved his chief from disaster by inducing him to change

his orders at the last moment. These claims of Jomini are at

least open to some doubt, for the testimony of De Fezensac,

De L6oncourt, and other officers, who served on Ney's staff all

goes to prove that the Marshal when in command was very

reticent, and equally self-reliant, never holding a council of war

or even consulting his staff individually, but simply leaving it

to them to transmit and execute his orders.

Ney having seen the last of his divisions march out of camp
paid a flying visit to Paris and rejoined the 6th Corps at St.

Dizier. It reached the Rhine at Seltz and Lauterbourg twenty-

six days after its departure from Etaples, It was a march of

350 miles by way of Arras, Rheims, Chalons, Vitry, St. Dizier,

Nancy, and Saverne. There was excellent discipline and order,

and Ney gave leave to soldiers whose homes were within a

moderate distance of the line of march to visit their families.

All rejoined before the Rhine was reached. The troops lived

on supplies requisitioned on the way, for which receipts were

given. These were promptly turned into cash by the local

authorities.

By the third week of August the six columns of the Grand

Army were on the Rhine from Mayence to Strasburg.^

Napoleon's plan ofcampaign was to send some of Murat's cavalry

through the Black Forest to give Mack a confirmation of his idea

that the French were advancing upon him from the westward,

but to direct the march of the columns of his army in a great

wheel round the northern end of the Forest hills, and then to

the crossings of the Danube beyond Ulm with the view of

cutting the Austrian Army off from its lines of supply and

retreat and forcing it to surrender.

Ney had been informed that when he reached Seltz he

would find a bridge ready for him, but though this had been

ordered the work had not even been begun. He chose a place

' From left to right (north to south) they stood thus : ist Corps (Bernadotte)

Frankfurt-on-Main ; 2nd (Marmont) Mayence
;
3rd (Davout) opposite Mannheim ;

4th (Soult) Speyer; 6th (Ney) Seltz
;
5th (Lannes), Imperial Guard (Bessieres)

and Cavalry Reserve (Murat) with Napoleon's head-quarters at Strasburg.
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near Lauterbourg where roads on both banks led down to a

ferry, and islands in the broad stream would facilitate the con-

struction of his bridge, collected boats, barges and timber, and

himself superintended the throwing of a floating roadway

across the Rhine. The actual work was all done in fifteen

hours. On 27 September the 6th Corps crossed the river.

The men had fastened sprigs of oak leaves to their caps and

coats " in anticipation of laurels," says De Fezensac. There

was the utmost enthusiasm as for hour after hour the long

column of foot, horse, and cannon poured across the floating

bridges. On the right bank Ney was on horseback with his

staff and the divisional generals, and was greeted with cries of

" Vive rEmpereur ! " as the men marched past him. The ist

Division occupied Carlsruhe the same day. Ney had the whole

of his corps concentrated at Stuttgart on 30 September. There

was a halt till 3 October, to enable the other corps to reach

the points assigned to them on a long front extending from

Stuttgart on the right to Wurtzburg on the left.

All were in position by the evening of 2 October, the

heads of the columns facing to the east and south-east. On
the 3rd there began the great wheeling march to the south-

ward, the Army Corps gradually closing nearer each other,

and their march being directed to the crossings of the Danube
below Ulm. Ney's corps on the right formed the pivot of the

wheeling movement and was nearest to the main mass of the

enemy. Mack at Ulm was still in ignorance of the presence

of the whole of the Grand Army to the north of him, and was

expecting it to appear from the westward behind the cavalry

screen thrown forward from the hills of the Black Forest.

The march to the Danube was a trying time for the men.

The weather had become cold. There were frequent showers

of chilling rain that later turned to sleet and snow. The
supply arrangements of the 6th Corps had broken down, and

the attempt to collect food and forage from the country gave

but poor results and led to no little disorder and plundering,

despite Ney's efforts to organize regular requisitions. Often

the men and officers were half starved. But in wet, cold, and

hunger they plodded on. On the 7th Murat on the left forced

the crossing of the Danube at Donauworth and began to ad-
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vance on Ulm by the south bank, followed by the corps of

Lannes and Soult and the Guard. Marmont and DavoQt

crossed next day further east at Neuburg, and began to sweep

round to the south of the Austrian positions, Ney on the

right was ordered to attack the bridges of Leipheim and

Guntzburg.

He entrusted the operation to his 3rd Division under

General Malher. The bad weather had made the approaches

to the bridge at Leipheim impracticable. The ground had

become a mere marsh. The attack was therefore directed

against the bridges of Guntzburg, The town is on the south

bank and there are several wooded islands in the river, across

which the road and its bridges reach the place. The islands

were occupied with little difficulty, and then it was found that

the main span of the bridge between the last island and the

south bank had been wrecked. Attempts to restore it under

the fire of the enemy ended in failure and loss. An attack

was then directed against another bridge further down the

river. Here some of the roadway had been removed, but the

bridge was still passable, and late on 9 October it was stormed

by the 59th Infantry, whose Colonel was mortally wounded as

he led it across. The French, as they formed on the shore,

were attacked by infantry and cavalry, but beat them off, the

fighting continuing till after dark. But De Fezensac, who was

serving as a lieutenant with the 59th, says the Austrian attacks

were very half-hearted, and gave him the impression that the

enemy were only making a demonstration to cover their retreat

from Guntzburg. On the morning of the loth it was found

that the place had been abandoned by the Austrians. It was

occupied by Ney and the main bridge was repaired in a few

hours.

It was only on 5 October that Mack had discovered the

presence of the columns of the Grand Army moving from the

north-westward towards the Danube. To use his own expres-

sion, he was like a man waking from a dream. He could

easily have retired towards the Tyrol or the Lower Inn, but he

could not form any fixed resolution, and day after day he

changed his plans. First he concentrated most of his army

between Ulm and Guntzburg. Then he pushed a corps under
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General Auffenberg eastward on the south bank of the river as

a prelude to a march in that direction. Auffenberg was beaten

by Murat at Wertingen, Mack then jumped to the conclusion

that the French were all across the river in this direction, and

decided on crossing at Guntzburg and breaking out to the

northward. But here on the 9th he found Ney attacking. He
felt that wherever he turned the French barred his way, and

ignorant of the fact that there was only a single corps in his

front at this point he gave up his plan, and fought a rear-guard

action at Gunt?burg to cover his own retirement on Ulm.

Fezensac had judged rightly that the Austrians were making

only a half-hearted fight.

Napoleon expected that Mack would break out to the

southward to reach the Tyrol, and was therefore directing the

march of the left columns of the Grand Army on Memmingen.
Murat followed by Lannes was moving directly on Ulm by

the south bank. Ney was to watch Ulm and (greatly to his

disgust) was told to take his orders from Murat. On the

west and north the place was watched by a screen of cavalry

detachments.

Neither Lannes nor Ney liked being thus placed under

Murat's command. They felt that the young cavalry leader

owed the position thus given to him chiefly to the fact that he

was the Emperor's brother-in-law, and they had no confidence

in his generalship, whatever might be his prowess at the head

of a cavalry division on the actual field of battle. The very

first order that Murat issued to Ney led to a dispute between

them. On 10 October—the day after the victory of Guntzburg

—Murat ordered Ney to bring over the whole of the 6th Corps

to the south bank of the Danube, leaving only Bourcier's divi-

sion of dismounted dragoons to watch the north front of Ulm.

Ney rode over to Murat's head-quarters and, supported by
Lannes, pointed out to him that part of the 6th Corps ought

to be left on the north bank, for, if Mack broke out on that

side, Bourcier was not strong enough to stop him, and the

Austrians could make a rapid march to the eastward, sweeping

up on the way the supply and ammunition trains of the Grand
Army which were now toiling along the roads by which the

various corps had reached the crossings of the river east of
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Ulm. Murat yielded so far as to tell Ney he might leave

Dupont's division on the north bank. Ney said this would

not be enough, and, spreading out a map on the table, tried to

make Murat realize the opportunity that was being given to

Mack. Murat refused to continue the discussion, and turned

away from the map. " I understand nothing of your plans,"

he said angrily. " It is my way to make mine in the presence

of the enemy." And after this ill-tempered speech he reitera-

ted his formal order to Ney to bring his cavalry and Loison

and Malher's divisions across to join his own force, leaving only

Dupont to assist in watching Ulm. He had the Emperor's

orders he said to combine the 5 th and 6th Corps with his cavalry

force, and even in leaving Dupont on the north side he was de-

parting from his instructions.

Murat was wrong and Ney was right, as events soon showed.

The Emperor never meant that in order to command the two

corps placed at his disposal he was necessarily to unite them

on the same ground, and in a letter sent to Murat on the 12th

he spoke of the advisability of his having a bridge thrown

across the Danube between Guntzburg and Ulm to facilitate

the combined action of the troops on both banks, and told

him he must be ready to reinforce those on the north side if

necessary.

But Mack had already moved. On the 1 1 th he attacked

Bourcier and Dupont along the north front of Ulm, from Has-

lach on the left to near Elchingen on the Danube on his right.

Dupont had only some 6000 men against four or five times

that number of Austrians, but he made such a splendid fight

and such a determined show of opposition to the pursuit during

his retreat on Albeck, that Mack thought he must have good

support near at hand, and did not follow up his success. Next
day the Austrians did nothing. Then at last Mack thought

the way was open for a retirement north-eastwards to Bohemia,

sent off an advanced guard 1 8,000 strong under General Wer-

neck, prepared to follow with the main body, and posted

Riesch's division at Elchingen on the Danube to protect the

crossing there from a possible advance of the French against

his flank. Riesch was to follow as the rear-guard as soon as

the main column was well on its way.
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When he heard of Dupont's defeat Napoleon realized that

it left Mack free to march out of Ulm. He hastened to repair

the mischief that Murat's blunder had caused, but if Mack had

been more decided and energetic it would have been too late.

Thanks to his slowness the Emperor was able again to shut

him up in Ulm. Napoleon had hurried to the front, and

reached Murat's head-quarters on the south bank near Ulm on

13 October. Ney heard in silence the unjust reproaches ad-

dressed to him by the Emperor for having left Dupont unsup-

ported on the north bank. But the lecture ended with what

was good news to him. Napoleon told him he must make up
for his failure by next day attacking Elchingen and driving

the Austrians back upon Ulm.

Riesch had occupied the crest of a plateau looking down:

on the Danube, with a dense wood on the right and on the

left the village and the strongly built monastery of Elchingen.

He had removed the roadway of the bridge across the river

leaving only the piers standing. In the grey of the morning

the pioneers of Loison's division rapidly repaired the bridge,

covered by the fire of Ney's artillery, and a screen of skirmishers

pushed out to the front. Then Loison and Mahler's divisions

moved across to the attack. The Emperor had watched these

preliminary operations from the south side. Murat rode beside

him. Ney came to take Napoleon's last orders before putting

himself at the head of the attack. Turning to Murat he said

to him with a meaning that only Lannes could have explained,

but Murat himself understood and did not care to discuss

:

" Come, Prince, come with me, and make your plans in the

presence of the enemy !
"

Riesch, left unsupported by Mack, made a hard fight before

he was driven from the heights of Elchingen by Ney's impetu-

ous attack. There were moments when it seemed that the day

would end in a defeat for the French. More than once Ney
led in person the troops he threw into the fight, and he was

one of the first to enter the village of Elchingen. He wore the

full parade uniform of a marshal with the star of the Legion

glittering on his breast, but in the thickest of the fight he was

untouched. Early in the afternoon the Austrians were in full

retreat on Ulm and the French were in possession of the
10
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Elchingen plateau. Lannes' corps was sent across the river to

assist Ney in following up his success.

Napoleon recognized in the victory of Elchingen the deci-

sive action of the Ulm campaign, the success that sealed the

fate of Mack's army. When he inaugurated a new nobility of

the sword and gave his Marshals the titles of Duke and Prince,

these dignities were not territorial, but each new patent of no-

bility commemorated a battle won. To Ney was given the

title of " Duke of Elchingen ". It was the first victory of the

Empire thus commemorated.^

Next day the 5th and 6th Corps united in a combined

advance on Ulm, driving the Austrians inside its old bastioned

wall, Lannes on the left, Ney on the right, where his divisions,

meeting with a very poor show of resistance, stormed the

heights of the Michelberg. Mack was now shut up in Ulm.

Werneck's division, and a smaller force under the Archduke

Ferdinand, had escaped after Haslach, and were retreating to-

wards Bohemia, hotly pursued by Murat, who captured most

of them. Another division had surrendered to Soult south of

Ulm at Memmingen. Mack had only about half his army

left, and these were now blockaded in Ulm, which had not

been provisioned for a siege, and was cut off from all supplies.

Ney's capture of the Michelberg on the i 5th had completed

the investment of the place. The night after the battle was

intensely cold. Next morning was a miserable time, with

dark skies and driving showers of sleet. " The weather was

so awful," says De Fezensac, " that no one remained at his post.

Even the artillery was not guarded ; every one tried to find

shelter where he could, and at no other time, excepting during

the campaign of Russia, did I suffer so much or see the army

in such disorder." The men of Ney's corps were weary with

two days of marching and fighting following on a long period

of bivouacks in bad weather and constant shortness of food.

But the defeated Austrians, though they had the shelter of

the town, were worse off for supplies, and their leader had

^ Four titles were taken from victories won before the inauguration of the

Empire. Kellerman was made Duke of Valmy in honour of the first victory of

the Republic. The three other dukedoms were memorials of Napoleon's Italian

campaigns. Augereau was made Duke of Castiglione ; Mass^na, Duke of Rivoli

;

and Lannes, Duke of Montcbello.
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utterly lost heart. Early on the i6th Napoleon's aide-de-camp,

Philippe de S6gur, was sent to summon Mack to surrender.

He was told that a reply would be sent out later, and in the

course of the morning an officer with a flag of truce arrived at

the outposts of the 6th Corps. The envoy was the Austrian

General Prince Lichtenstein. He was introduced to Ney, and

told him that Mack was ready to surrender Ulm on condition

that his army was allowed to march out with its arms and

artillery, pass through the French lines, and join the Austrian

Army on the Inn. Similar terms had been granted by Melas

to Mass6na after his gallant defence of Genoa in 1800.

Lichtenstein declared that if this offer, which he considered

reasonable, were refused, the Austrians would neither make nor

receive any further overtures but would bury themselves under

the ruins of Ulm rather than surrender as prisoners.

Ney listened to all the Prince had to say, and then told

him that he was convinced that the position of Mack's army

was hopeless ; that it could not hold out for many days and

that it must bow to the stern necessities of war. No such

terms as were asked for could be even considered. Lichten-

stein returned to Ulm with this answer and then Mack made

a final attempt to bluff Ney and the Emperor into making

some concession by sending out this letter under a flag of

truce :

—

" The garrison of Ulm, understanding with regret that the equitable

terms it considered it had a right to demand of His Excellency Marshal

Neu [stc] have not been accepted, is firmly resolved to run the chance of

war."

Next day (17 October) Mack was again summoned to sur-

render, and informed that if he persisted in holding out Ulm
would be stormed. He then entered into negotiations, sending

Lichtenstein to Napoleon's head-quarters. The Prince told

Berthier that Mack could not surrender when he knew the

Russians under Kutusoff must be already marching to relieve

him. Berthier replied by assuring him that not a Russian had

yet passed the Inn, and relief at any near date was hopeless.

But on the Emperor's behalf he made Lichtenstein what seemed

a liberal offer. He was anxious, he said, to meet the honour-

able scruples of the Austrian General, and he proposed that
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hostilities should be suspended round Ulm for eight days, and

if at the end of that time a relieving army had not made its

appearance Mack was to surrender the army and the place on

25 October.

The proposal was accepted and a convention to this effect

was signed. But on the 19th Napoleon learned that Werneck

had surrendered to Murat, and that Kutusoff was approaching

the Inn. He was anxious to be free to move eastward as soon

as possible, and he represented to Mack that the prolongation

of the conditional armistice was only subjecting the troops of

both armies to useless suffering and exposure. He therefore

offered that if the surrender were made at once he would

undertake that Ney's corps should not move from Ulm till

the 25th. Mack should have known that Napoleon would

not be so anxious to accelerate the surrender already agreed

upon, unless the gain of a few days was very important to

him. But he weakly consented to the new arrangement. On
the 20th the garrison marched out with the honours of war,

and 25,000 Austrian infantry and 2000 cavalry laid down their

arms, and Ney's corps took possession of Ulm. The results

of the campaign so far were 60,000 prisoners (including 18

generals) and the capture of 80 standards, 200 guns, and

5000 horses.

The French losses in battle had been comparatively small,

but the long marches, the lack of supplies, and the exposure

to cold and wet had filled the hospitals with sick. The system

of living on the invaded country broke down when division

after division traversed the same towns and villages, and great

armies were concentrated within a few square miles. During

the whole campaign of Ulm officers and soldiers were hungry,

regular distributions of rations and forage were unknown, and

the attempts to collect supplies at haphazard led to indiscipline

and plundering. To quote De Fezensac once more: "When
during the bad weather the soldiers went to a village to look

for food they were tempted to stay there. So the number
of stragglers wandering about the country was considerable.

The inhabitants were subjected to all kinds of annoyances, and

officers who tried to restore order were menaced by the

marauders. All these details," he adds, " are unknown to
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those who read the history of our campaigns. They see only

a valiant army of devoted soldiers, as emulous of glory as

their officers. They do not know at how great a price of

suffering the most brilliant success is often purchased—how
many examples of selfishness and cowardice are to be seen in

an army beside those of generosity and courage."

The Grand Army now marched on Vienna. The Austro-

Russian Army retired before it. The enemy's capital was

occupied, and on 2 December, the anniversary of his coronation,

Napoleon won the great victory of Austerlitz, and then dictated

peace from the palace of the Austrian Emperor at Schonbrunn.

Ney had no share in the glory of Austerlitz. The arrangement

by which the 6th Corps was to remain behind at Ulm, while

the rest of the army advanced across the Inn, had condemned
him to play a minor part in the second stage of the campaign.

His command had been reduced. Dupont's division had

been detached, and one of Loison's brigades detailed for

garrison duty. When he marched from Ulm on 26 October

he had with him only his 3rd division (Mahler) the 2nd Brigade

of the 2nd Division (Loison), and for cavalry about 150 men
of the 3rd Hussars and the loth Chasseurs-a-cheval. The
battalions had been so reduced during the Ulm campaign that

his total fighting strength was only about 9000 men.

His orders were to advance into the Tyrol. It was no
easy task that was thus imposed upon him. The Austrian

army in the Tyrol had numbered 50,000 men at the outbreak

of the war, but more than half of these had been sent to reinforce

the Austrian armies in Italy and on the Inn. The Archduke

John, who commanded in the Tyrol, had at his disposal at the

beginning of November, 1805, about 20,000 regulars, but be-

sides these there was the levy en masse of the province, thou-

sands of hardy mountaineers, many of them armed with rifles

and excellent shots, and all bitterly hostile to an invader.

The bulk of the Austrian forces had been drawn off to the

eastern passes of the Tyrol to meet the advance in that direc-

tion of Deroy's division of Bernadotte's corps. Ney was to

march against Innsbruck. On the eve of the expedition he in-

troduced into his corps a new organization that afterwards be-

came general in the French Army. Each infantry battalion
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had already a picked company of its tallest men, known as the

"Grenadiers". He formed a second special company of the

smaller and more active men of each battalion, and these were

known as the " Voltigeurs" (literally "the vaulters") or, to use

the name of similar companies in the British Army of the time,

the Light Infantry Company of the battalion. They were re-

lieved of part of the load carried by the infantry privates, and

were intended to climb the rocks and hills to lead or flank the

attack in the coming mountain campaign.

On 4 November Ney was at the entrance of the pass of

Schemitz, defended by two forts perched high on the spurs of

the mountains, the Fort of Scharnitz and the Fort of Leutasch.

The latter was taken by Loison's brigade, the former by Mah-
ler's division. In both cases a detachment led by the Volti-

geurs climbed by narrow paths, known only to the local

chamois hunters, and up steep rock fronts where the men clung

to bushes and even made holds by driving bayonets into the

crevices of the mountain side. They had to drive off the Ty-

rolese peasants who rolled stones down on them and fired on

them at long range. But the very daring of the unexpected

advance helped the attack. The French at last reached posi-

tions above and in the rear of the forts, points which the Aus-

trians believed to be inaccessible to regular infantry. The
Fort of Leutasch .surrendered, with its garrison of 300 men.

That of Scharnitz was carried by assault, a combined attack

being made up the slopes in front and from the heights in the

rear. Sixteen guns were taken and 1800 prisoners.

The Austrians had relied on the Fort of Scharnitz for the

defence of Innsbruck, and, pushing on rapidly after his victor^',

Ney occupied the capital of the Tyrol next day (5 November)

without further fighting. In the local arsenal he took posses-

sion of several cannon, 16,000 muskets, and a large quantity

of ammunition, and the 76th Regiment regained possession of

a standard they had lost six years before in the campaign in

Switzerland.

Ney remained halted at Innsbruck till the loth. He then

sent Loison's division to occupy the Brenner. On the nth
and 1 2th there was hard fighting with the Austrian regulars

and militia at Staufach and Gries on the road up the pass.
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French writers claim these actions as victories, because the

Austrians evacuated the Brenner after the fighting. But the

Austrians count them as successful rear-guard actions. Loison

marched over the Brenner and penetrated as far as Botzen,

where he met with an undoubted reverse. He had only sent

two of his battalions on to Botzen, apparently in ignorance of

the fact that a strong Austrian column under the Prince de

Rohan, retiring from the north-western Tyrol into the Adige

valley on its way to Italy, was approaching the same place.

Rohan drove out the two battalions inflicting heavy loss on them,

and then continued his retreat. The fight at Botzen took

place on 25 November. It was the last serious engagement

of the campaign. There were skirmishes with irregular parties

of the mountaineers, but with the news of Austerlitz all opera-

tions on a larger scale came to an end.

The 6th Corps received orders to rejoin the Grand Army
near Vienna, and after rallying his troops at Innsbruck on 4

December, Ney marched by Lauffen, Rastadt, Klagenfurth, and

Judenburg to the cantonments assigned to him in Austria.

This march occupied the next fortnight. Leaving his corps in

cantonments about Judenburg, some twenty-two miles from

Vienna Ney went on to Schonbrunn, where he was most cordi-

ally received by Napoleon. On 25 December the Peace of

Pressburg was signed by which Austria abandoned the coali-

tion, and amongst other advantages handed over Venice to

Napoleon. Ney was then ordered to withdraw his corps first

to Salzburg and then to cantonments on the north shore of the

Lake of Constance, where during many months of the next

year the officers and soldiers of the 6th Corps lived among their

Bavarian allies.

Ney returned to Paris. He had missed Austerlitz, but he

was content with the honours of Elchingen, and the decisive

part he had played in the great triumph of Ulm, and the oc-

cupation of the Tyrol.



CHAPTER X

JENA, EYLAU, AND FRIEDLAND (1806-1807)

NAPOLEON had secured the neutrality of Prussia in

1805 by arranging for the occupation of Hanover

by Prussian troops. But there was increasing

friction between Berlin and Paris in the summer of 1 806, and

in the autumn the war party in the Prussian capital persuaded

King Frederick William to break with Napoleon. Like the

Austrians in 1805 the Prussians hoped for the help of Russia,

and like them they challenged the trial of combat before their

allies were ready to act.

Napoleon had the Grand Army with the exception of the

Imperial Guard in cantonments, in South Germany. As soon

as war was imminent Ne/s corps was concentrated at Nurem-
berg. With the 4th Corps under Marshal Lannes it was to

form the right of the Grand Army, in the coming advance into

Prussian territory ^

Ney's corps was organized into two divisions with a cavalry

brigade. The regiments had been together since the days of

the camp of Montreuil and the "Army of England," and the

^ There were six corps of the Grand Army in Germany. The 2nd Corps

under Marmont was in Dalmatia. The strength of the six corps stood thus at

the beginning of the campaign :

—

1st Corps. Marshal Bernadotte .... 20,000 men
3rd „ , Davout 27,000 „
4th „
5th „

Soult 32,000 „
Lannes ..... 22,000 ,,

6th „ Ney 20,000 „

7th „ Augercau 17,000 „
Cavalry reserve. Prince Murat, Grand Duke of Berg 28,000 „

Total . . 166,000 men.

The Imperial Guard was hurried up from Paris, the men being conveyed as

far as Mayence in relays ol a hundred four-horsed wagons. When it had

joined the field army, it amounted with its reserves in the theatre of war to about

190,000 men.

152
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officers of higher rank were all old comrades. This permanent

organization was a great source of strength to the armies of

the Empire. Dutaillis assisted by Jomini directed Ney's staff

as in the previous year, but Jomini was frequently absent on

duty at the Emperor's head-quarters. The first division was

commanded by General Marchand. Mahler, who had been

one of Ney's divisional generals in 1805, was in nominal com-

mand of the 2nd Division at the outset of the campaign, but

he was absent on sick leave, and one of the brigadiers, General

Marcognet, temporarily commanded the division. The follow-

ing was the formation of the brigades :

—

1st Division.

1st Brigade. General Liger-Belair. 6th Light Infantry. 39th of

the Line.

2nd Brigade. General Vilatte. 69th and 76th of the Line.

2nd Division.

1st Brigade. General Marcognet. 25th Light Infantry. 27th of

the Line.

2nd Brigade. General Labassee. 50th and 59th of the Line.

Cavalry Brigade. General Colbert. 3rd Hussars. loth Chasseurs.

As to the general course of operations in the Jena campaign,

suffice it to say that the Prussian Army, reinforced, by a Saxon

contingent, had been massed about Eisenach, Erfurt, and

Weimar north of the wooded hills of the Thuringian Forest, and

fronting towards the French cantonments in South Germany.

King Frederick William was with the army, which was com-

manded for him by the Duke of Brunswick. The Prussians,

despite Brunswick's failure in the First War of the Revolution

in France, regarded him as a skilful general, a master of the art

of war trained in the school of Frederick the Great. The
whole army was still living on the reputation acquired in

Frederick's days, and had a thorough contempt for the new
methods of the " Corsican upstart," who was so soon to teach

them a terrible lesson. A hundred and fifty thousand men had

been mustered in the Prussian camps, and the generals were

discussing the plan of operations, opinion in Brunswick's

councils of war being in favour of a bold offensive movement
against the French but not yet decided as to how to carry it

into practical effect, when in the first days of October came
the news that the French were already advancing. They
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were moving on a broad front covered by Murat's cavalry, and

at first no man could say whether the attack would be made

through the Thuringian Forest against Brunswick's centre, or

against one of his flanking corps. Then it appeared that

Napoleon's march was directed on Leipzig, Brunswick, for

whom campaigns were worked out as geometrical diagrams,

saw in this hostile march past his left flank a splendid

opportunity for himself falling on the flank of the nearest

French column, so in the second week of October he moved
to his right, concentrating in two masses towards Jena and

Auerstadt.

For the first time Napoleon was marching in the array that

was henceforth his typical formation for a great army. At
first sight it suggested the old linear order of centre and right

and left wings, but the three units of the combination were

great columns of Army Corps, Their composition was :

—

Left. Centre. Right.

5 th Corps 1st Corps 4th Corps

7th „ 3rd „ 6th „

Guard ,,

The corps followed each other at an interval of a day's march.

The heads of the columns, at first spread out on a front of some

sixty miles, rapidly drew nearer each other by following con-

verging lines of march until from right to left the distance

was not more than twenty. The seven corps could thus within

twenty-four hours concentrate for battle either to the front or

to a flank. It was the order of march which General Bonnal

in his studies of Napoleon's campaigns calls the '' bataillon

carri"—the square battle order. Napoleon's object was not

to manoeuvre his opponent out of a position or force him to

retreat, but to bring him to battle under conditions that would

enable all the French fighting force to come into action at the

striking point. In this Jena campaign he moved his great

fighting square of Army Corps to the left of the Army of Bruns-

wick, his line of march being directed on Leipzig, but Leipzig

was not his objective, it was the Prussian Army, When Bruns-

wick concentrated towards his left to strike at the French line

of advance, the French left column turned to meet him, the

two other columns faced left and came up to support it. There
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was no longer any question of the original right, centre, and

left of the French advance. In the double battle of 14 October

—Jena and Auerstadt—the 5th and 7th Corps were indeed on

the left, but the 4th and 6th and the Guard were the centre,

and the 1st and 3rd moved out to form the right attack at

Auerstadt. By a blunder of Bernadotte's the 3rd Corps

(Davoat) fought alone against superior numbers on the right,

but at Jena the Emperor, though some of his troops arrived

too late for effective action, met Brunswick with equal forces

so far as numbers went, but with a marked superiority in

fighting power. The Prussians had hoped to overwhelm the

F^rench left column. They had to fight the Grand Army, and,

in that one day of battle and the fierce pursuit that followed,

the Prussian Army was destroyed.

In the advance into Prussian territory Ney's corps formed

the rear of the right column, following the 4th Corps (Soult).

Nevertheless from the outset Ney marched in an order that

made his command ready to act independently if need be.

Colbert led the march with his mixed brigade of all arms,

cavalry, the 25th Legere, and the picked infantry companies

formed into provisional battalions, and the light artillery, a

complete fighting unit. Then came the two infantry divisions

commanded by Marchand and Marcognet.

Bayreuth was occupied on the 8th, and on the loth the

Saale was crossed at Hofif and the 6th Corps entered Saxony.

Ney now found it no easy matter to obtain supplies for his

men. It was the Napoleonic custom to live to a great extent

on what could be collected from the country traversed, but as

Soult's requisitions had already taken the cream of its re-

sources, only the skimmed milk was left for Ney. So in those

days of marching before the battle the men had often to

tighten their belts and hope the trying time would soon be

over. On the nth the line of march diverged from that of

Soult's for a while. Ney had been ordered to move on Auma,

closing on the centre column, and that day Colbert's foraging

parties rode through villages that had not been already cleared

out by others, until in the afternoon they came on the track

that had already been followed by the two corps of the centre

and the Guard, and there they found that the whole country
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had been " eaten up". The village near Auma, where Colbert

bivouacked that evening, was a mass of smoking ruins. There

had been resistance to a requisitioning party and the place had

been burned.

An incident of this day related by De Fezensac, who was

then attached to Ney's staff, throws a strange light on his

methods of command, and the whole machinery of the Im-

perial Army. As a soldier of the Republic Ney had lived on

terms of familiar friendship with those who were associated

with him in the work of command. As a Marshal of the

Empire he kept aloof from them. According to one account

his confidence had been betrayed by an officer, who served

with him in the Boulogne camps, and henceforth he protected

himself by trusting no one. According to another theory he

felt that his rapid rise to rank made it prudent for him con-

tinually to assert his position in order to prevent others from

presuming on their earlier association with him. However
this may be, his staff officers were taught that they must not

speak to him unless when he addressed them, or they had

some communication to make to him in the routine of duty.

Dutaillis and Jomini were the only officers of his military

household with whom he spoke freely. On the line of march

he rode alone. In camp or quarters he dined in solitary state.

But this lonely reticence was habitual to him in matters

also that affected the practical working of his corps. The
orders received from the Imperial head-quarters were usually

not communicated to the staff generally. They only heard

fragments of them when they were asked to carry an executive

order to a divisional general or a brigadier. Thus they had

only a vague idea of what was happening. And they con-

sequently carried out their duties under considerable dis-

advantages. De Fezensac says that these unpractical methods

were common in the Grand Army, and the source of serious

losses in the difficult times that came before long.

On this October day at the town of Schletz Ney called up

De Fezensac, handed him a despatch, and told him to convey

it to Colbert. The aide-de-camp was asking where he should

find him, when Ney dismissed him with a sharp—"No re-

marks. I don't like them." So he set off on a voyage of
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discovery. Evidently he had not been told that the column

was moving on Auma, or he would have at once ridden off in

that direction to find the advanced guard commander. He
had first to inquire where Colbert was, and then to ask his

way to the places named, for he had no map. " Officers of the

Grand Army," he says, "did not carry such things." Map
reading was apparently left to marshals. His first informa-

tion proved misleading, and it was the accident of meeting one

of Colbert's chasseurs that enabled the staff officer at last to

find his bivouac and deliver his message.

Next day orders arrived from the Emperor to move to the

left. The concentration for battle had begun. On the 1 3th

Ney, eager for news, rode on in front of Colbert's advanced

guard with a small escort and some of his staff. He met an

officer from the Imperial head-quarters who handed him

Berthier's final orders as Napoleon's chief of the staff:

—

" Bivouac before Jena, 13 October.

" The enemy has concentrated his forces between Jena and Weimar.

Bring up your Army Corps this evening to beyond Roda and as near to

Jena as possible, so as to arrive there to-morrow morning. Try to come to

Jena yourself this evening in order to be present at the reconnaissance of

the enemy, which the Emperor will make during the night. I count on

your zeal.

"Alexandre Berthier,
" Prince of Neufchdtel.^'

Ney had copies made of this letter and sent them to

Generals Colbert, Marchand, and Marcognet, his cavalry and

divisional commanders. Then, accompanied by the only two

officers of his staff who were well mounted enough to keep up

with him, he rode off in hot haste to Napoleon's head-quarters

before Jena.

There had been some skirmishing already. When Ney

reached Jena after dark the sky was reddened with a glare of

a great fire. A number of the quaint wood-gabled houses of

the town were ablaze, fired, it is said, by Prussian shells.

Ney joined Napoleon who with Lannes and Berthier was on

the Landgrafenberg, the ridge of hills beyond the town,

examining a path that led to the crest and issuing orders that

it should be widened and converted into a road, by which the
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artillery should reach the summit before daylight. From the

hill-top, as the darkness deepened, the Prussian watch-fires

marked out the enemy's positions, and there, map in hand,

Napoleon explained to the marshals his plans for the coming

battle.

Colbert broke up his bivouac between Roda and Jena at

two in the morning, and marching through the darkness and

a dense fog halted before daylight near the position occupied

by the Imperial Guard. When the sun rose a thick mist hung

for some hours over hill and valley. Officers sent by Colbert

to report his arrival to Ney had some difficulty in finding the

Marshal. It was not till near nine o'clock that he took com-

mand of Colbert's brigade, all that had arrived of the 6th

Corps.

Long before this the battle had begun. Lannes had driven

in the advanced troops of the enemy commanded by Prince

Hohenlohe and cleared the nearer heights for the deployment

of the army, which had mostly passed the night huddled to-

gether behind the Landgrafenberg ridge. There was a lull

while the French formed, and Hohenlohe brought up his main

body. During this time the mist cleared and the sun shone

out brightly.

Then Ney, eager for the fight, and regardless of the strict

letter of his orders from the Emperor, brought his small force

into action on the left of Lannes. He had with him Colbert's

two cavalry regiments, a battery of six guns, and the three

battalions of Grenadiers, Light Infantry, and Voltigeurs—not

3000 men in all. He pushed so boldly forward towards the

Prussian left centre in front of the village of Vierzehn-Heili-

gen, that for awhile he was unsupported, and had to meet

single handed a furious counter-attack of the enemy. The

Chasseurs, forming undercover of a clump of wood, had charged

a line of Hohenlohe'sguns, scattered the gunners and captured

the teams and limbers of seven cannon, when they were

charged in their turn and driven back by a mass of Prussian

cuirassiers and dragoons. The 3rd Hussars saved them by

dashing at the flank of the hostile cavalry, but then had them-

selves to retire under a heavy fire. The Prussians then rode

at Ney's infantry, but formed in three squares they beat off
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several charges. Then Lannes came up on Ney's right, and

the leading troops of Soult's corps began to arrive on his left,

and the squares reformed in line and column to renew the

attack.

In the hard fighting that followed Ney was always well to

the front—"risking. his life like a corporal of Voltigeurs," to

use De Fezensac's expression. Two of his staff were wounded

at his side. It was a bitter disappointment to him that only

his vanguard was on the well-fought field, and it seemed as if

he was trying by his own reckless energy to make the most of

the small force at his disposal.

The infantry divisions, which had been marching all day

towards the sound of the cannon, only reached the field as the

sun was going down and the Prussian army was broken and

in full retreat, hotly pressed by Murat's cavalry. Ney was

marching after Murat to Weimar, where thousands of prisoners

were taken. Murat established his head-quarters at the Grand

Duke's palace. There was room enough there for Ney also,

but he was jealous of the dignities that had been lavished on

the Emperor's brother-in-law and had not forgotten the dispute

of the year before. Instead of going to the palace he took

possession of one of the local inns.

The town was the scene of disorders that the officers could

not repress. Houses were being plundered on all sides by the

victors. Ney's infantry divisions reached the suburbs after

dark. The men were so exhausted with their long march that

many of them threw themselves on the ground to sleep, and it

was only after half an hour that the officers could rouse them

to light fires and cook a meal.

The pursuit was continued next day. As Ney's infantry

divisions had not been engaged in the battle they were reckoned

as fresh troops, and sent to support Murat's cavalry in a forced

march to Erfurt. Ney was anything but pleased at finding

himself thus once more associated with Murat and under his

orders, for as second on the list of Marshals and an Imperial

Prince the younger soldier was his senior in rank. Outside

Erfurt Murat captured a huge convoy and made 800 prisoners,

then circling round the place he cut off the retreat of the corps

of Marshal Mollendorf who was in the town, with the Prince
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of Orange-Nassau. The two generals refused Murat's summons
to surrender and tried to make terms. He replied that it

must be " surrender at discretion" or he would storm the place.

But he knew that he could not do this with his cavalry alone.

It was the arrival of Ney's infantry and artillery that determined

the German generals to surrender. So Erfurt was taken with

14,000 prisoners (6000 of them wounded from the battle-field)

and 100 guns. It was a new grievance for Ney that Murat

claimed the success as his own. But he had to leave it to Ney
to dispose of the place and the prisoners, for he was eager to

push on with the pursuit of Hohenlohe's beaten army, Ney
had the satisfaction of installing his chief of the staff Dutaillis

as governor of Erfurt.^

Ney's corps as well as the 4th Corps (Soult) was at once

sent to support Murat's pursuit of the Prussians to the north-

ward, by way of Nordhausen and Halberstadt to the crossing

of the Elbe at Magdeburg. Never was pursuit more vigorously

pressed. And De Fezensac adds that " never too was pillage

carried on to such an extent as along the route, and the dis-

order rose to the point of insubordination. At Nordhausen," he

adds, " Colonel Jomini and myself thought we would have been

killed by the soldiers whose excesses we were trying to repress.

We had to draw our swords in order to make our way through

the town."

Murat was before Magdeburg on the 20th. The Prussian

Army had crossed the Elbe there and Murat summoned General

Kleist, the commandant of the fortress, to surrender. Kleist

refused, and as Murat had to continue the pursuit he left it to

Ney to besiege Magdeburg. Ney established his head-quarters

at Schonebeck, two leagues from the place, on 25 October, and

commenced the investment. The infantry divisions closed in

upon the fortress on the left bank of the Elbe. Colbert's bri-

gade was established in front of it on the right bank, and

a bridge of boats was thrown across the river to keep up

communication between the besiegers.

' On occupying Erfurt Ney learned that Mollendorf, a veteran of the wars of

Frederick the Great, was unable to leave his house as he was suffering from

a wound received at Auerstadt. He went to visit him, and said as he entered his

room :
" The youngest of Marshals is come to pay homage to the senior of

them all ".
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Ney then summoned the place. Kleist was a veteran of

over 80 years, in such bad health that he could hardly

mount his horse. The garrison was weak in numbers and en-

cumbered with thousands of sick and wounded left in the

fortress by the retreating army, and the civil population was

terrified at the idea of a siege and anxious for a prompt sur-

render. Nevertheless the old commandant replied to Ney's

summons that he could not surrender until the French had at

least given him some proof that they had the means of compel-

ling him to do so.

Ney had no heavy artillery and no means of undertaking

a regular siege, but some mortars were sent to him from Erfurt

and he threatened to bombard the city and actually shelled

and set fire to the suburb of Krakau. This increased the

alarm in the town, and Ney was able to send Kleist the news

that the French had occupied Berlin, and the scattered corps

of the field army were everywhere surrendering. Kleist then

lost heart and decided that further resistance could serve no

useful purpose. On 7 November a capitulation was signed.

Magdeburg was to surrender next day. The garrison was to

march out with the honours of war, the officers were to keep

their swords and be set free on parole ; the men were to be

prisoners of war. Eighteen thousand men marched out and

laid down their arms. Four thousand more sick and wounded
were in the hospitals of the town.

Ney was then ordered to leave a garrison at Magdeburg and

march with the rest of his corps to Berlin where it would be re-

viewed by the Emperor. The 59th Regiment was left to hold

the captured fortress. The 6th Corps had then the satisfaction

of marching into the capital of Prussia, parading before the

Emperor, hearing his warm praise of its services during the

campaign, and receiving an immediate reward in a distribution

of promotions and decorations.

The corps was allowed a few days' rest at Berlin and then

took the field again for a more trying campaign. The Russian

Army was now moving, but only a mere handful of Prussians

remained to co-operate with it, and King Frederick William

had taken refuge at Konigsberg. His flag still flew over

Danzig and some of the minor fortresses of Silesia and the
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Polish border. These were to be reduced, the Russians were

to be met in the field, East Prussia conquered, perhaps

Poland restored.

When the Grand Army advanced from the Oder to the Vis-

tula in the beginning of November, Ney's corps was at first in the

second line. It was ordered to march from Berlin to Posen.

All the intervening country was clear of the enemy, and Ney
and his staff travelled on in advance of their corps in post

carriages, leaving the cavalry and the two infantry divisions

to follow them by easy stages. The 59th Regiment was

called up from Magdeburg to rejoin.

Ney arrived at Posen on 1 5 November. Davout had

already occupied the city where he had been received with en-

thusiasm by the people, who saw in the coming of the victori-

ous French Army a possible prelude to the restoration of the

Polish Kingdom, under a Prince of Napoleon's family.

The Emperor arrived at Posen on the 27th. Next day

Warsaw was occupied without resistance, the Russians retiring

to the suburb of Praga on the other side of the Vistula. Ney
with the 6th Corps remained at Posen till the end of the

month, and was then ordered to march on Thorn, which was

still held by a Prussian garrison. He was to reduce the for-

tress in order to secure another crossing over the Vistula below

Warsaw.

He set out from Posen on i December. General Lestocq

with 15,000 Prussians (almost all that was left of the Prussian

Field Army) was at Thorn. The place stands on the right

bank of the Vistula, and was connected by a wooden bridge

with the suburb of Podgurtz on the left bank. Lestocq had

destroyed the bridge. The river had frozen over, but there

had been a thaw, and the .surface of the Vistula was now a

mass of drift ice, so that Thorn was completely cut off from

Podgurtz, which was occupied by a detachment of the 7th Corps

(Augereau). The ist Division of Ney's corps reached the

left bank of the Vi.stula near Thorn on 4 December, and the

line of the river was being reconnoitred with a view to bridging

it above or below the place, when Colonel Savary of the 14th

Infantry (7th Corps) who held Podgurtz was informed that

Lestocq's Prussians were evacuating the town. Though it was
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no easy matter for boats to cross the river amid the drifting

ice a number of Polish boatmen volunteered to ferry Savary's

men across. He accepted their offer, embarked some of his

companies, crossed the Vistula under a heavy fire of musketry,

and after a sharp fight gained a footing on the right bank.

The rest of the regiment then crossed, and General Marchand

sent over reinforcements from Ney's ist Division. Most of

Lestocq's corps was already miles away to the eastward on its

march to join the Russian Army. The rear-guard evacuated

the town, and when Ney arrived at Podgurtz on the 5 th he

learned that it was in Marchand's possession. He crossed over

next day, concentrated his corps at Thorn, and repaired the

bridge over the Vistula. Lestocq had demolished so much of

it that the work of reconstruction was not completed till

1 5 December.

Ney remained at Thorn till the 18th. By this time the

long-expected Russian advance had begun, and an army under

Benningsen was moving towards the line of the river Narev, a

tributary of the Vistula which joins it a few miles north of

Warsaw. The great mass lOf the Grand Army under the

personal command of the Emperor was near Warsaw. Besides

Ney's corps at Thorn, the ist Corps under Bernadotte had

been left to guard the lower course of the Vistula. Ney was

now ordered to march eastward and hold the country to the

extreme left of the Grand Army's main positions, while still

further northward Bernadotte moved from the Vistula to observe

Konigsberg where King Frederick William had taken refuge.

Ney marched from Thorn on 18 December by way of

Gollup and Strasburg to Soldau on the River Ukra. He soon

found that Lestocq's Prussians were in his front, retiring as he

advanced. On 26 December Marchand, with the ist Division,

overtook and roughly handled the Prussian rear-guard at

Soldau. The enemy continued his retreat and was not followed

any further. A continual thaw, with frequent showers of cold

rain, had made the level country into a wide-spreading morass.

Even on the so-called roads men sank to the knee and wheels

to the axle. All further movement had become nearly impos-

sible. It was difficult to collect supplies, and men and horses

suflfered terribly.
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There had been fighting on the Narev between Benningsen

and Napoleon, on 24, 25, and 26 December—a Christmas of

miserable bloodshed in the midst of seas of mud, and deluges

of sleet and rain. The enemy was repulsed at all points,

losing 20,000 men in killed, wounded, and prisoners, and

leaving eighty guns in the possession of the French, for the

weather conditions and the state of the ground made it im-

possible to withdraw them. This series of engagements is

known as the Battle of Pultusk. It was a success that it was

impossible to follow up—the first of Napoleon's indecisive

victories. Then came a period of enforced inaction for both

armies.

At the end of the year Ney's corps was in cantonments in

and about the towns of Mlawa and Niedenburg, the Marshal's

head-quarters being at the burgomaster's house in the latter

town. Bernadotte's corps on his left was about thirty miles

away to the north-westward at Osterode. Soult's corps form-

ing the left of the main body of the Grand Army was about

twenty-five miles to the south near Golymin on the Narev.

The weather was still wretchedly bad, and the chief problem

was how to supply the troops.

Thus the New Year of 1807 opened under trying con-

ditions. Sharp frost and snow would have been more toler-

able, for a hard winter would have made the plains beyond

the Vistula passable in all directions and bridged every river

with thick ice. The comparatively mild weather, on the con-

trary, inflicted endless sufferings on man and beast.

Fatigue, exposure, sickness, and .semi-starvation had thinned

the ranks of the Grand Army to an extent far exceeding the

losses in action in a brief hard-fought campaign. Although

some 12,000 recruits had arrived from the depots since Jena,

Napoleon had not much more than 100,000 men available at

the front at the end of January, 1807. Ney's corps had

marched from Nuremberg four months earlier with a fighting

strength of 20,000 men. It was reduced to 10,000 though it

had lost very few in battle, only the advanced guard being

engaged at Jena, and the corps having had no serious fighting

since that day.

On 1 1 January the weather had improved a little, and Ney,
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acting on his own initiative and without any orders from

Napoleon, changed the positions of his Army Corps. The
infantry divisions marched northwards to Wartemburg and

Allenstein, and Colbert's advanced guard brigade was sent

still further north to Bartenstein with orders to send patrols

towards Konigsberg. By this movement the 6th Corps was

placed to the eastward of the ist (Bernadotte), and Ney left

open a wide gap of nearly sixty miles between Bernadotte's

right and Soult's left.

His primary object seems to have been to reach new ground,

where the available supplies from the villages had not yet been

swept up by requisitions. But he also had heard rumours

that Konigsberg was ill supplied and might soon surrender,

and he was anxious for the glory of occupying the old capital

of Prussia, the last refuge of its King and court. Thiers in his

history expresses the opinion that at this moment Ney might

have taken Konigsberg, but there was really not the remotest

prospect of such a success, and Colbert's patrols never came
within twenty miles of the place.^ Ney was anxious about

the view the Emperor would take of this new move, and on the

1 5th he sent off his aide-de-camp, De Fezensac, in a sledge from

Bartenstein to report personally to the Emperor and give any

explanations that were asked for.

De Fezensac had a trying and dangerous journey of 150

miles to the Imperial head-quarters at Warsaw, where he

arrived on the 17th. To the aide-de-camp Napoleon said

nothing. But next day he sent him back to Ney's head-quarters

accompanied by Colonel Jomini, who had been for some time

in Warsaw. Jomini was carrying a letter to Ney from Napoleon

written in a tone of severe censure, and was also charged with

a verbal message for the Marshal, and during the northward

journey he told De Fezensac its purport. The Emperor had

been seriously displeased at the news from Ney. "What is

the meaning," he had asked, "of these movements that I never

ordered, which fatigue the troops and may even endanger

them ? To obtain supplies ? To extend the occupation of

the country and enter Konigsberg ? But it is my business to

1 A nearer approach was stopped by a local truce concluded for a few days

with the commander of the Prussian outposts.
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direct the movements of my army and to provide for its needs.

And who authorized Marshal Ney to conclude an armistice

—

a right that belongs to the Emperor alone as commander-in-

chief? Generals have been brought before a court of inquiry

for an act like this." Napoleon was angry, and Jomini was to

express his displeasure to Ney.

While Jomini and De Eezensac were travelling from

Warsaw to rejoin Ney the Russians were again moving. A
hard frost had made the country practicable for their columns,

and they had planned a stroke that was full of peril for

Napoleon, which was likely to fall first upon the advanced

positions occupied by Ney's 10,000 men of the 6th Corps.

Benningsen, who so far had been facing the right and centre

of the Grand Army in Poland, had left only small detachments

in front of Napoleon and had marched northwards, uniting on

the way with Buxhovden's corps of Russians and Lestocq's

Prussian corps. His plan was to fall suddenly on the Erench

left (Ney and Bernadotte) by marching into East Prussia, and

having overwhelmed them he hoped to turn the whole French

line, raise the siege of Danzig, and meet Napoleon with all the

advantage of numbers and position on the allied side. Ney's

movement towards Konigsberg had if anything facilitated this

plan of operations.

De Eezensac and Jomini reached Allenstein on 20 January,

and found Ney had his head-quarters there with his 2nd Divi-

sion. Jomini communicated to the Marshal the unwelcome

message from the Emperor. Ney was deeply depressed and

wrote to Berthier a letter of excuses and protestations of fidelity

to the Emperor's last wish. The news he received that same

day afforded a startling confirmation of the Emperor's remark

that he had perhaps endangered his troops by this change of

position made without orders, for Colbert was retiring from

Bartenstein, having learned in the nick of time that the van-

guard of a great Rus.sian army was moving on Heilsberg and

might cut off his detachment if he delayed his retreat. Ney's

1st Division was a few miles to the south of him at Hohenstein.

He decided to withdraw Colbert's brigade and the 2nd

Division to Hohenstein, and send Marchand with the ist

Division back to Gyllenburg, so as to bring his corps nearer
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to Bernadotte and withdraw it further from the line of Ben-

ningsen's advance.

On the 2 1 St he sent off De Fezensac with written orders to

Marchand. Once more a strange light is thrown on his

methods of command (which were those of the Grand Army)

by De Fezensac's narrative. Ney told him not a word of the

Russian advance. He rode to Hohenstein in the darkness of

a bitterly cold night, and on arriving there found that Marchand

had left the place with his division, without informing the

head-quarters. He was told the general was at a village seven

or eight miles away. He arrived there, but found no sign of

a French occupation, and for some time could get no news as

the villagers spoke only Polish. At last he met a man who

knew some German, and who told him there was a general at

a chateau about six miles from the village. Here at last he

found Marchand. He had been told at starting that he was

to rejoin the Marshal at the village of Neidenburg. Having

no map, but asking his way, he reached the village on the

22nd after a long ride amid ice and snow. Ney was not there,

but by good luck he met at Neidenburg Colonel Jomini on

his way back to Warsaw. The Colonel told him Ney was at

Hohenstein that day, and also informed him of the Russian

advance and the sudden change in the situation. This was

the first that De Fezensac had heard of it. One wonders how

with staff officers left in ignorance of important news, and

blundering about the country without maps when they con-

veyed orders, and with generals moving their commands from

village to village without reporting to head-quarters, the Grand

Army worked so well as it did as a fighting organization.

Colbert had had a narrow escape on the 21st. He had to

cut his way through the advanced Russian cavalry at Bischof-

stein to the east of Heilsberg. Next day he rejoined Ney at

Hohenstein, The Marshal concentrated his corps in and around

the place and remained there till the morning of the 27th,

During the 26th the Cossacks were skirmishing with his outposts

and surprised one of his pickets. On the 27th Ney evacuated

Hohenstein and concentrated his corps at Gilgenburg on the

29th, making a leisurely retreat without any sign of pursuit.

Even the Cossack raiders had disappeared.
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Benningsen had allowed Ney to withdraw from his line of

march, for he was hurrying forward to attack Bernadotte, and

open the road to Danzig. On the 25th he attacked and

drove in a division commanded by Bernadotte in person at

Mohrungen, north of Osterode. The French claimed that the

action had been only a successful rear-guard engagement, but

the Russians had a trophy of victory in the capture of part of

Bernadotte's convoy. Benningsen, having got so far, had to

halt for some days to rest his troops, who were exhausted by

their long march.

By this time Napoleon had heard of the Russian attack,

and, leaving the 5th Corps to cover Warsaw, he was marching

northwards with the rest of the Grand Army. The general

direction of his march was towards Konigsberg. He hoped to

interpose between Benningsen's left rear and Russia, cut his

line of retreat, and force him to fight under conditions in which

defeat might mean another disaster like that of Ulm. To
Bernadotte he sent orders to retire even as far as Thorn if

necessary, in order to draw the enemy still further to the

westward.

But as the Emperor advanced he received information that

showed the Russians were suddenly retiring—falling back to

wards Konigsberg, as if they had divined the secret of Na-

poleon's plan. The fact was Benningsen had read the Em-
peror's order to Bernadotte. Cipher was not used at this time

in the Grand Army even for such important dispatches, and

staff officers usually travelled without an escort and cheerfully

took serious risks of capture. In this case the officer, who was
carrying the order to Bernadotte, was taken by a roving party

of Cossacks while asleep in his sledge, and had not time even

to tear up the precious dispatch.

On I February Benningsen was concentrating on the line

of the river Passarge. That day Ney reoccupied Hohenstein.

The 7th, 4th, and 3rd Corps extended the line to the right,

Murat's cavalry was out in front. Bernadotte's corps was

closing up to the left, and the Imperial Guard coming up in

the rear. With the reduced strength of the various corps

Napoleon had about 65,000 men in hand. Benningsen with

Lestocq's Prussians on his right could muster some 90,000,
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but the Emperor was eager to fight notwithstanding the dis-

parity of numbers, and at first it seemed that Benningsen was

anxious to avoid a pitched battle. He fell back from the

Passarge during the next four days. On the 4th Ney on the

left was in contact with a Russian rear-guard, and there was

desultory fighting all day. He was well to the front through-

out the action, and one of his staff was wounded beside him.

Lestocq, who had pushed towards the Vistula during

Benningsen's halt at Mohrungen, was still on the left bank of

the Passarge and separated from the Russians by a consider-

able distance. On 5 February Ney was sent to pursue him

and try to cut him off. He crossed the Passarge at Deppen,

moved up the left bank and overtook the Prussians at Walters-

dorf. Lestocq left a strong rear-guard to make a stand against

the French, while his main body crossed the river at the bridge

of Wormditt. Ney reinforced with two regiments of dragoons

made a furious attack on the rear-guard, and all but completely

destroyed it, taking more than 2000 prisoners, several guns,

and a large convoy of waggons.

On 6 February Ney crossed the Passarge and reached

Wormditt, without any further fighting, Lestocq having gained

some miles while his rear-guard was being destroyed the day

before. During the night Ney received orders to march by

Landsberg on Kreutzburg (fifteen miles south of Konigsberg).

Benningsen was still slowly retiring followed up by Napoleon.

On the 6th Murat had driven his rear-guard out of the village

of Hoff after a hard fight and had occupied Landsberg. On
the 7th the French were in close contact with the retreating

Russians all day, and there was more fighting. In the evening

Napoleon occupied the town of Preuss Eylau. He expected

that next day the enemy would continue his retreat towards

Konigsberg and there would be further rear-guard fighting.

On the evening of the 7th Ney had reached Landsberg on

the left and to the rear of Napoleon's army, and with Lestocq's

corps on his right front on the road to Kreutzburg. After

dark he sent off De Fezensac to the imperial head-quarters at

Eylau to inform the Emperor that he had reached Landsberg,

and would next day march on Kreutzburg driving Lestocq

before him. The aide-de-camp had a terrible ride over frozen
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tracks and amid darkness and driving snowstorms. Six times

his horse fell, and it is a wonder he ever reached Eylau. He
found the town crowded with troops, its outskirts strewn with

dead and wounded, roads and streets encumbered with wagons

and the townsfolk in a panic He had some difificulty in

discovering the house occupied by Berthier, and after handing

over his dispatch to the Marshal he had a hasty supper with

the staff and was told to remain in Eylau till next day. He
slept on a bench with his horse still saddled tied to a cart

close by.

When he rose in the morning he saw that the army was

forming for battle. Benningsen had stopped his retreat.

Against the white background of the snow-covered slopes north

of Eylau the dark masses and lines of the Russian army stood

out boldly, some 40,000 infantry, more than 20,000 cavalry,

and 450 guns. Napoleon had actually on the ground only

Murat's cavalry corps, the infantry corps of Augereau and

Soult, 200 guns and some 40,000 men with whom to begin

the battle. Officers rode off to hurry up the corps of DavoClt

and the Imperial Guard, and De Fezensac was ordered to ride

back to Ney and tell him to give up the march on Kreutzburg,

and move to his right so as to form the left of the FVench

battle line.

The artillery had opened on both sides amid a heavy fall

of snow when De Fezensac rode off. Before he left Eylau he

felt that his horse was still dead beat from the effects of the

night ride. He happened to have 500 francs in gold in his

belt, and he spent the money on bribing a soldier to exchange

a horse he was leading for his own tired steed. It was all

important to reach Ney quickly, but still more important to

reach him with certainty. The 6th Corps would be somewhere

on the road between Landsberg and Kreutzburg, but Lestocq's

Prussians were also in that direction, and to attempt a direct

ride would be to risk capture. It was no use to ask for an

escort, such things were unheard of in the Grand Army, He
decided that " slow and sure " was the best plan, so he first

rode back to Landsberg, and then followed the track of Ney's

corps northward along the Kreutzburg road. Through the

driving snow came the muffled roar of the cannonade at
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Eylau, where for hours the Emperor barely held his own and

was saved only by the furious charges of Murat's cavalry. As
De Fezensac turned north from Landsberg the sound of the

battle had died away in the distance into a dull muttering like

a far-off thunder-storm, but as he rode towards Kreutzburg

there was for a while another cannonade in his front. Ney
was again in action with a Prussian rear-guard.

When De F'ezensac at last rejoined his chief about 2 p.m.

the local fight was over. Lestocq had received earlier tidings

of the great battle, and had drawn off to join Benningsen. Ney
began at once to march to the eastward, his columns tramping

across country over ice and snow, guided by the ever-increas-

ing sound of the cannonade.^

Napoleon had been reinforced and had repulsed the Russian

attack and was in turn pressing the enemy when, towards the

close of the short winter's day, Lestocq's 6000 Prussians came
into action on Benningsen's right. As so often happens when
both sides are nearly exhausted, the appearance of this rein-

forcement for awhile restored the fight on the Russian side.

Napoleon had again an anxious time. But it did not last

long. The red sun was going down on the western snow-fields

and it showed the heads of columns appearing on the right

rear of the Allies. Ney's corps was arriving, and Benningsen,

alarmed at this appearance of new enemies, and suspecting

some deadly manoeuvre against his flank, drew back Lestocq's

corps and broke off the battle as the sun set and the short

twilight began to deepen into night.

Ney's corps had not fired a shot, but its arrival was the

decisive incident of the day. Benningsen abandoned during

the night the position he had held all day. He left 18,000

dead and wounded on the ground, more than a fourth of the

force engaged, and the F"rench had taken twenty-four guns and

1 In his " Souvenirs Militaires "
(p. 159) De Fezensac says :

" According to

M. Thiers, Napoleon sent during the evening of the 7th several officers to

Marshals Davout and Ney to bring them to the field of battle. This is an error

so far as regards Marshal Ney. He received no information, and had no idea

there was a battle in progress when I joined him at 2 o'clock on the 8th, in the

direction of Kreutzburg." The misstatement of Thiers is one of many instances

of the way in which the historian of the Consulate and the Empire represents

Napoleon as having done what was ideally right under the circumstances, and

throws the blame of failure on his lieutenants.
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sixteen flags. But they too had lost heavily in the long hours of

close and desperate fighting. Fifteen thousand men had been

killed and wounded, and Benningsen carried off as trophies of

the day five eagles and seven flags. Both sides claimed the

victory.

Ney spent the night with his staff in a peasant's cottage

in the village of Schmolditten, and had a scanty supper and a

hard bed. He had no idea that the enemy were already retir-

ing, and naturally expected the battle to be renewed next day,

when his corps not having yet been engaged would be given a

leading part in it. He told his staff to try to get to sleep at

once as there would be hard work in the morning, and added

somewhat theatrically, "If need be I shall dismount sword in

hand, and I hope you will all follow me ". " We assured him,"

says De Fezensac, "that we would all be happy and proud to

conquer or die with him. Then he stretched himself on a plank

and fell into a deep sleep."

At daybreak the enemy had everywhere disappeared. They
had retired on Konigsberg and behind the frozen Pregel. There

was no attempt at pursuit, only some of Murat's patrols rode

forward till they could see in the distance the spires of the old

Prussian capital. Ney was ordered to occupy Eylau, and while

his troops were marching across from Schmolditten the Marshal

with his staff went over the battle-field. " It was horrible,"

writes De Fenzensac. " The field was literally covered with

dead. Gros' celebrated picture only gives a very faint idea of

what it was like. But he at least paints with a fearful fidelity

to truth the effect of these torrents of blood shed upon the snow.

The Marshal traversed the ground in silence, his features be-

traying his emotion, and at last turning away from this frightful

spectacle he said : 'What a massacre, and all to no purpose !

'

We returned to Eylau, the wretched appearance of which did

not alleviate the impression made upon us by the battle-field.

For the houses were full of wounded, for whom no help was

available. The streets were strewn with dead. The inhabi-

tants had taken to flight. We ourselves had absolutely nothing

to eat. The weather was awful, and those who have served in

the field know how this increases one's fatigue and makes one

more sensitive to privations." Nevertheless in tlie afternoon
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the 6th Corps was ordered to move out and take up a line of

outposts facing Konigsberg.

After Eylau there was a halt for a few days. The armies

on both sides were not far from the breaking-down point. The

indecisive battle, followed by a seeming collapse of the cam-

paign, though it was described in Napoleon's official bulletin

as a brilliant victory, produced a depressing effect on the feeling

of the army and on public opinion in France. Napoleon him-

self was anxious and irritable, and men began to ask if he was

still the invincible soldier of Marengo, Jena, and Austerlitz. He
had talked of marching on Konigsberg, but that was obviously

impossible. The most he would be able to do for awhile would

be to maintain himself beyond the Vistula. A week after

Eylau he decided to retire to the line of the river Passarge, and

establish his army there in the villages and in camps of wooden

huts, to cover the siege of Danzig.

The retreat began on 16 February. Benningsen followed

up the movement at a respectful distance, assuming the air of

a victor and making a show of pursuing the French columns.

Ney was furthest to the rear and in order to teach the Russians

a lesson he was ordered, on the morning of 2 March, to turn

upon them and drive them out of the town ofGuttstadt. They

did not make a very determined stand and Ney turned them

out of the place, capturing some welcome supplies, and pur-

suing the Cossacks towards Heilsberg. There was a running

fight till late in the afternoon, with slight loss to the victors.

There was some skirmishing on the 4th and 5th, and then the

Russians abandoned their half-hearted pursuit.

Napoleon installed his army in its winter quarters between

the Passarge and the. lower Vistula. He had his head-quarters

in the centre at Osterode with the Imperial Guard camped

around him. Ney's corps had done the work of a rear-guard

during the retreat, and was now given the post of danger in

advance of the main line and on the right bank of the Passarge,

with head-quarters at Guttstadt the scene of his victory.

Then for four months there was almost absolute inaction.

Reinforcements arrived from France. Stragglers rejoined

their corps. Many of them had been playing the part of

marauders, levying unauthorized requisitions, and preying on the
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wretched peasants in the villages away from the line of march

of the corps they had deserted. During this period of rest and

recuperation for the Grand Army, Ney lost his aide-de-camp,

De Fezensac, who was taken prisoner by a party of Cossack

raiders, while carrying a despatch to Marshal Soult.

The siege of Danzig was vigorously pressed and, on 25 May,

the fortress surrendered and thus set free the 30,000 men who
had been engaged in blockading and reducing it. By the end

of May Ney's corps had been again raised to 20,000 men.

The Grand Army had grown into a formidable force. Behind

Ney's corps, which acted as an advanced guard for the canton-

ments between the Passarge and the Vistula, Napoleon had

under his immediate command a field army of 150,000 men
(Imperial Guard ; ist Corps, Victor

;
3rd, Davout

;
4th, Soult

;

8th, Mortier, lately before Danzig ; Reserve Corps, Lannes
;

and Murat's Cavalry Reserve, of seven divisions). Besides these

the 5 th Corps, now under Massena, 30,000 strong, was about

Fultusk on the Narev, covering Warsaw. Between Mass6na

and the main mass of the Grand Army was the newly raised

Polish corps of General Zajonczek, 10,000 strong. In the rear

of the army Brune with 50,000 men was blockading Stralsund

where Bliicher with 20,000 Prussians was holding out since

the pursuit after Jena. A corps of 10,000 men was besieging

Graudenz and 15,000 more were with Prince Jerome in Silesia.

Thus Napoleon had about 2 10,000 men at the front and 75,000

more in the second line. Benningsen had only between 80,000

and 90,000 Russians and Lestocq's Prussian corps now raised

to 20,000 with which to face the main body of the Grand Army.

He was expecting reinforcements, and had about 20,000 more

men watching Massena on the Narev.

The Russian Commander-in-Chief was quite aware of

Napoleon's ever-increasing superiority in numbers, and wished

to stand on the defensive, retiring when the French advanced,

and adopting the tactics that the Russian Generals used so

effectively five years later. But as the weeks went by and he

made no move, there was a growing discontent with his inac-

tion in Prussian and Russian official circles. At the beginning

of June, against his better judgment, he yielded to the rising

clamour against him, and suddenlymoved forward to attack Ney.
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Napoleon was just then preparing to advance with the ob-

ject of driving the enemy across the Niemen, cutting off

Konigsberg from all hope of succour, and invading Russia

itself, and the news of the enemy's onset came as a surprise to

him. The first brunt of the attack fell on the 6th Corps in its

advanced position beyond the Passarge. Attacked by the enemy
on 5 June, Ney—a master of rear-guard tactics—fell back very

slowly towards the river, showing a bold front and fighting

continually, but only making a sufficiently long stand at each

point to compel the Russians to deploy a considerable force

against him. In the evening he concluded his report to the

Emperor with the words : "I shall make the enemy lose

another day to-morrow ". On the 6th he defended the ground

foot by foot till he reached the bridge of Deppen on the

Passarge, and then he made a vigorous counter-attack which

effectually covered the retirement of his corps across the river.

Thanks to his skilful and determined leadership and the steadi-

ness with which his men fought, the Russians had gained only

ten miles of ground in two days. This delay had given the

Emperor time to concentrate his army in order to assume the

offensive, with the result that the Russian advance came to a

dead stop on the eastern bank of the Passarge.

Ney had not been very fortunate since his victory of

Elchingen, more than two years earlier. Delayed at Ulm he

had missed Austerlitz ; he had been able to bring only a weak
advanced guard into action at Jena ; he had incurred Napoleon's

grave displeasure by his movement towards Konigsberg in

January, and he had arrived too late to fire a shot at Eylau,

though his coming had had important results. But now he

had rendered an exceptionally valuable service to the Emperor,

and Napoleon fully appreciated it.

The Grand Army came pouring across the Passarge,

Napoleon throwing forward his left to turn Benningsen's right

and cut him off from Konigsberg. The Russians retreated

on Heilsberg and halted there in a strong position. While

Napoleon was concentrating to fight a battle there, in which

he counted on destroying the Russian Army, Murat, who was
well to the front with his cavalry supported by Davout's corps,

attacked on 10 June without orders, drove the Russians from
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their position at the cost of heavy loss, and gained a victory

that had no decisive result, to the disappointment of Napoleon,

all whose plans were deranged by his brother-in-law's pre-

cipitate action.

Benningsen retreated along the right bank of the River Alle,

the Grand Army marching on a roughly parallel line a few

miles away on the other bank. On the 13th Ney's corps was
at Eylau where the Emperor had his head-quarters. The scene

had changed in the four months since the great battle. Instead

of the dreary waste of snow and ice there was a sunlit landscape

of green woods and fields, and shining lakes. Only the signs

of the havoc wrought in the partly rebuilt villages, and the

huge mounds that marked the graves of the dead, told of the

terrible day of 8 February.

From Eylau Murat with Davofit and Soult's corps was de-

tached towards Konigsberg. The rest of the Grand Army
moved forward towards the crossing of the Alle at Friedland.

Lannes had pushed on in advance and sent one of his Hussar

regiments into the town, which stands on the left bank of the

Alle in a loop of the river, concave towards the west, the direc-

tion from which the French were coming. Lannes, hussars

were hardly in the town when they were driven out by a strong

force of Russian cavalry. Benningsen's army was crossing the

bridges of Friedland to offer battle on the low range of hills

west of the town with its flanks protected by the winding river.

As Napoleon marched to support Lannes at sunrise on the

14th he heard the sound of a cannonade in the direction of

Friedland, and rejoiced at the prospect of bringing Benningsen

to action. " It is a lucky day," he said. " It is the anniver-

sary of Marengo." As the various corps came up they formed

for battle, but the attack was not pressed till late in the after-

noon, when Napoleon had in line the corps of Mortier, Lannes,

Victor, and Ney, the Imperial Guard and several divisions of

cavalry. Ney was posted on the extreme right with his two

divisions partly hidden at first in the woods of Sortlack.

Napoleon had decided to entrust to him the movement that

was destined to make the Russian defeat a disaster for Benn-

ingsen.

Opposite the Sortlack woods the Russian left was posted
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with its flank resting on the Alle on the crest of a long slope,

behind which lay the town of Friedland with its three bridges

on the river. There was one more bridge behind the Russian

centre and a ford in the rear of their right. Napoleon's plan

was to make a feint against the enemy's right in order to draw
the Russian reserves to that side, then send Ney to attack on
the left where Bagration's corps was posted, interpose between

it and the river, and seize the town of Friedland cutting the

Russians off from three out of the four bridges. As Ney broke
in on the Russian left there would be a general advance, and
the Imperial Guard would be sent against the left centre of the

enemy. Napoleon hoped thus to press the Russians back upon
the Alle and secure many guns and thousands of prisoners

while they tried to struggle across the ford and the one bridge

left open to them.

From Ney's position in the woods the ground sank to a

wide valley, and then rose again to the heights in front of

Friedland. A strong body of the enemy's cavalry was posted

on Bagration's left. Ney was anxious to have them broken
up before he advanced across the hollow, and suggested to the

officer commanding a brigade of the cavalry of the Guard, which
was posted near him, that he should charge the Russian horse-

men. The cavalry officer replied that he could not do so with-

out orders from the Emperor. But Ney forced his hand. He
had a squadron of hussars with him acting as his escort, and
he ordered them to charge the Russian cavalry brigade. It

seemed a mad order, but without " asking why " the squadron
commander rode at the Russians. Down on the hussars came
the enemy's cavalry in full charge driving the handful of light

horsemen before them. The cavalry of the Guard could not
look on without attempting to save their comrades. They
charged in their turn and rode over the enemy while they were
still disordered with their success.

Ney now advanced from the woods, his ist Division leading,

and the columns formed in echelon of brigades, and covered by
lines of skirmishers. Up the slope went the French attack,

the Marshal riding well to the front with one of Marchand's
regiments. A heavy fire of artillery met him in front, and the

leading brigade came under a cross fire from batteries posted
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on the other bank of the Alle. General Senaqiont, the artillery

commander, sent some guns to check this flank fire, but the

sorely tried 1st Brigade wavered and began to fall back. For

a moment it seemed that the whole attack was on the point of

collapsing. But Ney rode in among the men of the retir-

ing brigade, and threatening some with his drawn sword,

appealing to all with his voice which rang out clearly amid

the din, he rallied them and brought them on once more to the

attack. A mass of cavalry moved out to charge his left, but

the danger had been marked by La Tour Maubourg who, with a

brigade of dragoons, was covering the advance. He charged

and drove back the Russians, and then Dupont's division of

Victor's corps came into action on the left of Ney's 2nd Divi-

sion, Thus supported the 6th Corps crowned the height, and

led by Ney in person pushed in between Bagration's flank and

the river, driving the opposing Russians down the slope to-

wards Friedland, hurling many of them into the Alle, and

fighting its way into the streets. "That man is a lion," ex-

claimed Napoleon when he heard of Ney's exploit.

As the Russian left gave way, the French attacked all along

the front, and the Imperial Guard came marching into the

Russian centre. Ney was fighting his way through Friedland

with the wooden houses of the place ablaze, as Benningsen's

centre and right retired down the heights, and unable to enter

the town made for the one free bridge and the ford below it.

With such scanty means of retreat and a victorious enemy

pressing on their rear the Russians lost heavily. Ten thousand

had fallen on the field, many were drowned in the Alle and

some thousands of prisoners and eighty guns were the prize of

the victors, who themselves lost nearly 12,000 men.

" The battle of FViedland is worthy of being numbered

with those of Marengo, Austerlitz, and Jena," wrote Napoleon

in his bulletin announcing the victory. On the day of the

battle Kbnigsberg surrendered to DavoQt. In the evening

Murat arrived with several divisions of cavalry, and early next

day he was in hot pursuit of the Russians, who were retreating

to the Niemen, the frontier stream of their Empire. Napoleon

could now follow them up with overwhelming numbers. On
the 19th he entered Tilsit on its left bank just as Benningsen
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had completed the transfer of his army to the other shore.

Here Napoleon was met by an envoy from the Czar Alexander

asking for an armistice and offering to open peace negotiations.

Three days later the Emperor and the Czar met in a tent erected

on a raft moored midway between the banks of the Niemen,

and the Treaty of Tilsit was signed by which Napoleon and

Alexander became allies.

As soon as peace was arranged Ney handed his corps over

to Marchand and hurried back to Paris with a well-earned

leave of absence. He had been two years away from France

and had taken a distinguished part in three campaigns. The
Emperor had acknowledged his services by granting him an

annual revenue of 28,000 francs payable by the exchequer of

the Grand Duchy of Warsaw ; and when a few months later

(on 23 September, 1807) further largesses were bestowed on

the marshals, Ney's share was 300,000 francs in cash, and

300,000 more in bonds of the National Debt of France. He
was becoming a wealthy man. War in the great days of the

Empire was a profitable business.



CHAPTER XI

SERVICE IN THE SPANISH PENINSULA (1807-1811)

AFTER the campaign of Fricdland Ney was able to

enjoy a few months of home life. He bought the

country house and the small estate of Coudreaux

near Chateaudun, and divided his time between this quiet re-

treat and his house in Paris, He could afford to spend money,

though, compared to some of his brother marshals, he had still

only a modest fortune. He had always held aloof from the

disguised brigandage, which so many of them practised, and

he was too honest for the wholesale peculation that went to

the private accounts of others among those adventurous soldiers

of the Revolution and the Empire.

Ney had been more than a year in P>ance when the Em-
peror's intervention in the Spanish Peninsula again called him

into the field. Spain had long been the sub.servient alley of

Napoleon, and he had begun to work out a scheme for making

the country a vassal state of his Empire. Under the mask of

an armed alliance for the partition of Portugal a French army

had occupied the northern provinces, and then advanced to

Madrid. The dissensions in the royal family were skilfully

used to secure the abdication of the King and of Prince

P"erdinand his successor, and Napoleon's brother Joseph was

accepted as King of Spain by a subservient as.sembly of Spanish

Notables at Bayonne. But even before he was installed at

Madrid the Spaniards had risen against the foreign ruler im-

posed upon them by the Emperor. There was it is true a

French party in Spain, but it was a feeble minority. King

Joseph could rely only on the P"rench army of occupation.

And a great success helped to spread the rising all over Spain,

when, on 22 July, 1808, General Dupont with 17,000 men
was forced to surrender at Baylen.

A few weeks later came the British intervention in Portugal

180
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and Junot had to sign the Convention of Cintra, by which the

French evacuated that country which then became a base of

operations for the British against the French power in Spain.

With insurrection all around him Joseph was compelled to

abandon Madrid, and his rule was limited to the country north

of the Ebro. Even there it extended no further than the

French outpost lines and garrisons.

In the early autumn Napoleon went to Erfurt in Germany

to have an interview with the Czar Alexander. Austria was

becoming restless, and there was prospect of another war on

the Danube next year. It was all important to crush the

resistance of Spain, and drive out the British auxiliary corps

operating from Portugal before facing this new danger.

Hitherto the troops that had fought in Spain were chiefly

young conscripts. While at Erfurt Napoleon determined to

send to the Peninsula from their cantonments in Germany

some of the veteran corps of the Grand Army under his best

marshals. " I have sent the Spaniards Iambs whom they have

devoured," he said ;
" I shall send them wolves who will de-

vour them in their turn."

The 6th Corps was one of those thus transferred to Spain.

Marshal Ney rejoined it and took command, while it was

marching across France. Its journey from the Rhine to the

Pyrenees was a triumphal progress. Every city, town, and

village, through which the veteran regiments passed, hailed in

them the victors of the campaigns of Jena and Austerlitz,

Eylau and Friedland, the conquerors of Europe on their way

to an easy success in Spain. Officers and men were every-

where feted, and the march was a long holiday.

As his veterans passed the Pyrenees, Napoleon himself

hurried to the front, and on 5 November established his head-

quarters at Vittoria, where King Joseph with his Franco-

Spanish court had taken refuge. Encouraged by the successes

they had already won, three insurgent armies had advanced

against the French in the north of Spain. They had rashly

divided their forces. On the left Blake with 45,000 men was

marching on Bilbao; on the right Palafox with 18,000 was

moving on Pampeluna ; between them Castafios with 30,000

men was on the Ebro near Logrono. A British army of 25,000
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men under Sir John Moore was advancing from Portugal.

Moore had been assured that he would be joined by a much
larger force under the Spanish General, Romafia. His British

troops were to act as a " stiffening " for the patriot levies, and

with them to interpose between the French and Madrid.

Napoleon, with some 70,000 men in a central position,

meant first to destroy the Spanish armies in the north, and

then make a dash for Madrid before Moore could reach it.

He marched on Burgos, and occupied the place after routing

a large gathering of insurgents. Marshal Victor's corps de-

feated and dispersed Blake's army at Espinosa on 10 and 11

November. Castafios in the centre had meanwhile joined

hands with Palafox on the right, but their united forces were

routed by Marshal Lannes at Tudela on 22 November.

The Emperor had pushed forward Ney and the 6th Corps

from Burgos to Aranda on the road to Madrid before launch-

ing the attack against Castafios and Palafox. He further

directed Ney to move to his left towards Agreda, so as to

watch the passes of the Sierra Moncayo through which the

Spaniards were likely to retire, as Lannes and Moncey drove

them south. He thus hoped to catch the enemy between

hammer and anvil. Ney had only between 14,000 and 15,000

men with him at Aranda. He marched as far as Soria, but

when he arrived there he realized that campaigning against

a regular army, while the civil population stood practically

neutral, was a different business from carrying on war in a

country where every man's hand was against him. It was

with the utmost difficulty that he could collect supplies for

his men. No information either from the Emperor or his

colleagues reached him. He found himself isolated among
enemies and there were persistent reports that Castafios, at

the head of 60,000 men (some said 80,000), had beaten Lannes

and Moncey. The aggressive attitude of the Spanish popula-

tion and the absence of any official communication seemed to

give colour to these rumours. For the first time in his life

Ney hesitated to advance, though his orders told him to do

so. He feared that in the hill country in his front a disaster

such as had befallen Dujjont at Baylen might be waiting for

him.
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Had he blindly obeyed his orders and marched at once to

Agreda he probably would have cut off the retreat of Castafios.

But when, after a three days' halt at Soria, he at last moved,

it was too late. He crossed the Sierra, occupied Agreda, and

then finding no Spanish army within striking distance marched

by the south bank of the Ebro by way of Tarragona to Alagon,

where he arrived on 28 November, and found Marshal Mon-

cey's corps preparing to besiege Saragossa.

The Emperor was very disappointed at the news that Ney

had failed to carry out his orders. He wrote to him blaming

him for the halt at Soria, though, at the same time, he ad-

mitted that he had had some cause for prudent hesitation.

But when he heard of the march to Alagon he told him that

he ought not to have gone there. He had nothing to do with

the coming siege, and must keep his troops separate from those

of Marshal Moncey and devote himself to hunting down

Castafios.

Immediately after the French victories in the north the

Emperor had made a dash for Madrid, forcing the pass of the

Somo Sierra, and reoccupying the Spanish capital on 4

December. Thence he at once sent an order to Ney to bring

the 6th Corps to Madrid. It was to form part of the army

that was to be employed against Moore and the British ex-

pedition.

Ney marched from Alagon up the valley of the River Jalon

and down that of the Henares, thus avoiding any high mountain

passes, and reaching Madrid by way of Catalayud, Medinaceli,

Siguenza, and Guadalajara. He arrived in the capital on 14

December. A few days later the 6th Corps was reviewed by

the Emperor. He had by this time forgotten his discontent

with Ney's leadership in the north, in his general satisfaction

at the apparent collapse of the Spanish resistance. He was

prodigal of his praise of the men, and told Ney and his officers

that he was about to send them to new victories, this time over

the English, the traditional enemies of France.

Moore's little army, now reduced to about 20,000 effective

men, was slowly making its way across the snowy plateaus of

Leon, scattering in more than one sharp action the French

cavalry that harrassed its advance, but finding no sign of the
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co-operation promised by the Spanish patriots. Day by day

came news that in the north the French Generals had driven

the Spanish armies before them like flocks of sheep. Still

Moore hoped to reach Madrid in time to co-operate in the

defence of the mountain defiles that are the approach to the

capital from the northward. But then came the tidings that

the boasted defences of the Somo Sierra pass had been rushed

by a few squadrons of Polish lancers, and the Emperor was in

Madrid. But even then there were rumours of a new rising of

the people, a rally of the Spanish armies, and Moore pushed on

as far as Sahagun, where in the grey dawn of 23 December,

Paget, afterwards the famous Marquis of Anglesea, with the

loth and 15th Hussars, dashed into the town, surprised the

French cavalry who held it, and drove them out in twenty

minutes, taking more than 150 prisoners. But from some of

these prisoners and from the despatches found on a captured

officer Moore learned that several French columns were con-

verging upon his line of march, and the Emperor himself was

advancing against him from Madrid with 50,000 men. To
persevere in his enterprise unaided against such odds would

have been to court destruction. He began his retreat to

Corunna.

The Emperor had crossed the passes of the Guadarama in

deep snow, through which the troops moved only at the cost

of considerable suffering and danger. Ney's corps started from

Madrid on 20 December and in its turn struggled through the

ice and snow of the mountain passes, then advanced north

westward across the wintry uplands of Old Castille and Leon

by Tordesillas and Rio Seco to Astorga. Soon there were

signs that the column was moving on the track of the enemy.

Abandoned wagons, starving stragglers who were glad to

surrender for the sake of food and protection from the Spanish

irregulars, the new-made graves on the scene of a skirmish,

all told their tale. But Ney's corps was in the second line.

Soult was a day's march in advance and in contact with the

British rear-guard. So the infantry of the 6th Corps saw no

fighting. Ney sent on his cavalry to assist Soult. The gallant

young Colbert still commanded it. He was shot dead by a

skirmisher of the 95th in a rear-guard fight at Calcabellos on
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3 January, 1809. His loss was a great blow to Ney, with

whom he had served in three campaigns.^

Ney reached Astorga on 2 January. He found Napoleon

there. The Emperor had suddenly changed his plans. Dis-

quieting reports had reached him from Paris, and he had

decided to return there at once leaving it to Soult to " drive

the English into the sea ". He considered that Soult did not

need the 6th Corps to help him in dealing with what was left

of Moore's sorely tried force now reduced to about 15,000

effective men. He therefore ordered Ney to march to Lugo

and make that place the centre for operations against the

insurgent bands still in arms in the province of Galicia.

Lugo was occupied without difficulty and small flying

columns were sent to clear the neighbouring country of the

guerillas. Napoleon had returned to Paris. Moore had fought

the battle of Corunna against Soult on 16 January (1809) to

cover the re-embarkation of his army, dying in the moment

of victory. After occupying Corunna, Soult had compelled

Ferrol to surrender, and then marched his corps into the north

of Portugal leaving Ney to complete the subjugation of

Galicia and reorganize the province.

The 6th Corps had to provide garrisons for the chief towns,

and detachments to patrol the main roads and deal with the

few bands of patriots (or as the French called them insurgents)

who still kept the field. He left these active duties to his

subordinates and established his head-quarters at Corunna,

visiting the other important centres in turn. Communications

either with the Government at Paris, or with King Joseph

at Madrid, were difficult and uncertain. British warships were

cruising off the port of Corunna, the Province of Asturias was

held by a patriot force, and the roads to Madrid were beset

by bands of guerillas. Ney thus became, by the force of

circumstances, for some months an almost independent viceroy

of Galicia.

1 Only two days before, when Colbert's cavalry joined the advanced guard,

Napoleon had reviewed the regiments and said to their young commander:

" General, you have proved in Egypt, Italy, and Germany that you are one of my
bravest soldiers. You shall soon receive the reward due to your brilliant suc-

cesses." " Make haste, Sire," replied Colbert, "for though I am not yet thirty,

I feel that I am already growing old."
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Martial law was in force but he was a moderate and kindly

ruler and was not unpopular with the people. He organized

a regular collection of taxes, out of which by careful manage-

ment he was able to supply and pay his army and provide for

the civil administration of the district. He even found means
to assist some of the Spanish victims of the war. One of his

acts of generosity was of a very exceptional character. In

Corunna and Ferrol he found some of the wives and families

of officers of the regular Spanish Army, whose husbands were

then actually in arms against King Joseph. Separated from

them and having no claim on the new government the women
were in the direst poverty. Ney arranged that they should

be allowed from the revenues of the province half the pay of

their husbands' rank. By this act of humanity he was actually

helping to pay the enemy's officers.

There was a current belief among the French that the

Spanish convents were full of unwilling recluses pining for

freedom. In every city and town he visited in Galicia, Ney
went to the local convents, and after assembling the nuns and

novices told them they were at liberty to put off their con-

ventual dress and return to their old homes. Ney's aide-de-

camp, B6chet, Baron de Leoncourt, tells how during one of

these military visitations a young novice threw herself on her

knees before the Marshal, and with tears in her eyes made a

long petition to him in Spanish, of which language neither

Ney nor his staff understood a word. The impression of the

officers was that she was pleading for freedom. The interpreter

was asked to explain. Then it was found that instead of

asking to leave her convent the young nun was imploring the

Marshal to use his influence to obtain permission for her to

take at once the vows that would bind her to the conventual

life. She was under the age at which, by the law, women
were allowed to take these vows, but permission to anticipate

the date could be granted by the joint consent of the ecclesi-

astical and civil authorities, and the novice told how she had

thought that it was revealed to her in prayer that before long a

powerful personage would come to the convent, and secure her

the desired dispensation from the law's delays. She believed

that this hoped-for intervention had come, when the PVench
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Viceroy of Galicia appeared at the convent. Ney and his

officers found that all their sympathy had been wasted. De
L6oncourt says that in all the convents visited, Ney only found

one nun anxious to lay aside the veil. It is very likely that

she was a novice, free to go in any case. Later on she married

one of the French officers. The final result of Ney's visitation

of these Spanish convents was to prove that the story of

cloisters crowded with unwilling inmates was a baseless legend.

The marshals operating in or holding the various provinces

of Spain were under a divided authority. They were nomin-

ally under the command of King Joseph and his "major-

general," or chief of the staff. Marshal Jourdan. But they

were also receiving instructions in the name of the Emperor
from the Minister of War at Paris, Clarke, Duke de Feltre.

These commands were often in disaccord with those that came
from Madrid. But in any case the marshals showed but scant

respect for the orders that emanated from the Madrid Govern-

ment. Joseph they regarded as a pe'kin, an ignorant civilian

who had ' no right to dictate to soldiers, and they had some-

thing like contempt for Jourdan's military capacities. Ney
curtly rejected a plan of campaign sent him by the latter.

" This order," he wrote to Jourdan, " is drawn up by some one

who knows nothing of our business. The Emperor has given

me an army to conquer with and not to capitulate. You may
tell the King that I have not come here to play the part of

Dupont." The state of mind manifested in such an utterance,

the contempt for the puppet King and his major-general, the

possibility of playing off the Madrid and the Paris War Offices

against each other, the semi-independence resulting from the

difficulty of communications, all helped to produce a tendency

to insubordination towards authority, and when one of

the marshals was placed under another's orders there was

friction and lack of hearty co-operation. This helps to explain,

though it does not justify, Ney's action in the crisis that, later

on, brought to an abrupt end his command in the Peninsula.

Without troubling himself about the views of the Madrid

Government he worked out a plan of campaign of his own in

the early summer of 1809, as soon as the pacification of Galicia

made him feel equal to an enterprise beyond its borders. The
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Spanish General Romafia held the neighbouring coast province

of Asturias, with his head-quarters at Oviedo. Ney, at the end

of April, organized a column of the 6th Corps, with which he

was to enter Asturias and march on Oviedo from the westward,

while General Kellerman, who commanded in the Province of

Leon, advanced against it from the southward. The Asturias is

a narrow tract of mountain land, and Ney, having to move by

rugged hill-tracks, took with him only what baggage and sup-

plies could be carried on pack mules, and reduced his artillery

to a single mule battery of four light guns.

The march through the mountains was a trying operation.

There were times when the column from Galicia had to move
for a while in single file. A more enterprising commander than

Romafia would have offered serious resistance, but he contented

himself with retiring on Oviedo. Ney had hoped to bring him

to action, but the difficulty of obtaining information prevented

this. Everywhere the inhabitants had fled from their homes

on the approach of the French. Those who were captured

refused to answer questions, or gave misleading replies. Ney
afterwards found that one night the column had bivouacked

within five miles of Romafia, without having any idea that he

was anywhere in the neighbourhood. By the middle of May
Ney had been joined by Kellerman before Oviedo, and Romafia

had evacuated the place by embarking his troops on English

transports. Then Ney had to hurry back to Galicia for there

was bad news from Portugal. On 12 May the British under

Wellesley had forced the passage of the Douro. This was the

first step in a series of operations that ended in Soult having

to retreat across the northern frontier of Portugal, bringing

with him only some 6000 men out of the 25,000 he commanded
a month before and having lost and abandoned all his baggage

and artillery.

Ney received him at Lugo on 30 May. Wellesley had

turned to the preparations for his march into central Spain

which ended at Talavera, so Galicia was allowed still to remain

a French province. Ney helped Soult to refit the remnant of

his army, turned over some of the guns of the 6th Corps to

him, and from its well-stored magazines gave his brother

marshal clothing, ammunition, and food for his men. It was
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agreed that Soult should lead them into northern Leon and

give them a rest there. But first there was a project of sur-

prising Vigo, the only place in Galicia where the Spaniards had

kept their flag flying, thanks to the co-operation of a British

squadron. The enterprise came to nothing. De L6oncourt

says it was Soult's fault. Ney's column was on the spot on

the day agreed, but Soult was late at the rendezvous.

He marched off to Toro in Leon ; and now Ney found his

own position in Galicia becoming difficult. The French had

been driven out of Portugal, Wellesley was threatening Madrid,

Ney at Lugo with all the ports of his province blockaded by

the British navy, and the prospect of British, Portuguese, and

Spanish forces appearing on his landward frontier, and the

district showing signs of a coming rising, decided that he must

follow Soult into the Province of Leon and abandon Galicia

for the time being. At Corunna there were in the hospitals a

number of sick and wounded officers and men of the French

Army. He feared to trust their fate to the inhabitants, and he

had no means of removing them. He communicated under a

flag of truce with the blockading squadron, and arranged that

simultaneously with his evacuation of Corunna, a landing party

of British sailors and marines should take over the guard of

the hospitals. Then he concentrated the 6th Corps at Lugo
and marched into Leon, skirmishing on the way with guerilla

bands that gathered like flocks of vultures to hang upon his

line of march.

After Talavera (27 and 28 July) Wellesley, though he had

been victorious and had won his title of Lord Wellington, had

been obliged to withdraw into Portugal. Ney was directed to

move down to Salamanca with the 6th Corps, establish his

head-quarters there, and maintain order in the surrounding dis-

trict. He was at Salamanca for some months, during which

his corps received considerable reinforcements. At the end

of October he obtained leave to return for a while to Paris.

He left Marchand, his senior divisional-general, in command
of the corps, with his chief of the staff, the Swiss strategist

Jomini, to assist him.

Ney had not been many days with his wife at their house

in Paris, when news arrived that Marchand had been unlucky
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in some operations he undertook against an insurgent force

on the Portuguese borders of the province. The Emperor

was very angry, and ordered the Marshal to return post-haste

to his command at Salamanca. Ney arrived there in very bad

humour. He had a quarrel with Jomini whom he blamed for

the mischance that had so abruptly cut short his leave of ab-

sence. The Switzer resigned his place as chief of the staff,

and the Baron de Leoncourt was given the vacant post.

The winter and the spring of 1810 passed quietly enough

at Salamanca. " We had a very agreeable time," says De
L6oncourt, " and at our head-quarters there was high play."

Whist, at a gold Napoleon for each point, seems to have been

the favourite game. Wellington was entrenching himself in

the famous lines of Torres Vedras, and the Emperor had

planned an invasion of Portugal and a march on Lisbon for

the coming summer. The first step in the campaign was

to be the siege of Ciudad Rodrigo, the fortress that barred the

road across the frontier into Portugal.

Ney was hoping for the command. But in May Mass^na

arrived as Commander-in-Chief of the " Army of Portugal " to

organize and direct the march against Wellington. Ney with

the 6th and Junot with the 8th Corps were to serve under him.

In the first days of June, detachments of the 6th Corps were

sent forward to besiege Ciudad Rodrigo : the Commander-in-

Chief was with Junot's corps at Valladolid.

Then came Ney's first open quarrel with Massena. De
Leoncourt only briefly alludes to it, but Madame Junot, who
was with her husband at Mass6na's head-quarters, tells the story

in detail in her memoirs. The first parallel had been opened

before the fortress on the night between 15 and 16 June,

and then, under the direction of his chief engineer ofTficer, Major

Conche, the approaches were rapidly pushed forward and

batteries were being erected and armed for the bombardment

of the town. All was going well and Ney, who had returned to

Salamanca, was expecting an early reduction of the place, when

one morning there arrived from Valladolid a young engineer

ofificer of Junot's staff, Lieutenant-Colonel Valaz6. He produced

a letter from Mass6na directing Ney to put him in command of

the siege works before Ciudad Rodrigo. Ney was indignant
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at what he regarded as a plan for giving to a proteg6 of Junot

the credit of taking the fortress, after his own officer had done

the hardest part of the work. He told Valaz6 that he had

plenty of good officers of his own, and the Prince of Essling

(Massena), "prince though he was," had no right to interfere

with his staff He sent the young colonel back to Valladolid

with this message :
" I don't want the Duke d'Abrantes " (Junot)

said Ney, " to trouble me with his proteges. If they are good,

let him keep them for himself"

Valaze told his story, and Massena was furious, and talked

of removing Ney from his command, and sending him back to

France. Junot generously intervened to dissuade him. "You
will see," said Massena as he gave a reluctant consent, " You

will see that this proud fellow will upset all our plans with

his stubborn self-will and foolish vanity."

Valaze was sent back to Ney, only to return to Valladolid,

a couple of days later, bearing a letter from the Marshal which

was an open act of insubordination. Here is the strange

document, evidently written while he was under the sway of

one of his characteristic outbursts of temper :

—

" Monsieur le Mari^chal,

"I am a Duke and a Marshal of the Empire like you ; as for

your title of Prince of Essling, it is of no importance outside the Tuileries.

You tell me that you are Commander-in-Chief of the Army of Portugal. I

know it only too well. So when you tell Michel Ney to lead his troops

against the enemy you will see how he will obey you.

" But when it pleases you to disarrange the staff of the army, appointed

by the Prince of Neufchitel (Berthier), you must understand that I will no

more listen to your orders than I fear your threats. See here, just ask

the Duke d'Abrantes (Junot) what he and I did a few weeks ago when we
received from that other (who is major-general to the King and who did

such pretty things there where we are going)^ orders differing from those

that came to us from Paris and were therefore the orders of the Emperor.

Do you know what we did ? We obeyed the orders from Paris, and we
did right for they praised us for it, and praised us warmly. I had letters

from Madrid in which I was called— I believe—a rebel. As that is about

as absurd as calling me a poltroon, I took no notice of it, and General

Junot would certainly have acted in the same way.

" Adieu, Monsieur le Marechal. I esteem you, and you know it. You
esteem me, and I know it. But why the devil sow discord between us

over a mere caprice ? For after all, how on earth are you to know that

1 Marshal Jourdan.
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your little man can throw a bomb better than my old veteran, who is, I

assure you, a reliable fellow. They say your man dances prettily : all the

better for him ; but this does not prove that he can make those mad
Spaniards dance, and that is what we want.

" I remain, Monsieur le Mardchal, etc.,

" Nev "

One can imagine the rage of Massena when Valaz6 came back

with this letter. That Ney should have written it, and still

more that he should have been able to retain his command
after such an outburst against his chief, throws a flood of light

on the indiscipline of the French armies in Spain.

"You see it is impossible to do anything with that man,"

said Mass6na to Junot. The latter tried to calm him, but he

broke out in a fury :
" Am I then only a sham Commander-in-

Chief I mean that this young man shall conduct the siege,

and by the devil in hell Monsieur Ney shall bend the knee

before my will, or my name is not Massena."

He hurried off to Salamanca with Valaz6. Ney had gone

to the lines before Ciudad Rodrigo. Massena followed him

there, and gave Ney the choice of returning to France or ac-

cepting Valaze. Ney hesitated to take a course that might

have removed him once for all from the Emperor's service, and

gave an unwilling submission.

On 9 July the rampart was breached and all was ready for

the assault when the Governor surrendered. He came to meet

Ney on foot in civilian dress and leaning on the arms of two

officers. He explained that he had had a fall and could hardly

walk, and that this was why he was not in uniform and ready

to give up his sword. Ney replied with graceful courtesy,

" Monsieur le Gouverneur, you have made too good use of it,

for us to think of taking it from you ".

Mass6na then concentrated his army and crossed the Portu-

guese frontier with 65,000 men. The 6th Corps was em-

ployed in the siege of Almeida, but as the Commander-in-Chief

was present, Ney left the direction of the attack to him, and

took as little personal part as possible in the operations. The

advance was then continued by way of Coimbra on Lisbon.

On 25 September Wellington's army of 40,000 British and

Portuguese barred the way over the Sierra d'Alcoba at the
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ridge ofBusaco on the Coimbra road. The attack was arranged

for next day. De L6oncourt relates an incident, which occurred

on the eve of the battle, and which shows how deeply Ney's

resentment against Massena still rankled in his mind. The

Marshal was dictating to his chief of the staff the orders for the

coming fight. De Leoncourt interrupted him to ask if there

was not an omission, pointing out that the troops that would

come first into contact with the British had no support, and

would be exposed to serious risk of defeat. " Write on," re-

plied Ney, " these are not my orders." Next day following

the letter of Massena's orders he attacked on the ridge on the

British left centre after Reynier's attack further up the ridge

had been repulsed. The massive columns of the 6th Corps

were driven back in their turn, and Busaco was a French defeat.

From the scene of his victory, Wellington, carrying out his

pre-arranged plan, fell back within the fortified lines that pro-

tected Lisbon. Massena's army, forced to maintain itself in a

hostile and wasted country before the entrenchments that de-

fied attack, dwindled rapidly week after week. In the middle

of November he fell back from immediate contact with the

British positions, but still persisted in the determination to re-

main within striking distance. By the end of February, 181 1,

he had no more than 30,000 effective men left, and when

Wellington issued from his lines to attack him he began a re-

treat towards the frontier. Ney, with what was left of the 6th

Corps, protected the retirement.

The movement began on 3 March by the road to Coimbra.

.On the 9th Ney fought his first rear-guard action at Piombal

and was somewhat roughly handled by the pursuing British.

On the 1 2th there was another fight at the village of Redinha.

Then came the news that Coimbra was in the hands of the allied

troops and Massena had to change his line of retreat, following

the south side of the Mondego valley, and reaching Miranda

by a difficult march over wretched tracks through hilly country.

At Miranda, after another action in which his troops were

driven from position after position, Ney determined that it was

impossible to continue the retreat, unless a large part of the

huge wagon train that encumbered the army was sacrficed.

He gave orders that most of it should be burned. He set fire

13
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first to the wagon that carried his own property, but he also

condemned to the flames a number of carriages belonging to

the Commander-in-Chief. This enabled extra horses to be at-

tached to the teams of the remaining waggons, and thus facili-

tated the subsequent movements. In the fighting next day he

had a narrow escape from disaster. One of his brigades broke

its ranks in a temporary panic at the crossing of the bridge of

Foz-d'Arienna. Two guns were lost, numbers of men were

hustled into the river below the bridge, and amongst them the

standard-bearer of the 39th Infantry was thus drowned, and

the eagle he carried was lost. It was only the steadiness of

the rear-guard brigade that saved the situation.

On the 23rd the army was at last concentrated at Colerico

near the frontier. Massena was anxious to make an effort to

remain on Portuguese ground. Ney regarded this as a useless

proceeding that could only lead to further disaster. The event

proved that he was right in his judgment,^ but this does not

excuse the action he took. Massena ordered a movement to

the town of Guarda. Ney, who had from the first been on the

point of a quarrel with him, refused to obey, and declared that

he would lead the 6th Corps by Almeida into Spain. Massena's

patience was now exhausted. He issued an order transferring

the command of the 6th Corps to General Loison, and directed

Ney to proceed to Madrid and there await the Emperor's de-

cision on his conduct.

But Napoleon had by this time come to regard dissensions

and indiscipline among his marshals as something like an in-

evitable evil. He could not afford permanently to dispense

with the services of a leader like Ney, but neither could he

disregard his conduct towards Massena, and to give him

another independent command in Spain would have been to

put a slight upon the Commander-in-Chief, whom he often

spoke of as the best of his marshals. He sent Ney a letter of

strong censure and told him to go home to Coudreaux. Per-

haps the Marshal was not greatly disappointed at leaving a

country where there was now small hope of gathering further

laurels, and at being allowed to spend a few months in peace

with his wife and children.

' On 3 April Mass<;na was badly defeated by Wellington at Sabugal.



CHAPTER XII

THE MARCH ON MOSCOW (1812)

IF
Ney's career as a general had closed with his retirement

from the army in Spain, he would not have held more

than a secondary place among Napoleon's marshals,

and his name would be little known beyond the comparatively

narrow circle of students of military history. The real great-

ness of the man was yet to be revealed. So far though he

had had a successful career, others of his contemporaries had

risen to a higher eminence. They had won for themselves a

fuller share of their master's glory, attached themselves more
closely to his fortunes, rendered him greater services and reaped

a richer reward.

To some extent what was best in Ney's character had re-

tarded his advancement. He was no fortune hunter. He
had none of the spirit of intrigue that led others to push

their way to the front at the expense of their comrades, and he

was quite free from brigand touch that made so many of the

soldiers of the Empire enrich themselves with almost open

peculation and plunder. From the days when, as a Republican

officer, he had more than once refused a well-earned promotion

he had done his duty as a soldier without troubling himselfmuch
about tangible rewards.

And he had not always been lucky. In the famous years

after Boulogne, when the Grand Army was marching about

Central Europe making swift conquests and tumbling down
thrones, he had missed some of the greatest battles. In Spain

he had failed at the outset to carry out the Emperor's orders.

He had been given no high command, and as a subordinate

he had drifted into a dispute with his Commander-in-Chief,

which had temporarily severed him from the armies in the

field. But his great opportunity was to come. The terrible

campaign in Russia revealed him as " the bravest of the brave,"

195
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and the tragedy of the final downfall of the Empire involved

him in a fate that has given him an enduring and a pathetic

place in the world's history.

Napoleon knew his solid qualities as a leader of men, and

when in the early months of 1812 he was preparing to break

with his ally of Tilsit, and stake his fortunes on an invasion of

Russia by the united armies of the Empire and its vassals, he

summoned Ney from his retirement. His old corps, like the

first " Grand Army," had long since been broken up. It had

been frittered away in the endless campaigns of Spain and

Portugal. Ney was given the command of the 3rd Corps of

the new Grand Army—an army ofmany nations and languages,

of which not more than a third was French, and which included

as many conscripts as veterans in its ranks.

The 3rd Corps was a larger body of troops than the old

6th Corps. It was formed of two French divisions, from Metz

and to which later a third division of King Jerome's Wiirtem-

berg troops was added. There were two brigades of light

cavalry The total strength of the corps was 35,000 infantry

and 2400 cavalry.^

The officers were mostly strangers to their commander.

General Goure acted as his chief of the staff. An old friend

rejoined him when the Wiirtemberg division was added to

the corps. It was commanded by General . Marchand, who
had been one of his divisional commanders in the 6th Corps

and before that had served with him in the Army of the Rhine.

The concentration of the Grand Army along the right

bank of the Vistula began in the month of February and was

not completed until May, 1812. From Metz the 3rd Corps

marched across the whole of Germany to the cantonments

assigned to it in West Prussia between Thorn and Strasburg.

We are now so used to the idea of armies being rapidly con-

centrated by railway that we forget these enormous marches

' The organization of the corps (before the Wiirtembergers joined it)

was:

—

1st Division. General Ledru des Essarts. 24th Light Infantry and 46th and

72nd of the Line.

2nd Division. General Razout. 4th, i8th, and 93rd of the Line.

Two cavalry brigades. Generals Beurmann and Valmabele.

Artillery Commander. General Fouchet.
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of the Napoleonic wars, when the French infantry tramped for

weeks at a time across half a continent.

By the end of May the Grand Army was arrayed on a

front of several hundred miles along the Vistula, its left near

the Baltic at Elbing and Konigsberg, its extreme right resting

on the Carpathians in Austrian Poland.^ The Emperor was

at Dresden holding his " Congress of Kings ". It was not till

5 June that orders were given for the first stage of the general

advance, and next day the columns of the Grand Army began

their converging march towards the Niemen. By 23 June

the front of the army formed a great wedge with its point

threateningly directed towards Russia. That point was just

inside the bend of the Niemen near Kovno. Here Napoleon

had close at hand the Imperial Guard, the ist, 2nd, and 3rd

Corps and two divisions of Murat's cavalry. Macdonald about

Tilsit on the left watched the lower course of the Niemen.

Away to the right on the other front that looked directly east-

ward were Eugene with the centre and Jerome with the corps

of the right wing.

Ney's corps had been marching for a fortnight, passing on

the way over ground that had become familiar to him in the

campaigns of Eylau and Friedland. He had seen again

Deppen and Guttstadt where he had fought successful engage-

ments, and Bartenstein and Heilsberg, and had passed just

1 The general arrangement may be thus shown in tabular form :

—

Extreme left (north). loth Corps. Prussians (Macdonald), Konigsberg.

Extreme right (south). The Austrian Army about Lemberg under Prince

Schwartzenberg.

C ist Corps (Davout) from Hamburg "j

Left J 2nd „ (Oudinot) from Holland I r^,^ t7^„„,„.
Wing j 3rd „ (Ney) from Metz \

^^^ Emperor.

1^ Cavalry Reserve. (Murat) J

„ ( 4th Corps (Eugene) Italians » The Viceroy
L,entre

| ^^^ ^^ ^gj_ ^yr) Bavarians / Eugene.

{5th Corps (Poniatowski) Poles \

7th „ (Reynier) Saxons f King Jerome
8th „ (Vandamme) Westphalians f of Westphalia.

4th Cavalry Division. La Tour Maubourg j

Imperial Guard at Posen, to join the Emperor in Russia.

Reserve Corps
{ ^f^ ^J ^^^^^^ ] in process of formation.

% ^
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south of the field of Friedland. At last he camped by the

shore of the frontier river amid the dark pine woods. His

corps was not to be the first to cross, so he had to wait till

the passage was free, and he received his orders to follow.

The cro.ssing of the Niemen began on the night between

23 and 24 June, four bridges being thrown across the river

near Kovno. A few Cossacks had watched the covering party

row across the river while the bridges were being built, but

on the French approaching them they disappeared into the

woods. The incident was typical of the experiences of the

invaders during the first days of the advance. The few

enemies who showed themselves rode away to the eastward,

and evaded every attempt to close with them. Wilna was

abandoned, the Russians setting fire to the great magazines

of supplies accumulated there. Napoleon occupied the place

on 29 June.

During this first stage of the advance, Ney, with the 3rd

Corps, had followed a line of march some miles to the north of

that taken by the main body under the Emperor. On the

28th, when it was thought the enemy might make a stand at

Wilna, Ney had closed in nearer to Napoleon's line of advance,

diverging again to the north-eastward next day. Oudinot

with the 2nd Corps marched on his left.

After the occupation of Wilna, there was a pause on the

advance, enforced by a sudden change in the weather and

some days of abnormal cold and torrential rain. The loss in

horses was heavy. An equally sudden change to dry warm
weather was the signal for resuming the march. And again

for Ney and his corps there were some days of uneventful

plodding eastward along the monotonous plain between the

dreary belts of fir and pine woods. There was no sight of an

enemy. Murat's cavalry well out in front were in contact

with the swarms of Cossack irregular horsemen that protected

Barclay's retreat.

At the entrenchments that guarded the crossing of the

Dwina at Drissa the Russian General halted, and there were

rumours of a coming battle. Ney hurried up to support

Murat in the attack on the work.s, only to learn that the enemy
had abandoned them without firing a shot, and was retiring
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up the right bank of the river towards Witebsk. There

Barclay hoped to be joined by the Russian army of the South

under his colleague Bagration.

On 16 July Ney turned from the direct road to Drissa to

march along the left bank of the Dwina, following Murat and

closing with him on the main central mass of the Grand Army,

which the Emperor was concentrating for a hoped-for battle

near Witebsk. On the 25th Murat and the advanced guard

came upon the Russians in position west of that place, and

the two days' fighting known as the Battle of Ostrovno followed.

Ney had joined hands with the Emperor on the 22nd and,

during Murat's advanced guard battle, was moving up to take

part in the anticipated general engagement. But on the

morning of the 28th, which was expected to be a day of battle,

it was found that the enemy had disappeared. They had

slipped away quietly in the night, on Barclay's learning that

Bagration had been headed off by Davout and could not yet

join him. Witebsk was found deserted, and the Emperor

established his head-quarters there.

All touch with the enemy had been lost. Had Barclay

retreated eastward towards Smolensk or north-eastward along

the Dwina? Murat was sent out to feel for the Russian

rear-guard in the latter direction, while Ney marched out along

the road leading to Smolensk. His cavalry came upon the

Cossacks, and he found abundant evidence that a large army

had traversed the ground over which he was moving. But he

soon received orders from the Emperor to halt.

For once, even to a keen soldier like Ney, such orders were

welcome. The sun was blazing with tropical heat. The

ground was burned up and the men marched in clouds of

stifling dust. Water was scarce. The horses were breaking

down. It was the collapse of thousands of cavalry and

artillery horses that forced the Emperor to call a halt at

Witebsk, But though there had been hardly any fighting,

the men had also suffered in the prolonged march into a half-

desert country, from which all supplies had been swept by the

retreating enemy. Regiments that had not yet fired a shot

were already reduced by invaliding to two-thirds of the strength

with which they had crossed the Niemen.
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Napoleon announced that the campaign of 1 812 was over.

The army would be put into cantonments and standing camps,

Lithuania and Poland would be reorganized during the autumn

and winter and in the spring of 181 3 there would be an

advance to Smolensk. Thence two roads radiated, one to

St. Petersburg, the other to Moscow. Both capitals would

be attacked, if need be, in the great campaign of 181 3. Till

then the Grand Army would hold the country it had already

occupied.

The positions assigned to Ney were in the centre of the

line of cantonments east of Witebsk, along the course of the

little River Moczna, where the Smolensk road crosses it at the

village of Lozna. North of him to his left lay the 4th Corps
;

south of him to his right the ist and then the 8th. Behind

him the Imperial Guard held Witebsk. In his front, towards

Smolensk, Murat had formed a strong outpost line.

But these positions had not been occupied for many days

when the Emperor again changed his plans. On 8 August

Barclay, urged by those who had from the first been ill-pleased

with his persistent retirement, had suddenly assumed the offen-

sive and driven in Sebastiani's advanced cavalry at Inkowo.

Murat had hurried up to restore the fight, but the Russians

claimed a victory, and Napoleon felt that even a doubtful

success for the enemy might be a danger to him. He thought

Barclay's stroke at Inkowo was the prelude to a general ad-

vance of the enemy, and he had heard that Barclay had been

joined by Bagration, He conceived the plan of a concentra-

tion against the Russian left to drive the united armies away

to the north of the Smolensk-Moscow road.

The French flank march from the cantonments about

Witebsk south-eastward to the south bank of the Dnieper

began on 10 August. F'or some days the Russians did not

suspect it for they still had a screen of French outposts in

their front which held its own so firmly against a partial attack,

that they believed the Grand Army must be behind it. The
Dnieper was crossed on the 13th, and Napoleon had thus a

new line of supply in his rear passing through Minsk. The
line of march was now eastward on Smolensk.

Ney's corps was well to the front supporting Murat's
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cavalry. On the 1 5th there was the first fighting. Krasnoi,

a town of wooden houses at the crossing of a little stream

running into the Dnieper, was found to be held by a Russian

regiment. Ney's infantry quickly drove them out. It was

his first victory in the campaign, and the name of Krasnoi was

a few months later to be associated with the most famous of

his exploits.

East of the captured town, as the advance continued, Ney

and Murat came upon some 6000 Russians in line of battle.

It was the rear-guard of General Neverovskoi's corps which

Bagration had left upon the Dnieper. It was late in the day,

but before Murat's fiery charges and the onset of Ney's infantry

the Russians broke, leaving a 1 000 prisoners and eight

guns in the hands of the victors. Neverovskoi fell back upon

Smolensk.

Contemporary French accounts speak of the city of

Smolensk as a fortress. It was a walled town, with a low

rampart flanked only by a few towers and a ruinous citadel of

the middle-age type. It stood on the slope of a hill rising

from the margin of the Dnieper, with a suburb on the other

side connected with it by a bridge. A few guns were mounted

on the old walls, but in places buildings and plantations gave

cover for an attack up to the edge of the narrow ditch.

The place looked so ill fitted for defence that Ney, pushing

forward at the heels of the retreating Russians, thought that

Smolensk could be carried by a coup-de-main, when he came

in sight of it on the morning of the 17th. He opened fire

with his artillery and sent his infantry forward to rush the low

ramparts of the citadel. They were driven back with serious

loss, and the Marshal himself was slightly wounded by a bullet

which grazed his neck.

He drew off from the attack. The firing died away to an

occasional spatter of musketry between the Russians on wall

and rampart and Ney's advanced posts. He rode up to the

crest of a wooded sandy hill looking down on the Dnieper, in

order to reconnoitre the town. But the wide outlook afforded

to him showed him an unexpected sight. Beyond Smolensk,

from the undulating country north of the Dnieper, great clouds

of dust were rising. They stretched far towards the western
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horizon, and through them came here and there the flash of

sunh'ght on weapons, or a glimpse of dark masses in move-

ment.

It was the army of Barclay and Bagration returning from

the direction of Witebsk. The Russian Generals had learned

from Neverovskoi that great masses of French troops were

marching by the south bank of the Dnieper, and had made a

forced march to bar Napoleon's advance on Smolensk.

Ney galloped off to find the Emperor, and brought him

back to the hill-top, guiding him through thickets and hollows

of the ground to avoid drawing the fire of the town. He
pointed to the moving dust clouds far away beyond the river.

Napoleon saw in the approach of the enemy promise of the

long-desired battle. " Enfinj'eles tiens ! " he exclaimed. " At
last I have them !

"

Poniatowski's Poles were coming up eager to attack

Smolensk. The Emperor held them back. He hoped to

draw the Russians into attacking him, and formed the Grand

Army in battle array along the low hills facing the town with

a level stretch of open ground in front, across which he hoped

soon to see the enemy advancing. Ney was in the first line

with the 4th Corps under Davout and the ist, now commanded
by Lobau, on his right. The Imperial Guard was in reserve,

Murat was setting his squadrons in array, Junot and the West-

phalians were called up to strengthen the battle line.

Meanwhile the Russians were showing themselves in ever

increasing numbers along the right bank of the Dnieper, but

not even the Cossacks came across the bridges of Smolensk.

The Emperor sent swarms of skirmishers down to the river's

edge to try to provoke the enemy to an attack, but the

Russians contented themselves with keeping up a desultory

fire across the stream. This mere show of fighting went on

till near sunset.

The Emperor confidently predicted that there would be a

battle next day. Barclay, he supposed, was only waiting to

have all his available force in line. If he did not attack the

French he would await them on the Dnieper, and make a stand

to save Smolensk. Napoleon had pitched his tent almost in

the outpost line opposite the town. There he discussed the
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situation with the marshals. Davofit shared his opinion, but

Murat and Ney predicted that Barclay would not risk a battle.

If he had meant to fight, they argued, he would have attacked

already.

At sunrise there was no sign of a Russian advance but it

was thought that they were still holding the heights on the

right bank. Smolensk was strongly occupied, and parties of

Cossacks were moving about on the left bank beyond the ex-

treme right of the French line. Napoleon clung to the hope

of a battle. A detachment of Murat's cavalry was sent to drive

off the Cossacks, and sent back the report that they could see

great columns of the enemy retiring eastward along the

other bank of the river. Barclay had in fact sent off Bagra-

tion's army the day before, and was following with his own,

leaving only a strong rear-guard to hold Smolensk.

Although the place would in any case be soon evacuated,

Napoleon, in his irritated disappointment, gave orders to

storm the town and seize the bridges. The Russians attacked

by superior numbers made a magnificent defence. Davotjt

and Lobau fought their way into the suburbs. Ney once

more tried to rush the citadel, and once more the soldiers of

the 3rd Corps were hurled back from its ruinous ramparts.

Towards evening the assault was abandoned. The twelve-

pounder batteries of the Guard were brought up to breach the

walls, and Lobau placed some howitzers in one of the captured

suburbs, and after dark threw some shells into the town.

This bombardment had hardly begun when fires broke out

here and there among the houses. The French thought it

was the result of their shells, but the Russians themselves

were burning the place, determined to leave only its ruins to

the invader.

By midnight Smolensk was blazing like a huge furnace.

No one could be seen on the walls and parties sent forward to

the gates were neither challenged nor fired upon. Before sun-

rise the French pushed into the burning streets and found that

the place was abandoned. The Russian rear-guard had re-

treated in the night. Part of the town was saved, but most of

it was a mass of smoking ruins. Napoleon dated a bulletin

of victory from Smolensk, but it was at best a doubtful and a
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costly success. Ney's dash at the citadel on the first day had

cost between 300 and 400 casualties. The unnecessary attack

ordered by the Emperor had sacrificed more than 5000 men.

Now that he was once more in contact with the Russian

army, the Emperor was eager to overtake and bring them to

action, and at any risk to occupy Moscow. Murat's cavalry

were already moving out on the Moscow road. Ney was

sent to support him. On the 19th—the day after the occupa-

tion of Smolensk—he came upon a strong Russian force in

position on the plateau of Valutjna.^ Ney thought he was in

presence of a rear-guard that would probably retire after a

mere show of resistance. But it was a corps of Barclay's

army posted on the ridge to cover the movement of heavy

convoys moving across in the rear of the height to reach the

main Moscow road beyond it. Ney's attack was met with a

determined and prolonged resistance, and it was not till late

in the day, after he had been reinforced with Gudin's division

of DavoCt's corps, that he stormed the plateau. There was

hard fighting with the bayonet, and the victors lost some 3000

men. The Russians retired under cover of the darkness with-

out losing a gun or a single prisoner. Napoleon rode out to

the battlefield next morning and made a liberal distribution of

crosses of the Legion of Honour among the soldiers,

Ney's losses at Smolensk and Valutina had been so heavy,

that the 3rd Corps was now withdrawn from the advanced

guard and replaced by that of Davout. Thus till the be-

ginning of September Ney had no more fighting. He marched

with the central column of the general advance. The country

through which the invaders were now moving was well culti-

vated, and there were numerous villages, and some fine country

houses. But every house and cottage was deserted, and the

retiring Russians swept up or destroyed most of the available

supplies. Town after town was given to the flames, the

Russian rear-guard on more than one occasion fighting for a

while in order to hold back Murat and Davoflt just long enough

to allow the conflagration to take a complete hold of the

doomed streets and houses.

' Walutinagora, of the Russian and Austrian maps, a few miles north-east

of Smolensk.
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The town of Gzatz, which the Emperor occupied on 31

August, was partly rescued from the flames, thanks to the

speedy victory of the French advanced guard. During the

last few days the men and horses of the Grand Army had

suffered terribly. The heat was intense, the march was amid

clouds of stifling dust that hung like a fog round the columns,

and water was scarce. Some of the corps could obtain only

a scanty supply from the muddy pools in the beds of dried-up

streams. Then the advance was stopped by a sudden change

in the weather. There were three days of heavy rain that

turned the country into a swamp. Ney was amongst those

who urged on the Emperor the advisability of deferring the

further advance on Moscow till the next spring.

But on 4 September the weather changed again. There

was bright sunshine and the intense heat rapidly dried the

ground. Next day Murat, who had been meeting with more

and more determined resistance from the Cossacks, sent back

a report that the Russian army was halted in an entrenched

position about the village of Borodino, its right flank resting on

the River Moskowa. The long-desired battle was at last to be

fought. The growing murmurs of the Russian Army against

the policy of continual retreat and ruthless destruction of town

and village as the invader approached them, had led to Barclay

resigning his command to General Kutusoff. The new Com-
mander-in-Chief was the General who had been beaten at

Austerlitz, and he was now nearly seventy years of age. But

his one great defeat had not diminished his popularity v/ith the

Russian soldiers, among whom he had served for more than

half a century. He was regarded as a fighting general, and his

appointment had been hailed with acclamations. He justified

the confidence reposed in him. For Russia he is still the heroic

figure of 1 81 2. Tolstoi writes of him as " the genius of Russia

and of the war ".

He had chosen for the great battle that was to decide the

fate of Moscow a position seventy miles west of the city,

near the junction of the Moskowa and its affluent, the little

River Kologha. He had with him 121,000 men and 640 guns.

But 15,000 of the men were raw militia who had just joined

him. He had entrenched a line of over six miles running
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along the crest of a rise in the general level of the steppe.

The right towards the Moskowa was protected by the Kologha,

the marshy banks of which made it a formidable obstacle.

Near the bridge over the Kologha, at the village of Borodino,

the line left the river and ran along the hills to the dense pine

woods of the Utitza Forest. This part of the front was defended

by several redoubts, the largest of them near the river. An
advanced redoubt had been constructed in the plain south of

the village of Schwardino, It was too far to the front to be

effectively supported by the main battle line, and it was stormed

by Davofit's infantry when the French advanced guard came
up on 5 September.

The next day was spent by both armies in preparations for

the battle. Napoleon had actually with him 120,000 men and

587 guns. The troops bivouacked in battle array, and officers

and men were told to put on their best uniforms. Ney's corps

was posted in the centre, between Schwardino and the south

bank of the Kologha. A mile to his front a straggling belt

of pine woods was held by the Russian outposts ; behind them,

beyond the swampy hollow of a stream, the ground rose to the

great redoubt bristling with cannon, to the left of which were

arrayed the dark masses of Bagration's corps.

With most modern armies the tactical necessity of conceal-

ment has taken all the glitter and colour from the battlefield.

Men march into the fight in dull khaki or bluish grey. But when
the sun rose on 7 September, 181 2, the French Army looked

as if it was prepared, not for a murderous life and death struggle,

but for a spectacular review. It was an army of many nations

and there was a strange variety of brilliant uniforms. The sky

was a cloudless blue, and the sun rose behind the Russian

position and shone in the faces of the attack. "It is the sun

of Austerlitz," exclaimed Napoleon.

There was a rolling of drums, and then the colonels read at

the head of their regiments the Emperor's proclamation telling

the men that the coming victory would give them possession

of Moscow, abundant supplies, comfortable winter quarters,

and the prospect of an early return to their homes, where each as

long as he lived would be proud to say :
" I was in that great

battle before the walls of Moscow ". A signal gun fired from
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the captured redoubt was to have been the signal for the

general advance, then the heights on the Russian left were to

be stormed and their line rolled up by a succession of attacks

towards the centre and right.

The signal was delayed. Ney, ever eager for battle, had sent

an officer to Napoleon asking for permission to attack the

Russians in the woods in his front. There was the same im-

patience everywhere. The men had been under arms for two

hours, and the long wait was becoming a strain on their nerves.

Suddenly from the left beyond the Kologha came the sound of

heavy firing. Without waiting for orders Eugene was attack-

ing Borodino. He drove the Russians out of the village, seized

the bridge, and pushed on towards the main position about

Gorki. While Eugene was still clearing Borodino, Ney had

ordered his batteries to open, and sent swarms of skirmishers

forward into the pines. On his right Davout moved to the

attack and Poniatowski's Poles were tramping forward through

the Utitza woods. The battle had become a frontal attack all

along the line, a struggle to be decided by sheer fighting with

but little manoeuvring. And for perhaps the first time in his

life the Emperor did little or nothing to control or direct the

fight. More than one of those who were with him testifies

that he was ill. He was almost a spectator of the conflict.

He never rode forward from the Schwardino redoubt, and dur-

ing most of the day he was nearly a mile from the firing line,

and depended largely on the reports brought by staff officers

for his knowledge of the progress of the battle.

It raged from early morning till darkness set in, and Ney
was hotly engaged throughout all the fifteen hours of hard

fighting. First he drove in the advanced line of the Russians

in the plain, and then, concentrating towards his right, co-

operated with DavoiJt and Murat in the attack on Bagration's

corps holding the heights about the village of Semenovskoi,

which was set on fire early on the morning and blazed like a

furnace in the midst of the battle. The line of redoubts in

front of the village was taken and retaken. It was not till

noon that Ney was firmly established on the plateau. By that

time the Russian left had been pushed back, and Kutusoff'

s

line of battle was a salient with the Great Redoubt for its apex.
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Round this the fight raged during the afternoon, Ney and

the other generals sent more than one message to the Emperor
begging him to bring the Guard into action. But hour after

hour he kept these fine regiments idle spectators of the distant

battle, which their intervention would have at once decided.

He hesitated to risk his last reserve. The most he would

agree to was that some of the batteries of the Guard should be

sent forward to the heights.

Ney was beside Murat in front of the Great Redoubt when
General Belliard, Murat's chief of the staff, rejoined him, and

told him that he had tried in vain to persuade Napoleon to

send even a portion of the Guard into action. Belliard said he

had found the Emperor depressed, unlike himself, giving his

orders in a languid hesitating way. Ney completely lost con-

trol of himself " What is the Emperor doing in the rear of

the army?" he exclaimed. "If he will not conduct the war

himself, if he is no longer a general, if he wants to play the

Emperor everywhere, let him go back to the Tuileries, and

leave us to command for him !

" Murat was calmer and re-

marked that Napoleon was ill and they must do the best they

could for him.

Attack after attack of the infantry was hurled back from

the Grand Redoubt. Davout had been unhorsed and stunned

early in the day. Murat was commanding his infantry as well

as the cavalry. The French line along the captured heights

had to hold its own against repeated counter-attacks of the

Russians. On the right Barclay had not lost a foot of ground.

Ney was fighting in the centre, near the Great Redoubt, exposing

himself freely in the thickest of the battle. But it was Murat's

cavalry that decided the struggle at this point, a mass of cuir-

assiers charging through the enemy and pouring victoriously

into the open rear of the Redoubt.

The day was drawing to a close, but still the Russians held

on obstinately to the ground between the villages of Gorki and

Tzarevo. The batteries of the Guard came galloping up from

Schwardino and opened fire. The battle became an artillery

duel which died away as the sun went down. Some thought

it would be renewed at daybreak, and the Emperor congratu-

lated himself that he had still the Imperial Guard intact. But
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when the sun rose it was seen that the enemy had retreated

during the hours of darkness.

The battle had been terribly costly for both armies and

both claimed it as a victory. The Russians had taken away

with them some thousands of French prisoners, and thirteen

captured guns as trophies of the stubborn fight. They had lost

no less than 37,500 men killed and wounded, 31 per cent of the

force engaged. Twenty-two of their generals were among the

casualties of the day. Bagration had been killed in the fight

before Semenovskoi. Thirty Russian guns and 5000 prisoners

had been left on the field.

The French—or rather the Imperial Army, for only half

of it was French—had lost 24,500 killed and wounded and

7500 prisoners and missing. Thirty-one generals were killed

or wounded. The peasants of the district had fled. The

troops were exhausted, so very few of the dead were buried,

and thousands of the wounded were left for days uncared for

and died. Seven weeks after the battle, when the Russians,

following up the French retreat, took possession again of the

battle-field, they found it strewn with some 50,000 corpses and

more than 30,000 dead horses, in all stages of decay, and for

weeks burial parties were at work hiding these horrors out of

sight.

The Russians call the battle Borodino, and its name is

always commemorated in that of a battleship of their navy.

They claim that KutusofTs splendid resistance wrecked the

French Army and prepared the way for the disasters that so

soon overtook it. Napoleon in his bulletin of victory called it

the Battle of the Moskowa, perhaps wishing to recall the fact

that it was fought to open the way to Moscow. He singled

out Ney among all the marshals as the leader who had most

largely contributed to the victory, and he rewarded him with

a new title in his military peerage. Henceforth Michel Ney

besides being Due d'Elchingen, was also Prince de la Moskowa.

14



CHAPTER XIII

THE REAR-GUARD OF THE GRAND ARMY (1812)

FROM the death-strewn field the Grand Army marched

on to Moscow, with its ranks sadly thinned, and with

the consciousness that the Russian Army, even if it had

been defeated, had not been destroyed, and was still to be

reckoned with. Murat had started off in pursuit of the enemy

early on 8 September, but when in the afternoon he came on

the rear-guard under Milarodovitch at Mojaisk, there was no

sign that the Russians were in the least demoralized by their

losses. They met his attacks with a stubborn resistance, and

when night fell they still held the town. Napoleon rode up

with DavoQt's corps, and as the darkness came on he saw the

camp fires of 60,000 men glimmering along the slopes to the

eastward, a warning that, far as he had advanced, he was not

yet a conqueror.

Once more the sunrise showed that the Russians had dis-

appeared. Only the irregular swarms of Cossacks scouring the

country in the French front told of the presence of an enemy.

Then day after day the Russians steadily retired before the

advance of the invaders. It was expected that there would be

another fight before Moscow was reached, but there were only

insignificant skirmishes. Kutusoff retired through the city

which was abandoned by nearly all its inhabitants, and on 14

September Murat rode into Moscow with the cavalry of the

French vanguard.

Ney had been joined by an old comrade on the 12th, when

De Fezensac, who had formerly served on his staff, and had

been attached to the Emperor's head-quarters at the outset of

the campaign, took up the command of the 4th Infantry, vacant

since its Colonel, Massy, had been killed at Borodino. The

regiment had crossed the Niemen 2500 strong. When De

Fezensac took command, it mustered only 800 bayonets. In
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the whole of the 3rd Corps Ney had now not more than 8000

men. The 3rd Division (the Wiirtembergers under Marchand)

had lost so seriously that there were only 1000 men in its

ranks.

To the disappointment of the officers and men Ney's corps

did not enter Moscow. It was ordered to camp on the hills

to the westward, whence there was a splendid view of the great

city with the pinnacles and towers of the Kremlin, and the

gilded and painted domes of hundreds of churches. On the

night of the 14th the bivouacs of the 3rd Corps were roused

by the news that there was a great fire in the city. The men
watched it for hours and saw it die out before morning. On
the next night there was another alarm. This time the fire

blazed all through the night, breaking out in new places as the

wind changed, and in the morning a dense pall of smoke hung

over the city. Moscow had been set on fire by the Russians,

and burned for six days and nights. News was brought from

the city that the troops who held it were being allowed to

plunder it from end to end, on the plea that what they took

was doomed to destruction by the Russians themselves, and

there were wild rumours of the enormous store of wealth to be

found in the houses of the nobility and the shops and ware-

houses of the business quarters. At the same time Ney re-

ceived orders to prevent any of his men from leaving camp and

going into the city. But there was such excitement among
the soldiers, that the Marshal and his officers decided that a

strict enforcement of these orders might result in widespread

insubordination, and they therefore connived at parties of men
from each regiment going into Moscow to secure a share of

the loot for themselves and their comrades. It is quite clear

that the discipline of the army was already breaking down.

De Fezensac is not alone in his statements that the heavy

losses incurred, the hardships of the long advance through a

wasted country, and the disappointing conviction that the war

was only beginning, had told on officers and men alike. After

the first hopes excited by the sight of Moscow there was a

general depression. Hitherto the capture of an enemy's capital

had meant the speedy termination of a campaign. But the

sight of Moscow blazing from end to end told that in this case
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the enemy meant to continue his resistance after destroying

the prize the Emperor had won at the cost of so many dangers

and so much loss and suffering for his army. He had promised

his men comfortable winter quarters, and abundant supplies

once Moscow was occupied. The city was a smoking ruin,

and the men were heaping up useless plunder in the camps,

where they had to live from hand to mouth, and where the

horses were dying for want of forage.

For some days all touch with Kutusoffs Army had been

lost. Then it was reported to be on the Vladimir road north-

east of the city. Napoleon tried to communicate with the

Czar through the Russian head-quarters, and spoke confidently

of dictating a peace, or, alternatively, marching on St. Peters-

burg ; but at a conference at the Kremlin, at which Ney was

present, the Marshals told him that any further extended

operations were out of the question, and some of them even

ventured to suggest that it would not be easy to hold on to

Moscow much longer.

In the last week of September Ney was ordered to transfer

his corps to the north-east side of Moscow, and take up a

position on the Vladimir road. The 3th Corps had now been

rejoined by numbers of stragglers left behind in the advance

and slightly wounded men dismissed from the hospitals, and

its strength had been brought up to 10,000 men, just two-

fifths of the force that Ney had led across the frontier river.

The march through Moscow gave most of the officers and

men their first close view of the burned city. It was a wilder-

ness of blackened ruins, amidst which, here and there, rose

a church or a mansion that had escaped the flames. Some of

the wretched inhabitants who had stayed in the place were

wandering among the wreckage, searching for the dead bodies

of animals or digging for roots in the gardens in order to find

some food. Among them were several disbanded Russian

soldiers, Ney made prisoners of some fifty of them and handed

them over to an officer of the French garrison, who remarked

that it would have saved a lot of trouble if they had been shot.

The 3rd Corps for some days occupied a number of villages

on the Jaroslav and Vladimir roads. Then it was ascertained

that there was no large force of the enemy in this direction.
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Kutusoff had marched round to the south side of Moscow and

established himself in a position across the Kaluga road. There

he threatened the French line of retreat and cut the invaders

off from the unwasted southern provinces. Ney's corps was

withdrawn to the Vladimir suburb of Moscow. It was a

region of villas and gardens and had escaped the conflagration.

Here many of the officers and men could find roofs to shelter

them, but supplies were woefully scanty. " It was with diffi-

culty," says De Fezensac, "that we could procure black bread

and beer. Meat began to be very scarce. We had to send

strong detachments to hunt for cattle in the woods where the

peasants had taken refuge, and these parties often came back

in the evening bringing nothing with them. Such was the

alleged plenty procured for us by the pillaging of the city.

We had liqueurs, sugar and jam, but we were short of bread

and meat. We could wrap ourselves in furs, but we were soon

without coats and shoes. There were diamonds and jewels

and various objects of luxury, and we were nearly dying of

hunger."

In the first part of October there were cloudy days with

showers of cold rain. Then there were nights of hard frost and

occasional snow. It was the first menace of the Russian

winter. But still there were rumours of peace, and men looked

forward hopefully to a speedy end to their present hardships.

The Emperor was holding a series of reviews on the great

parade ground of the Kremlin, and on 17 October Ney was in-

formed that the 3rd Corps would be inspected there next day.

On the morning of the 1 8th he once more marched through

the ruined city at the head of his 10,000 men. They had

spent the day before preparing for the review. The parade

uniforms had been carefully preserved and muskets and bayo-

nets had been polished up, so that at first sight the thinned

ranks of the regiments presented a brave show when they

were marshalled at the Kremlin. But the men's boots were

broken and roughly patched, and their thin haggard faces told

of how much they had had to endure. At the sight of the

Emperor there was an outburst of the old enthusiasm. He
passed along the lines to the cry of " Vive rEmpereur T^ He
distributed some crosses of the Legion, spoke familiarly to
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officers and men, and congratulated Ney on the appearance of

his corps. But he must have been unfavourably impressed by

its diminished numbers. Regiments had shrunk to weak

battalions. Companies .were represented by squads. In al-

most every case there were two captains and several lieutenants

to each company. So many men had disappeared from the

ranks, that two or three companies had had to be combined

into a new unit with this superfluity of officers. Then there

were companies of dismounted cavalry troopers acting as in-

fantry, and it was with difficulty that sufficient horses had been

found for the gun teams.

While the review was in progress a staff officer of Murat's

cavalry corps rode on to the parade ground and handed a dis-

patch to the Emperor. Those who were near him saw by

his change of countenance that it conveyed serious news. It

told Napoleon that at dawn that morning Murat had been

attacked by overwhelming numbers at Winkowo, south of

Moscow. His outposts had been surprised and driven in by

the grey light of the winter dawn ; for a while his retreat had

been cut off; he had cleared the way by desperate hand to

hand fighting, but he had left several guns in the hands of the

Russians and a large number of prisoners. It was a disaster

that might be the prelude of worse things.

The parade was dismissed, and Ney marched back to the

Vladimir suburb, a shower of snow whitening the roads as the

men tramped through the ruined city. He had hardly reached

the suburb when a staff officer arrived with orders. Moscow

was to be abandoned, Ney was to be ready to march at day-

break next morning. He would receive detailed instructions

later.

The day was spent collecting and piling on the transport

wagons all the supplies that remained. The soldiers insisted

on adding to the loads some of the plunder they had secured,

and further burdened themselves with all kinds of portable

property, soon to be thrown away by the roadside. In fact

sooner or later all the loot of Moscow was destined to fall into

the hands of the pursuing Cossacks. Shortly after midnight

the marching column was formed and moved off by the light

of a burning monastery, for the French were vengefully eager
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to destroy all that they were forced to abandon. Daylight

showed Ney's soldiers that the 3rd Corps was a unit in a great

multitude moving southwards from Moscow along the "new
road " to Kaluga and on the open ground on both sides of it.

More than a hundred thousand men were on the march en-

cumbered with thousands of wagons and hundreds of carriages

of all kinds, from the equipages of French residents in Moscow
who were now fugitives with their countrymen, down to hand-

barrows laden with loot from the city. " The march looked

more like that of a caravan than an army," said one of the

spectators. The guns had been horsed with difficulty, and

their number was out of all proportion to the available gunners

and ammunition, but Napoleon had refused to leave any of

them behind. They would be trophies for the enemy, he said.

This was nevertheless to be their fate before long.

Two roads from Moscow lead to Kaluga. The army was

moving by the eastern or " new " road, that on which Kutusoff's

army was posted, and on which he had surprised and defeated

Murat. But this first movement was a feint. Napoleon's

plan was to transfer his army by cross roads and tracks to the

western or "old" road, and marching along the latter, pass

round the enemy's flank and reach Kaluga without a battle.

Ney's corps was posted on the new road at Tschirkovo, two

days' march from Moscow, to cover this movement. He ex-

pected to be attacked by the Russians, but there were only

skirmishes between his outposts and the Cossacks. The fact

was that Kutusoff had discovered the French flank march to

the old road, and was moving more rapidly on a parallel line

of march to cut off the Emperor from Kaluga.

After a three days' halt, Ney received orders to follow the

main body. The march of the 3rd Corps by the cross roads,

unpaved wagon tracks, proved to be a trying operation. It

began in the night of the 23rd under a heavy downpour of

chilling rain, that converted the track, already badly cut up

by hoof and wheel, into a prolonged swamp, through which

horses and men toiled wearily.

At daybreak the Cossacks began a series of harrassing

attacks on flank and rear. It was not till the 26th that the

3rd Corps rejoined the head-quarters of the Grand Army at
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Borovsk. There Ney heard what had been happening during

the last few days. The Emperor had found his way barred by

Kutusoff at Malo-Jaroslavetz. There had been hard fighting

with heavy loss and indecisive results. For a while Napoleon

had thought of forcing his way through at all costs, but he had

realized that even a victory would leave the Grand Army too

crippled to continue its march southward, and he had reluc-

tantly decided to fall back on the northern route by which he

had advanced, and to retreat by way of Smolensk and Witebsk

through a devastated tract of country. He hoped to draw

supplies for the Army from magazines at Smolensk, and to

have further supplies brought up from Germany to other

points on the route, in time to provide for the wants of his

troops as they reached Witebsk, Wilna and Kovno.

In the first stage of the retreat Davout with the ist Corps

formed the rear-guard, but even so Ney's corps was continu-

ally worried by attacks of the Cossack irregulars. They
swarmed on the flanks of the long columns of the Grand

Army. Once a strong body of these wild spearmen broke

through the French line of march close to the spot where

Napoleon himself was riding with his staff, and would have

captured or killed the Emperor if they had not been eager to

plunder a convoy of wagons laden with the loot of Moscow.

Ney's men were already enduring the first trials and suffer-

ings of the retreat, though its worst horrors were still to come.

The country was utterly desolate. The men had to live on
the scanty supplies they carried with them, and on rations

provided by killing the horses that showed signs of breaking

down. During each day's march wagons and guns had to be

abandoned for want of teams to drag them further. The
artillery caissons thus left on the track were set on fire and
blew up with loud explosions. Every man that straggled

from the ranks was mercilessly speared by the Cossacks.

The French were exasperated by the miseries they endured.

Every village was fired as they passed through it, and one
day Ney's corps found the track strewn with disarmed Russian

soldiers lying dead with their skulls smashed with musket

butt.s. A division that was marching in front of the 3rd Corps

was escorting a column of prisoners, and had killed in this
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way all who were too exhausted to keep their places in the

ranks.

On 29 October Ney marched past the ruins of Mojaisk

and traversed the battle-field of Borodino. The dead bodies

of men and horses in all stages of decay still cumbered the

ground. The day of horrors ended with a bivouac near the

monastery of Koletkoi on the western edge of the battle-field.

It had been used as a hospital after the battle, and was now a

huge tomb of unburied dead. Those who visited it found

only corpses and skeletons lying on rotten straw. In another

abandoned hospital, the only remaining building of the ruined

town of Gyat, a search party headed by Colonel de Fezensac

found and rescued a few survivors of the 3rd Corps. They
had been lying there for weeks in the midst of filth and misery

without doctors, nurses or medicine, almost without food.

The unburied dead were heaped up in the courtyard.

On I November the 3rd Corps reached Viasma. One
of the suburbs had escaped the conflagration that destroyed

the town, and here Ney and some of his officers and men
spent a night under a roof, after sleeping for a fortnight in

the open. In this stage of the retreat Eugene with the 4th

Corps (Italians) followed Ney and then came Davout with the

1st Corps acting as the rear-guard. Kutusoff had not been

content merely to follow the retirement. While pressing the

rear-guard with a mass of Cossacks and regular cavalry under

Platoff, he had detached a strong force under the most enter-

prising of his lieutenants, Milarodovitch—the "Murat of

Russia "— to fall upon the flank of the Grand Army. Milor-

adovitch marched rapidly through the yet unwasted region

south of the line of retreat, and struck at the flank of the 4th

Corps east of Viasma, and on 2 November had cut off Eugene
and Davout from Ney's position there. Ney had to remain

halted in order to hold Viasma while his two colleagues fought

their way through the Russians to rejoin him. He was him-

self attacked and on 3 November was for five hours in close

action with the enemy. By evening he had beaten them off,

and was again in touch with Eugene and Davout, who, after

repulsing the repeated onsets of Platoff's Cossacks, had forced

their way through the Russian lines at the cost of heavy
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losses, and after abandoning many guns and long convoys of

wagons. The ist Corps was so reduced in numbers and so

exhausted that Ney was ordered to relieve Davout, and take

his place with the 3rd Corps as the rear-guard of the retreating

army.

On the 4th Viasma was abandoned, and the remaining

houses set on fire. Ney's corps held the border of a pine

wood along the banks of the Viasma river and easily repulsed

some irresolute attacks of the enemy, while the 4th and ist

Corps passed through its lines to continue the retreat. Ney
and his officers were startled at the sight of the disorganization

of these two corps. They streamed along the forest roads in

disorderly masses, encumbered with crowds of men who had

thrown away their arms and lost their regiments. One unit

only, the Italian Royal Guard, still moved with some show of

order and discipline. Hundreds of the fugitives lay down and

slept in the woods, though the officers urged them to push on.

When in its turn the 3rd Corps moved off on the morning of

the 5th, the masses of stragglers, for whom there was no food

to spare, came crowding upon the rear-guard. Then there was

a horrible scene as the soldiers drove them back first with

blows of musket butts then by firing on them. But to allow

them to encumber the rear-guard would have been destruction

for all. They were mercilessly repulsed, and before long the

lances of the pursuing Cossacks put an end to their misery.

Across a wide plain and through another belt of wood the

3rd Corps retired during the next day, harassed by the

Cossacks in the daylight, and fired upon by artillery at random

during the night. On the 6th it became .suddenly colder and

during the night snow fell heavily hour after hour. A gale of

wind made it almost impossible to light the bivouac fires, and

the men were chilled to the bone. In the morning the whole

aspect of the country had changed. It was an unbroken ex-

panse of snow. The streams were rapidly freezing. The sky

was a mass of dark-grey clouds.

The army was now approaching Smolensk and the vanguard

was cro.ssing the Dnieper. To give time for the slow move-

ment of the long columns and the heavy convoys across the

river, Ney was ordered to make a stand at Dorogbuz. He
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had in vain written to the Emperor urging that the retreat

should be accelerated by abandoning useless guns and a large

part of the convoys. Napoleon was reluctant to leave any

trophies to the enemy, and did not realize the full extent of

the danger impending over the Grand Army.

The defence of Dorogbuz collapsed in a few hours. The
enemy rushed the town, an attempt to recapture it ended in

failure, and Ney realized that he could not ask any more of

his wearied and half-starved soldiers. He was in a bad temper

as he gave the orders to abandon the position and continue

the retreat, and under the strong feeling of the moment he

unjustly blamed his officers. Beating off continual attacks of

the Russians, and abandoning crowds of wounded and ex-

hausted men on the way, the thinned ranks of the 3rd Corps

plodded slowly back to the crossing of the Dnieper at

Solovievo.

The weather was fearful. A high wind drove the snow

in dense whirling showers that often blotted out the view

beyond a few yards. Deep drifts, in which the men sunk to

the knee or the waist, encumbered the track. Where the

snow lay less deeply the way was marked with the white

mounds that covered the dead left behind by the corps that

had already passed by. The track was strewn with abandoned

arms and equipments, and here and there lay dying and

starving men whom it was impossible to succour. The long

nights in the frozen bivouacs always ended with scores of

men being left on the ground, dead or so exhausted with

starvation, cold, and frostbite that they could not move. There

was no transport for the sick and wounded. Day after day

the horses were breaking down, and numbers of wagons had

to be abandoned to the Cossacks.

On 10 November the Dnieper was reached. The other

corps had already crossed. Ney fought a rear-guard action on

the right bank on the iith to cover the crossing of his own
corps, but he had to leave most of his guns and wagons behind

him. Two days' march now lay between him and Smolensk

where the men were promised that they would find rest, shelter,

and abundance of food and warm clothing. But hundreds

who had passed the Dnieper broke down before they reached
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the city. On the night of the 13th Ney's corps bivouacked

in the pine woods about two miles to the east of it. Of the

10,000 who had marched out of Moscow only some 3000 were

left. The Wlirtemberg division had ceased to exist. The
few officers and men who survived from it had been attached

to the other divisions. The cavalry was represented by a few

mounted officers and troopers, not even one squadron could

be mustered. Most of the artillery had been left on the road.

Ney had only twelve badly horsed guns and hardly any

ammunition for them.

On the 14th the remnant of the 3rd Corps marched into

Smolensk. The city was half in ruins. Of the buildings that

were left most had been converted into hospitals, where 7000
sick and wounded were huddled together in utter misery.

The doors and woodwork of the houses had been pulled down
and burned for firewood. Worst of all Ney's exhausted

soldiers could obtain hardly anything in the way of food or

clothes. The corps that had already reached Smolensk had

fairly pillaged the magazines. There had been no orderly

distribution but only waste and confusion. Some regiments

had secured a temporary abundance, others next to nothing.

Ney's men, whose devoted courage had protected the retreat

of their comrades, fared the worst of all. They were glad to

get a little flour and a number of broken-down horses to be

slaughtered for the camp kettles. Even the promise of rest

and shelter for a while, which had buoyed them up during the

last days of their terrible march, ended in disappointment.

The Grand Army was already moving off, for there was news
of fresh hosts of the enemy coming up from the south to be

beforehand with the retreating invaders at the crossing of the

Beresina.

Ney received a reinforcement of a few hundred men, the

remnant of the 129th Erench regiment of the Line, and an

Illyrian regiment. He also obtained a much-needed supply

of ammunition. His corps was still to act as the rear-guard.

On the 14th it took up a position in the suburbs to keep the

Russians at bay during the evacuation of Smolensk. In the

night the cold was so intense that it was with difficulty that

the sentries could be kept at their posts. At daybreak the
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enemy appeared, but the men of the 3rd Corps fought with a

steady courage and beat off every attack. Ney was pleased

with the day's work and spoke to the officers of his satisfaction

with the men. The victory thus won seemed to augur well

for the future. He did not realize that the Russians had not

seriously pressed the attack and were in no great force.

Kutusoff had pushed westward with 80,000 men and gained

the flank of Napoleon's line of retreat. He was not anxious

about the mere recapture of Smolensk. His hope was that

he would be able to strike at the long straggling column,

separate corps from corps, and destroy or capture the Grand

Army piecemeal. He nearly succeeded.

On the 17th Ney marched from Smolensk, abandoning

perforce to the enemy the crowded hospitals and a large number
of guns and ammunition wagons and quantities of military

stores that he could neither move nor destroy. Various de-

tachments of troops that had remained to the last brought his

fighting force up to a little over 5000 men. He reduced his

artillery to six guns. Of his cavalry all that was left was

formed into a weak troup to do escort and messenger duties.

His march was encumbered by a miserable crowd of some 7000
disorganized fugitives. During the first day he had only to deal

with the irregular attacks of the Cossacks. He bivouacked

for the night at Koritnya and at sunrise on 18 November re-

sumed his march, hoping to reach Krasnoi that afternoon and

there find Davout's corps awaiting him.

All the morning the Cossacks hung on his flank and rear

and cut off numbers of the fugitives, but were always driven

back from the ordered ranks of the marching column by a

few volleys. Presently the sound of cannon was heard in the

distance, and then numbers of Cossacks showed themselves in

front of the 2nd Division which was leading. No special

attention was paid to this fact, as the Cossacks often cut in

upon the line of march. Then Ney's vanguard, approaching

Krasnoi, came upon General Ricard's division belonging to

the 1st Corps, a few hundred men with six guns. Ricard

reported that he had been in action with a greatly superior

force of the enemy and had been cut off from his corps com-

mander DavoOt. Krasnoi was held by the Russians. Except
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for the hovering bands of Cossacks there was no enemy in

sight, but the view did not extend far. The weather had be-

come warmer, or rather less cold. The snow showed signs of

a coming thaw, and a damp fog drifted over the plain.

Uniting Ricard's small force to his own, Ney formed

up his corps for battle and advanced through the fog till

suddenly forty guns opened upon him at a short range, and

he had a glimpse of ordered masses of the enemy waiting in

battle array. He fell back and halted, expecting to be attacked.

He had hardly done so when a Russian officer with a flag of

truce rode into his lines.

The Russian was brought to Ney, and told him he was sent

by General Milarodovitch to demand the surrender of the 3rd

Corps. " A Marshal of France cannot surrender. You may
go back to those who sent you," was Ney's indignant reply.

But the Russian asked to be allowed to explain what was the

actual situation. Kutusoff and Milarodovitch, he said, had

so high an opinion of Ney's courage and military talents, that

they would never think of proposing to him anything that was

dishonourable or unworthy of him. But a capitulation was in-

evitable. To refuse meant the useless sacrifice of brave men's

lives. Kutusoff had attacked the Emperor and his Imperial

Guard near Krasnoi. Napoleon had continued his retreat

after being for a while separated from Eugene and DavoOt.

These had in turn been attacked. They had rejoined the

Emperor at the cost of leaving in the hands of the Russians

most of their guns, their convoys, and thousands of prisoners.

The Grand Army had moved on leaving Ney isolated, and he

had in front of him at that moment 80,000 men. There was

no need of giving an immediate answer. There could be a

brief truce during which Ney might send some of his officers

to verify the statements made to him.

An officer sent with a flag of truce is a picked man. The
Russian in his brilliant cavalry uniform, with a fur pelisse

wrapped round him and mounted on a sleek charger presented

a striking contrast to the Marshal and his officers, a group of

haggard-looking men in ragged uniforms, huddled together

amid the fog and the snow, with the weary battalions halted

close by, and crowds of disorganized fugitives waiting anxiously
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to know their fate. The Russians must have felt sure that the

surrender would be soon settled. But suddenly away to the

front a red flash tore through the fog and there came the

ringing report of a Russian gun and the whistle of a shot in

the air. On some false alarm, probably the result ofa band of dis-

organized fugitives wandering towards the hostile line, a battery

had opened fire. "You are a prisoner, Sir," said Ney to the

astonished envoy; "Your people have fired on us while you

are in my lines and that forfeits the protection of your white

flag." The officer protested, but had to give up his sword,

and for three weeks shared the hard fortunes of the 3rd Corps.

Ney had taken the desperate resolution of trying to break

through the enemy in the fog, and hoped that the failure of the

envoy to return would help him, by leaving the Russian com-

mander in doubt to the last moment as to what was coming.

The fight did not last half-an-hour. General Razout with the

2nd Division, formed in columns of regiments, led the attack.

But it was driven back by a hail of grapeshot discharged from

a long row of guns at close quarters. The Russians then

attacked in turn. The infantry came on in great masses with

the bayonet. A storm of cavalry charged out of the fog, and

fell on both flanks of the French. Only by desperate exertions

Ney, with the ist Division and Ricard's men, checked the

onset for a moment, covered Razout's retirement, and extri-

cated his little force from the disastrous engagement. Numbers
of beaten men never rallied. They mingled in the confused

crowds of disbanded fugitives that fled aimlessly through the

fog, and the Cossacks only drew off from the pursuit of them

as the darkness came on.

The losses had been terrible. Six guns were saved. De
Fezensac's regiment, the 4th, had gone into action over 400
strong. Only 200 were left. The Illyrian regiment and

the 1 8th had suffered still more heavily. The 18th had lost

its eagle. General Lenchantin had been taken prisoner. Razout

was wounded.

A man of less iron will than Ney might well have despaired,

and tried to make terms with the victors. He had reformed

his little army in column of march, and, to the surprise of all,

was leading it back towards Smolensk. All the wounded, who
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could still keep on their feet, marched in the ranks. From
time to time a few of the fugitives rejoined him. It was near

the end of the day and in the gloom of the coming darkness the

Cossack spearmen pressed upon the rear. The position seemed

utterly hopeless. "But," writes De Fezensac, " the presence of

Marshal Ney was enough to reassure us. Without knowing

what he intended or what he could do, we knew that he would

do something. His confidence in himself was equal to his

courage. The greater the danger the more prompt was his re-

solution, and once he had decided what course to take he never

doubted of success. Thus, even at a moment like this, his face

showed no sign of indecision or anxiety. Every one turned his

eyes to him, but no one ventured to question him. At last see-

ing one of his staff near him, the Marshal said in a low voice

:

' It is not well with us.' ' What are you going to do ? ' replied

the officer. 'Get to the other side of the Dnieper.' 'Where

is the way to it?' 'We shall find out' 'But what if it is

not frozen over? '
' It will be.'

"

This was the first revelation of Ney's plan for avoiding

surrender. Somewhere to the north of the track he was follow-

ing, and not many miles away, ran the Dnieper. He would

reach it after dark, cross on the ice and thus evade pursuit and

rejoin the Grand Army by a march on the north side of the

river. He hoped to overtake Napoleon at Orsza, where a re-

serve magazine of supplies had been formed.

He had a wretchedly imperfect map, which could only

give him vague and general indications. But presently he led

the column away from the road across the snowy fields to the

left. In a hollow he dismounted, cleared some snow away,

and found as he expected the ice on a stream. He broke the

ice and found out in which direction the water was running.

"The stream must flow into the Dnieper," he said. " It will

guide us to the river bank." At sunset he halted at a large

village. The peasants had fled leaving their small stores of

food in the houses. Fires were lighted, more fires than were

actually needed, in order to impress the pursuing Cossacks

with a false idea of his numbers. The men bivouacked and had

supper. The many wounded were sheltered in the houses where

the surgeons dressed their wounds. An outpost line was formed,
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and after the exchange of a few shots the Cossacks drew off to

a respectful distance. They were quite satisfied that they had

marked down the column for destruction next morning.

But at eight o'clock, leaving a few men to keep the fires

alight and follow later, Ney silently reformed his column and

marched to the Dnieper bank, guided by one of the villagers,

whom some of Ney's Polish soldiers had captured and who
promised to show him a bend of the river where the ice was

firm enough to cross. At nine o'clock he stood on the river

bank. The ice had partly thawed, but there was a hard frost,,

and he decided not to attempt the crossing at once but to wait

till after midnight. The three hours would make the ice firmer,,

and give time for more of the stragglers to come in. His per-

fect self-possession was shown by the fact that, as soon as he

had reconnoitred the river and given his orders, he wrapped

himself in his cloak and lying down on the snow slept soundly

till midnight.

Then the Marshal rose and began to direct the crossing.

The ice was treacherous, and it was found that the only safe

way to cross was by sending over the men in single file at

several points. Fires lighted on both banks showed the way.

When most ofthe infantry and some thousands of the disbanded

fugitives had crossed, an attempt was made to send some horses

and wagons over the ice. A few horses crossed safely, but

several broke through and were lost. A wagon laden with

wounded men crashed through the ice and disappeared, and a

few of the wounded were seen struggling in the chilly water or

clinging to fragments of floating ice. Some of them were res-

cued. In one case Ney himself was the rescuer. Crawling

on hands and knees along the ice, he reached the edge of the

huge gap that had opened in it and dragged out of it a man
who was clinging to the broken edge. It proved to be a staft

officer. Captain De Briqueville, who had the good fortune

to survive the horrors of the retreat and return to France.

After this accident it was decided that all the guns and

wagons must be abandoned on the south bank. The ranks,

were formed and the march began, at first for a few miles

northward in order to gain some distance from the river, then

once more to the westward. For some hours of the long night

15
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the men bivouacked in a belt of pines and made fires to warm
themselves. Ney hoped that he had shaken off all pursuit,

and that there were no Russians north of the river. He ex-

pected that two long marches would bring him to Orsza.

But early next day there was a disappointing discovery.

Before dawn some Cossacks were surprised asleep in a farm.

Then after the column had been moving across open snow-

covered fields and through belts of wood, at last it came upon

a highway, and there the snow was trampled with horse hoofs

and there were the tracks of sledge runners. A large body of

mounted troops had evidently passed that way within a few

hours, for the tracks were quite fresh.

Platoff, the hetman of the Cossacks, had crossed the Dnieper

the day before at the head of some thousands of his men, ir-

regulars such as had been harrassing the French retreat day

after day, and with them several squadrons of drilled regulars

accompanied by a number of light field guns mounted on

sledges. It was not expected that any French troops would be

found on the north bank, and the column was sent there to

make a rapid march, in order to fall upon the right flank of

the Grand Army. It was not long before Cossack patrols came

iipon Ney's little column toiling through the half-melted snow,

•with the miserable crowd of disbanded men straggling after it.

Some of the Cossacks galloped off to carrj'' the news to their

hetman, the rest, rapidly reinforced by other bands of wild

spearmen, rode in among the fugitives, killed numbers of them,

and drove the rest back to the protection of the column.

Platoff was between Ney and his objective Orsza, and

further from the river than the French. He turned back to

attack them. At first Ney had hoped that he would have to

deal only with the worrying tactics of the irregulars. They

never charged home, and were easily driven off by musketry

fire when they came within close range, but no one who
straggled from the formed ranks of the French escaped their

spears. The situation became more serious when Platoffs main

body came in sight and his light artillery opened fire. It

needed all Ney's courage and energy to face this new danger.

He now commanded only a small force of infantry, encum-

bered by a mob of disbanded men, and having with them not
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a gun or a wagon, so that they had only the small supply of

cartridges and food that the men carried. They were opposed

by a numerically superior force of mounted men with artillery.

If they marched with closed up ranks the Cossack leader could

choose his own distance and keep them under artillery fire.

If they opened out the cavalry would be upon them. But for

two days and the intervening night Ney faced this terrible

danger, marching slowly for most of the time, snatching a brief

rest when for a while the enemy's attacks slackened, and losing

men continually. In the course of the 19th all the disbanded

men had disappeared. Some had been made prisoners, a few

were wandering about the country or hiding in the woods, but

most had been mercilessly massacred by the Cossacks, There

was hope only for those who could keep their places in the

marching ranks. For those who fell wounded by the enemy's

fire, or out of sheer exhaustion, there was no chance. They
mostly accepted their fate with stoical indifference. A sergeant

of the 4th Infantry dropped with his thigh shattered by a shot.

" Here's another man done for," he said coolly to his comrades,

"Take my knapsack. You will find it useful." But there

were moments when it seemed as if the nerve of the sorely tried

men was breaking down. More than once it was all that Ney
and his officers could do to steady the ranks, as with a wild

" Hurrah ! " the storm of Cossack lancers came surging round

them.

Ney marched in two columns, one under his personal com-

mand, the other under General Henin. When in close action

with the Russians one would show a bold front and beat off

the charges, while the other moved on and gained ground. If

both had to make a stand they could cross their fire. During

the 19th he gradually drew nearer to the course of the river

and in the afternoon found some respite from the enemy's

attacks, when he gained the shelter of the pine woods along

the Dnieper. Here he rested for a while in the night, but

marched again before dawn. He left the woods, and the

ground became difficult as the track was intersected by the

numerous ravines formed by streams running down to the river.

At each of these obstacles some of the weary men broke down
and were left behind. The attacks of the enemy had begun
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again at daybreak. Platoff marched on a parallel track to

Ney's rapidly dwindling force, now cannonading it with his

sledge-mounted artillery, now launching his Cossack cavalry in

charge after charge. Ney was the life and soul of the dogged

resistance that was everywhere offered to these onsets. Moving

on foot among the men, now here, now there, he encouraged

them by telling them that the worst was over ; that next day

they would be resting in safety at Orsza ; that he had sent on

an ofificer to tell the Emperor they w^ere coming, and that soon

a helping hand would be held out to them.

Ney's messenger had started before dawn. Badly mounted

on a starved horse, ignorant of the country, and forced fre-

quently to hide from roving Cossacks, it was only by a series of

happy chances that he reached Orsza after dark. The Emperor

had that day marched ofif with the Imperial Guard, now re-

duced from 35,000 to 6000 men. Eugene and Davout were

still there. All hope of seeing Ney again had been abandoned,

and the two Marshals could hardly believe their ears when the

tired officer was brought to them, and told them he had parted

from Ney that morning, and that a remnant of the 3rd Corps

was fighting its way to Orsza.

A force of all three arms under the command of Eugene

was at once sent out. After marching for some miles and

finding no sign of the column, he halted in the darkness and

fired salvoes of artillery at regular intervals, as a signal to Ney
in case he should be within hearing. Presently a reply was

heard—distant volleys of musketry, for Ney had no guns with

which to answer. Eugene moved on for awhile, and then fired

some more signal guns to guide his colleague. At last the

little column appeared, less than 900 men—not a few of them

wounded—all that was left of the 6000 who had marched out of

Smolensk. Ney was at their head. Eugene ran to meet him,

and the two leaders fell into each other's arms.

Ney was excited and angry. DavoOt, he said, should have

held on at Krasnoi until the 3rd Corps could reach the place,

or if he could not do that he should have sent him timely war-

ning, instead of allowing him to march into a trap. He con-

tinued speaking in this strain during the night march back to

Orsza. There he met Davout. The Marshal tried to explain
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his retirement from Krasnoi and his failure to warn him. Ney

gave him an angry look and replied :
" As for me, Monsieur le

Marechal, I do not reproach you. God sees us and will judge us."

When the Emperor heard of Ney's exploit he exclaimed,

" He is the bravest of the brave," and then he spoke of the way

in which Ney had extricated the remnant of the 3rd Corps

from imminent destruction as a good augury for the whole army.

" I shall yet save my eagles !
" he said.

Eighteen days of marching and fighting, culminating in the

disaster at Krasnoi, had reduced Ney's corps to the strength

of a battalion. Only one of his generals and two of his

colonels were still capable of further service. He had lost all

his artillery, cavalry and transport. He had looked forward to

receiving reinforcements at Orsza, reorganizing his corps, and

giving the weary men a rest.

But once more, as at Smolensk, a bitter disappointment

awaited him. The supplies collected at Orsza had already been

for the most part distributed to the Imperial Guard and the

other corps. He could only obtain very little for his men.

And they could not even have the much-needed rest for there

was a halt of only a few hours.

For the Emperor had hurriedly marched off with the Guard

and ordered the other corps to follow him immediately. He
had heard serious news. Two Russian armies were converging

upon his line of retreat a few marches to the westward.

Tchitchagoff, an admiral serving for a while as a general, after

leaving 30,000 men to oppose Schwartzenberg's Austrians, had

marched up from the southward with 40,000 more, and cap-

tured Minsk, where a vast amount of supplies had been stored

for the Grand Army. Wittgenstein, with 35,000 men, was

coming down from the northward and forcing back the corps

left with Victor to protect that flank. Napoleon had intended to

retreat by way of Minsk. He was now directing his march

on the crossing of the Beresina river near Borisov. There was

no considerable depot of stores nearer than Wilna, and

there was a terrible risk that among the half-frozen swamps of

the Beresina he would find his way barred by Tchitchagoff and

Wittgenstein, while Kutusoff with the main Russian army fell

upon his rear.
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Orsza was evacuated on 20 November. Davout's corps

now formed the rear-guard, and Ney's handful ofmen had only to

endure the hardships and dangers that were the common lot of

all the French Army. During the next few days a broad

highway led through the wooded country that was once part

of the great forest of Minsk. The partial thaw during the day

made the marching difficult. During the nights there was in-

tense cold, and in a week the handful of men that now repre-

sented the 3rd Corps had lost 200 more officers and soldiers

through hunger, exposure, and sickness. Some of the regi-

ments had entirely disappeared. Others were represented by
one or two weak companies and a squad of officers, who no

longer had men to command, and had armed themselves with

muskets to fight as privates. As the army approached the

Beresina, it was joined by the corps of Victor and Oudinot

—

reduced in numbers but still in good fighting form, with some
well horsed batteries and well mounted regiments of cavalry.

The two Marshals and their soldiers were startled at the sight of

the ragged, war-worn remnant ofthe conquerors ofBorodino and

Moscow, and the miserable crowd of fugitives, men, women,
and children, that accompanied their march. With the rein-

forcements supplied by these two corps Napoleon had some

50,000 men at his command, but the mob of disbanded soldiers

and civilian camp-followers and refugees was almost as nume-
rous—some estimates placing their numbers as high as 40,000.

The situation had become, if anything, more perilous dur-

ing the march from Orsza. Tchitchagoff, moving up the western

bank of the Beresina, had beaten Dombrowski's Poles and

seized the bridge at Borisov. Wittgenstein was closing in from

the northward on the other bank. Happily for the French

Kutusofif, with his army suffering almost as much as the in-

vaders from the terrible weather, was pursuing them very

slowly. They had gained a little on him—but for this the

position would have been hopeless. Even so Napoleon con-

sidered the outlook .so menacing that he burned his private

papers and the reports of his ministers, and ordered the eagles

of his regiments to be destroyed. He showed, however, an un-

wise persistence in endeavouring to save scores of now useless

guns from becoming the trophies of the enemy. Wagons were
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abandoned, officers and cavalry troopers dismounted to provide

horses with which to drag every gun that yet remained over

the snowy roads.

The awful story of the crossing of the Beresina has so often

been set forth with all its grim details of suffering and death,

that there is no need to do more than tell of Ney's part in the

operation. He had so few men with him that at first he was

a mere passive spectator, anxious only to find the opportunity

of moving his 600 officers and soldiers across the river. The
first bridge was not ready till late on the 26th. It was only

on the following day that Tchitchagoff discovered that he had

been misled as to the crossing place and began to march back

to bar it. Wittgenstein was now attacking the French rear-

guard under Marshal Victor on the east bank and Kutusoff,

Milarodovitch and Platoff were hurrying up to his assistance.

Ney crossed the river during the night of the 26th, with his

600 men. For the next two days they were bivouacked on

the right bank. The cold had suddenly become more severe,

and during this enforced halt, though the 3rd Corps was not

in action, it had heavy losses. Men who had held out against

suffering and exposure while they were actively engaged from

day to day, broke down on this wretched bivouac in the midst

of a battle, in which they were spectators.

The crossing of the river was painfully slow. This was

partly the result of the Emperor's order that as many guns

and wagons as possible should be taken across, partly the

outcome of the general confusion and the increasing collapse

of discipline. On the 28th the Russians were fiercely attack-

ing on both sides of the Beresina. The Emperor was with

his last reserve, the remnant of the Imperial Guard, near the

bridge-heads on the western bank. On the other side rows on

rows of guns and wagons and a huge multitude of fugitives

were protected by Victor's stubborn defence against the attack

of Wittgenstein's army. On the west bank Oudinot's corps

(2nd) was holding back Tchitchagoff. About midday Oudinot

was badly wounded. Most of his generals had already been

hit, and there was imminent danger of the defence collapsing.

It was then that the Emperor called upon Ney to save the

situation. He was only too eager to act. He took command
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of the 2nd Corps and his vigorous measures restored the fight.

He surprised the Russians by organizing a counter attack.

Doumerc's Cuirassiers were sent to charge their artillery and

came back with five captured guns and 2000 prisoners. After

this the Admiral gave up the attempt to force the Erench

lines, and contented himself with a distant cannonade. He

showed indeed such slackness that he was accused of con-

niving at the escape of the enemy. A Russian caricature

showed Kutusoff and Wittgenstein tying Napoleon up in a

sack, and Tchitchagoff cutting a hole in it through which he

slips out. The wits of the time also suggested that as the

wind was blowing from the north the Admiral could not

understand how he was to bring up his army dead against it.

The Emperor was effusive in his praise of Ney. He told

him he had once more saved the army. The sight of the

captured guns and prisoners raised the courage of all. The

fate of the unfortunate Russians was terrible. Dragged with

the retreating army that was itself half-starved they mostly

died of cold and hunger. It was said that there were even

cases of cannibalism among them.

Victor withdrew across the river early on the 29th, leaving

thousands of disbanded fugitives on the east bank. The

artillery bridge had broken down under the fire of Wittgen-

stein's guns. The other bridge was burned by the engineers

as soon as the last of Victor's corps had crossed. Many lost

their lives in a desperate effort to force their way across the

flaming bridge. Many more were drowned in the attempt to

pass on the rotten ice. Still more were massacred by the

Cossacks on the left bank. In the spring the Russians col-

lected and burned in great heaps nearly 30,000 corpses.

Only Tchitchagoff's strange lack of enterprise saved the

Grand Army from destruction on the morrow of its disastrous

passage of the Beresina. The line of march for many a mile

lay across the half-frozen marshes of the west bank. There

was one narrow roadway, often carried for hundreds of yards

at a time along wooden bridges. They had been prepared

for destruction by the Cossacks, who had heaped up piles of

dry brushwood at the entrance to bridge after bridge. But

the order had not been given to fire them. They were seized
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by the French vanguard, and as Ney and Victor, with the

rear-guard, passed over them they burned them to check the

enemy's pursuit. But once the marshes were passed the

harrassing attacks of the Cossacks began again, and the rear-

guard was in action day after day. Tchitchagoff was follow-

ing on the track of the Grand Army. To right and left of

him Wittgenstein and Kutusoff were marching on parallel

lines.

The miseries of the retreat had hardened Ney into some-

thing like insensibility to the losses and sufferings that were

the experience of each recurring day. Captain De Noailles

of the general staff had been killed in the battle of 28 Novem-

ber on the Beresina. He was a friend of De Fezensac, and

the young colonel spoke to Ney of his loss. The Marshal's

comment was :
" Well, it is better that we should be regretting

him, than that he should be regretting us". A soldier fell

wounded beside him, and begged to be carried off and saved

from the pursuing Cossacks :
" What do you want me to do?

You are one more victim of the war," said Ney coldly, and

passed on. The worst horror of the retreat and pursuit was

that it made men heartless. There were exceptions. Some

endured endless toil and suffering to aid a comrade, and the

soldiers in the ranks especially showed a devoted care for their

ofificers in all the remnants of regiments in which discipline

still survived.

On 30 November, after the passage of the long defile

formed by the causeways and bridges of the Beresina marshes,

the Russians had begun a series of furious attacks on the

rear and flanks of the rear-guard formed by Ney's men and a

portion of Victor's corps. They were repulsed only at the

cost of heavy loss, Ney more than once fighting in the ranks,

musket in hand, as if he were a sergeant instead of a marshal

of the Empire. The cold increased day by day, and the

losses from exposure in the miserable bivouacs each night

were heavier than those incurred during the fighting by day.

Men and officers lost heart, abandoned their regiments, and

joined the mob of stragglers. But the rigour of the winter

told upon the Russians themselves. The pursuit slackened.

The attacks on the rear-sfuard became half-hearted demonstra-
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tions. It was well that there came this partial relief, for, on

4 December, Ney had with him only some sixty men, belong-

ing to various regiments. He told Victor that he could no

longer assist him, but must leave the rear-guard and try to

collect the remnants of his corps. Victor replied that he was

himself about to withdraw from the extreme rear of the

column, that his men were worn out and needed some rest.

There was an angry altercation when Ney told him to go, but

to leave him as much of the 9th Corps as was still fit to make
a stand, and he would answer for the safety of the army.

Victor replied that he would not give him one of his men.

The dispute was ended by the arrival in the nick of time of

an order from the Emperor bidding Ney join him at once at

Smorgoni, and confiding the command of the rear-guard to

Victor.

Napoleon was about to leave the Grand Army and return

to Paris, He had rightly recognized that he could do more

to save the tottering Empire by resuming the direction of

affairs in his capital, than by journeying slowly back to the

Niemen amid the wreck of the Grand Army. It needed no

prescience to see that the coming year would bring with it a

desperate struggle against Europe called to arms by the

tidings of the catastrophe on the snowy plains of Russia. He
would bring new armies into existence to replace the veteran

legions, whose unburied dead strewed the line of the disastrous

retreat. He did not desert the Grand Army. He had shared

its perils so long as his presence was of the least help to his

officers and soldiers. It was now becoming an embarrassment

to them.

In his farewell interview with the marshals at Smorgoni

he spoke hopefully of the future. He was leaving his brother-

in-law, Murat, in command. Ney would hurry on to Wilna

and organize the defence. Loison's division was coming up

from that side to reinforce the army, and Wrede with the 6th

Corps was rejoining from the north. The pursuit would be

.stopped at Wilna, and in the spring he would have fresh

armies concentrated on the Vistula to meet the enemy if he

tried to invade Germany.

Napoleon left Smorgoni on 5 December. If he seriously
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believed that the Russian advance would stop short of the

Niemen, or that Wilna could be held against the enemy he

was doomed to a speedy disappointment. Under the rigours

of the intense cold and constant exposure the reinforcements

brought by Loison and Wrede melted away, and the regiments

seemed to catch the contagion of disorder that had already

wrecked the other corps of the Grand Army. Ney had got

together a few hundred officers and men of the 3rd Corps.

These he placed under the command of General Ledru and

they marched with the Imperial Guard, " under its protection
"

to use the expression of De Fezensac. They were too worn

down and exhausted to be any longer fit for combatant duties.

The rear-guard, which Ney formed to cover the retirement of

the army through Wilna, was made up of a few thousand men
of Loison's division and Wrede's Bavarians. During these

first days of December, while the debris of the Grand Army
was straggling along the road from the Beresina to Wilna, the

sufferings of the unfortunate soldiers had reached a climax.

Half of Loison's division had disappeared in two frozen and

almost fireless bivouacs. The pursuing Russians had become

weary of slaughter, and were too short of supplies themselves

to be able to take any prisoners. One of their officers told

how the road was strewn with dead and dying ; how the French

bivouacs were marked by smouldering fires, round which

a crowd of miserable men lay or sat huddled together, some

already dead, others too exhausted to move another step ; and

how starving fugitives were wandering all over the country.

Wilna had escaped the horrors of war so far. There were

well-stored magazines of supplies, the shops were open, and

the local traders had been doing good business during the

campaign, and now sold various comforts to the officers and

soldiers at extravagant prices. The hospitals and many of the

public buildings were crowded with sick and wounded men,

and from the hospitals fever had spread among the people.

When the beaten army poured into the streets many thousands,

who were already ill and broken down, gave up the attempt

to go further. In two days the number of the invalids rose

to 20,000. The general disorganization was such that Murat

despaired of holding the place, and at once decided on con-
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tinuing the retreat to the Niemen. Ney was directed to defend

the eastern suburbs during the evacuation of the town.

The vanguard of the army had entered Wilna on 8 Decem-

ber. Ney held the suburbs during the 9th and next day retired

through the town, with some 2000 men of the rear-guard.

The Russians immediately occupied the place, securing 20,000

prisoners, mostly invalided, and with them an immense quantity

of abandoned guns and wagons, including the Emperor's bag-

gage. Most of the supplies in the magazines also fell into

their hands. The utter disorganization of the Grand Army
had resulted in very little being distributed to the men.

If it had been possible to halt even for a few days at Wilna

the army might have been reorganized there, the men given

rest and food and warm clothing, and then there would have

been an orderly retreat to the Niemen and thousands of lives

would have been saved. But as it was, the march from Wilna

to the frontier town of Kovno was the most disastrous stage of

the whole retreat. The Grand Army had become a helpless

mob. Even the discipline of the Imperial Guard had broken

down. If any of the fugitives at last repassed the Niemen it

was due to the dauntless courage, iron will, and unbroken energy

of Ney. To the last he managed to keep some remnant of

a rear-guard together, and with an ever-dwindling handful of

men stood between his comrades and destruction. Segur's

description of his method of covering the retreat tells us what

was the order for each day :
" At five in the afternoon he took

up a position to check the Russians and allowed his men to

have a meal and rest. He started off again at ten o'clock.

During the whole of the night he drove the crowds of stragglers

before him with shouting of orders, entreaties, even blows. At
daybreak, about seven o'clock, he halted, took up a position,

and rested under arms and with watchful outposts until ten

o'clock. Then the enemy would again come in sight and he

would have to fight until evening, gradually retiring over more

or less ground. At first the length of the march had been

decided by the orders for the day, but later it depended on

circumstances, for the rear-guard, at first 2000 strong, was

reduced to 1000, then to 500, and at last to only 60

men. But nevertheless Berthier, whether of set purpose or
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through mere routine, had made no change in the form of his

orders. He went on issuing them as if they were addressed

to a corps of 35,000 men. He detailed with complete imper-

turbability in his instructions to Ney all the positions that were

to be taken up and held till next day by divisions and regi-

ments that no longer existed. And each night when, on

receiving a pressing message from Ney, he had to wake up the

King of Naples (Murat) and make him continue his journey,

Berthier expressed the same astonishment. It was thus that

Ney protected the retreat to a point a few versts beyond Eve.

There as usual the Marshal had stopped the Russians and

given his men some rest during the first hours of the night.

About ten o'clock he and Wrede who was with him discovered

that they were all alone. Their soldiers had left them aban-

doning their arms, which were to be seen glittering in rows

beside the deserted bivouac fires."

Luckily for Ney and Wrede the intense cold of the night

kept the Cossacks, who were close at hand, in stupid drowsi-

ness around their watchfires. So the French Marshal and the

Bavarian General, after a long tramp through the night, safely

rejoined the straggling column that was making its way to

Kovno. Attempts to rally even a handful of men proved use-

less. At dawn some prowling Cossack spearmen were sighted.

If they had attacked, the French were at their mercy, but they

kept a respectful distance, and peering through the haze that

hung upon the snowy ground they failed to discover that there

was no formed rear-guard between them and their prey.

That day Ney reached Kovno. The frontier town was a

scene of hopeless disorder. The troops had been plundering

the magazines and the shops, wasting and destroying as much

as they took. They had found some large stores of rum and

brandy, and had been drinking freely. In their enfeebled, half-

starved condition even a small quantity of spirits was enough

to intoxicate them, and some 2000 men were lying dead drunk

in the streets. Many of them never rose from the ground again,

the bitter cold ending what the drink had begun. Others, not

so far gone, sat about fires lighted in the streets and open

spaces, and refused to obey orders or to join the column of

fugitives that was streaming across the bridge on the Niemen.
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The disorder at this point was such that more than once there

was a complete block in which men were crushed and trampled.

Not a few, who had survived all the horrors of the retreat, met

their deaths thus as they tried to cross the frontier stream. It

was frozen hard, and thousands could have passed freely on

the ice, but there was so much confusion and panic that officers

and men huddled like sheep through the narrow defile of the

bridge.

Ney set to work at once to organize another rear-guard,

with which to protect the evacuation of the place. He brought

two guns up to an earthwork on the Wilna road, and got to-

gether some weak companies of Wrede's Bavarians to support

them. Then, leaving the artillery officer in command, he went

into one of the houses and lay down to snatch an hour or two

of sleep. He was roused by the sound of firing, and hurrying

towards the earthwork he met the Bavarians and the gunners

bolting into the town in a complete panic, A Russian battery

had suddenly opened fire. The first shot had dismounted one

of the guns. The gunners had spiked and abandoned the

other. The artillery officer had tried to stop them, and failing

this had blown his brains out. The sight of Cossack lancers

advancing, with the head of an infantry column behind them,

had been enough to send the Bavarians running out of the

work. Their nerve was already badly shaken by the fire of

the enemy's cannon, and the collapse of their own artillery.

There was nothing to prevent the Cossacks charging into the

streets of Kovno.

Threatening the fugitives with his drawn sword, appealing

to them in their own language, his mother-tongue, the Marshal

rallied a few score of men and led them back to the abandoned

work. Setting the example himself by taking up a musket

and cartridge box and shooting down the nearest Cossack, he

got the Bavarians to open an effective fire on the attack. The

Cossacks, who had expected to dash unopposed into the town

turned and rode away. The low rampart gave some protec-

tion against the enemy's artillery, and the Russians contented

themselves with firing on the earthwork with musket and

cannon. If they had come on with the bayonet there was

nothing to stop them for Ney's force was soon reduced to only
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thirty men. With these he made a show of defence till night-

fall. At dawn next day he retired across the river. ^ Kovno
had been by this time evacuated by all the troops that could

still march and were obeying their officers. Some thousands

of stragglers and of broken down or drunken men were made
prisoners by the Russians.

Less than 300 officers and men, the remnant of the 35,000

that had crossed the Niemen under Ney's command a few

months before, were all that represented the 3rd Corps at

Kovno. They had taken no part in the defence. Under

General Marchand they had been among the last to cross the

Niemen during the night between 13 and 14 December. Next

morning they marched by the Gumbinnen road, the one organ-

ized body of troops in an irregular column of fugitives. Less

than 200 men and officers were under arms, commanded by

General Marchand, assisted by General Ledru, and Colonel de

Fezensac. They had with them about a hundred sick and

wounded, whom they were transporting on sledges, and a few

more sledges conveyed a small reserve of ammunition and

^ There is a more sensational version of Ney's defence of the Kovno breast-

work which appears to me to be a legend. De Fezensac who was in Kovno and

met Ney next day, and who proudly relates the exploits of his illustrious chief,

does not give any of the sensational details to be found in more than one popular

French history of the campaign and in some English books. According to these

stories Ney was abandoned by all the Bavarians, and remained alone to defend

the work, collecting the muskets they had thrown away and firing them over the

parapet. For a while he was himself the " rear-guard of the Grand Army ". I

take to be equally baseless General Dumas' romantic and dramatic story of Ney's

meeting with him at Gumbinnen, for the simple reason that after crossing the

Niemen Ney found the road to Gumbinnen held by the Cossacks, and had to

reach Konigsberg by way of Tilsit. Here is one version of the story, reproduced

as a sample of the romantic embroidery of popular history ;

—

" In Gumbinnen, Mathieu Dumas was sitting down to breakfast, when a man
in a brown coat entered, his beard long, his face blackened and looking as

though it had been burnt, his eyes red and glaring. ' At length I am here !
' he

exclaimed, ' Don't you know me ?
'

' No,' said the General, ' Who are you ?
'

* I am the rear-guard of the Grand Army. 1 have fired the last musket shot on

the bridge of Kovno. I have thrown the last of our arms into the Niemen, and

come hither through the woods. I am Marshal Ney.' "

To what has been already said of the improbability of this story, it may be added

that there was no firing at the bridge of Kovno, and no arms could have been

thrown into the Niemen, for it was firozen so hard that the Cossacks rode across

it on the ice.
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supplies. Now that they were across the Niemen they thought

all danger was over, for there was a fixed belief in the Grand

Army that the pursuit would not be pushed across the frontier

river. But the danger was not over. They had not gone far

on the road when, as the column began to ascend the long

slope of a flat-topped ridge crowned with pine woods, the fugi-

tives in front came running back in a disorderly crowd calling

out that the Cossacks were in front, barring the way. At first

this was thought to be a mere scare, but suddenly there was

the report of a gun from the pine woods at the top of the hill

and a cannon ball crashed into the crowd. Shot after shot

followed. It was evident that the hill-top was held, not by

some roving band of Cossack irregulars, but by a body of troops

with artillery. The fact was that a flying column of Russians

had crossed the Niemen above Kovno on the ice, and occupied

the Gumbinnen road.

Marchand halted his men. The position seemed desperate.

To attack the heights would have meant destruction. To re-

tire would be to invite a charge of superior numbers, and even

if they beat it off and escaped to Kovno, they risked being

massacred by Kutusoff's Cossacks, who would soon be masters

of the town, if they were not there already. The men lay

down to get some cover from the enemy's artillery fire. The
two Generals and De Eezensac realized that, under the shock

of this great disappointment, there was no fight left in the men.

They were in despair. Even some of the officers lost heart.

Two of those who survived in the little handful of men that

represented the 4th Infantry told their Colonel they were going

back to Kovno to surrender and ask for quarter. They had

fought bravely and suffered uncomplainingly during the long

retreat, but now they had broken down, and turned back to

Kovno followed by some of the men. They were never heard

of again.

The Russian balls were making more victims in the thinned

ranks of the 3rd Corps. Men lay dead by the roadside.

Others badly wounded were carried to the sledges. The de-

struction of the corps was now only a question of time. But

the officers expected that presently the Russians would come
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on to attack at close quarters with overwhelming numbers.

Then they could hope at most to sell their lives dearly in a last

desperate fight.

It was at this moment of despair that Ney appeared. He
had found a horse in Kovno and rode up accompanied by a few

of the Bavarians. " He showed," says De Fezensac, " not the

least excitement or anxiety in the midst of this desperate

situation." Here, as after the defeat of Krasnoi, his calm con-

fidence restored every one's courage. Now, as on that occa-

sion, "they felt he would do something". And he made up

his mind at once, took command, and issued his orders. He
led his men not back to Kovno, but to their right, into scattered

belts of wood through which he gained the road along the

west bank of the Niemen in the direction of Tilsit. Only a hand-

ful of Cossacks pursued and they were easily driven off. The

Russian officer who held the ridge on the Gumbinnen road had

no idea that the handful of men was commanded by a Marshal

of France, and that a vigorous attack would have given him

Ney and two generals as prisoners. His instructions were

simply to hold the road in order to prevent the escape of any

more of the French from Kovno before its occupation, and he

kept to the letter of his orders.

Five miles below Kovno Ney left the Tilsit road and

marched through the woods to the westward. Some of the

soldiers, who went on towards Tilsit, were killed or captured

by the Cossacks, who were now swarming across the frozen

Niemen at various points. The night of the 14th was passed

by Ney and the 3rd Corps in a village in the woods. He had

now with him only about 200 officers and men, half of them

wounded, sick or broken down and conveyed on the sledges.

An officer of the 4th Infantry died that night, another next

day. But the miseries of the retreat were now over. The

Cossacks no longer pursued the detachment. They were too

busy following up the main body on the Gumbinnen road.

The way to Konigsberg lay through a country which had not

been wasted by war, which abounded in supplies, and in

which the country folk were not yet hostile. On the 15 th

Ney handed over the command to Marchand, and hurried on

16
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to Konigsberg in a well-horsed sledge. The debris of his

corps rejoined him there on the 20th—200 men, half of them

invalids, out of the original force of 35,000.

Ney had not received even the slightest wound during the

continual fighting of the retreat, and though he looked worn

and haggard when he reached Konigsberg, he was in perfect

health. He had evidently an exceptional physique. It was

men of this stamp that survived the horrors of the Russian

campaign. The weaker had all been swept away.

His service with the rear-guard of the Grand Army was

undoubtedly the most brilliant episode in his military career.

Never was there a more conspicuous illustration of the fact

that in war the man counts for more than the men. It was to

Ney's iron will, calm courage, ready resource and initiative, and

his influence as a leader that Napoleon owed it that even the

debris of his army reached the Niemen, and that he himself

escaped from captivity or death. It was the dauntless chief

of the rear-guard who averted an anticipation of Sedan on the

plains of western Russia.



CHAPTER XIV

THE CAMPAIGNS OF DRESDEN AND LEIPZIG (1813)

AFTER a short stay at Konigsberg and then at Berlin,

during which he was engaged in work connected

with the reorganization of the Grand Army, Ney
was recalled for awhile to France.

He found the whole country plunged in mourning. For

the first time, after long years of victory, there had come

tidings of disaster that could neither be concealed nor mini-

mized. It was "the beginning of the end". But the great

majority of the French people were still loyal to Napoleon—
still believed that his genius could reverse even the most

terrible of defeats. They responded, if not with enthusiasm,

at least with patriotic generosity, to his call upon them to

make new sacrifices to uphold the honour of the French arms.

Eighty thousand men of the National Guard were formed into

marching battalions and incorporated in the regular army.

Fifty thousand men were withdrawn from Spain. Fifty

thousand of the contingent liable to the conscription of 1 8 1

3

had already been called up in September, 181 2. They were

sent into Germany from the depots. On 11 January, 181 3,

the Senate accepted a decree calling out 100,000 men who
had escaped the conscription in the years 1809 to 1812, and

summoning to the colours 150,000 young men who in the

ordinary course would not have been liable to the military law

till 1 814. These mere boys learned their drill while marching

though France and across the Rhine. Two thousand officers,

who had come back from Russia without any men to com-

mand ; retired officers called back to the army ; officers from

Spain, and a numerous promotion of non-commissioned officers

to higher rank, supplied the cadres for organizing this huge

mass of men—470,000 recruits—who had to be trained and

made ready to take the field in the spring beside the 50,000

243
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old soldiers withdrawn from Spain and the remnants of the

army that had marched into Russia.

Ney was again to command the 3rd Corps. Its re-

organization had begun in East Prussia, then when Prussia

joined the Russian alliance, and the P"rench held only the

fortresses in the north, the Corps was withdrawn to South

Germany. The handful of men who had reached Konigsberg

became the nucleus for the reinforcements, and new drafts of

recruits hurried up from France, and by the end of the winter

had grown to a corps of 37,800 infantry and 1 300 cavalry. But

though Ney had now nearly 40,000 men under his orders, they

were not to be compared to the veteran divisions and regi-

ments of the old army that had been destroyed in Russia. Ten

thousand of those war-worn soldiers would have been better

fighting material than Ney's whole corps, mostly made up of

new levies. The wonder is, not that these young soldiers did

not win back victory to Napoleon's eagles, but that they

fought so well and averted for so long a time the final catas-

trophe.

Austria had withdrawn from the French alliance, but at

first stood neutral. The Emperor P>ancis was loth to declare

war against his son-in-law, but his army was kept on a war

footing and massed in Bohemia, ready, if need be, to intervene

in the struggle. Saxony and the states of South Germany

were at first on the side of Napoleon. The rulers of these

minor territories owed too much to him, and had too long been

accustomed to act as his satellites, so that they stood by him,

although their people were already wavering under the impulse

of the patriotic movement that had swept over the north.

Eugene had been forced to abandon all the country up to the

Elbe, and had retired from Berlin on Magdeburg. Dresden

and Leipzig had been occupied by the Allies.

But Napoleon was able to assemble his new army in the

same South German territories that had been the starting

point of more than one of his greatest campaigns. His

garrisons held fortresses not only along the middle Elbe, but

also on the Oder and the Vistula, in the heart of the enemy's

country. His plan of campaign was to make a dash at Leipzig,

drive the enemy from Saxony, then turn northwards to march
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on Berlin and win his way from the Oder to the Vistula,

relieving the blockaded fortresses, calling Poland again to

arms, and dictating peace on Russian ground, so as to wipe

out the baleful memories of 18 12. He would have to face

the armies of Russia, Prussia, and North Germany, and a

Swedish contingent under one of his own Marshals, Bernadotte,

now Prince Royal of Sweden, and the enemy of France,

The Emperor established his head-quarters at Erfurt on

25 April, He had with him the Guard, no raw levies these

but the surviving veterans of many a hard campaign. They
mustered about 15,000 bayonets. Marraont with the 6th

Corps (30,000 men) was marching from Gotha, Bertrand

with the 40,000 men of the 4th Corps was coming up from

Saalfeld. Out in front, nearest to the enemy, lay Ney's corps.

It was in cantonments and camps on the old battle-field of

Auerstadt. Two divisions had been added to it, bringing up

its total strength to about 50,000 men. Ney was to lead the

vanguard of the new Grand Army. His divisional commanders

were Ricard, Brenier, Girard, Souham, and his old comrade

Marchand. General Beurmann led his handful of cavalry.

The advance on Leipzig began across the famous plains of

Lutzen, the scene of the last battle of Gustavus Adolphus.

The Viceroy Eugene was marching down from Magdeburg

with 65,000 men (5th Corps, Lauriston
;

7th, Reynier; and

I ith, Macdonald), to combine with the main body under

Napoleon before Leipzig. All that was known of the Russian

and Prussian armies was that they held Leipzig, and had their

main masses somewhere behind the line of the river Elster on

the eastern border of the Lutzen plains. The Elster was an

effective screen for them. The river, divided into many
branches and backwaters, flows through a tangle of swamps
and islands covered with dense willow woods and osier beds.

Ney marched through Naumburg on 29 April, and next

day his young soldiers had their baptism of fire at Weissenfels

on the Lutzen road. They had to face a trying ordeal for

such raw troops, for they were charged again and again by

masses of Russian cavalry. But the squares stood firm and

the conscripts felt at the end of the day that they were real

soldiers. A similar attack at the crossing of the river Rippach
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next morning was defeated in the same way, and the hostile

cavalry drew off to the eastward, forming a screen in the

direction of the Elster, that completely hid any indication of

the Allied movements on that side.

Lutzen was occupied that May day, and the Emperor
established his head-quarters in the town. Ney had opened

the campaign with two victories. The young soldiers were

behaving excellently, Eugene had joined with his three corps.

The army was now concentrated within easy striking distance

of Leipzig. The Emperor determined to seize it on 2 May.

But his spies reported that Wittgenstein's Russians and the

Prussians under Yorck were moving to cross the Elster at

Zwenkau and Pegau, and that the Czar and the King of

Prussia were with them. Napoleon had no accurate informa-

tion as to the Allied strength, but he still ventured to move on

Leipzig. Eugene's three corps and the Imperial Guard were

to carry this out. Ney was to occupy the villages immediately

to the south and south-east of Lutzen, and thus cover the

movement by holding the Allies if they attacked from the

crossings of the Elster. He might count on being reinforced

by the corps of Marmont and Bertrand which were to reach

Lutzen early in the day.

Ney sent Beurmann's squadrons to scout towards the Elster,

and placed his five divisions in the villages, Souham's men
holding the most advanced of them, Gross Gorschen, on the

road from Pegau to Lutzen. The village gives its name to the

battle that followed in German histories of the campaign.

French writers call it the Battle of Lutzen. Then at ten

o'clock Ney joined Napoleon's staff and rode with him towards

Leipzig. As the Emperor passed the long columns of troops

that were tramping towards the city he was enthusiastically

cheered by the men.

Cannon were booming at the head of the column and

when Napoleon and Ney reached the scene of the engagement

they found that an easy victory was being won. Maison's

division of Lauriston's corps was fighting its way across the

succession of bridges and causeways that led over the Elster

and its swamps into Leipzig. The enemy, Kleist's Prussians,

were giving way so rapidly that it was evident that no
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determined effort was being made to hold the place. By eleven

o'clock Maison's men were in the suburbs. The Emperor

rode forward and watched Lauriston's corps pouring across the

bridges to complete the victory. The artillery had ceased

firing, for its work was done.

Then suddenly from the south-westward, the direction of

Lutzen, ten miles away, came the dull rumble of a heavy

cannonade. The feeble resistance offered at Leipzig, the sound

of battle from Lutzen, told Napoleon at once that the Allies

must have left a mere detachment to hold the former place,

and thrown the mass of their forces against the latter. He
said quietly to Ney, "It looks as if while we have attacked

their flank here, they have been turning us. But there is no

harm done. They will find us everywhere prepared to meet

them." Then he told him to ride back, resume command of

his corps, and hold Gross Gorschen and the neighbouring

villages at all costs, and he promised to support him with the

Guard and the rest of the army, all but Lauriston's corps,

which would be left to complete the occupation of Leipzig.

Staff officers dashed away with orders to the corps com-

manders. Ney set spurs to his horse and galloped off by the

road that leads to Kaya, the centre of his position, between

Lutzen and Gross Gorschen. Louder and louder came the

roar of the battle with each mile of his eager ride. He was

hurrying to add one more brilliant exploit to his long record

of soldierly service to France.

As he clattered over the bridge on the Flossgraben brook

and up the slope into Kaya, he was at once in the thick of the

fight, and could see that it had been going badly for the

Emperor. Gross and Klein Gorschen and Rahna were in the

hands of the enemy. On the lower ground around the captured

villages—ground intersected with willow-bordered streams

that formed stretches of swamp with shining pools of water

—

columns of Prussian infantry were moving forward to the cry

of " Vaterland! Vaterland!" Four hundred guns were

thundering against the long swell of the plain on which Kaya

and Starsiedel stand, the two villages that now formed the

strongholds of the French line. To the right front some

thousands of Russian cavalry, Cossacks, dragoons, and cuiras-
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siers, were moving over the more open ground. Souham had

been driven out of Gross Gorschen by an overwhelming attack.

A stand had been made in Klein Gorschen and Rahna.

Marmont had arrived on the French right with two of his

divisions—Bonet's infantry and Campan's marines. These

had for awhile restored the fight. There had been fierce

bayonet encounters, furious charges of the Russian cavalry,

and just as Ney reached Kaya the French had been driven in,

the two villages were lost and Blucher was leading an attack

on the last position of the defence, the Kaya-Starsiedel ridge.

But then was seen the magic influence that one man can

sometimes exert on the fortunes of a battle-field. Ney's very

appearance, calm, alert, confident, in the midst of the lost battle,

inspired all who saw him with new courage. Grasping at a

glance the possibilities of the situation he issued a few swift

orders. He sent his trusted comrade Marchand to lead his

division against the right flank of the attack. Riding forward

sword in hand he himself led Ricard and Brenier's divisions

to meet Bliicher's advance with a vigorous counter attack,

instead of awaiting it on the crest. Souham and Girard, who

had already suffered heavily, were to follow in the second line.

Bayonets were crossed on the slope below Kaya. After

a severe struggle the Prussians were hurled back. Ney riding

in the thick of the fight seemed once more to have a charmed

life. Following up the retiring enemy he fought his way
towards Gross Gorschen. The villages of Klein Gorschen and

Rahna were retaken. The guns came rushing down from the

Kaya ridge to support the victorious advance. Blucher clung

to Gross Gorschen, but it was the most he could do. Mac-

donald was coming up on his right joining hands with

Marchand. And now Napoleon rode on to the field, the

man whose presence was held to be worth a reinforcement of

10,000 men.

Ney had done his work. He had snatched victory from

the jaws of defeat, and held the enemy till Napoleon and the

first reinforcements could arrive. But the battle was not yet

over. The Czar and the Prussian King had still in hand large

forces not yet engaged. Bliicher's reserves included the infan-

try and cavalry of the Prussian Guard, and several line brigades.
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He sent a brigade to check Macdonald's advance ; ordered the

Guard cavalry to support the Russian attack on Marmont on

the French right, and himself led forward a strong column of

attack headed by the grenadiers of the Guard, Ney's hard

tried troops, exhausted by the strenuous fighting in which they

had been so closely engaged, gave way before the charge.

Klein Gorschen and Rahna were retaken. Blucher was

wounded, but refused to quit the field. The Prussians pushed

up the slope to Kaya, stormed that village, breaking deep into

the French centre. If at this moment Wittgenstein had sent

the Russian infantry to support Blucher it would have gone

hard with the French. But the Russians showed a strange

slackness, and contented themselves with pressing the attack

on Marmont.

At this critical moment Bertrand's corps began to arrive to

support Marmont on the right, and on the left Macdonald

pressed forward towards the line of the Flossgraben stream,

bringing a long line ofguns into close action against the enemy's

flank. Behind Kaya Ney's four divisions had fallen back in

a confused mass. Ricard's men alone showed some steadiness

and closed up their thinned ranks. The rest were breaking

away into a hurried retreat that would soon be a rout. But

the Imperial Guard was approaching. If even a brief stand

could be made in the centre the battle might yet be won.

Napoleon rode in among Ney's conscripts. " Young men," he

said to them, " I counted on you to save the Empire. Are

you going to 'desert me?" Ney and his officers helped to

rally the broken divisions, and once more the Marshal led

them against the enemy. The Prussian Guard, unsupported

and temporarily disordered by their very success, were driven

out of Kaya, and Ney's men again advanced on the villages

below the slope.

But now Wittgenstein flung into the fight his infantry and

the Russian Guard, with Yorck's Prussian corps. These

masses of fresh troops were directed against the French centre.

If only Ney's divisions had opposed them the result must

have been a disaster for Napoleon. But he was ready for the

crisis. Drouot galloped into the fight eighty fresh guns, the

artillery of the Imperial Guard, and down the slope between
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Starsiedel and Kaya came the columns of bearskin-capped

infantry, more than twenty fresh battalions of the veteran

Guardsmen, whose advance had been the presage of decisive

victory on so many famous fields. The Russian Guard met

them bayonet to bayonet, but were forced back after a stubborn

fight. The French Guardsmen now swept all before them.

Ney led the remnant of his four divisions beside them in the

triumphant march that carried the eagles through Rahna and

Klein Gorschen into Gross Gorschen.

The sun was going down and the Allied commanders were

breaking off the fight. Covered by their masses of splendid

cavalry, they drew off without leaving any trophies of the

victory to the French. Not a gun or a standard was lost, and

very few prisoners. His weakness in cavalry made it im-

possible for Napoleon to reap the full results of a hard-won

success. The Allies withdrew across the Elster, and then con-

tinued their retreat eastward through the Kingdom of Saxony.

Napoleon followed them up. They abandoned Dresden to

him without risking a stand in its defence, and, on 8 May,

he had the satisfaction of occupying it, and bringing his ally

the King of Saxony back to his capital.

He had marched on Dresden with the Guard and the 4th,

6th, nth, and 12th Corps. After his success at Lutzen he

had felt strong enough to detach Ney with a cavalry division

and three corps to Torgau on the Elbe. Ney's presence there

was a threat against Berlin, and yet he was near enough to be

quickly recalled for combined operations with the Grand

Army.
That of all the marshals Ney should have been chosen for

this semi-independent command shows the high esteem in

which the Emperor held him. The French Army of the

North at Torgau was made up of Ney's own corps, the 3rd,

with the 5th Corps under Lauriston, and the 7th under

Reynier. Between him and Berlin there was only a weak

Prussian corps under Bulow. But great as would have been

the impression caused by the occupation of the Prussian

capital. Napoleon knew that his real objective was not this

or that city, however important, but the main Allied army,

which had at last halted and taken up a position on the hills
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behind the upper course of the River Spree near the town of

Bautzen, some thirty-six miles east of Dresden.

He formed a plan for the attack of the Bautzen position,

with the object of not merely driving the Allies from it, but

of destroying them. A frontal attack by the Grand Army
from Dresden was to be combined with the sudden appearance

of Ney and the northern army on their right flank. He was

not simply to drive that flank in and roll up the hostile line,

but he was to gain the right rear of the position and cut the

Allied line of retreat. Napoleon's plan of attack was, in its

main lines, much the same as that of Moltke at Sadowa more

than fifty years later. He wanted not a victory but a decisive

victory, another Marengo, Austerlitz, or Wagram, after which

he could dictate peace.

The Allied position was occupied by 97,000 men with 627

guns. The left rested on the high wooded hills of the Austro-

Saxon frontier. The front ran for about ten miles along the

heights east of the River Spree. The right was thrown back

along the spurs of the high ground, in the hollows of which at

this point were a number of small lakes, that formed a series

of obstacles diminishing the actual front to be held against a

turning attack. The Allies occupied the town of Bautzen and

the line of the Spree only with advanced detachments, which

after delaying the development of the French attack would

fall back on the main position. General Kleist with 5500
Prussians was on the river north of Bautzen, The town and

the river banks south of it were held by Milarodovitch with

15,000 Russians. When he retired from the river, he was to

defend the heights on the left. The centre was occupied by

the Russians under the Grand Duke Constantine and the

Prussian corps of Yorck. To their right was Bliicher for

whom Kleist's corps was to act as a reserve in the second

stage of the battle. The Russian corps of Barclay de Tolly

was on the extreme right. At various points the heights had

been entrenched.

On 17 May the Allies, well served by their numerous

cavalry, were aware that Ney was coming down from the

north-west with obvious designs on their right flank. He had

moved out from Torgau to Luckau as if about to make a dash
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for Berlin, and then changed the direction of his march towards

Bautzen. He had with him the 3rd and 5th Corps—his own

and Lauriston's. Reynier had been left at Luckau to watch

Billow's Prussians.

A Russian column under Barclay and a Prussian force

under Yorck were sent out to meet the threatened danger.

On the 19th Barclay was in action with Ney's advanced

guard, and later in the day Yorck had a fight with Lauriston.

But the Allies could only afford to attempt a delaying action

against the forces opposed to them. They fell back to the

Bautzen position and on 20 May in the forenoon Napoleon,

who had left Dresden only the day before, was in front of it

with the main body of the Grand Army.

He had received considerable reinforcements since Lutzen,

and had a very marked superiority in numbers. Including

the detached force under Ney he was marching against the

Allies with 164,000 men and 530 guns. The fighting began

about noon with an attack on the advanced corps of Milarodo-

vitch and Kleist holding the river line.^ The crossings of the

Spree were forced, Bautzen was occupied, and the Russians

and Prussians driven back to the heights with serious loss.

Ney, with the flanking force, took only a small part in this

first day's battle. About half-past seven in the evening, with

the vanguard of the 3rd Corps, he drove Barclay's advanced

troops out of the village of Klix. Darkness ended the fighting.

Napoleon had the Imperial Guard and his head-quarters at

Bautzen. Macdonald and Oudinot (nth and 12th Corps)

were partly over the river on his right, Marmont and Soult

(6th and 4th Corps) on his left—all in touch with the enemy

and ready to attack his entrenched positions next day. Ney

with part of the 3rd Corps had crossed the river at Klix.

Lauriston with the 5th was close behind him, and had orders

to cro.ss the Spree below Klix next morning and come into

action to the left of the 3rd Corps.

' The engagement of 20 May, 18 13, is sometimes called the " Battle

of Bautzen," and next day's fighting on the heights the " Battle of Wur-

schen ". The fighting of the two days really amounted to the first and

second stages of a great battle, which it is most convenient to describe as

the " Battle of Bautzen ".
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Napoleon's plan for what he intended to be the decisive

battle of the 21st was to send forward his right (Oudinot and
Macdonald) at sunrise to make a fierce attack on the left of

the Allies, in order to induce them to move their reserves to

that side. The Guard was to be held in reserve, and in the

centre Marmont and Soult were at first to confine themselves

to a cannonade and mere demonstrations against the heights.

The decisive movement was to be made by Ney. Barclay had

wheeled back the Allied right so that it faced nearly north to

meet the flank movement. Ney was to attack Barclay in

front sending Lauriston to drive in and turn his extreme right.

The two corps were to converge on the village of Preistitz.

Napoleon told Ney he was to occupy this place by 1 1 a.m.

The flanking force would then be in rear of the Allied right

and the point of direction for Ney's further advance was to be

the tower of the village church of Hochkirch, appropriately

named, for it stands high on the hills in the rear of the ground

held by the Allies, on the road from Bautzen to Lobau, and

the tower is visible for many miles. As Ney thus moved
across the enemy's rear cutting his lines of retreat, Soult,

Marmont, and the Guard under Napoleon, would be driving

the Allies from the central heights. The enemy would be

caught between hammer and anvil. Napoleon counted on

capturing tens of thousands of prisoners and hundreds of guns,

and ending the war at one blow.

The battle began well for the Grand Army. The attack

on the Allied left made steady progress, and Milarodovitch,

who commanded there, had soon to ask for support from the

centre. From Bautzen northwards the French artillery was

pouring a storm of fire into the positions held by the Grand

Duke Constantine and Blucher, and swarms of skirmishers,

pushed well up the hills, seemed to prelude an immediate at-

tack in force all along the line. Ney had moved in the early

twilight, hurried his two corps across the river, and attacked

Barclay in front and flank. By eight o'clock he had 60,000

men in line. Barclay could only oppose to them 13,500 Rus-

sians. He sent repeated messages to the Czar asking for sup-

port, but Alexander for some time took no notice of these

appeals for he was seriously alarmed at the rapid progress of
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Oudinot's fierce attack on the left. Here the French were com-
ing on steadily, storming village after village, and crowning

the conquered ridges with their artillery. The Czar for a while

regarded this as the real point of danger, and Barclay, left to

his own resources, fell back on Preistitz and Baruth about 9
a.m.

Ney now rode forward, and sent two divisions, led by

Souham, to attack Preistitz. He moved another division nearer

the Spree, against the village of Pliesskowitz, in order to link

his advance directly with the left of Soult's corps. It is very

likely that if Ney had had under his command the war-worn

veterans he had led at Friedland and Borodino he would not

have minded much having a gap between his advance and the

nearest corps of the main attack, and would have concentrated

all his efforts on the turning movement. But with his young
and inexperienced troops he saw a risk in plunging boldly into

the Allied positions and leaving his own right for a while " in

air " and exposed.

Preistitz was cleared of the enemy after a hard fight, and

between ten and eleven Napoleon heard plainly the cannon

thunder of Ney's victorious advance, and saw the smoke and

flashing of his guns on the heights well into the Allied right.

The Emperor therefore ordered Marmont to advance against

the enemy's centre.

Marmont was somewhat .slow about coming into action,

and the danger to Barclay and the whole position on that side

was so obviously pressing that the Allies began to send what

reserves they could spare against Ney, As Souham's division

issued from the .south end of Preistitz, it was attacked by there

battalions of the Prussian Guard supported by a ma.ss of Ru.s-

sian and Prussian cavalry. The French were driven back into

the village. Kleist's corps then came up with the remaining

battalions of the Guards, and PreLstitz was attacked by the

Prussians and recaptured after a sharp fight and heavy losses,

Marmont was now beginning to make the pressure of his

attack felt on the centre. So Kleist, holding on to Preistitz

himself, sent away the Prussian Guards to reinforce Blucher.

Ney for a while did not attempt any further advance. Lauris-

ton's corps was working round to the east of Baruth, and Ney
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was waiting for this flank movement to tell upon the Allies

before he tried to retake Preistitz.

By two o'clock the attack was general along the French

front. On the extreme left Lauriston was pressing Barclay

hard at Baruth. Ney brought three of his divisions into action

again against Kleist about Preistitz. Within an hour he

captured the village for the second time, and Kleist's Prussians

were falling back on Belgern. Ney had now one of the great

opportunities of his life. He had only to keep strictly to his

orders, take the high church tower among the wooded hills as

his guiding mark, and push straight forward on the heels of

Kleist. He would first have separated Barclay from the Allies,

and then cut their central line of retreat through Wurschen.

But strange to say he allowed his corps to drift away from its

proper line of direction, and swing to its right against Blucher

in the enemy's right centre, only a mere detachment following

up Kleist's retreat.

Blucher, already closely engaged with Soult's corps, saw at

once the danger of his position when Ney's victorious troops

appeared upon his flank. He rapidly withdrew his corps

behind the deep hollow of the Blossaer Wasser, and formed on

a new front, facing nearly north, with his left at Purscwitz, a

large village that had been elaborately fortified. Kleist rallied

behind Bliicher's right, and Barclay's Russians, falling back from

Baruth and extricating themselves from Lauriston's turning

movement, prolonged the line to the right through the villages

of Rackel and Kortnitz. Behind the line thus formed the

Allies began their retreat from the heights. It was a defeat,

but Ney's error had saved the beaten army from the disaster

Napoleon had prepared for it. How well the retreat of the

Russo-Prussian Army was conducted, and how little the French

were able to interfere with it, is shown by the fact that out of

more than 600 guns only nine were left in the hands of the

victors. Very few prisoners were taken. The Allies lost

10,850 killed and wounded. The French storming fortified

villages and entrenched heights lost nearly 25,000.

There was practically no pursuit. The Allied right re-

treated through Wurschen to Weissenberg, the left through

Hochkirch to Lobau. The two columns then evacuated
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Saxony and united about Gorlitz in Silesia. Once more
Napoleon had to regret that he no longer commanded an army
of seasoned veterans. The young men who filled the ranks of

his regiments were exhausted by their efforts and incapable of

further exertions without some days of repose. But on the

other hand the Allies were disheartened by their failure. They
had expected an easy victory over the improvised army of the

Emperor, and they had been badly beaten at Lutzen and then

at Bautzen and expelled from Saxony. In three weeks

Napoleon had victoriously won back the old prestige of his

arms, and while he was overrunning Saxony, Davolat had re-

captured Hamburg. No wonder there was depression in the

Allied councils, and they welcomed the friendly mediation

of Austria proposing an armistice and peace negotiations.

Napoleon, temporarily unable to follow up his success, and

anxious to secure the fruits of victory, accepted the proposed

suspension of arms. The armistice was signed on 4 June.

From Ney's failure to carry out Napoleon's plan at Bautzen

dates the beginning of the final stage of the Emperor's down-

fall. Had the Allied army been destroyed on 21 May he

could have dictated peace on his own terms. The armistice

held his hands, but with his army in its exhausted condition

and a formidable enemy still in the field he could not reject

the good offices of the Emperor Francis, without running the

risk of seeing the Austrian army at once arrayed against him.

He might even now have saved his crown and his dynasty if

he had made the best of a difficult situation and concluded a

peace though at the cost of great sacrifices. But he felt he

was still a conqueror, and when the Allies and Austria proposed

as a basis of the peace that he should resign most of his con-

quests and withdraw from his overlordship of Germany he re-

solved to tempt once more the fortune of war. The terms

finally formulated for Napoleon's acceptance at the Congress

of Prague included the yielding up of Poland to Russia and

Illyria to Austria, the evacuation of Spain, Holland, Belgium,

and a great part of Italy by the PVench, and the organization

of a free Confederation of the Rhine. Napoleon hesitated for

awhile. Then he prepared again for war. 10 August, the

last day of the armistice, passed without his even sending a
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reply to the Allies. Next day Austria, which had kept a

large army ready mobilized in Bohemia, declared war against

him.

Napoleon began the autumn campaign in the face of

terribly unequal odds. During the armistice the forces on

both sides had been considerably increased. The Allies had

now some 700,000 men in the field, of whom about half a

million would soon be available in the main theatre of war.

In the first days of August, 50,000 Russians under Barclay

and 50,000 Prussians under Kleist had been marched from

Silesia through Austrian territory to reinforce the army under

Schwartzenberg in Bohemia. As he had already concentrated

130,000 of his own troops this brought his fighting force up

to 230,000 men. These would march from the southward

against Napoleon.

The Army of Silesia under Blucher, with its head-quarters

at Breslau had left, after thus reinforcing Schwartzenberg and

the Austrians, a total of 110,000 men (60,000 Prussians and

50,000 Russians). These would march against the Emperor

from the eastward. Northward lay another allied army about

Berlin, 20,000 Swedes under Bernadotte and 70,000 Prussians

and Germans under Biilow and Tauentzien. Finally a Russian

reserve army of 60,000 men under Benningsen would soon be

ready to march to the scene of operations in Saxony.

To these half-million men Napoleon would be able to

oppose a little more than 300,000 men after providing for

garrisons and line of communication troops. Dresden was to

be the centre of his defensive operations. He hoped to be

able to strike from this central point now at one, now at

another of the allied armies. Under his immediate command
he had the Imperial Guard, eight army corps and three corps

of cavalry, in all about 250,000 men. At the close of the

armistice these were divided into three groups. In and near

Dresden were the 14th Corps (St. Cyr) and the ist(Vandamme).

Further east at Bautzen, Gorlitz, and Zittau were the Guard,

and the 2nd Corps (Victor) and the 8th (Poniatowski). Facing

Blucher's army in Silesia stood Ney at Liegnitz, with the 3rd

Corps. On his right, and under his orders, was the 5th

(Lauriston). The i ith (Macdonald) was still further to the right

17
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about Lowenberg. In his rear in support was the 6th Corps

(Marmont).

A smaller army under Oudinot lay about Luckau, watching

the Allied Army of the North and threatening a march on

Berlin. It was about 60,000 strong and was made up of 4th

Corps (Bertrand), the 7th (Reynier), and the 12th (Oudinot).

Ney's position during the campaign was remarkable. For

most of the time he was not in command of his own corps,

but withdrawn from it and employed now here, now there, in

special duty with other troops of the Grand Army. Napoleon

had learned to rely upon him as the man to cope with an

emergency. His mistake at Bautzen was not allowed to count

against him, but he did not escape the ill fortune that was now
linking with defeat so many names that hitherto had been

held to mean unfailing success.

The Allies opened the campaign with a forward move of

Blucher and the Army of Silesia, a feint meant to draw

Napoleon with the central mass of the Grand Army eastward,

and give Schwartzenberg the opportunity for issuing from the

passes of the frontier range with the Army of Bohemia, over-

whelming the French left, and occupying Dresden. The
brunt of Blucher's attack fell upon Macdonald's corps.

Napoleon marched to the help of the Marshal and Blucher

was defeated at Lowenberg on 2 1 August. But Schwartzenberg

was hopelessly slow in taking advantage of the opportunity

made for him by his Prussian colleague. On the 22nd

Napoleon heard that the Austrians were on the move, and he

at once began a forced march on Dresden with Marmont's

corps, leaving Macdonald only to watch Blucher, sending

everything else towards the point of danger, and calling Ney
temporarily away from his own corps to hurry up the divisions

of the Young Guard that had been moved towards Gabel.

Schwartzenberg, advancing slowly with the Army of

Bohemia, was before Dresden on the morning of the 26th. He
held a front of seven miles, but one of his corps was late in

arriving, and with an excess of caution he wasted the whole

morning waiting for it. St. Cyr held the southern suburbs

which had been strengthened with redoubts, trenches, and

barricades, but he was so weak in numbers that there is no
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doubt that a determined attack by the Allies early on the 26th

would have given them Dresden,

Napoleon arrived in the city with the first reinforcements

shortly before noon. It was not till after one o'clock that

Schwartzenberg at last attacked. By that time the French

were marching into the city in a steady stream. But few of

the newly arrived troops had reached the southern front, and

at first the attack seemed likely to succeed. St. Cyr was

being driven in by the pressure of numbers. The first check

to the attack, the first warning to the Allies that they had

more than St. Cyr's corps to deal with, was the appearance in

the French centre of line upon line of bear-skin caps, as two

strong columns of the Guard came into action. They were

led by Ney in person. They had not merely come up to

strengthen the defence. They made a fierce counter-attack

with the bayonet, and drove back Kleist's Prussians with heavy

loss. After this the attack made not another foot of progress.

The fighting went on till nightfall, the French being continually

reinforced and everywhere holding their ground. Towards

evening heavy rain began, and during the night it came down
in a deluge on the hostile armies which had bivouacked on the

ground on which they had fought, waiting to renew the battle

in the morning.

Napoleon was still outnumbered two to one by the Allies.

On the morning of the second day he would be able to put

only 96,000 men in line against an army of 200,000. Never-

theless he had decided to abandon the defensive and venture

upon an attack on both flanks of the enemy. Mortier, with

two divisions of the Guard, was sent to the right to turn the

enemy's flank on that side. But this movement, like Oudinot's

attack at Bautzen, was chiefly intended to divert Schwartzen-

berg's attention from the real point of danger. Murat, after

long hesitations had joined the Grand Army and with every

available squadron massed in a great column had marched

before dawn to gain the right flank of the Allies, pushing in

between them and the Elbe. Victor's infantry corps supported

him, attacking in front while Murat charged through the

driving rain upon the Allied flank and 'rear. The infantry

formed in squares to meet the charge, but as the horsemen
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dashed forward only a few straggling shots were fired at them.

The rain had soaked the paper-covered cartridges and the

priming of the muskets, and most of the ammunition was use-

less. Under these circumstances square after square was

broken. The horse artillery, acting with the cavalry, opened

at point blank range upon the masses drawn up in solid squares

to resist the charges. By two o'clock Murat had routed the

Allied right taking some 1 2,000 prisoners. Mortier had broken

their left. Ney in the centre had attacked with the Guard

supported by his own corps. Schwartzenberg lost heart and

retired covered by his cavalry.

The French had about 10,000 men killed and wounded.

The losses of the Allies were much heavier. Fifteen thousand

were killed and wounded, 23,000 prisoners. Two generals were

among the latter. Napoleon's trophies of the day were fifteen

captured standards and twenty-six guns. Had he been able

to follow up his success and reap its full results the victory of

Dresden might have saved his throne. But on the morrow of

the battle he was prostrated by an attack of illness, and none

could supply his place. The great scheme of operations he

had devised for destroying the beaten enemy during the retreat

into Bohemia miscarried for want of his directing genius.

Vandamme, with the ist Corps launched against the flank of

the retiring Allies, was left unsupported, cut off from the Grand

Army, and completely defeated at Kulm on the 29th. Of his

40,000 men, only one half extricated themselves from the

disastrous fight. All the artillery was lost, and Vandamme
himself was wounded and taken prisoner.

Even before he heard of Vandamme's failure, Napoleon had

bad news from Oudinot. He had advanced on Berlin with the

French Army of the North about 60,000 strong (4th, 7th, and

1 2th Corps and 3rd Division of Cavalry). But on 23 August

he had been beaten by Bernadotte at Gross Beeren, with a loss

of thirteen guns and many prisoners. His defeat was partly

due to the misconduct of the Saxon troops who formed a large

element in the 7th Corps and whose hearts were not in the

struggle. Oudinot retreated to Wittemberg on the Elbe.

Then came news that on the very day of the first fighting

before Dresden Blucher had beaten Macdonald on the Katzbach.
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The Emperor used the breathing time allowed him while the

Army of Bohemia was recovering from its defeat to turn upon

Blucher and the Army of Silesia. On 4 September he en-

countered and defeated the Prussians at Hochkirch on the old

battle-field of Bautzen, and following up his success won another

victory next day at Makersdorf.

While he was thus driving back the Army of Silesia he had

found work for Ney elsewhere. He was anxious to avenge the

defeat of Gross Beeren (which he felt all the more because

it was Bernadotte who commanded the victorious enemy), and

he attached great importance to the moral effect that would

be produced by an occupation of Berlin. On i September he

gave Ney the command of the northern army at Wittemberg

with orders to march against Bernadotte, who had now nearly

100,000 men at his disposal. Ney, usually so sanguine and

self-confident, did not disguise his dislike for the mission en-

trusted to him and his doubts of success. He reached Wittem-

berg on the 4th, and began his march on Berlin next day. He
had no reason to complain of the zealous co-operation given

to him by Bertrand, who commanded the 4th Corps, But the

other two commanders were a source of trouble and anxiety to

him from the first. Reynier (7th Corps) was notoriously self-

willed almost to the point of open insubordination. Oudinot

(i2th Corps) was in continual bad humour at having been de-

prived of the chief command and placed under the orders of his

brother marshal At times it seemed almost as if he would

rather see a failure than a success, if only to show that Ney
could do no better than himself.

On the 5th the advanced parties of the enemy were driven

from the villages of Zalma and Seyda. Three corps were now
concentrating to bar Ney's advance. Tauentzien and Billow's

Prussians were on his right front, Bernadotte's Swedes away to

the left. He decided to attack the Prussians early on the 6th

before they were joined by the Swedes, The result was the

battle of Dennewitz, Ney's plans for the attack were executed

in a way that brought his three corps into action in succession

instead of simultaneously, and thus exposed him to be beaten in

detail, Bertrand with the 4th Corps obeyed his instructions,

and was the first to engage the enemy. Reynier with the 7th
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left the line of march appointed for him with fatal results.

Oudinot had been directed to follow Reynier's corps. He
waited a long time for the 7th Corps to appear, and when time

went by and there was no sign of Reynier, who had taken

another road, he at last marched ofif hours too late, and even

when he arrived in sight of the battle-field did not come into

action till he received a pressing message from Ney. By this

time the Marshal was barely holding his own against the united

forces of Tauentzien and Biilow. Oudinot's arrival restored

the fight for awhile, but then the appearance of Bernadotte's

army on the left of Ney's line forced him to retreat in order to

avoid an utter disaster. Reynier's Saxons had already given

way and their retirement was very like a rout. The French

and Italian regiments of the army did better. The pursuit

was hotly pressed and the three corps, retiring by different

lines, only concentrated on the 8th at the fortress of Torgau

after heavy losses. Large numbers had surrendered as soon

as the fortune of the day turned against France, the only con-

solation was that most of these were not Frenchmen. Ney
had brought 58,000 men into action, 20,000 at a time against

a solid mass of 54,000 Germans. He had lost 10,000 killed

and wounded, 13,000 prisoners, eighty-three guns and 400
wagons. The German loss was about 7000 men.

The defeat was all the more serious because Ney had failed.

Hitherto his name had been a talisman of victory. Not un-

justly he attributed the disaster to the indiscipline of his sub-

ordinates. On the loth he wrote to Berthier :

—

" The tnorale of the generals and of the officers as a whole is strangely

shaken. To command under such conditions is only to be half a com-

mander and I would rather be a grenadier. I beg that you will obtain from

the Emperor either that I shall be sole Commander-in-Chief, with generals

of division under me as my subalterns, or that His Majesty will be so good

as to take me away from this hell. I think I need not speak of my devotion

to him. I am ready to shed the last drop of my blood, but I want it to be

shed for some useful end. In the actual state of things the presence of the

Emperor is the only chance of pulling things together."

And a little later he wrote again :

—

" I cannot but go on repeating that it is absolutely impossible to make
General Reynier obey. He never executes the orders he receives. I re-

quest that either this general or I myself shall be sent elsewhere."
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Despite this strong protest no alteration was made in the com-

mands. Napoleon had become used to friction between his

marshals and generals and left them to settle their differences

as best they could. But Ney had other causes of anxiety be-

sides the troubles caused by his corps commanders. The spirit

of officers and men was breaking down. The officers had

found that they could not expect from their young troops the

endurance and the efforts, which with the men of the Grand

Army of other days had been a matter of course. In the

earlier battles of the campaign the young soldiers, many of

them only half-trained, had shown that they could fight well,

but the exertions of the day of battle are the least trying part

of a soldier's experiences. The young men could not march

like the veterans of earlier campaigns. They broke down
under exposure to bad weather and the trial of living on sup-

plies that were often too scanty to allow full rations to be dis-

tributed. After the defeat of Dennewitz there was a general

depression, which, as so often happens, was accompanied by an

increase of sickness. Men began to shirk duty. They straggled

on the line of march despite stern orders from Napoleon that

stragglers were to be treated as deserters. They wandered

from their camps in search of food. There were even cases of

soldiers deliberately mutilating themselves of two or three

fingers by firing a musket against them in order to report

themselves as accidentally disabled and so obtain dismissal from

service. Replying to a letter of the Emperor's proposing an-

other march on Berlin, Ney, for the first time in his life, replied

that he could not depend on his men, "In case of such a

movement," he wrote, " a battle must be looked for, and if my
army is to take part in it other corps must support it, for if we

mean to force the line of the Elster ^ we must expect another

check, such is the depression of spirit {abatieinenf) of my troops."

It must have pained a soldier like Ney very deeply to have to

make such a confession.

When, therefore, after striking now at Schwartzenberg now

at Blucher as the two main armies of the Allies menaced him

1 Not the Elster near Leipzig, but another river of the same name, the Sch-

warze Elster (Black Elster), a tributary of the Elbe which runs parallel to it east

of Torgau and joins it below the fortress.
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in turn, Napoleon was at last forced to abandon Dresden in

order to meet a converging movement of the enemy on Leipzig

that threatened to cut him off from his communications with

France, Ney fell back before the advance of Bernadotte without

attempting a stand. Blucher and the army of Silesia had made

a flank march to join hands with Bernadotte and move with

him against the north and east of Leipzig, where Napoleon was

now concentrating the Grand Army. Schwartzenberg was ad-

vancing against it from the southwards. These movements

occupied the first two weeks of October.

During the retirement Ney had been joined by his old corps,

the 3rd, and had resumed command of it, while exercising a

general direction over those that were acting in concert with it.

As he drew near Leipzig and the detached corps were once

more units in the great concentration, he became again for a

couple of days a mere corps commander, the French Army of

the North having no longer a separate existence.

Then came the three days of battle round Leipzig—the

greatest battle of the nineteenth century. The Grand Army
mustered 170,000 men with 700 guns. The Allies brought

into action 301,500 men (including 56,000 cavalry) with 1384

guns. The Germans call it the " Volkerschlacht "—the "Battle

of the Nations," not without reason, for besides the French

there were in the Grand Army the soldiers of many nations

whom the great Emperor had made his tributaries, and the

Allied armies were those of Russia, Austria, Prussia, and

Sweden.^

On 16 October, the first day of the battle, Ney and the 3rd

Corps had no opportunity of taking any useful part in the action.

It was not his fault. In the morning he was posted on the

north-east side of the circle of positions held by the Grand

Army around the city. From the southward Schwartzenberg

with the Army of Bohemia was attacking along a front of six

miles. North-westward Blucher was in action with Marmont

'The English Army was also represented in the great battle, not only by

the officers attached to the Allied head-quarters, but also by a fighting detach-

ment, a " Rocket Troop " of the Royal Artillery, commmded by Captain Bogue.

It was with Bernadotte's army. Bogue was killed in the fight. Lieutenant

Strangways then took command, the same officer who as General Strang^vays

was mortally wounded at Inkerman in 1^54.
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about Mockern. Bernadotte was approaching slowly from
'

the north-east. Early in the day Napoleon became anxious

about his positions south of the city, and Ney was ordered to

transfer his corps to that side and act as a reserve for the de-

fence there. The 3rd Corps accordingly made a march of about

eight miles, passing through the eastern suburbs of Leipzig,

and then moving out by the Lieberwolkwitz road to Probsteyda,

where beside the windmill, on the highest ground south of the

city, the Emperor was watching the battle, with the Imperial

Guard waiting in ordered lines on the slopes to the left of the

village. Here there was a brief halt while Ney conferred with

the Emperor. Then he moved his corps forward to near the

village of Dosen.

There was now good prospect of the 3rd Corps being ac-

tively engaged, but there came from Marmont pressing messages

asking for help. The southern line of battle was making a

good stand. The danger on the north was more imminent,

and Ney was ordered to retrace his steps and support Marmont.

Once more he marched through the narrow streets of Leipzig.

Issuing from the northern suburbs he took up a position in the

rear of Marmont's line, but his corps was never seriously en-

gaged. He had been marching instead of fighting during the

day, and had for him the novel experience of being a spectator

of a great battle.

The firing ceased about six o'clock as darkness came on.

The French had maintained their positions on the whole, but

at the cost of heavy losses. It is true that the losses of the

Allies had also been serious, but they could better afford them.

Bernadotte had not yet come into action. The Russian corps

of Benningsen and Colleredo's Austrians had not yet joined

Schwarzenberg. The Allies could spare many thousands of

men. Time and numbers were on their side.

Sunday the 17th was a dull, sunless day, with frequent

storms of wind and rain. Beyond a few shots exchanged here

and there between the outposts of the hostile armies there was

no fighting. The Allies were waiting for their reinforcements.

Bernadotte's vanguard (Wintzigerode's Russian division)

showed itself beyond the Partha. In the evening Colleredo

and Benningsen joined Schwartzenberg. The counter attacks
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of the French the day before had made the Austrian generalis-

simo anxious about his position, and before these reinforcements

joined him he had withdrawn Gyulai's corps from the left bank

of the Elster by the bridge at Pegau. This was a piece of

good luck for Napoleon, for it cleared his line of retreat. It

was a piece of characteristic over-caution on Schwartzenberg's

part, and needlessly sacrificed a great advantage.

Napoleon spent an anxious day. He was strangely irreso-

lute, and there were times when he spoke of beginning a retreat

at once. On the south side he drew in his lines nearer to

Leipzig. During the night he slept little. At 3 a.m. on the

morning of the i8th he sent for his carriage and drove amid

rain and darkness through Leipzig to Ney's head-quarters on

the north side. He roused the Marshal and spent an hour in

conference with him. Map in hand he pointed out the posi-

tions of the Allies and the general arrangement of the defence,

and after an exchange of views with Ney, put him in command

of all the troops on the north side of Leipzig.

Before dawn the weather had cleared up and the sun rose

brightly on the morning of Monday the i8th. Leaving

Marmont to hold his own against Blucher, just outside the

northern suburbs of Leipzig, with his left protected by the

Elster swamps, Ney prolonged the line with the 3rd and 7th

Corps, his own and Reynier's along a rising ground east of the

village of Schonfeld. The Partha ran parallel to his front

about two miles away in the plain, and then swept round his

left flank by the village of Mockou. Masses of the enemy,

the Allied Army of the North reinforced by other corps, were

crossing the Partha in his front and working round by Mockou

to threaten his flank.

An artillery duel opened the battle. Ney's guns, though

heavily outnumbered, made a good fight, and he sent forward

lines of skirmishers to delay the hostile advance across the

Partha. But it was not till near noon that the Allied attack

began to develop its full force. Then Langeron's corps stormed

Mockou driving out Ney's left and seizing the bridge on the

Partha. By this crossing, and the fords close by, they came

pouring over the river. Ney drew back his left to Schonfeld,

where he was in touch with Marmont's right.
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On his own right towards Sellerhausen Reynier was attacked

by Bubna's corps, supported by Wintzigerode's regular cavalry

and some thousands of Platoffs Cossacks. Here the English

Rocket Troop came into action, and although the rockets did

little damage, the flying trails of smoke and the loud explo-

sions were trying to the nerves of Reynier's young troops, who
were facing a novel weapon that seemed something as terrible

as it was strange. Unfortunately, too, for Reynier, he had in

his command the Saxon troops whose half-hearted slackness

had been so largely responsible for the defeat of Dennewitz.

About two o'clock first one, then another, regiment of these

deserted its post, marching over to the Allies with bands

playing a patriotic German air and muskets sloped on their

shoulders. Then the Saxon cavalry galloped across to the

attack with sheathed swords. Three batteries of artillery ceased

firing, limbered up, and trotted away with the deserters. A
cuirassier regiment charged after them to try to capture the

guns, but the Saxon artillerymen promptly unlimbered and

stopped the charge with a blast of grapeshot fired at close

quarters, then limbered up again and continued their march.

Thus in half an hour Reynier was abandoned by the whole

Saxon contingent, eleven battalions, three squadrons, and three

batteries. The Allies did not bring their new comrades into

action but at once sent them into bivouac a league away on the

banks of the Partha.

The remnant of Reynier's corps had now to fall back by

Sellerhausen, supported by some reinforcements hurriedly des-

patched by Napoleon from the south front. Meanwhile Ney
was fighting hard with Langeron and Biilow about Schonfeld

and Paunsdorf. He had two horses killed under him. Late

in the afternoon Biilow took Paunsdorf, and Langeron stormed

Schonfeld. Ney rode back towards Leipzig amid the wreck

of his corps, hardly able to remain in the saddle, for in the defence

of Schonfeld he had been badly wounded by a ball in the

shoulder. Marmont had been driven into the suburbs. The
whole defence of the northern line had collapsed.

On the south the French had barely held their own against

Schwartzenberg's attack, and it was evident that the struggle

could not be prolonged for another day. The Emperor rode
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over to see for himself the situation on the north side, but he

had already given orders for the retreat to begin. Days before

it had been proposed to throw additional bridges over the

branches of the Elster, but Napoleon had neglected this pre-

caution, and the whole army with its guns, wagons, and com-

missariat cattle had to march in a single column through the

narrow winding streets of old Leipzig, and then along miles of

causeways and bridges, the roadway being never more than

thirty feet wide. Twenty-four hours would hardly have been

enough for the uninterrupted march of the Grand Army through

this defile.

The retirement began during the night and was continued

for some hours during the 19th, rear-guards holding the suburbs

of Leipzig. The first bridge on the Elster had been mined,

and on a detachment of the enemy seizing a neighbouring

island and threatening the bridge the engineer in charge pre-

maturely blew it up. Thousands had not yet crossed. With
their line of retreat thus cut they became the prisoners of the

Allies. Marshal Macdonald escaped by swimming the Elster,

but the gallant Poniatowski was drowned in the attempt.

The losses during the three days' battle had been terrible.

The Allies had 48,000 killed and wounded, including 21

generals and 1800 ofificers. The Grand Army had lost 45,000
killed and wounded, and 1 5,000 prisoners. Thirty-six generals

had been killed, wounded, or taken prisoners, and the Allies

captured on the battle-field or secured in Leipzig 28 standards

and eagles, 325 guns, and 900 wagons.

Ney was invalided, recovering from his wound, during the

retreat of the Grand Army to the Rhine. Only the slackne.ss

of Schwartzenberg's pursuit enabled Napoleon to save the rem-

nant of his army. All his German Allies had now abandoned
him. The Bavarians under Wrede (Ney's old comrade of the

Russian retreat) even tried to bar his way, but were badly

beaten at Hanau, so that the disastrous campaign closed for

Napoleon with a parting gleam of victory.
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THE CAMPAIGN OF FRANCE AND THE ABDICATION (1814)

NEY was disabled by his wound during the retreat

across the Rhine, but he made a good recovery, and

before the end of the year was able again to take

the field. There had been for a moment a hope that peace

would be concluded under conditions that would leave to

Napoleon his crown and to France the Rhine frontier. But

the informal negotiations came to nothing. Wellington had

crossed the Pyrenees ; Blilow was in the Netherlands with a

Prussian Army ; the Austrians were overrunning Switzerland.

Two great armies of invasion were preparing to pass the Rhine.

The outlook could not be more menacing. A year ago by ex-

traordinary exertions the Emperor had replaced with new levies

the old army that had disappeared among the snows of Russia.

Only a remnant of the new Grand Army remained to him.

By decree after decree he called to arms three-quarters of a

million of men. But now at last France failed to respond to

his call. Not one-third of the men he summoned to the colours

ever appeared. Not more than half of these took the field be-

fore the final catastrophe.

There were for a while hopes that the Allies would avoid a

winter campaign, and that there would be some breathing time

in which to prepare for the defence of France. But on 21

December Schwartzenberg's army, more than 200,000 strong,

was crossing the upper Rhine near the Swiss frontier. On the

New Year's Day of 18 14, Bliicher crossed the middle Rhine

with 80,000 more. Biilow had 60,000 in Holland and would

soon enter the north of France, Marshal Macdonald had about

15,000 men in Cologne and Coblentz. Another 15,000 was

with General Morand at Mayence, and Marmont had about

20,000 at Durkheim. Marshal Victor had collected 20,000
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men behind the Vosges, Ney had 5000 or 6000 at Nancy,

and Mortier about the same number at Langres.

Unable from lack of numbers to risk a serious engagement

with the invaders, the French commanders in the east of France

retired before the advance of the enemy, leaving garrisons in

the fortresses and walled towns. Marmont retreated through

Metz. Victor joined Ney at Nancy, and the three Marshals

united their forces at Chalons. Reinforcements were sent from

Paris, regiments of the Imperial Guard and drafts from the

depots, and on 25 January the Emperor himself arrived at

Chalons. He gave to Ney, a Marshal of France who had

commanded Army Corps numbering forty or fifty thousand men

in earlier campaigns, the command of a division of the Imperial

Guard. Two years before it would have ranked as a weak

brigade, or it might have been organized simply as a regiment,

for it mustered only 2500 officers and men. That such a com-

mand should have been assigned to a Marshal was a startling

evidence of the way in which the great Emperor's military

power was dwindling to comparative insignificance.

Ney's weak division belonged to the latest formations of

the " Young Guard ". Many of his men were little more than

recruits. Many of his officers had been lately promoted from

the ranks, or called back from half-pay, or were fresh from the

military schools. He had to act as a brigadier on the march

and in battle, and in the bivouacs and on the outpost line give

every possible moment he could spare to teaching his men their

duties. Now he was doing the work of a general, now of an

adjutant, or a sergeant-instructor. The splendid physique that

had sustained him through the dangers and fatigues of the re-

treat from Moscow without an hour of illness, without even an

hour of over-fatigue or exhaustion, enabled him to work day

and night with only snatches of sleep.

Ney's division was included in the little army of about

40,000 men with which Napoleon marched up the valley of the

Marne by Vitry, and on 29 January startled Blucher by falling

upon the Prussian rear at Brienne and winning the first victory

of the campaign. The Prussian abandoned his advance on

Paris, drew back to unite with Schwartzenberg, and on i

February the Allies opposed 130,000 men to Napoleon's
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40,000 at La Rothi^re. The French were beaten, leaving fifty

guns and 2000 prisoners in the hands of the enemy. But they

made good their retreat towards Paris ; there was no pursuit,

and the Emperor was able to halt at Troyes to rest and re-

organize his army.

But at this crisis of the campaign the Allies adopted a plan

which delayed the catastrophe, and offered Napoleon new op-

portunities of victory. La Rothiere had made the invaders

over confident. They thought that the Emperor's army was

not only defeated, but utterly demoralized. The more easily

to supply their large forces from the country they divided

into two columns. Blucher was to move northwards towards

Chalons, and then advance on Paris by the valley of the Marne.

Schwartzenberg was to follow that of the Seine ; he marched

with a cautious deliberation that permitted Napoleon for the

moment to neglect his operations, and aim another blow at

Bliicher's column. On 10 February he fell upon the Russian

corps of General Olsuvieff at Champaubert, and completely

defeated him, taking fifteen guns and 2000 prisoners, among
them Olsuvieff himself and two other generals. He had thus

cut through the centre of the long column in which Bliicher's

army was trailing towards Paris, and by a series of rapid

manoeuvres he used his central position to engage and defeat

his enemy in detail, Sacken and Yorck turning back with the

leading corps were met and beaten at Montmirail on the 12th.

Then Napoleon turned upon Blucher and defeated and nearly

captured him on the 14th at Vauchamps, Abandoning the

pursuit of the Prussians he then marched to check the slow

advance of the main Allied army under Schwartzenberg, the

cavalry of which was already approaching Fontainebleau,

The reports of Bliicher's failures had for the moment para-

lysed Schwartzenberg's advance. For three days he kept his

forces halted where they stood " in order to await the develop-

ment of the Emperor Napoleon's movements," to quote the

words of his order to the army. He had not long to wait, for

Napoleon was hurrying by forced marches to reunite with

Victor and Oudinot and fall on the Austro-Russian flank. On
the 17th with 50,000 men he swept Pahlen's corps out of

Mormant, and next day won a victory at Montereau over the
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Prince of Wiirtemberg's corps. To avoid being beaten in de-

tail like Blucher, Schwartzenberg began a retreat, drawing his

corps together as he marched. All the ground the Allies had

gained in the three weeks of campaigning was abandoned.

Schwartzenberg fell back across the Aube. The plan of the

Allies was now that he should hold his positions on the river

against Napoleon, while Blucher made another dash for Paris.

For this purpose he was to be reinforced by the Prussian corps

of Billow and the Russians under Wintzigerode who were

marching down to Laon from the Netherlands. A further

Russian reinforcement was advancing from Lorraine. But

Blucher believed that even without this help he was strong

enough to sweep away the small force under Marmont that

guarded the direct road to Paris. Napoleon had early informa-

tion of the movement and decided to repeat the manoeuvre

which had given him victory a fortnight before. Leaving

Oudinot at Bar-sur-Aube to keep a mere screen of troops in

front of Schwartzenberg, he marched from Troyes on the 27th

to attack Blucher. He had about 35,000 men with him.

Ney's command had been raised to 5000 men, organized on the

small scale then characteristic of Napoleon's army, in two weak

divisions and a brigade. The two divisions, each of the

strength of a regiment of former times, were the infantry of the

Young Guard under Generals Meunier and Curial. The brigade

mustering little more than a thousand bayonets was made up

of veteran soldiers withdrawn from Spain, and commanded by

General Pierre Boyer,

Bliicher was driving back Marmont when he heard of

Napoleon's northward march. He had a very exaggerated

idea of the forces at the Emperor's disposal,^ and dreaded

' The remembrance of how the Emperor had before this improvised great

armies, and how he showed himself in force now here, now there, had given the

AUies this idea, and Napoleon did his best to foster it. After his first victories

in February, he had written to the Government in Paris :
" You must really have

lost your heads to say that we were one against three, when as for myself I am
giving out everywhere that I have 300,000 men, and when the enemy believes it,

and we must go on repeating it everlastingly. This is how with a stroke of the

pen you destroy all the good result of my victory. You ou<^ht to understand

that there is here no question of vain boastfulness, and that one of the first

principles of war is to exaggerate one's strength. But how am I to get this into

the heads of a lot of poets who think only of flattering me and flattering the
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being attacked by him before he could join hands with Wint-

zigerode and Blilow, He drew back to evade Napoleon's

blow and to facilitate their junction with him. His line of

march was north-eastward towards Laon, where he hoped to

concentrate his army. Soissons, held by a French garrison,

lay in his way, but Biilow got possession of it, thanks to the

feeble defence made by a weak commandant.

Napoleon had hoped to attack Blucher before Soissons.

He was indignant at the news of its premature surrender. But

still unaware that Blucher had been so largely reinforced he

decided to attack him at Laon, drive him away to the north-

ward and then march back to deal with Schwartzenberg.

Leaving Soissons on his left he marched to the crossing of the

Aisne at Berry-au-Bac.

In the first stages of the campaign Ney with his handful of

men had done his full share of the work without fortune giving

him the opportunity of performing any exceptional service.

Now with somewhat larger numbers at his command his chance

came, when the Emperor sent forward his little corps of Guards-

men and veterans of Spain to act as the vanguard of the ad-

vance on Laon. At their head Ney took a leading part in the

desperate fighting of 5 and 6 March when the Allied rear-guards

were driven from the plateau of Craonne and the way to Laon

was thus opened,

Blucher had six army corps, 100,000 men—Russians and

Prussians, in and around the city, partly holding its approaches,

the open ground eastward by Athies, the passages over the

marshes of the Ardon brook—partly on the long ridge-like pla-

teau crowned by the city with its towered cathedral and ruined

walls—but mostly in reserve behind the screen of the isolated

height. Napoleon had no idea his enemy was so strong. He

self-esteem of the nation." And again before this dash at Bliicher he wrote to

his brother Joseph (24 Feb.) :
" Only a few days ago the Allies thought I had not an

army. Now their imagination stops at nothing. Three or four hundred thousand

are not enough for them. They say the French army is stronger than ever. It

is necessary that the reports inspired by their fears should be re-echoed by the Paris

newspapers. Newspapers are not history, any more than bulletins are history."

It is likely that Napoleon had the same purpose in organizing his army in '• Army
Corps " 4000 or 5000 strong and " divisions " of 1500 or 2000 men. The allies

hearing of divisions and corps commanded by Generals and Marshals would

multiply these numbers freely.

18
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sent Marmont to attack by Athies. He himself advanced

from the south by the Soissons road. To Ney he confided

the task of surprising and capturing the bridges and causeways

across the Ardon marshes, near the villages of fitouvelles and

Chivy, held by 6000 Russians under Woronzoff.

The weather had become suddenly colder. On the even-

ing of the 8th snow began to fall. There was a sharp frost,

and fog hung over the marshy course of the Ardon. Breaking

off from his bivouacs at midnight Ney led his corps to the

Soissons road, and then marched swiftly and silently on

Etouvelles through fog and snow. There was no danger of

missing his way with the broad high road to guide him. The
Russian sentinels were suddenly swept away by a rush of

bayonets, that burst through the veil of darkness and whirling

snow. Led by Ney in person the French poured into Etou-

velles. The Russians were bayoneted, knocked down, and

captured as they rose from their sleep. A mob of panic-stricken

fugitives, mostly unarmed, fled along the causeway and over

the Ardon bridge with the French bayonets at their backs.

The defenders of Chivy were overwhelmed by the mingled

rush of routed friends and exultantly victorious foes. Beyond

the second village Ney halted, rallied his men, disordered by

the rush through the darkness, and collected and sent back his

prisoners.

Before daybreak Victor's corps had passed the causeway in

his rear, moved out to the right of Chivy, and formed up to

attack Ardon village. Ney was at the same time to rush the

suburb of Semilly, The French advanced just before day-

break. The snow had ceased falling and lay thick on the

ground, and over it a dense marsh fog was drifting. In the

half-light of dawn and hidden in the fog Ney dashed into

Semilly, and stormed the suburb from end to end. At the

same time one of Victor's divisions cleared the Russians out

of Ardon. Ney then pushed up the steep slope towards the

ruined ramparts of Laon, As he reached the higher ground

he was above the fog, and Bliicher watching the attack from

the ramparts was surprised to see by how small a force he was

being attacked. Billow's men drove the French down into

Semilly and Ardon, but at first made no attempt to re-
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cover the lost suburbs, Bliicher and his staff were in a state

of anxious perplexity as to the situation. The fog hid all the

lower ground from them. They knew only that what was

comparatively a mere handful of men had been flung against

the southern suburbs, and they had a report from the cavalry

on the west side of the city that there was a considerable

French force in that direction (Marmont's corps beyond Athies),

Bliicher concluded that the attack on Semilly and Ardon must be

a diversion,intended to distract his attention from the real danger-

point. Then he thought that Napoleon would hardly risk an

advance against him along such two lines so wide apart as the

Soissons and Rheims roads. There must surely be between

these two wings of the attack a strong central force. He
remained on the defensive, and even when the fog lifted did

little more than attempt the recapture of the suburb. Mean-

while Marraont had taken Athies, but did not follow up his

success. He did not believe in ultimate victory, and he hesitated

to push forward with the masses of Ziethen's cavalry threaten-

ing his flank.

Night ended the battle, Marmont's young soldiers were

dangerously careless about outpost duties. In the darkness

four columns of hostile infantry broke through their ill-guarded

line, and as the troops in bivouac behind them rushed to their

arms, and before they could form, Ziethen's cavalry burst in

amongst them in a thundering charge, Marmont's men broke

and fled. When he rallied the remnant of his corps about

Festieux on the Rheims road at daybreak he found he had

lost some 6000 killed, wounded, and prisoners, all his baggage

and ammunition train and nearly all his guns.

Napoleon only heard of the disaster next morning when

he was preparing to renew the attack on the south front of

Laon. By this time Yorck and Kleist's corps, abandoning the

pursuit of Marmont, were moving to fall upon the Emperor's

flank and rear. Billow and Wintzigerode were to hold him

in front. The other two corps were to turn his left. But

Bliicher had suddenly fallen ill, and Gneisenau, who took over

the command, still so over-estimated Napoleon's strength that

he feared to divide his forces, abandoned the plan of attack

that might have given decisive results, recalled Yorck and
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Kleist, and gave orders for an almost passive defence of the

Laon position. The most he would attempt would be to

drive the French advanced troops from the ground they held

in the suburbs of the city.

Napoleon after hearing of Marmont's defeat had also given

up the plan of a vigorous offensive. But he still clung to the

idea that Blucher would not maintain his position, and he kept

in touch with the enemy intending to push home his attack on

the first sign of a retirement having begun. The brunt of the

fighting on lo March fell on Ney's corps. During the morn-

ing lire epulsed repeated attacks of Wintzigerode's Russians.

But he was himself in turn repulsed when, on the Emperor's

order, he attacked through Semilly. Napoleon thought he saw

Bulow's Prussians withdrawing from the heights above the

suburb, and under this mistaken impression gave the order. It

cost Ney's corps serious losses, and the only result was that the

vigour of the onset made the enemy keep more strictly to the

defensive during the afternoon.

By evening Napoleon had discovered that he was in the

presence of fourfold odds, and that he had taken a completely

mistaken view of the situation. To remain longer before Laon

would be to incur further useless losses and to risk disaster.

Orders were given for a retreat across the Aisne during the

night. Ney was to remain in position till morning to conceal

the movement from the Allies, and then act as the rear-guard.

He had lost heavily during the two days' fighting and accepted

with reluctance the task assigned to his weary and sorely tried

battalions. He wrote to Berthier that it was a difficult busi-

ness to cover the retreat with "a handful of men " in pre.sence

of a great army, and that it would have been better if the Old

Guard had been left in his place.

At Soissons—after the failure before Laon—the Emperor

reorganized his army. Ney's corps had suffered so severely

that the remnant of his Guardsmen were turned over to the

Old Guard under Mortier, and for Ney a new command was

formed—the veterans of Spain, the Polish " Regiment of the Vis-

tula " and a new battalion of the 122nd of the line, mostly

conscripts. He had in all about 2500 men. Ney was in re-

serve in Napoleon's splendid dash at Rheims, when the city
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was captured, the Russian corps of St. Priest beaten, and the

operations of the AUies for a while paralysed by their fear of

Napoleon's energetic counter attack.

The Emperor now formed the daring plan of marching

against the flank of Schwartzenberg's advance, then turning

eastwards driving off the detachments blockading the fortresses,

reinforcing his army with the garrisons thus relieved, and with

thousands of National Guards and insurgent peasants who were

reported to be in arms in the eastern departments. He would

thus paralyse the allied march on Paris by cutting their lines

of communication, and force them to turn back to meet him,

when he would be at the head of an army flushed with local

successes and reinforced by tens of thousands of old soldiers

and new recruits.

While he was elaborating this plan he had sent Ney to raid

the depot of supplies established by Bliicher at Chalons.

It was weakly guarded and Ney seized the place after a mere

skirmish on 1 5 March. He was received by the people with

enthusiastic rejoicings. From the captured magazines of the

Allies he was able to send a convoy with abundant supplies to

Rheims. The raid on Chalons was like some of his early ex-

ploits as a soldier of the Republic, and he evidently had a long-

ing to be allowed to make his column a nucleus for the partisan

warfare that had begun in the east of France. Napoleon had sug-

gested through Berthier that Ney should issue from Chalons a

proclamation to the people of Lorraine and Alsace, encouraging

them to rise against the invaders and promising the speedy

coming of the Emperor to their aid. But Ney wrote to

Berthier :

—

"Before sending me this order your Highness might have pointed

out to His Majesty that a proclamation of such importance and from which

such great results are expected ought to come from the Emperor himself.

In fact, however high may be the position I hold in the army, what can

be expected from any appeal made by me to populations that have been

so long accustomed to respond only to the voice of their sovereign ? If I

had under my command a corps strong enough in numbers for the Em-

peror to consider it advisable to allow me to act independently, the distance

between me and His Majesty might perhaps compel me to employ such a

means of announcing my early arrival to the inhabitants, whom I might

be able to rid of the enemy's presence. But except in 'this case, it seems
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to me that it belongs to the Emperor only to forewarn of his intentions the

provinces which he means to succour."

The letter was an indirect suggestion that he should be

reinforced and given a free hand to organize the rising in Alsace-

Lorraine. Napoleon reinforced him with a division of fresh

troops drawn from the garrison of Mezieres—2900 infantry

under General Janssens and a few hundred cavalry. This

brought his command up to a little over 5000 men. But the

Emperor could not spare Ney for detached operations. When
he began his march from Rheims towards the Aube he ordered

Ney's corps to move as the left column of the general advance.

Leaving Chalons on 1 8 March Ney was across the Aube at

Arcis on the 20th, with his corps and Sebastiani's cavalry.

The Emperor was a few miles away to his right. Napoleon

had hoped to surprise his enemies scattered over a wide tract

ofcountry before they could concentrate. But Schwartzenberg,

after a brief period of confused alarm and hesitation, during

which he issued orders and counter orders and nearly gave

away the game, had begun to concentrate with remarkable

rapidity, his general movement being eastwards in order to

secure his communications at the same time as he drew his

forces together. From Macdonald's reports Napoleon learned

that the enemy were falling back from Troyes, but he did not

credit the sluggish Austrian generalissimo with enough enter-

prise to use his superior forces to attack him. The hard-

fought battle at Arcis-sur-Aube on 20 and 21 March thus

came as a surprise to both the French and the Allies.

Schwartzenberg, who had with him the Czar and the

Prussian King, had only the vaguest knowledge of the numbers

and position of the French columns when he marched on

Arcis-sur-Aube on the morning of the 20th. Ney had halted

on the south bank of the river east of the town. Sebastian!

had driven back some of the enemy's cavalry and was marching

through Arcis, after sending a young officer forward to ex-

amine the undulating country immediately to the southward.

The officer did not go far enough, and reported that there was

nothing in front but small parties of the allied cavalry.

Sebastiani did not rely entirely on this report and rode out

with a mounted detachment to drive in the hostile cavalry
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and see what was behind them. He had not to go far to

make a startling discovery. As he cleared the first ridge he

saw great masses of infantry, cavalry, and artillery moving
steadily towards the Aube, and realized that he would hardly

have time to ride back and give the alarm before a consider-

able part of Schwartzenberg's army would be ready to attack

the few thousand men who held the i^outh bank of the Aube
at Arcis.

Ney's troops had formed in two lines, Janssens' brigade

(the Mezi^res regiments) in front of the village of Torcy, about

2000 yards east of Arcis; Rousseau's brigade (the 122nd, the

Vistula regiment, and the veterans of Spain) in the second line

between Arcis and Torcy. The town was held by Sebastiani.

His cavalry (about 2600 sabres) were in front of it, and the

engineers were repairing the bridge over the Aube. A little

after i p.m. Napoleon rode across it with his staff, and in-

spected Ney's position.

About two o'clock he was in the village of Torcy, dis-

cussing the situation with the Marshal, when Sebastiani was

seen spurring fast for Arcis followed by his escort, and over

the crest of the long slope to the southward came a great

wave of mounted men, and then there was a thunder of guns

as the horse artillery of the Allies unlimbered and opened

fire. Sebastiani had put himself at the head of his division

and rode up the slope to meet the hostile advance with a

charge. A line of guns sent a storm of shells into his front.

Kaisaroff's Cossacks supported by a brigade of Austrian

hussars dashed at his flank. The French cavalry gave way,

and, mingled with the victorious Allies, came streaming back

into Arcis. At the same time sixty guns opened upon Ney,

and his old comrade of Russia, General Wrede, with an

Austro-Bavarian division advanced to attack Torcy.

Telling Ney to hold out to the last. Napoleon rode hard

towards Arcis. As he approached it he was involved in a

rush of broken cavalry, mingled with the pursuing Cossacks.

He saved himself by taking refuge behind the bayonets of the

Vistula regiment. The Poles, posted nearest to Arcis, had

formed a square, and their steady fire drove back the Cossack,

spearmen. As soon as the ground was clear of them the
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Emperor left the square and galloped into the town. The
streets were full of fugitive cavaliers, but Napoleon reached

the bridge before them, and there, facing them sword in hand,

checked their flight and rallied them. Sebastiani led them

again to meet the enemy, and for the moment Arcis was

saved.

Ney was meanwhile fighting hard against more than two-

fold odds. Wrede had carried Torcy village with the first

rush, driving out Janssens' brigade. Ney brought up Rousseau's

regiments, and lending them himself sword in hand, recaptured

the village at the bayonet's point. There was then a moment-

ary lull in the fight, and during this respite Friant arrived

with the Old Guard and the long column of bear-skinned

veterans began to cross the bridge. Napoleon sent the first

three battalions to reinforce Ney on the left, and led the re-

mainder to the position before Arcis, himself pointing out the

places to be occupied by battalions and batteries. The arrival

of the reserve batteries, soon after Friant came into line,

further strengthened Napoleon's hands and the fight in front

of Arcis became for some time an artillery duel. But on the

left at Torcy Ney had to meet repeated attacks of Wrede's

corps, which was steadily reinforced until the enemy had

nearly 20,000 men in action against Ney's force of not more than

7000. Twice the Allies gained a footing in the south end of

the village, twice they were driven out. The Bavarian General,

Hebermann, was killed at the head of his brigade. Ney's

brigadier. General Janssens, was severely wounded and General

Lefol took his place. Torcy burst into flames under the con-

centrated bombardment of the Allied batteries, but in and

around the burning village Ney's men stubbornly held their

own. The battle did not end till after dark. In the twilight

there was a fierce cavalry mel6e in front of Arcis, and at Torcy

Schwartzenberg made a last effort to break down Ney's resist-

ance. Two batteries of heavy guns opened on the village at

short range, and Wrede reinforced with 4000 grenadiers of

the Russian Guard and two regiments of cuirassiers made a

last onset upon the handful of Frenchmen and Poles that had

so long defied all his efforts. There was a hard fight by the

light of the burning houses, and it was after eight o'clock when
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Wrede abandoned the hope of forcing the position and drew

off to the long ridge from which he had advanced six hours

before. Fighting against more than threefold odds, with the

river in his rear and destruction the penalty of defeat, Ney
had not yielded an inch of ground. He had lost more than

a thousand men. Impressed by this stubborn resistance

Schwartzenberg drew his army together and fell back behind

the crest of the high ground looking down upon the Aube from

which he had attacked Ney and Napoleon. At daybreak on

the 2 1st the French could see only some cavalry vedettes

posted along the ridge.

Napoleon had gained touch with Macdonald and Oudinot

and had received considerable reinforcements. He, too, mis-

judged the situation. The Austrians thought they had en-

gaged the vanguard of a great army about to debouch from

Arcis. Napoleon considered that the battle had been the

counter-attack of a mere flank guard covering the retreat of

the Allies, and that he had now no large force in his immediate

front. He ordered Ney and Sebastiani to move up to the

crest of the slope, the cavalry general having now at his com-

mand 9000 sabres and several batteries of horse artillery. The
enemy's vedettes rode off as the French advanced, but as they

reached the crest of the hill Ney and Sebastiani found them-

selves face to face with the whole of Schwartzenberg's army,

100,000 men and 370 guns drawn up in battle array. The
artillery opened fire on both sides, and there was some skirmish-

ing between the mounted troops, but the Allied commanders

maintained otherwise a passive attitude, waiting for the French

attack and believing that, on the slopes behind the troops they

could see, there were hidden large masses of Napoleon's army.

The Emperor now knew that he had made a mistake, and

issued prompt orders for a retreat across the Aube. It was

only when the retirement had been in progress for some hours

that Schwartzenberg realized what was happening and gave,

too late, the order to advance. The French held Arcis till

nightfall against a series of desperate attacks. Then the rear-

guard crossed the Aube and the bridges were destroyed to

check any attempt at pursuit.

The Emperor now resumed his project of a march into
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Eastern France, and the retirement from Arcis was directed to

the crossings of the Marne near Vitry. The town was held by

a garrison of 5000 Russians and Prussians. Ney had bivouacked

on the night of the 21st at Sommepuis, between the Aube and

the Marne. He moved before dawn on the 22nd, and as the

sun rose he was marching through the ford of Frignicourt on

the Marne above Vitry, having with him his infantry and artil-

lery and the cavalry of Milhaud and Defrance. In retreats he

commanded the rear-guard ; now that the retreat had become

an advance he was in the van. Wheeling to the left he appeared

before Vitry, and, having formed his corps for an assault, he

summoned Colonel Schurchow, the commandant, to surrender,

offering to allow him to retire with arms and baggage, and

telling him that he was completely isolated from Schwartzen-

berg's army, which was in full retreat towards Switzerland.

Schurchow in reply asked to be allowed to send an officer to

verify Schwartzenberg's alleged position, saying that, if the

Austro-Russian Army had already withdrawn beyond the line

of the Marne, he would be willing to enter into negotiations

for surrender in order to avoid useless bloodshed. Ney could

not agree to this, and opened fire with his artillery in the hope

of intimidating the Colonel, Napoleon was by this time crossing

the Marne with his army by the ford of Frignicourt and two

bridges constructed near it. He could not afford to waste any

of his force in besieging Vitry, and he therefore called off Ney

and ordered him to move with the rest of the army towards

St. Dizier.

The Emperor's forces were concentrated in and around

that town on the 23rd, He had pushed out cavalry reconnais-

sances in all directions, and sent peasants and disguised gen-

darmes to collect information, but the reports received were

vague and contradictory. Weighing the various probabilities,

he at last concluded that Schwartzenberg was marching towards

Vitry, following up his own eastward move, and he suddenly

changed his plan. He would cross the Marne again at St.

Dizier, double back towards Troyes, and place himself once

more between the Allies and Paris. The movement began at

dawn on 24 March. The Emperor with the vanguard reached

Doulevent, his cavalry sweeping the country to the south and
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west. Ney, with Sebastiani and the cavalry of the guard,

bivouacked nearer St. Dizier, between that place and Vassy,

having gone only a few miles.

Next day the Emperor once more changed his plans. He
was puzzled at the contradictory reports he received. Troyes

had been abandoned by the Allies. They were also preparing

to leave Langres. But Schwartzenberg had not arrived at Vitry,

There was no news of his huge army, Ney reported a mass

of cavalry moving from the north-west on St. Dizier. Was
this an isolated corps or the vanguard of an army ? The pro-

bability was that it was part of a force detached to cover the

flank of some movement of the Austro-Russians. In the early

morning the Emperor had ordered all corps commanders to

remain where they were for some hours, till he could clear up

the situation and decide what was to be done. In the after-

noon he issued sudden orders for a march back to the neigh-

bourhood of St. Dizier, He was going to turn upon and crush

the detached force of the enemy reported to be now crossing

the river in that direction. "The intention of the Emperor,"

wrote Berthier to Ney, "is to attack the enemy to-morrow

morning and drive him back into the Marne. The enemy's

forces are dispersed. Everything points to our having a good

day to-morrow,"

Ney's corps was present but was not closely engaged at the

action of the 26th, the Emperor's last victory in the campaign.

The French infantry, pressing into St. Dizier with drums beat-

ing, met with the merest show of resistance. The advance was

continued across the bridge while the cavalry crossed by the

fords. Only about 500 of the enemy were killed and wounded,

but the cavalry, pressing the retreat along the Vitry road, took

eighteen guns and some 2000 prisoners. And then came the

surprise of the day. The prisoners were all Russians of Wint-

zigerode's corps—against whom Napoleon had been fighting

at Laon a fortnight ago. Schwartzenberg's army had disap-

peared, and here was one of Bliicher's corps on the upper Marne.

It was a "fog of war," through which for a while the Emperor

could see nothing. He discussed the position with Ney and

other generals.

Prisoners were questioned. Reports from various sources
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anxiously compared. At last the truth was discovered.

Blucher had marched southwards by Rheims to Chalons to

bring his line of operations nearer to Schwartzenberg, detaching

Wintzigerode by Vitry to watch the Emperor's movements.
Schwartzenberg, after some hesitation, had cancelled the orders

for a retreat eastward and decided to stake everything on an
immediate combined advance on Paris. He was to march by
the valley of the Seine, Blucher by the lower Marne. They
had nothing between them and the capital, but Marmont and
Mortier's corps cut off from Napoleon by their own converging
movement.

The insurrection was spreading in Eastern France, and
Napoleon's best chance of prolonging the struggle was to carry

out his original projects. But once more he changed his mind,
and at the news of the enemy's march on Paris he resolved to

reach the capital before them. On the 27th the army would
begin a forced march by Troyes, Sens, and Fontainebleau.

Marmont and Mortier would delay the enemy, and Napoleon
hoped to enter Paris by its southern barriers before the Russians,

Austrians, and Prussians could attack and force the new en-

trenchments of the capital on its eastern and northern fronts.

Ney's corps reached Troyes in the afternoon of 30 March.
The army was strung out over many miles of road. Macdonald
was behind Ney, and the Guard, which was the foremost
corps, was already approaching Fontainebleau. There were
stragglers left behind in every town and village. But this

dispersed march was safe enough, for all the Allied army was
concentrated that morning far away on the other side of the

Seine for the attack on Paris.

Napoleon had driven on with a few officers far in front of

the vanguard. After dark, near the inn of the Cour de France,

a few miles from Paris on the Fountainebleau road, he came
upon Marmont and Mortier's troops retiring from the capital to

the Loire, and learned that that morning there had been a battle

round Montmartre and before the eastern barriers, the French
line had been driven in, and a capitulation had been signed,

according to which the regular troops of the garrison were to

withdraw behind the Loire. The Allies were in Paris, and the

Empress and Napoleon's brothers were on their way to Blois,
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After an indignant outburst at the failure to hold the capital

till he could come to its succour, the Emperor turned back to

Fontainebleau and ordered the army to concentrate there.

He would attack Paris, he said, call its people to arms, and

destroy the invaders in its streets.

Marmont and Mortier's corps and the garrison of Fontaine-

bleau were in position on a line covering Fontainebleau on 3

1

March, but it was four days before the whole of Napoleon's

army had arrived. By the evening of 3 April he had concen-

trated nearly 60,000 men. Ney's corps was by this time

reduced to the strength of a regiment. It mustered only

2270 officers and men.

A Provisional Government had been formed at Paris, and

the first steps were being taken for the recall of the Bourbons.

The Allied generals had occupied the approaches to the capital

from Fontainebleau and were prepared to concentrate some

150,000 men if the Emperor advanced. The proclamations

of the Provisional Government and the Allied Sovereigns, and

newspapers printed in Paris that called for Napoleon's abdica-

tion as a necessary condition of peace, were passed through

the French outpost lines and secretly circulated among the

troops.

The most that the friends of the Emperor hoped for was

that he would be allowed to abdicate in favour of his son, with

the Empress as regent during the minority of " Napoleon

II." The first overtures made at Paris in this sense were met

with a demand for his unconditional abdication. He had

heard this news when on 4 April he reviewed the Guard be-

fore the Palace of Fontainebleau, and told them that he would

soon lead them to the reconquest of the capital. The answer

was an enthusiastic outburst of cheering—cries of " Vive I'Em-

pereur ! A Paris! A Paris/"

On the terrace not far from the Emperor stood Ney, in the

midst of a group of marshals, generals, and officers of rank.

During the inspection of the troops they had exchanged their

impressions of the situation. One after another expressed the

view that the game was lost for good and all, and that a

march on Paris would be hopeless. All that could be done

had been attempted. It was a marvel that, after the disastrous
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campaign of Leipsig, the Emperor had been able to resist the

invaders for three months. The time was come to make
peace, and if Napoleon was an obstacle to it, he must be per-

suaded to withdraw. The enthusiasm of the soldiers was for

the dispirited and disillusioned generals only a warning that

there might be difficulties with the army, still so susceptible

to the magical influence of its great leader. Ney, who had

saved the remnant of the Grand Army amid the Russian

snows, led his raw battalions of young troops on field after

field in Germany, and taken such a prominent part in the

obstinate struggle on the soil of France itself, was now fore-

most in declaring that all was over. "It is only an abdica-

tion that can get us out of this," he said.

It was agreed that a deputation of the marshals should

wait upon Napoleon after the review. It needed some courage

to beard the lion. The Emperor was in a desperate position,

and might take a desperate course. He was quite capable of

arresting the marshals and sending them before a court

martial, for he felt he could count on the soldiers still, what-

ever the leaders might say. Ney, always ready to take risks,

offered himself as spokesman of the deputation. Two of the

elder marshals joined him, Lefebvre, Duke of Dantzig, and

Moncey, a veteran of the armies of Spain, now 60 years of

age, who had commanded the National Guard of Paris on the

day of the Allied attack, and who was to show next year on

the occasion of Ney's trial that his moral courage was as great

as the soldierly resolution he had so often di.splayed in the

field.

Napoleon had gone back to the palace, and was with

Berthier, Bassano, Caulaincourt, and Bertrand in his study,

when the three marshals asked for an immediate audience and

entered the room almost before a reply could be given. There

was an awkward pause. Then Ney asked the Emperor if there

were any news from Paris. Napoleon, though he had just

heard from Caulaincourt of a hostile vote of the Senate,

answered that he had no news of any kind. Then Ney said

that he himself had bad news from the capital. The Senate

had declared for the abdication of the Emperor. Napoleon

showed no surprise, but quietly pointed out that this was be-
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yond the powers of the Senate, and a matter for a vote of the

whole nation. "As for the Allies," he said, " I am going to

crush them before Paris." Ney protested that further military

operations were now hopeless, and at this point Lefebvre sup-

ported him. " It is a pity," said Ney, " that peace was not

made sooner. Now there is nothing for it but abdication."

Napoleon still remained calm. He began to argue about the

military possibilities of the situation. He counted up the

forces at his command about Fontainebleau, and those he

could summon from other parts of France. The Allies, he

said, could not maintain themselves with a large army at Paris.

He would cut them off from their communications, and the

first success he won would be the signal for a widespread rising

against the invaders. The marshals listened in stony silence.

Berthier and the others said not a word in support of the

Emperor's plea to be allowed one more throw of the deadly

dice of war. They were of Ney's opinion.

While Napoleon was thus arguing to deaf ears, Macdonald

and Oudinot entered and reported the arrival of their army

corps. The Emperor hoped that they would support him,

and spoke of the projected march on Paris. But they sided

with Ney. " I declare to you," said Macdonald, " that we do

not mean to expose Paris to the fate of Moscow. We have

taken our decision, and are resolved to make an end of all this."

Once more Napoleon argued that the struggle could be re-

sumed with good hope of victory, and finally declared that,

notwithstanding the contrary opinion of the marshals, he

would attack Paris. Ney interrupted him. " But the army

will not march on Paris," he said. For the first time Napoleon

raised his voice, and looking the Marshal in the face said to

him: "The army will obey me!'''' "Sire," replied Ney
sternly, " the army will obey its generals."

It was a declaration of war. The two men stood face to

face. The others looked on silently, expecting an outburst

of anger from Napoleon. But after a pause he resumed his

calmer tone, and asked the Marshals to withdraw and leave

him alone with Caulaincourt. The very name indicated a

coming surrender. Caulaincourt was his Minister of Foreign

Affairs and had been his envoy at the Chatillon conference,
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and his intermediary in the negotiations with the Provisional

Government since the fall of Paris, In the trial of strength

Ncy had carried his point. As soon as he was alone with

Caulaincourt the Emperor dictated and signed a conditional

act of abdication in favour of his son, and told Caulaincourt

to communicate it to the Allies.

If the throne was to be saved for the boy Napoleon, it

would be well to show the Allied Sovereigns that this was the

will of the army. He told Caulaincourt to take Ney and

Macdonald with him and to invite Marmont also. Caulain-

court drove off with the two first-named marshals to Marmont's

head-quarters at Essonnes. It was four in the afternoon when
they arrived there. Marmont hesitated and seemed embar-

rassed when he was asked to accompany them to Paris. Then
he made a surprising confession. He informed them that, in

concert with his divisional generals, he had been in correspon-

dence with Schwartzenberg and the Czar, and had actually

agreed to march his corps of ii,ooo men over to the Allied

lines within the next twenty-four hours. He had believed

the cause of Napoleon to be lost, and was anxious, he said, to

avoid civil war. But this new proposal changed the situation.

He would go with them, see Schwartzenberg, and withdraw his

engagement with the Allies. He handed the command of his

corps over to his senior divisional general, Souham, telling

him to make no movement till his return, and meanwhile to

inform the troops of the conditional abdication of the Emperor.

It was six o'clock when Caulaincourt and the marshals left

Essonnes. They stopped at Schwartzenberg's head-quarters

near Chevilly to leave Marmont there. He was to follow them

to Paris. It was after midnight when they drove up to

Talleyrand's palatial residence in the Rue St. Florentin, where

the Czar was staying. Three hours before Talleyrand, now
the centre of the Provisional Government, and the prime mover

in the restoration of the Bourbons, had received from a trusted

agent at Fontainebleau the news that the Emperor's envoys

were coming. He had seen Alexander, and urged him to

stand firm, but he had told some of his colleagues that he was

not sure of the Czar who was prone to act on impulse and was

very impressionable.
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It was between midnight and i a.m. on 5 April, when
Caulaincourt and the two marshals were presented to the Czar.

They read the conditional act of abdication and then pleaded

with the Czar to use his influence to obtain its acceptance.

Ney was highly esteemed by Alexander, and he now made
every effort to win the Russian Emperor over. The Marshal

was sincerely anxious to secure the adoption of Napoleon's

proposal, and he joined his colleagues in urging that France

did not want the Bourbons, that the Allies had announced that

they would leave the country free to direct its own destinies,

that what all wanted was peace, and that this would be secured

far better by the withdrawal of Napoleon and the regency of

Marie Louise, than by imposing the Bourbons on a divided

people at the risk of civil war. The Czar seemed to be moved
by these arguments. He spoke of the rising in the east of

France, and said he was anxious to have a settlement that

would put an end to such dangers. At last he told the envoys

he would see them again at nine in the morning. Mean-

while he would communicate their proposals to his allies and

would support them.

It was between two and three in the morning when the

interview ended. Ney went to his own house in Paris, taking

with him Marmont who had joined him at the Rue St. Florentin,

and told him that in view of the changed situation Schwartzen-

berg had released him from his engagements. Ney snatched

a few hours' sleep, and had an early breakfast with his wife and

Marmont. Only then he learned that the latter had hardly gone

to rest, when he was called up by his aide-de-camp. Colonel

Fabvier, who had ridden in to Paris to tell him that his 1 1,000

men, led by Souham, had marched into the Allied lines before

Versailles after midnight. It appeared that the Emperor had

summoned all the corps commanders and divisional generals to

meet him at the Palace of Fontainbleau at ten in the evening

of the 4th. His object was to obtain a joint declaration of

their support for the dynasty. But Souham and his colleagues

suspected that the Emperor had discovered their negotiation

with the Allies, and fearing the result they marched their men
into the enemy's lines in the darkness, the soldiers having no

idea where they were going, until they halted in the midst of

19
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masses of the Allied cavalry and were ordered to break up and

bivouac among them. " I would give my right arm to have

prevented this happening," said Marmont to Ney. "Your

arm!" replied Ney indignantly, "Your head would not be

enough !
" He foresaw that the defection of several generals,

and a whole corps, the most numerous in the Army of Fon-

tainebleau, would convince the Allies that Napoleon was no

longer worth negotiating with.

At nine o'clock Ney, Macdonald, and Caulaincourt again

met the Czar. The King of Prussia was with him. It was a

brief interview. Alexander told them that, after consulting

his Allies, it had been decided that the conditional abdication

could not be accepted. Napoleon must abdicate absolutely.

He would be allowed to retain the title of Emperor, and be

given the island of Elba. The Bourbons would again reign in

France. The Czar and the King refused to listen to any

argument, and the envoys withdrew.

They did not at once start for Fontainebleau. Ney had

an interview with Talleyrand, in which he told him he would

recognize the Provisional Government and any other to which

it transferred its powers, and promised to report to him that

evening the result of his coming interview with Napoleon.

It was after nine in the evening when the three envoys

reached Fontainebleau. They told the Emperor the result of

their mission. Napoleon was not at first disposed to surrender.

"War," he said, "can now offer us nothing worse than such

a peace would bring." Then he told them he was determined

to fight on. He had still 50,000 men. He could summon
many thousands more to his .standard. He had already issued

orders for a retreat to the Loire. He explained his new plan

of campaign. Ney and his colleagues replied that further

resistance was hopeless. They would have no part in a civil

war. He must accept the inevitable. At last he seemed to

yield and told them to come to him in the morning, and they

would settle the form of the act of abdication. At half-past

eleven Ney, immediately after leaving the Emperor, wrote to

Talleyrand that all was over.

Napoleon had, nevertheless, sent off the orders for a march

to the Loire to begin at .sunrise on the 6th, But none of the
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troops moved. The rumour of the coming abdication paralysed

the army, and early in the day Ney joined Caulaincourt and

Macdonald in formally warning Berthier that he was henceforth

to transmit no orders from the Emperor to the troops. In the

forenoon Napoleon summoned all the marshals to the palace.

He made a last effort to persuade them to follow him to the

Loire, and make one more fight for the eagles, Ney was
among those who replied for the rest that they could not pro-

long a useless struggle. They were tired of the war, which no

longer offered any chance of victory.

"You want rest. Well you shall have it," said Napoleon.

Then he sat down and wrote :

—

" The Allied Powers having proclaimed that the Emperor Napoleon is

the sole obstacle to the peace of Europe, the Emperor Napoleon, faithful

to his oaths, declares that for himself and his heirs he renounces the thrones

of France and Italy, because there is no personal sacrifice, even that of life,

which he is not ready to make for the interests of France."

He signed the paper and handed it to Caulaincourt. Then he

bade the marshals a formal farewell. Ney left the palace,

handed over the command of the remnant of his corps to

General Lefol, and hurried back to Paris. He was going to

make his peace with the new rulers of France. He had served

the Empire faithfully through its first years of victorious con-

quest and through these later days of disaster. And one may
say that it was only when a further adherence to Napoleon's

cause seemed to point the way to a miserable and useless civil

war and the further humiliation of France, that he took the

lead in insisting on peace, even at the cost of his master's ab-

dication. Like so many of his colleagues he was tired of end-
less war and hoped that years of lasting peace were now
beginning for France and for Europe. He looked forward to

a life at home with his wife and children, and the enjoyment
of the honours he had won. He had not the remotest idea

that he would soon leave his home again for a new campaign
under the chief to whom he had said " farewell for ever," and
that the coming year would see the tragic end of his own life.



CHAPTER XVI

THE RESTORATION—NAPOLEON'S RETURN—NEY DECLARES FOR
HIM (1814-15)

WHEN Louis XVni landed at Calais on 26 April,

1 8 14, after twenty-four years of exile, he pro-

claimed that he wished to bury the troubles of

the past in oblivion, and unite all Frenchmen under the re-

stored royalty of France in the common task of bringing back

peace and prosperity to the country. Had he returned alone

there might have been some prospect of his fulfilling this pro-

gramme. But he brought back with him a host of other ex-

iles, who were mostly inspired with the hope of restoring in

France a condition of affairs that was as utterly beyond

recall as the feudalism of 800 years ago. It was to the re-

actionary exaggerations of these men that the first failures of

the Royalist Restoration were due ; and it was thanks to them

that within a twelvemonth Napoleon was able to make another

bid for power.

Louis XVIII had accepted and ratified the new nobility

created by the Empire. Ney was among those whose personal

action had contributed largely to compelling the Emperor to

abandon the struggle with the Allies, and he had thus indirectly

helped to secure the Bourbon Restoration. Louis expressed

a generous admiration for his prowess as a soldier, and for his

services to France during his long military career. Ney's rank

of Marshal of the Empire was confirmed with a slight varia-

tion of form. He now bore the older title of " Marshal of

France and Lieutenant-General of the King". His purely mili-

tary titles of nobility, the "Dukedom of Elchingen," the

" Princedom of the Moskowa," neither of them having the

least territorial significance, and both of them reminders of

battles against the King's Allies, were nevertheless recognized

and perpetuated, and Ney's name was further borne on the

292
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list of the " Peers of France," who were to form the upper

house of the legislature under the new constitution.

But the old aristocracy of France, the men of the emigra-

tion who had refused for so many weary years to accept the

new state of things, were in no mood to welcome to their ranks

the new nobility of the Revolutionary Empire. Princes and

Dukes and Marquesses, who traced their titles back to the

Crusades or to half-legendary Frankish and Carlovingian days

regarded the military peerage of Napoleon's creation as a set

of upstarts with a further taint of brigandage. There were

whispered jests in the royal circle of the Tuileries at a duchess

who had once been a washerwoman ; a prince who was the

son of a cooper or an innkeeper. The Duchess d'Angouleme,

daughter of Louis XVI, and sole survivor of the royal prisoners

of the Temple, affected to be unable to remember the new
titles of the marshals and their wives. " You are Madame
Junot—is it not so ? " she said to the Duchess d'Abrantes in

the royal circle, and she greeted the Princesse de' la Moskowa
as " Madame Ney ". Yet there was a link with the memories

of the Temple that might have made the daughter of Marie

Antoinette hesitate to put a slight upon the wife of Marshal

Ney, in the fact that her mother, Madame Auguie, had been so

devoted to the hapless queen, that, when she heard of her royal

mistress's execution, her reason had given way and she had

taken her own life.

Honoured though he was by the restored King, Ney felt

deeply the half-veiled insults put upon him by the returned

emigres, and the treatment of his wife by Royalist Princesses

and Duchesses made him furious. " It is well for you," he

said one day to Lavalette, " that you have kept away from

the court. You have thus escaped having to put up with in-

sult and injustice." Then breaking out into a sudden burst

of angry indignation he went on :
— " Those people know

nothing. They don't understand what the name of Ney means.

Shall I have to teach them?"

In the winter of 18 14-15 he kept away from Paris and

lived quietly with his wife and children at his country house

at Coudreaux. There echoes reached him of the growing dis-

content excited by the new government, and it seems that
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more than once efforts were made by those who were conspir-

ing against it to ascertain whether he would be likely to favour

an attempt to constitute a regency in the name of Napoleon II,

or to assist in an Orleanist coup d'etat that would place Louis

Philippe on the throne. But Ney turned a deaf ear to every

hint at a new revolution. He had never been a politician,

and he was now convinced that the one hope of France was

the maintenance of peace abroad and civil order at home. He
more than once declared that no advantage could outweigh

the risk of reopening a new period of foreign wars.

In the beginning of March, Ney was at his country house,

where he had been living since the previous October. On
6 March he received a letter from the Minister of War,

Marshal Soult, dated the day before, directing him to come to

Paris at once and thence proceed to Besan^on to take command
of the troops of the 6th Military Division in the departments

bordering on the Jura. The officer who brought the letter from

Soult had been handed it as he left a ball-room the night be-

fore. He could tell Ney nothing of the nature of the crisis

which had led to the issue of this urgent order. He dined

with the Marshal and at once started on his return to Paris,

Ney followed during the night. His uniforms were all at his

house in the Rue de Bourbon, and he wished to see the Minister

before setting off for Besangon.

He had hardly arrived (in the afternoon of 7 March) when

his notary, M. Batardy, called upon him. "This is very extra-

ordinary news," said Batardy. "What news?" asked Ney.

" What ! you don't know what has happened !

" exclaimed

the other. " No." " Don't you know that Bonaparte has

landed near Cannes? That Monsieur, the King's brother, has

started for Lyons this morning?" "No, the officer who
brought me the Minister of War's letter told me nothing."

Then Batardy informed him of the official news just published

in the " Moniteur." The notary declared afterwards that Ney
seemed startled and afflicted at the news. " What a misfortune,"

he exclaimed. " What a terrible business it is ! What is to

be done ? Who is there to oppose that man ?
"

After having arranged some business matters with the

notary, Ney put on his uniform and called upon the Due de
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Berry, and begged him to assure the King of his devotion to

the royal cause. Then he went to the War Office to see

Marshal Soult and obtain his letters of service and instructions.

"Bonaparte has landed," said Soult. "Sol have just heard.

It is a piece of madness. What do you want me to do?" was

Ney's reply. Soult told him he would find detailed orders in

the hands of General de Bourmont at Besan^on. Ney then

expressed a desire to see the King at the Tuileries. " Don't

go there," said Soult, " His Majesty is unwell and will not

receive anyone." Ney insisted. " You will not prevent me
from seeing his Majesty," he said, and he went on to the

Tuileries.

It was late in the evening when he reached the palace, and

he had some difficulty in obtaining an audience. Ney had

been on terms of friendship with the King since he had first

met him after the return from exile, and Louis had a pleasant

manner and the royal gift of inspiring personal devotion.

After kissing his hand the Marshal conversed for some time

with him, and Louis made an appeal to him to do all that was

possible to prevent the opening up of a new period of strife

and bloodshed for France. Ney became very excited, de-

clared that the King could count upon his acting most ener-

getically against the invader, and ended by exclaiming, " Sire,

I hope I shall soon be in a position to bring him back in an

iron cage".

It was with this wild speech on his lips that he took his

departure. As the Marshal turned away Louis said in a low

voice to those near him, " I did not ask all that of him !
" ^

Ney reached Besan^on on 10 March. He was to act as

second in command to the Due de Berry, but the Prince had

1 At his trial in the following December Ney at first tried to explain away

the evidence of the Due de Duras and the Prince de Poix, who both deposed to

his having promised to bring back Napoleon in an iron cage. Ney protested

that what he had said was that, " for venturing on so mad an enterprise Napoleon

deserved to be shut up in an iron cage," but he denied that he had himself pro-

posed to act on this idea. The two witnesses repeated their statement, and then

Ney practically admitted that it was true. His words were :
" I thought I had

said that Bonaparte deserved to be shut up in an iron cage, and not that I meant

to put him in one. But nevertheless it may be that, in the state of agitation in

which I was, this latter expression escaped from me. I have no reason to chal-

lenge the assertions of M. le Due de Duras."
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not yet arrived, had not even left Paris. Then he was dis-

appointed at finding that he had hardly any troops to command.

General de Bourmont had been so far in charge of Besangon,

and he had sent off to the Comte d'Artois at Lyons all the

garrison except some five hundred depot troops, about whose

fidelity to the white cockade there was serious doubt. The

officers told Ney that if the men were kept in barracks noth-

ing would happen, but if they were brought out and came in

contact with the people they would probably cry, " Vive

ereurrEmp,

Ney wrote to the Comte d'Artois at Lyons suggesting that

he would be more useful there than at Besan^on and asking to

be employed with the vanguard of the Royal Army. The

letter never reached the Prince, for that very day he had

abandoned Lyons, into which Napoleon marched next morning

amid scenes of the wildest enthusiasm. A few hours after des-

patching his letter Ney heard of the imminent evacuation of

Lyons by the Royalists. A post-chaise rattled into Besan^on

bringing to Ney's head-quarters a great noble of the court, the

Due de Maille, '^ premier gentiUiomme de Monsieur le Frere du

Roi," or chief of the Comte d'Artois' household. De Maill6

had expected to find the Due de Berry at Besan^on, and was

surprised when Ney told him that his Royal Highness was

still at Paris. De Maille's news was bad enough. Grenoble

had thrown open its gates to the "Corsican adventurer" who
was now in full march on Lyons, and the capital of the south,

once a .stronghold of royalism, was so fiercely Bonapartist that

D'Artois had decided to fall back from Lyons towards Pari.s,

De Maille had brought Ney no orders, but suggested that he

should march to join D'Artois. The Marshal told him he could

do better work by collecting all the troops in the eastern de-

partments at Lons-le-Saulnier, and thence acting against the

flank of Napoleon's advance or falling on his rear. He counted

on getting together some 6000 men in a few days, and he

estimated that Napoleon had as yet not much more than 10,000.

He spoke very bitterly of his old chief. " I shall settle accounts

with Bonaparte," he .said. " We are going to attack the wild

beast." The same evening he sent off orders for the con-

centration at Lons-le-Saulnier. He had two zealous lieutenants
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to assist him in his projected campaign—Bourmont, an old

Vendean, and General Lecourbe, the veteran soldier of the

Revolution, and his former comrade in the campaigns of

Switzerland and the Rhine. Lecourbe had been dismissed from

the army by Napoleon on the eve of the proclamation of the

Empire. He was suspected as a friend of Moreau, and while

Ney was winning his way to the Marshalate and a Princedom,

Lecourbe had been living in obscurity on a little farm in the

Jura. Louis XVIH had called him back to the army and

restored him to his rank of general. Hatred for Napoleon

made the ex-Jacobin soldier as zealous a Royalist as any of the

hnigr^ officers.

Next day (Saturday, 1 1 March) Ney left Besancon in the

afternoon and drove to Lons-le-Saulnier. While changing

horses at Poligny he had a talk with the sub-prefect of the de-

partment. He was very excited and repeated to the official

his promise to the King that he would " bring Bonaparte back

to Paris in an iron cage ". " It would be better to bring him

back dead in a tumbril," said the Royalist. " No, no," replied

the Marshal, "you don't know Paris. The Parisians must see

him." Then he added, " It is a good thing that the man of

the island of Elba has attempted this rash enterprise, for it

will be the last act of his tragedy, the denouement of the

Napoleon epic." He was in a strange humour, living in a

turmoil of excitement.

He arrived at Lons soon after midnight At the Hotel de

la Pomme d'Or, where he put up, he found a Monsieur Boulouze,

a business man, who had left Lyons on the Saturday morning,

and who told him that he had seen Napoleon ride into the city

amid the frantic cheering of the garrison and the people, had
seen him review the troops on the Place Bellecour, and heard

him say to them :
" My friends, we shall go to Paris with our

hands in our pockets. It is all arranged for us to get there."

Boulouze had secured one of Napoleon's proclamations, which

had been scattered broadcast in Lyons. He handed it to Ney,^

1 Napoleon had printed in Elba before embarking proclamations to the people

and the Army of France. He declared that his defeats had been the result of

treason. He had abdicated for the sake of the country, hoping that it would have

a better fortune under the monarchy, but the Bourbons, forced upon France by
the foreigner, " had learned nothing and forgotten nothing". They wanted to
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The Marshal glanced at it and put it in his pocket. " Bonaparte

says he has the support of Austria, and that the Empress Marie

Louise and his son will come from Vienna," said Boulouze.

"Nonsense," replied Ney, "that is only some of his usual

boasting." "Ah! Monsieur le Mar^chal," said Boulouze,

"you have already been the saviour of France in forcing

Napoleon to abdicate. You will save us a second time." Ney
felt strangely flattered by this compliment from a commercial

traveller, and told it next day to his staff with an air of com-

plete self-satisfaction.

Boulouze went off to bed, but Ney sat by the inn fire

waiting for the prefect of the Jura, to whom he had sent news

of his arrival. When the prefect arrived he brought with him

the Marquis de Saurans, an aide-de-camp of D'Artois. They

found Ney reading the Emperor's proclamation. He showed

it to them and said : "That is how the King ought to write.

That is how one should talk to soldiers. That is how to stir

them." He was evidently greatly moved by Napoleon's appeal

to the army. He rose and walking up and down the room with

the paper in his hand read aloud :
" The eagle with the national

colours will fly from steeple to steeple to the towers of Notre

Dame ". The two Royalists stared at him and at each other.

Turning to De Saurans Ney asked him for news of D'Artois, and

then went on to rail against the Royal Prince. The Comte

d'Artois, he said, had blundered badly at Lyons. Then he burst

out into an angry tirade in which fierce criticism of the policy of

the Restoration was mingled with puerile complaints about

his own personal grievances. "This Comte d'Artois," he said,

" is too fine a gentleman ever to think of inviting a Marshal

of France to a seat in his carriage, and is now leaving me
without troops and without orders." Then he said the King

had blundered as badly, in disbanding the Old Guard and

impose the feudal system again upon France. They regarded the old soldiers

of the Revolution and the Empire as rebels. Soon the patriots would bear all

the burdens, and the emigres would have all the honours and privileges. " French-

men," he wrote, " you require the government of your own choice, which alone

can be legitimate. I have crossed the sea to resume my rights which are also

yours. Soldiers, rally to the colours of your old chief. His rights are also yours,

and those of the people. Victory will march with us at the charging step, and

the ca^le with the national colours will fly from steeple to steeple to the towers

of Notre Dame."
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throwing himself into the arnns of the ^migrh. He had

allowed the Princesse de la Moskowa to be insulted at his

court. The Duchesse d'Angouleme's treatment of " Madame
Ney" was evidently a very sore point with him. But then

just as the two Royalists were expecting a declaration for

Napoleon, Ney told them they need not fear that he would

let Bonaparte escape. "That madman," he said, "will never

forgive me his abdication. He would be quite capable of

cutting my head off. I can count on my men. The first

soldier that moves to join him will have my sword through

his body—up to the hilt. But the soldier always marches

where the cannon clears the way, and my aide-de-camp

Vavasseur knows how to work the guns beautifully."

It was a pitiful scene, Ney had tired himself with his

own wild talk and bade his guests good-night, leaving them

puzzled and anxious. Next morning he was himself again,

and during the Sunday and Monday he was busy hurrying

up troops, collecting ammunition, sending out gendarmes in

disguise and royalist volunteers to obtain information. On
the Monday evening he arrested an officer who cried out

" Vive rEmpereur ! " at one of the cafes. De Bourmont was

depressed by news he had received during the day, and told

Ney the Emperor had 14,000 men, to whom they could oppose

only 6000 at most, and some of these of doubtful loyalty,

"We shall be short of numbers," replied Ney, "but we shall

give him a good dressing down. I shall take a musket and

fire the first shot myself, and then every one will march as he

is told."

That Monday evening there was bad news. Regimental

officers came to Ney with stories of growing excitement among
their men, as rumours spread that everywhere the people and

the troops were resuming the tricolour. Then Capelle, the

prefect of Bourg, arrived thence in hurried flight, and reported

that the 76th Infantry stationed there, instead of obeying the

order to join Ney, had displayed the old colours and marched

off to reinforce Napoleon. Capelle said it would be dangerous

to march against Bonaparte. Better try to rejoin Mass6na in

the south, or make a forced march to Chambery, where it was

rumoured a Swiss army was coming to help the King. Ney
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flared up at the talk of a Swiss intervention. " If the foreigners

set foot in France," he exclaimed, " it will be time for every

Frenchman to declare for Bonaparte."

The Hotel of the Golden Apple was full of guests that

evening. The prefect of Bourg was not the only arrival.

Two civilians, who came in late, sent the Marshal a message

that they had news that might interest him, and would like to

convey it to him in private. Eager for information, Ney
received them in his room. There they revealed themselves

as old comrades—disguised officers of the Imperial Guard

—

sent off from Lyons to convey to him a letter from Bertrand,

the Emperor's chief of the staff, an official order bearing the

same signature, and a brief note from the Emperor himself.^

Ney read the papers. Bertrand's letter told him that he must

not mistake Napoleon's enterprise for a piece of child's play.

It was a carefully organized movement, and everywhere the

people and the troops were declaring against the Bourbons.

So far not a drop of blood had been shed, and if Ney attempted

a resistance doomed to failure he would be responsible for a

hopeless civil war and useless bloodshed. Bertrand urged him

to rejoin the old flag and act on the enclosed order to march

with his troops to co-operate with the Emperor.

Napoleon's letter ran thus :

—

*' MON Cousin,—My major-general sends you your marching orders.

I have no doubt that on receiving the news of my arrival at Lyons, you

have already made your troops resume the tricolour flag. Execute

Bertrand's orders, and come and rejoin me at Chalons. I shall receive

you as I did on the morrow of the battle of the Moskowa.

" Napoleon "

Ney questioned the officers. They told him of the

Emperor's triumphal progress through the south of France.

They added statements which were not true, but which were

based on current rumours. The King, they said, had already

fled from Paris. The Allies were quarrelling among themselves

at Vienna. The Emperor's return to France was part of an

international arrangement, still secret, but soon to be public

property. The English squadron had been withdrawn on

^ The officers were personally known to Ney. At his trial he persistently

refused to name them, and the Government never discovered who they were.
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purpose to enable Napoleon to leave Elba. Austria was his

ally. Marie Louise and the King of Rome would soon leave

Vienna for the Tuileries. Finally they handed Ney a proposed

proclamation to his troops drawn up for him by Napoleon and

with the Marshal's title already affixed at the end of it as a

signature,

Ney hesitated. If he had still been as determined to act

against Napoleon, as he undoubtedly was when he left Paris,

he would have arrested the disguised officers. Instead of this

he told them that they might remain in safety at the Golden

Apple, but he had no answer to give them. He passed a

sleepless night. He was in a desperate position. He was

pledged again and again to make an effort to save the

monarchy. His duty as a soldier was to obey the orders he

had received at Paris. But could he trust his men ? They

were already on the verge of revolt, and if they obeyed him

would he not be lighting up the flame of a brief and hopeless

civil war ? For it seemed that the movement for the restora-

tion of the Empire had already gone so far that nothing could

check it. He might, indeed, have acted as others of >the

marshals did. He could have declared that he considered

resistance to Napoleon was now hopeless, and that wishing to

avoid civil strife among Frenchmen he resigned his command

and would watch the course of events as an onlooker. But

this way of escape appears not to have entered his mind. He
was far too agitated for a calm consideration of the position.

He saw no other course open to him but a march against

Napoleon, or a march against the Government. " I was in the

midst of the storm," he said afterwards, " and I lost my
head."

Next morning he sent for his two lieutenants, Lecourbe

and De Bourmont, to discuss the situation with them. But

he did most of the talking, and from the first it was plain that

he had decided for Napoleon. Without revealing the source

of his information he told the two generals what he had heard

the night before of Napoleon's success, the alleged interna-

tional plot, the certainty of all France resuming the tricolour.

He added statements intended to make Bourmont and Lecourbe

believe that he spoke from personal knowledge, and for once
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in his life he wove a kind of romance, posing as if he had been

admitted to the inner circle of movements, of which he

certainly had only a vague outside knowledge. "It is all a

prearranged affair," he said. "Three months ago we were all

agreed about it, as you would know if you had been at Paris.

As the King had not kept his promises, it was decided to

dethrone him. There was some talk about the Duke of

Orleans, but the Bonapartists carried the day. A commis-

sioner was sent to the island of Elba to lay down conditions

to the Emperor. The Minister of War (Soult) himself is in

the plot. At this very moment the King will have left Paris
;

or if not he will be carried off, but no harm will be done to him.

All will pass off very quietly." It would be easy to analy.se

this story line by line and show that Ney was indulging in

fiction. He had not been in Paris for months before he passed

through the capital in the first week of March. He certainly

knew nothing of the inner track of the abortive Orleanist and

Bonapartist plots of 1 814-15, and there had been no envoy of

the conspirators sent to Elba. Ney had not played a treacher-

ous part when he told the King that he would bring Bonaparte

back a prisoner; he was not "acting a comedy" on the day

of his farewell audience ; and he had been desperately in earnest

on the Royal side till the night before he wove this strange

romance for De Bourmont and Lecourbe.

At his trial he attempted to show that they made no op-

position to his suggestions, but according to their own accounts

they both protested against his proposed defection. Bourmont

reminded him that he had pledged his honour as a marshal

and peer of France to lead his troops against Bonaparte.

Lecourbe broke out into rough angry speech. " How can

you ask me to serve that fellow ? " he exclaimed, using a

coarse expression. " He has done me nothing but ill : the

King nothing but kindness. Then I am in the King's service,

and look here. Monsieur le Mar^chal, as for me I have some

sense of honour."

Ney might have insisted on the impossibility of marching

against Napoleon with troops that were only too eager to join

him, and the futility of bloodshed when successful resistance

was hopeles.s. Instead he tried to justify his action by com-
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plaining of personal grievances. " And I too have a sense of

honour," he said. "That's why I don't mean to be further

humiliated. I do not mean ever again to see my wife coming

home to me with tears in her eyes at the humiliations to which

she has been subjected. The King does not want us—that's

plain enough. It is only with a soldier like Bonaparte that

the army can ever be properly respected. Look at this—this

is what I shall read to the troops," and he showed the officers

the proclamation drawn up for him by Napoleon, not the

original brought by the two officers of the Guard from Lyons,

but a copy he had made in his own handwriting that morning.

Bourmont and Lecourbe protested for awhile, but finally

took the strange course of submitting to be tacit witnesses of

Ney's action, and even to give it the sanction of their presence.^

Bourmont actually issued the orders for a parade of the troops

on the Place d'Armes in the outskirts of the town, and then

with Lecourbe called for Ney at the Golden Apple and rode

with him to the parade ground.

The troops assembled at Lons-le-Saulnier were the 60th

and 77th of the line, each two battalions strong, and six

squadrons of cavalry (the 5th Dragoons and 8th Chasseurs-a-

cheval). The artillery had not arrived, and this was why Ney
had not yet marched. The 3000 men were formed in a hollow

square facing inwards. Outside their ranks anxious crowds

of the citizens were looking on. The soldiers seemed depressed,

but there were signs of ill-controlled excitement here and there

in the ranks, and a general unsteadiness that made some of the

onlookers expect an outbreak of mutiny or revolt, Ney, De
Bourmont, Lecourbe, and their staffs dismounted and entered

the square on foot. Ney held a paper in his hand. There

was a roll of the drums, then the Marshal drew his sword and

in his loud clear voice began to read the proclamation :

—

" Officers, non-commissioned officers, and soldiers, the cause of the

Bourbons is lost for ever "

For some moments he could read no more. A thundering

shout of " Vive L'Empereur!'' burst from the soldiers, and was

echoed by the crowd. Muskets, swords, caps, were waved in

^ The two versions of the conference can perhaps be reconciled by supposing

that Ney in his evidence had in mind this second stage of the conversation.
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the air. Then as Ney's voice rang out again there was silence

while he read on :

—

" The lawful dynasty adopted by the French nation is again to be

seated on the throne. It is to the Emperor Napoleon that it belongs to

rule over our beautiful country. Soldiers, I have often led you to victory.

Now I am about to lead you to the immortal phalanx which the Emperor

is leading to Paris."

There was another burst of cheering. The ranks were broken.

Officers and men threw themselves into each other's arms.

Ney himself went through the ranks "looking like a madman,"
embracing officers, soldiers, sergeants, drummers, revelling in the

cheers that greeted him. Here and there some of the Royalist

officers looked on in silent indignation. One of them, Colonel

Dubalen of the 6oth, rode up to Ney, forcing his horse through

the confused crowd that was shaking hands with him and

embracing him. Bending from his saddle, Dubalen said calmly :

" Monsieur le Mar^chal, my oath to the King will not allow

me to change sides. I give you my resignation." " I won't

accept it," replied Ney, "but you are free to go. Get away
quickly, and above all take care not to be roughly handled by

your men." Already the Colonel was in danger, for even in the

midst of the din many had heard his words. He set spurs to

his horse and dashed for the main street of the town. Several

dragoons rode wildly after him. One of them overtook him,

but out flashed Dubalen's sword and down went the dragoon

with a nasty wound in the head. The others thought it was

enough to help their comrade to hospital and return to the

scene of rejoicing on the Place d'Armes. Dubalen rode through

the town and got away safely, and earned a general's com-

mission when the Bourbons returned again.

On the parade ground the ranks reformed. The men re-

turned to barracks and exchanged the white cockade for the

tricolour. Then they were free for the day, and till late in the

evening all the cafes and wine shops were crowded with men
drinking success to the Emperor. Ney gave a dinner to the

generals and colonels and the staff at the Golden Apple, but he

seemed tired and anxious, the only dull man at the table. Dur-

ing the evening he received a dispatch from Bertrand changing

his orders, and telling him to march his column to Dijon.
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Next morning (Wednesday, 15 March) he left Lons-le-

Saulnier with his troops en route for Dijon by way of Dole.

Several officers of rank refused to go farther with him, and

De Bourmont slipped away during the march. When Ney
reached Dijon on the 17th, he was informed that the Emperor
had just occupied Auxerre, and wished to see him. Leaving

his troops at Dijon he hurried to Auxerre, where he arrived on

the evening of the same day.

He told Bertrand that he did not wish to go to the Emperor
till next day, as he wanted to write a justification of his

conduct during the night. " What do I want with his justifica-

tions," said Napoleon, when he was given Ney's message.

" Tell him I shall embrace him to-morrow morning." On the

1 8th Ney saw the Emperor again for the first time since the

forced abdication. He had worked for several hours during

the night drawing up a strange document, which he handed to

Napoleon when he was presented to him. It began with the

words, " If you continue to govern tyrannically I shall be your

prisoner rather than your partisan," and after several long-

winded paragraphs, ended by warning the Emperor that he

must now study the welfare of the French people and en-

deavour to repair the evils his ambition had brought upon

them.

Napoleon glanced through the document, then turning aside

tore it up and said in a low voice to those nearest him, " This

fine fellow Ney is going mad ". Then without making any
further reference to the essay on statemanship he turned again

to Ney, and began to question him as to his troops, the state

of feeling among the people in the south-eastern departments,

and the experiences of his march to Dijon. Ney was embar-

rassed and gave brief replies. The somewhat trying interview

ended by Napoleon telling him to return to Dijon, and march his

troops to Paris, where the Emperor promised him that he would

be at the Tuileries before him. Ney rejoined his column at Dijon

on the 19th, and the march to Paris began. Once more as at

the dinner at the Golden Apple the Marshal was the only

gloomy man in the party.



CHAPTER XVII

THE HUNDRED DAYS—QUATRE BRAS AND WATERLOO (1815)

" \ -PTER that wretched proclamation I wished only for

/\ death, and many times I had the idea of blowing

Ji \^ my brains out." These words spoken by Ney dur-

ing his trial were perhaps an exaggeration, but there is evidence

enough that after the scene at Lons-le-Saulnier he was no

longer the same man. He felt that he was not fully trusted

even by Napoleon, who had been made aware of the language

he had used regarding him, and the threats he had uttered in

the first days of March, and who had not forgotten "his con-

duct of the year before. He had reached Paris with his

troops on 23 March, three days after the Emperor's trium-

phant return to the Tuileries. That very day he received from

Napoleon's Minister of War, Marshal DavoQt, an order to leave

the Capital at once, for a tour of inspection in the departments

of the North and East. He was to report on the condition of

the fortresses, and on the state of public feeling, and suggest

what changes should be made in the local, military, and civil

administrations.

He was travelling about for three weeks. Perhaps to give

a guarantee of his zeal for restored imperialism he had the bad

taste to speak of the Royal family more than once at gather-

ings of officers and civilians in terms of unmeasured abuse.

One phrase of his, that was repeated in Paris, was that the

King and Princes, the whole family, were " a rotten lot ". His

friends felt that he was destroying his own reputation by these

tirades, first against his old chief, and now against the King

who had loaded him with honours and whom he had so lately

sworn to serve. His enemies said openly that the man who
was capable ofthe quick-change performance of Lons-le-Saulnier

was not to be trusted. The Emperor received an anonymous

letter, in which he was advised that if Ney was employed in

306
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the field, it would be well to surround him with a staff of

thoroughly reliable officers.

He returned to Paris in the middle of April, and had an

audience with Napoleon. During the conversation he suddenly

referred to the story of his having told Louis XVHI that he

would bring him to Paris in an iron cage. "It is quite true,"

he said, " but the fact is that I had already made up my mind,

and I thought I could not say anything better calculated to

conceal my real plans." Napoleon made no reply, but looked

at Ney with a stony stare. To put it plainly, he knew the

Marshal was lying.

All hope of peace had vanished. The Allies had pronounced

sentence of outlawry against Napoleon, and a new coalition

was arming against France. The Emperor was making un-

heard of efforts to form a great army. Commands were being

assigned to old soldiers of the Empire, who were still faithful to

their chief. There were new promotions to the rank of General

of Division, and Grouchy had been given a marshal's baton.

But there was no command for the hero of the Moskowa and

the retreat from Russia. The Emperor did not trust him.

He went back to his chateau of Coudreaux, and for six weeks

he lived there with Aglae and her children, learning only from

the newspapers and a few letters from friends what was happen-

ing at Paris.

In the last week of May he received a dispatch from the

War Office. He opened it, hoping to find in it an appointment

to a command. It was a mere invitation to the ceremonial

display of the Champ de Mai, the great gathering at which the

Emperor was to take the oath of fealty to the new constitu-

tion and distribute the eagles to the regiments assembled in

Paris,

For the last time his wife accompanied him to the court,

to share his honours, and find in them some compensation for

the slights that had so lately been put upon her by Royalist

duchesses. On i June, a day of brilliant summer sunshine,

45,000 soldiers formed in glittering lines around the altar

erected in the Champ de Mars, and 200,000 spectators looked

on at the last great ceremony of the Empire. Napoleon drove

to the parade ground in a carriage drawn by eight horses, with
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four Marshals riding beside it—Ney, Soult, Jourdan, and

Grouchy.

But Ney was a mere unit in the great display. To have

left him out of it would have confirmed the current rumours

that he was in disgrace and in danger of arrest. Though he

had found no active employment for him, Napoleon could not

afford to omit so famous a figure from the ceremonial display

at a time when so many of the marshals had abandoned him.

This, too, was the reason why next day Ney was informed that

he had been named a member of the Chamber of Peers, the

new Senate of the reorganized Empire. So far he had not had

an audience with Napoleon, though he had ridden beside his

carriage door as one of his state escort. But on the 6th he met

him again, Ney had gone to the Palace of the Elys6e to ask

for the formal authorization to draw a sum of 37,000 francs

from the treasury—arrears of his pay as Marshal and Grand

Cross of the Legion of Honour and expenses of his tour of in-

spection. After seeing DavoOt he met the Emperor. Napoleon

gave hirp an ill-humoured greeting. " Here you are !
" he ex-

claimed, " I was thinking you must have emigrated," " Perhaps

I ought to have done so before this," replied Ney, and the

Emperor passed by without another word. The Marshal was

bitterly disappointed and discouraged. It seemed that not-

withstanding his new dignity of Peer of the Empire, his career

had closed, and closed in something like disgrace.

The army was concentrating on the northern frontier for

the Emperor's great stroke against Wellington and Blucher.

It seemed that Ney had been forgotten. On Sunday, 1 1 June

—the day on which Napoleon was to leave Paris for the front

—he went to the Tuileries again, in the hope of hearing that

his services were required, but there was no news for him.

But at the last moment the Emperor relented, and gave his old

comrade a chance of volunteering his assistance in the coming

campaign. Just before leaving Paris the Emperor wrote a note

to DavoCit in which he said :
" Send for Marshal Ney and tell

him that if he wishes to be present at the first battles, he ought

to be at Avesnes on the 14th. My head-quarters will be

there."

DavoOt sent the message to Ney later in the day, and he
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made hurried preparations to start early on the Monday. He
had no horses, no staff and there was no time to wait for either.

An old comrade not yet employed with the field armies,

Colonel Heym^s, who had served on his staff in more than

one campaign, offered to go as his aide-de-camp. Early on

Monday the Marshal bade Aglae farewell and left Paris in a

hired carriage for the north, with Heym^s as his travelling

companion. He was again cheerful. He might perhaps still

have a command. In any case he would once more face hostile

fire, and might die a soldier's death on some Belgian battle-

field.

He reached Avesnes on the afternoon of Tuesday, 13 June.

The Emperor's head-quarters were in the little town, which was

then a frontier fortress surrounded by old bastioned works.

The regiments and batteries of the Imperial Guard were

marching to their bivouacs around the place. The other five

corps of the army were closing into the space between Beau-

mont, Marchiennes, and Philippeville—a few miles to the east-

ward—whence on the Thursday morning they were to make

the dash across the Belgian frontier.

Ney dined with the Emperor that evening, and had a more

cordial welcome than he expected, but still there was no offer

of a command. He was, it seemed, to be a spectator of the

opening operations of the campaign. Next day the head-

quarters moved to Beaumont. Ney had not yet been able to

find horses for himself and Colonel Heymes, and to reach

Beaumont he hired a trap belonging to a small farmer. At

Beaumont he found Marshal Mortier laid up in bed with an

attack of sciatica that made it impossible for him to ride. It

was a piece of luck for Ney, who was able to buy two of the

Marshal's horses. He secured a servant, bought various minor

objects of equipment, found out what were the marching orders

for next day, and decided to accompany the central column

(3rd and 6th Corps and Imperial Guard) which was to move

directly on the crossing of the Sambre at Charleroi.

To be thus a mere onlooker with no recognized position,

no work to do, was a new and somewhat humiliating experience

for the veteran soldier. It was in a mood of brooding discon-

tent and disappointment that on Thursday morning he rode
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with Heymes from Beaumont along the Charleroi road, finding

it no easy matter to get forward on the flank of the mile-long

columns of men and horses, guns and wagons that crowded the

tree-bordered highway. It was a bright summer day, and the

heat was soon intense and the men marched amid a fog of

white dust. Here and there the Marshal was greeted by

younger comrades, who had the good luck to hold active com-

mands. Now and again the soldiers cheered him. They

seemed glad to see him, and he smiled as he acknowledged

their salutes. Once he heard a soldier say to his comrades

:

"Things are moving. There goes le rougeaud!"—his old

nickname when he was a private in the 4th Hussars—a word

equivalent to "red head" or "carrots" in the language of

Tommy Atkins.

As Ney gradually worked his way forward, the sound of

cannon came from the front, at first in dull thuds and mutter-

ings and then more distinctly. Early in the afternoon he

crossed the bridge of Charleroi amid moving masses of soldiery

and saw the signs of the fighting in and around the town, from

which the Prussians had been driven in the forenoon. He
heard that so far all had gone well, the left and centre columns

driving in the Prussian detachments wherever they opposed the

advance. Between two and three o'clock he at last found the

Emperor, between Charleroi and Gilly, seated at a table outside

a wayside inn on the slope above the Sambre, with his map
and papers before him, and a group of staff officers around him,

while the troops, tramping up the road in an endless column,

cheered him as they passed.

Here a pleasant surprise awaited Ney. He dismounted,

gave' the bridle of his horse to Heymes, and went to greet the

Emperor. " Good day, Ney," said the Emperor, " I am
very glad to see you. You will go and take command of the

1st and 2nd Army Corps. I am giving you also the light

cavalry of my Guard, but don't use it yet. To-morrow you

will be joined by Kellerman's Cuirassier's. Go and drive the

enemy back along the Brussels road and take up a position at

Quatre Bras." ^

' One of the many points of controversy in the story of the campaign is the

question whether Ney was ordered to occupy Quatre Bras on the afternoon of
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The left column of which the command was thus assigned

to Ney was made up of the following units :

—

1st Corps. General Drouet d'Erlon. Four divisions of infantry

(Quiot, Donzelot, Marcognet, and Durutte) ; a division of cavalry

(Jacquiminot, 7th Hussars, 3rd Chasseurs, and 3rd and 4th

Lancers) and six batteries of artillery.

2nd Corps. General Count Reille. Four divisions of infantry

(Bachelu, Prince Jerome Bonaparte, Girard, and Foy) ; a cavalry

division (Pird, ist and 6th Chasseurs, and 5th and 6th Lancers)

and six batteries of artillery.

Its strength was :

—

1st Corps. 20,731 men and 36 guns

2nd „ 25,179 „ 36 „

Total 45,910 „ 72 „

To these Napoleon had added the two regiments of light cavalry

of the Imperial Guard under Lefebvre Desnouettes, about 800

sabres. Kellerman's heavy cavalry, eight regiments, and a

horse battery of six guns were to join next day. Instead of

being a spectator of the great conflict, Ney thus found himself

at the head of an army, with the important task of keeping

Wellington at bay on the Brussels road, while the Emperor

dealt with Bliicher and the Prussians. Ney had the easier

share of the work, for the Prussians had begun to concentrate

the day before, while the mixed force of British, Dutch, Belgian,

and German troops under Wellington's command was still

widely dispersed, and was only beginning its concentration that

evening.

It was with a light heart that Ney galloped with Colonel

Heym^s to join his command, after ascertaining that Lef^bvre-

Desnouettes was ready to follow him immediately. The

left column had marched at 3 a.m. that day, Pire's lancers

15 June. Heymes in his narrative (written in defence of Ney) gives Napoleon's

words as above quoted, with the exception of the last phrase as to Quatre Bras.

Napoleon himselfand Gourgaud say that this order was given. Grouchy declares

that he heard Napoleon blame Ney for not seizing Quatre Bras on the 15th.

Finally, the Bulletin drawn up the same evening at Charleroi (while Napoleon

still beheved the order had been executed), and published in the " Moniteur" of

iS June, says :
" The Emperor has given command of the left to the Prince

of the Moskowa, who this evening has his head-quarters at Quatre Chemins

(Quatre Bras) ",
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leading, followed by the 2nd Corps, with the 1st behind it.

At 9 a.m. Reille was before Marchienne on the Sambre, west

of Charleroi. The Prussians were driven out and the long

column was hours crossing the narrow bridge. Pire scouting

along the Ouatre Bras road reported that the enemy had halted

at Gosselies. Reille, taking with him Bachelu and Prince

Jerome's divisions and some guns, moved forward to drive them

out, and arrived before the village about three o'clock, while

Ney was with the Emperor at the inn on the Charleroi road.

To prepare his attack Reille brought his guns into action

against Gosselies, which was held by the 29th Prussian Infantry.

It was towards the cannon thunder that Ney rode.

He arrived just as Reille was forming up his infantry in

columns of attack. The Marshal took over the command.

He was under fire again. Before the advance of 10,000

bayonets, one division marching on the front of the village,

the other threatening to turn it, the Prussians gave way, after

a brief show of resistance.

And now came the first indication that Ney was no longer

the clear-sighted, enterprising leader of Friedland and Borodino,

Krasnoi and the Beresina. As the French infantry, after their

easy victory, followed the retiring 29th Regiment out of the

north end of Gosselies, the enemy halted and several fresh

battalions came up to support them. The Prussian General,

Steinmetz, was moving past the village in pursuance of the

concentration orders received that morning. He drove the

French back into Gosselies, and held some houses north of it

with a rear-guard, till his column was well on its way to the

eastward. It was the moment when Ney, by vigorously follow-

ing up his success and attacking Steinmetz with all the force

he had at hand, might have disposed of some thousands of

Prussian infantry who fought next day against the Emperor

at Ligny.

With the capture of Gosselies and Steinmetz's retreat the

road to Quatre Bras was clear, and there was no serious obstacle

to prevent Ney occupying the group of houses at these import-

ant cross-roads before evening. But instead of moving onward

in force and bringing up every man and gun to the front, Ney

not only showed a strange lack of energy, but also disregarded
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the plain order of the Emperor. He sent three of Reille's

divisions into bivouac about Gosselies ; ordered Pir6 to move

out to the village of Mellet with his lancers and Bachelu's

infantry division, to guard against a possible return of Steinmetz

from that side ; and himself rode along the Brussels road with

Lefebvre Desnouettes and the cavalry of the Guard.

About half-past five, as he approached Frasnes, artillery

opened on him from the village. It was held by an outpost

of Wellington's army, a battalion of Nassau infantry, and a

horse battery under Major Normann. The French cavalry

halted. A galloper was sent off to Mellet to bring up some of

Bachelu's infantry, and while waiting for them, General Colbert,

with a detachment of the lancers of the Guard, was sent round

the right of Frasnes. Colbert rode into Quatre Bras, which

he found unoccupied, but feeling himself isolated, and hearing

that a strong column was coming from the direction of Brussels,

he fell back upon the main body before Frasnes. By this time

one of Bachelu's brigades had joined Ney and sent forward

a firing line of skirmishers against the village. Normann

evacuated it and drew back to the south border of the wood of

Bossu, near Quatre Bras, where he took up a position com-

manding the road. As he did so Quatre Bras itself was

occupied by a brigade of four Nassau battalions under Prince

Bernard of Saxe Weimar. The Prince had heard that the

French were across the Sambre, and without waiting for orders

had marched to hold the cross-roads. It was a point of the

greatest importance, for there the Brussels-Charleroi Road

crossed the great highway from Nivelle to Namur. On this

latter road a few miles eastward the Prussians were concentrat-

ing, and the possession of the Quatre Bras position would

enable Wellington to face the French with his left in touch

with Blucher.

Ney, with the cavalry of the Guard and one battalion,

found himself about seven o'clock in front of Quatre Bras, now

held by Saxe Weimar with 4500 bayonets and six guns.

Colonel Heym^s, in his defence of Ney, says quite correctly

that there was not one chance in ten of storming the position.

But if Ney had not managed things so badly he might have

had with him before Quatre Bras two or more of Reille's
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divisions and several batteries. With such a force he could

have swept Saxe Weimar out of Quatre Bras, and the advance

of the left column would have turned all Blucher's positions to

the eastward. As it was, after an aimless skirmish between

the cavalry and Saxe Weimar's outposts, Ney withdrew his

force to Frasnes, and himself rode back to Gosselies. Reille

and Prince Jerome spent part of the evening with him, but he

sent no report to the Emperor till late that night, and Napoleon

believed till next day that he had reached Quatre Bras. On
the other hand, Ney received no information or orders from

Soult, the chief of the Emperor's staff. There was a general

slackness about staff work on the French side during this cam-

paign of Waterloo. Information was neglected, orders sent

after long delays, and there was a hopeless waste of time and

opportunity that went far to wreck the Emperor's plans.

On Friday the i6th this general slackness and slowness

was at its worst. Bliicher had nearly concentrated his army
in the Emperor's front about Ligny. By lo a.m. Wellington

had reached Quarte Bras from Brussels. He found there the

Dutch General Perponcher's division, including Bylandt's 'Dutch

and Belgian battalions, and Saxe Weimar's Nassauers. He
sent back orders to hurry up the British troops who were

moving out from Brussels, and then rode over to Blucher's

position to concert measures with him, returning later to Quatre

Bras. All the morning, beyond an occasional exchange of

shots between nervous sentinels on the outpost lines, there was

absolute quiet in front of the position. Ney was wasting long

hours of the summer morning. He had not even concentrated

his two corps. Three of Reille's divisions were in bivouac all

the morning about Gosselies. D'Erlon's corps was still farther

back, between Gosselies and Marchienne. A few years before

Ney would have been in the saddle by 4 a.m., and even if he

waited for further orders before attacking Quatre Bras, he

would have moved up all his forces to the fighting front, ready

to strike as soon as the word was given. But as Napoleon

said, the Marshal was no longer the same man.

At half-past six Ney received a letter from Soult, written

about 5 a.m. It contained no orders, but informed him that

Kellerman, with eight regiments of heavy cavalry, was to join
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him at Gosselies, asked if D'Erlon's corps had closed up to

that point, and indicated that he would soon have orders to

advance. Ney sent Soult the information asked for and

shortly after rode forward to Frasnes, telling Reille to act on

any orders that might in his absence arrive from the Emperor's

head-quarters and communicate them to D'Erlon. It is strange

that still no preparations were made for the coming movement.

Ney remained at Frasnes inactive for hours. He did not even

push a reconnaissance forward to ascertain the force in his front.

He persisted in believing that it was only a rear-guard that

could be driven in as soon as the advance began in earnest.

At eleven o'clock, when Count Flahault arrived from Charle-

roi with the order for him " to take up a position at Quatre

Bras or beyond it," Ney dictated to one of his staff instructions,

which implied that he did not expect any serious fighting.

They were a simple marching order, not a plan of attack.

Fire's cavalry were to scout towards Genappe. Reille was to

move one division to the heights near Genappe, with another

in support of it north of Quatre Bras, where his two remaining

divisions were to be posted. D'Erlon was to bring three of

his divisions up to Frasnes and send the other with his cavalry

to cover the flank at Marbais. The cavalry of the Guard was

to remain at Frasnes. Kellerman was to bring one brigade of

his force there and post the remainder (three brigades) to the

left rear at Liberchies. No one reading this order would

suppose that Quatre Bras was strongly held by the enemy.

Ney was under an illusion on the subject, which he had taken

no steps to correct. He said that there was nothing to stop

the advance but " the handful of Germans that had been cut up

yesterday ".

But even when the orders had been issued there was a delay

of some hours before anything could be done. Ney was

paying dearly for having wasted the long summer morning.

Reille, anxious at having received a report of hostile columns

moving to the eastward, did not march from Gosselies till

after midday, and it was a long time before his troops cleared

the village. They blocked the advance of D'Erlon, who had

also been delayed by a false rumour of an advance against his

left. It was not till half-past one that Reille, with Bachelu's
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division and two of Kellerman's regiments, reached Frasnes.

When only half of Bachelu's infantry was in line, Ney pro-

posed to advance on Quatre Bras. "There is hardly any one

in the Bossu wood," he said, "We should clear it at once."

Reille objected, " It will be perhaps like our battles in Spain,"

he said, " and the English will only show themselves when the

time comes. It would be prudent to wait until all our troops

are massed here before attacking." Ney made no reply, but

he was influenced by Reille's advice, and did not give the order

to advance until Bachelu's division was complete and Foy's

had arrived. He had then some 10,000 infantry and eighteen

guns in hand to attack the force in his front, which actually

amounted at two o'clock to 7800 men (Dutch, Belgians, and

Germans) under Perponcher, with fourteen guns. Brunswick's

troops and Picton's British brigades were coming up, and

relying on this support a wide front had been occupied. Ney,

though he had taken some account of Reille's warning, per-

sisted in the belief that there was a mere handful of men before

him. It was strange that a soldier of such experience as his

was so deluded. All the morning he had been in Frasnes.

In his front the undulating ground, densely covered with high-

standing crops of corn, ran up to a low swell, over which went

the broad sun-baked ribbon of the dusty Brussels road. F^rom

the farms along the ridge shots had been fired at his advanced

posts. On the higher ground beyond there was a glint of

musket barrels among the trees on the green margin of the

Bossu wood. The enemy was holding on to ground more

than a mile in front of Ouatre Bras, and had pushed his out-

posts forward at daybreak beyond the position they had held

at nightfall. Surely this meant that he was strong and self-

confident and intended to fight in earnest.

By two o'clock Ney had formed his infantry in a line of

battalion columns : Bachelu to the right of the road, Foy on it

and to the left. Pirn's chasseurs were on the right flank, his

lancers behind the centre ; farther back on the road Lefebvre-

Desnouettes had massed the cavalry of the guard in a long

column. To the left rear were two of Kellerman's cuirassier

regiments. The guns unlimbered in the intervals between the

infantry columns. The artillery opened fire upon the farms in
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the enemy's front. Swarms of skirmishers pushed forward

through the tall corn, and there was an exchange of musketry

fire along the opposing fronts, then Ney sent Bachelu's in-

fantry, and Fire's cavalry supported by one of Foy's brigades,

against the long swell of rising ground to the east of the road.

The Dutchmen who held this advanced position were not in

force, and gave way after a short fight. Bachelu cleared the

hamlet of Piraumont, Foy pushed across the ridge near the

road, drove back a Nassau battalion, and, crossing the brook

in the hollow beyond the height, dashed at the farm of Gemion-

court and routed a Dutch militia battalion posted there. Ney

had ridden forward with the attack and had one of Mortier's

horses killed under him. He brought up some of his guns to

the ridge.

It was now three o'clock. From the right came the rumb-

ling roar of a heavy cannonade. Napoleon had just begun

his attack on Blucher's position at Ligny. Returning to

his centre Ney found Jerome Bonaparte's division marching

through Frasnes and coming into line. He sent it towards

Pierrepont, with orders to clear the farm and then attack the

Bossu wood. Foy and Bachelu were to press on to Quatre

Bras. Wellington had just ridden back to the cross-roads,

after having paid a visit to Blucher, and had taken command

of the defence.

Jerome carried the farm of Pierrepont with a rush, and

then sent one of his brigades against the south side of the

wood, while he led the other forward between it and the road

to attack its eastern side. Here he was charged by the famous

Black Brunswickers with their Duke at their head. They were

driven back, carrying with them Brunswick, mortally wounded.

He died that evening at Quatre Bras. His father, the Bruns-

wick of the Revolutionary Wars, had been mortally wounded

nine years before at Auerstadt.

At the same time Fire's lancers had charged through the

corn on the other side of the road, and were for a few minutes

masters of a captured battery of eight guns, but they could not

carry them off, and they were soon retaken. Foy and Bachelu

had pushed on towards the Namur road east of Quatre Bras,

but the whole face of the battle was now changing, and Ney's
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partial success had ended, for Picton had arrived and ranged

his three brigades of redcoats and Highlanders in battle array

along the Namur road and in the fields just to the south of it.

They were almost hidden in the tall corn, and it was a surprise

to the French when they were met by the heavy well-aimed

musketry fire of the British at point-blank range. The attack

collapsed, and the French fell back towards the hollow from

which they had advanced.

Ney now realized that he had a serious business in hand.

But D'Erlon, with the ist Corps, 20,000 bayonets and six bat-

teries, was marching up from Gosselies, and he counted on this

reinforcement to decide the conflict. At four o'clock he had

received an order from Soult, dated two hours earlier, telling him

to push the enemy back vigorously and then fall on the right

rear of the Prussians by the Namur road. He had been doing

his best to clear the Quatre Bras position, but so far had not

succeeded. Everything depended on D'Erlon's prompt arrival.

But shortly after 4 p.m., when the head of his long column was

still a mile from Frasnes, Colonel F'orbin Janson of the Em-
peror's staff met the General and handed him a letter from

Napoleon. The exact terms of it are disputed, but it was in

effect an urgent order to march with all his corps and fall upon

the right and right rear of Blucher, " You will save France and

cover yourself with glory," wrote the Emperor. D'Erlon at once

gave up the movement on F"rasnes, and began to march towards

the Ligny battlefield. Forbin Janson instead of going on to

Ney to tell him of what was being done, returned to Napoleon's

head-quarters. It was not till D'Erlon had gone some distance to

the eastward that it occurred to him that Ney ought to be in-

formed, and he sent off his chief of the staff, Colonel Delcambre,

to the Marshal. Ney was puzzled by the non-appearance

of D'Erlon. He was feeling every moment more and more the

need of his presence, and he had just heard that the British were

being further reinforced, when Delcambre arrived and told him

the 1st Corps was far on the way to the other battle. He gave

free expression to his angry disappointment. The round shot

from an English battery were ploughing up the ground near

him. " I wish one of these would kill me ! " he exclaimed.

While he was still speaking another staff officer arrived with
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an order from Soult telling him to march at once against the

right of the Prussians. "Their army is lost if you act vigor-

ously," ran the message. If he had D'Erlon's corps he flattered

himself that he could quickly storm the Quatre Bras position

and then swing round against Blucher. He told Delcambre to

ride back to the 1st Corps and tell D'Erlon he must march at

once to Frasnes. Then he sent for Kellerman, and told him

to charge with his cuirassiers. Speaking in an excited, hurried

tone he said to him that the safety of France was at stake, he

must make a great effort. Kellerman did not usually show

any hesitation to obey such an order, but he now pointed out

that there was little to be gained by hurling two regiments

against a position held by more than 20,000 men. The other

six had been left by Ney's orders at Liberchies. " No matter,"

said Ney, "Charge with what you have. Ride over them. I

shall send the rest of the cavalry after you. Get on . . . get

on at once."

Ney was indeed no longer the same man. In the old days

of victory he was noted for his grim coolness in action. Now
in his anger and excitement he had fairly lost his head. Kel-

lerman thus urged put his two splendid regiments of steel-clad

cavalry in movement at once. Before Pire could even receive

the orders to support him, the cuirassiers were dashing through

the trampled corn by the right side of the road. They broke

through the first line and, fired on from three sides, some of

them even struggled on till they were close to Quatre Bras.

An officer who rode over the ground next day says he saw

some of them lying dead close up to the cross-roads. But

only the wreck of the regiments came back. As they returned

Pire charged with his lancers. There was a confused fight in

the long corn and they surprised one British regiment

while forming square and brought back one of its colours. But

the cavalry attack ended in failure. It had been broken on the

British squares like a surf on a ridge of rocks, and as the beaten

lancers rode back, Foy's infantry, disordered by their headlong

rush, fell back with them in confusion.

Ney, who had just had another horse killed under him,

was on foot watching the rally of Pirn's squadrons and Foy's

battalions, when up rode Colonel Baudus of Napoleon's staff.
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He brought a note written in pencil by the Emperor himself:

" It is absolutely necessary that the order given to Count

D'Erlon shall be executed, whatever may be the present posi-

tion of Marshal Ney. I do not attach great importance to

what is happening to-day on his side. The affair is entirely

where I aqn, for I want to make an end of the Prussian Army.

As for the Prince of the Moskowa, if he can do no more, he

must confine himself to merely holding the English Army."

Ney broke out into a new storm of angry words " with his

face flushed and brandishing his sword like a madman," says

Baudus. He said he would not obey the order. He had sent

D'Erlon a message calling him back. He could not do without

him. Baudus tried in vain to persuade him to send a counter-

order. Ney turned on his heel and went off to rally Eoy's

men, and lead them against an advancing line of red-coats.

Wellington was at last taking the offensive. When D'Erlon re-

ceived the order of recall, conveyed by Delcambre, he was

actually in sight of the battle round Ligny, where his inter-

vention might have had important results. As he afterwards

explained, he considered that Ney could not have told him to

disregard a direct order of the Emperor, unless the Marshal

was himself in the most desperate straits. Leaving therefore

one division halted to observe the movements of the Prussian

right, he turned back with the other three. When he arrived

the fight was over. He had been marching all the afternoon

without firing a shot, oscillating between two battlefields, on

either of which his 20,000 bayonets might have made history.

After the repulse of the cavalry attack the British had

pushed steadily forward gradually recovering all the ground

lost in the first stage of the engagement. There was some

hard fighting, but Jerome was driven out of the Bossu wood,

and Foy and Bachelu from the ground east of the Brussels

road and the farms on the advanced ridge. As the firing died

away towards sunset Ney held only the ground from which he

had advanced at two o'clock. The battle had been lost. It

was the last battle in which he held independent command and

the delays, indecisions, and blunders of the day presented a

pitiful contrast to his earlier victories.

It was not till next morning that the Emperor—a few
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miles away—was informed of what had happened at Quatre

Bras, and Ney heard of Napoleon's victory over Blucher at

Ligny. It was on the morning of the 17th that Wellington

also heard for the first time of the Prussian defeat. " Old

Blucher has had a damned good licking," he said to his staff.

" He has gone back to Wavre. As he has gone, we must go

too. I suppose in England they will say we have been licked.

I can't help that." But he was in no hurry to go, for the

French under Ney in his front, and the main body under

Napoleon away to the south-east, were strangely inactive.

Once more the Emperor and his marshals were wasting

valuable time. Napoleon had gone out to inspect the scene

of his victory after dictating to Soult this letter to Ney :

—

" The Emperor is sorry to find that you did not succeed yesterday.

The divisions did not act together. Thus you have suffered loss. If the

corps of Counts d'Erlon and Reille had acted together not one of the

English, in the corps that attacked you, would have escaped. If

Count d'Erlon had executed the movement ordered by the Emperor, the

Prussian Army would have been totally destroyed and we would have

made 30,000 prisoners. . . . The Emperor is going to the mill of Brye on

the high road from Namur to Quatre Bras. It is not possible for the

English Army to act against you. If it did the Emperor would march
straight for it by the Quatre Bras road, while you would attack in front

and it would be quickly destroyed. You will inform His Majesty of what

is happening in your front. The intention of His Majesty is that you shall

take up a position at Quatre Bras ; but if—though this is most unlikely

—

you cannot do so, report immediately with full details : and the Emperor
will march there as I have said. If on the contrary there is only a rear-

guard, attack it and occupy the position. To-day will have to be devoted

to completing this operation, filling up ammunition, collecting stragglers,

and bringing in detached parties."

When this letter was written, about eight o'clock. Napoleon

was thinking only of massing his army along the Namur road,

and advancing next day. But he soon changed his mind.

The reports he had received seemed to point to a retreat of

the Prussians to the 1 north-east, leaving Wellington isolated.

He would detach Grouchy to follow up Blucher, and with the

rest of the army march on Quatre Bras, combining with Ney
in an attack on Wellington if he stood, and hustling him back

upon Brussels if he retired. He hoped that if vigorously

attacked Wellington would eventually retreat towards the
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coast leaving the way to Brussels open. But he meant if

possible to force a decisive battle.

Ney had taken no steps even to ascertain if Wellington

still held Ouatre Bras with more than a rear-guard. He was

absolutely inactive until, between one and two o'clock, the

Emperor began his advance on Ouatre Bras. First came

masses of cavalry, then Lobau's corps, followed by the Guard.

The English were by this time retiring, Wellington leaving

Lord Uxbridge's cavalry to hold on to the last about Quatre

Bras, and cover the retreat. Ney had besides his divisional

cavalry, and the light cavalry of the Guard, Kellerman's eight

regiments of cuirassiers and dragoons, six of which had not

yet been engaged, but he gave them no orders. It was only

when the English began at last to withdraw their mounted

rear-guard, that he put his troops in motion and rode forward

to meet the Emperor. There was fighting in progress between

Napoleon's cavalry and horse artillery and the squadrons and

batteries of Lord Uxbridge, who was protecting the retreat by

showing a bold front against Napoleon's advance along the

Namur road. The Emperor had already met D'Erlon riding

at the head of his corps. He asked him why he had not

obeyed his order the day before. D'Erlon replied that he had

been prevented by the counter-order of his immediate chief,

the Marshal. The Emperor then told him to follow and

support the cavalry advance by the Brussels road. It was just

after this that Ney arrived. The Emperor was content with

having expressed his opinion of his conduct the day before in

the letter sent that morning, so he made no reference to the

subject, but he asked the Marshal abruptly why he had not

acted on the order sent at eight o'clock (six hours before) to

occupy Quatre Bras. Ney answered that he had held his hand

because he was sure he had in his front, not a rear-guard, but

Wellington's army. Napoleon rode off without further dis-

cussion. For the rest of the afternoon he was well to the front

of the advance, personally directing the hot pursuit of the re-

treating enemy, often under close fire, more than once himself

giving orders to the horse batteries. The weather had suddenly

changed. The intense heat had ended in a thunderstorm and

a deluge of rain. At sunset Napoleon took up his quarters for
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the night at the farm of Caillou on the southern heights of the

field of Waterloo, after issuing orders that the army should be

concentrated for battle by 9 a.m. next day, Sunday 18 June.

Ney, who had ridden all day with Reille's infantry behind

D'Erlon's corps, spent the night at Genappe, riding forward in

the early morning to the Emperor's head-quarters at Caillou.

He arrived there soon after eight o'clock after having taken

a look at the enemy's position from the outposts. When he

entered the house he found that Napoleon had just finished his

breakfast and had spread his maps on a table, round which

were Soult, Maret, Duke of Bassano, Drouot the commander

of the Imperial Guard, and several other generals. As he

came into the room he heard Napoleon say :
" The enemy is

25 per cent stronger than we are, nevertheless we have ninety

chances in a hundred in our favour ", Ney had seen bodies of

troops moving up the slope beyond the farm ofLa Haye Sainte,

doubtless regiments that had halted lower down the night be-

fore, and were now taking up their battle positions, but he

had misinterpreted what he had observed, and interrupting the

Emperor said :
" No doubt, Sir, if Wellington were simple

enough to wait for you. But I can tell you that there are

already marked signs of a retreat, and if you do not attack at

once, the enemy will escape you." "You have not seen

rightly," replied the Emperor. " The time for retreat is over.

Wellington would only expose himself to certain loss. He
has thrown the dice and they are for us."

Soult expressed his anxiety at two corps (33,000 men)

being detached with Grouchy, and suggested that they should

be recalled, leaving only the cavalry to keep touch with the

Prussians. Napoleon scouted the idea. He was strong

enough, he said, and turning to Soult he went on: "Because

you have been beaten by Wellington you think him a great

general. Well I tell you Wellington is a bad general, and the

English are poor troops, and this will be a mere breakfast for

us." "I hope so," said Soult. The head of the long column

of the 2nd Corps was now passing Caillou, and Reille came in

accompanied by Prince Jerome. Asked his opinion by Na-
poleon Reille said it would be a tough piece of work to drive the

British from their ground by a frontal attack. Napoleon did
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not like the turn the conference was taking, and abruptly broke

it off.

The weather was now clearing up. Reille marched off to

his position on the left, and Napoleon mounted with his staff

to inspect his troops taking Ney with him. Now that the left

column had rejoined the main body there was no reason for

Ney holding any longer the separate command of Reille and

D'Erlon's corps. During the ride Napoleon told him that in

the coming battle he would give him the executive direction

of the main attacks, which were to be launched against Wel-

lington's centre.

There is no need to repeat the oft-told story of Waterloo.

All that need be done is to note Ney's personal part in the

great battle. It was near noon when after a long delay the

fighting began on the French left. Shortly after eleven Napo-

leon dictated to Soult the order for Reille's corps to move

against the British right at Hougomont, apparently with a

view of misleading Wellington as to his real objective. The

first shot was fired by one of Reille's batteries at ir35 a.m.,

and then Jerome's division was sent against Hougomont.

Napoleon's order seemed to point to a mere demonstration on

this side, but the movement became a persistent and fiercely

pressed attack.

The cannonade begun on the left gradually extended along

the French front. Ney was directed to prepare to attack in

the centre with D'Erlon's corps, and some ninety guns were

massed in front of La Belle Alliance to cover his advance. At
half-past one the " Great Battery " opened fire. At two Ney
gave the order to attack and himself led the advance with

D'Erlon beside him. The four divisions of the 1st Corps, more

than 20,000 bayonets, had been drawn up in four massive

columns, each with the front of a battalion. These huge

columns had come into fashion in the French Army in the

later campaigns of the Empire. As the old veterans of the

earlier wars disappeared, and the ranks began to be filled with

young soldiers, it was found to be easier to move them under

fire when they were thus packed together in solid masses, in

which the men were as it were locked up, and as long as the

formation held its compact lines even those who hesitated to
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advance had to go on. But it was a formation that diminished

the firing front, and at the same time made a huge target for

hostile artillery. Ney's order was that the advance should be

in echelon of columns from the left—that is to say, Allix's

division posted next to the Brussels road was to move first,

its left against La Haye Sainte ; then in succession Donzelot's,

Marcognet's, and Durutte's columns were to march, an interval

of about 400 yards separating them, so that the front of the

whole attack was about a mile, Durutte's line of march being

directed on the farm of Papelotte on Wellington's left. As

the columns descended into the wide hollow in their front, the

artillery fired over their heads, ceasing only as they went up

the ridge held by the British. One of Allix's brigades cleared

the orchard and garden of La Haye Sainte, but could make no

impression on the buildings. The other brigade, flanked by a

mass of cuirassiers, went up the slope. In front of Ney's left

attack Bylandt's Dutch-Belgian division gave way, breaking

and nearly throwing into confusion some of Picton's regiments

at the back of the ridge. On the right Durutte carried Pape-

lotte. The four columns were up to the crest of the English

position, and it looked as if Ney was to win an easy victory.

But then Picton made his counter-attack. Red-coats and

Highlanders dashed at the French. Ponsonby's cavalry came

charging into the dense masses. The household cavalry

crashed into the cuirassiers. Ney, while trying to steady his

left above La Haye Sainte, had his horse shot under him. He
caught another and rode back amid the confused retreat of the

broken columns, which were charged again and again by the

British cavalry. These as they approached the French main

position were in their turn charged and driven back by the

French cavalry. The beaten infantry were disengaged and

reformed, and the artillery duel began again. Round Hougo-

mont, Reille's attack still raged furiously. It was now nearly

four o'clock.

While Ney was leading D'Erlon's corps to the attack

Napoleon was anxious about the appearance of troops to his

right front, which proved to be Blucher's vanguard under Biilow.

Lobau's corps was detached to guard this flank leaving

Napoleon as his only reserve the Imperial Guard, and messages
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were sent, all too late, to recall Grouchy. The Emperor still

hoped however to crush the British before the Prussians could

give them effective support, and at the same time flattered

himself that the approaching column was only a single corps

detached by Bliicher. It was the knowledge that Wellington

would be reinforced before long that m.ade Ney, to whom
Napoleon had now left the actual direction of the attack,

nervously anxious to force the British position at all hazards.

While D'Erlon was reforming behind the guns the Marshal

ordered one of Milhaud's cuirassier brigades to charge the

British centre. The brigadier at first refused to act saying he

could only take orders from General Milhaud. Ney settled

the question by ordering Milhaud to charge with his whole

division. It was thus that after four o'clock there began the

series of cavalry onsets which lasted for some two hours, and in

which division after division was thrown into action till hardly

a squadron remained in reserve. Ney had begun his military

career as a cavalry soldier. Now on his last battle-field he led

charge after charge against the British squares. In the last

great onset no less than seventy-seven squadrons were engaged.

There is no need to tell again how

" Dashed on every rocky square

Their surging charges foamed themselves away."

Ney had more than once ridden up to the British bayonets.

Two more horses were killed under him, and his clothes were

torn with bullets, but he was unwounded. At times he seemed,

as at Quatre Bras, like a madman. One of the officers who
rode in the last cavalry attack tells how he saw Ney dismounted,

standing beside one of the guns of a British battery, through

which the charge had rolled on to close with the squares be-

yond. The Marshal stood sword in hand beside the piece,

angrily beating the metal of the gun with the flat of his sword.

As the wreck of the last charge came back towards La
Belle Alliance, Ney still hoped for victory. La Haye Sainte

had been taken at last by the persistent attack of Allix's in-

fantry supported by Bachelu. Along the ridge numbers ol

guns overturned by the cavalry in their charges were silent

and abandoned. The British infantry were unseen behind the
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crest where they had been withdrawn from the fire of the

French batteries, and numbers of wounded and unwounded

stragglers passing over the ridge, and the dust clouds raised

beyond it by retiring convoys of wounded, suggested that a

partial retreat had begun, even though from the right came the

thunder of the fight between Lobau and Bulow's Prussians,

If he could only throw some fresh troops into the fight he

might still break the dogged resistance of the British centre.

He sent Colonel Heymes to Napoleon to ask for some infantry.

" Where does he think I can find it ? Does he suppose I can

make it ? " replied the Emperor, He had still fourteen bat-

talions of the Guard in reserve, but these were his last stake in

the game, and he hesitated to use it.

But after seven o'clock when the increasing din of the fight

on his right told him that the Prussians were being rapidly

reinforced, and when he must either abandon the field or try

one more effort, he moved the Guard forward formed in three

great columns, ordered Ney to lead it to the attack, and sent

off gallopers to push forward what was left of D'Erlon's corps,

and Bachelu's division. Ney led in person the final attack of

the Guard, first on horseback, then on foot, sword in hand.

When the onward march was stopped by the British fire

he "did all that despairing courage could attempt to steady the

wavering ranks. As the columns were swept back before the

counter attack of the British Guards he fought among the

bayonets, and his sword was broken in his hand. D'Erlon,

riding towards La Belle Alliance amid the rout, saw the Mar-

shal standing by the road calling out to the beaten troops to

rally again. Ney was hardly recognizable, his face black with

powder, his uniform riddled with bullets, one epaulette hanging

down torn by a sabre cut. When he saw D'Erlon he waved his

broken sword and called out to him :
" D'Erlon, if you and I

escape from this we shall be hanged !
" He did not want to

escape. He was seeking death.

Amid the confused crowd on the rear of which the British

cavalry were charging, he saw Brue's brigade of Durutte's

division retiring with formed ranks, though reduced to half its

strength. He forced his way towards them, halted, and faced

them about. " Come and see how a Marshal of France can
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die," he said, as he led them against the enemy. But they broke

and he found himself again without followers.

Near La Belle Alliance three squares of the Guard still

stood like islands in the flood of fugitives. In one of these

Ney found refuge for awhile, so exhausted that he was glad to

rest by leaning on a soldier's arm. He remained with the

square, while it slowly retired beating off more than one hostile

charge. Then when it at last broke up he began to tramp in

the darkness along the Genappe road, an unrecognized unit in

the rout of Napoleon's last army.







CHAPTER XVIII

AFTER WATERLOO—THE COURT MARTIAL AND THE TRIAL
BEFORE THE PEERS (1815)

NEY had been among the last to leave the field. He
had exposed himself recklessly seeking death. Five

horses had been killed under him. But he himself

was untouched. So long as there was the remotest hope of

rallying a rear-guard to cover the flight of the broken army he

had fought on foot, sword in hand. When all was lost to

remain longer on the battle-field would have been to become

a prisoner of the Prussians. After he had gone some way on

foot an Alsatian officer, Major Schmidt, gave him his horse

and he rode off in the twilight in the hope of rejoining the

Emperor.

He had more than one narrow escape before he reached

the village of Marchienne at four o'clock in the morning of the

19th. Day had come again. He had for the moment out-

distanced the pursuit, but he found at Marchienne only a

crowd of beaten, demoralized men, with whom nothing could

be done. He was told that the Emperor had passed through

Charleroi. He rode on to Beaumont hoping to find there

some portion of the army rallying for a stand on the frontier.

But on the way he heard that parties of the Allied cavalry

were already between him and Beaumont, and he turned and
rode on to Avesnes, the Emperor's head-quarters, a few days

before, on the eve of the march into Belgium.

In Avesnes all was confusion and disorder. He could

get no news of Napoleon or of Marshal Soult, and he decided

that the best course was to return at once to Paris, and report

there to Davout, the Minister of War. He secured a post-

chaise and reached the capital on the morning of Wednesday,
2 1 June. As he changed horses at Le Bourget, the last stage

329
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before entering Paris, he heard that the Emperor had driven

through the village about seven o'clock that morning.

He was weary with the overwhelming fatigues and disap-

pointments of the last few days and had utterly lost heart.

He had made up his mind that any further attempts at

resistance were doomed to swift failure. They could not

save the Empire and would only inflict useless miseries on

France. For himself he thought only of taking refuge in some

neutral country. He foresaw the speedy return of the Bour-

bons, and expected that he would receive no mercy for his

defection.

His very first visit in Paris was to Fouche, the Minister of

Police, who was now already arranging to secure his own
interests by becoming the chief promoter of a royal restoration.

He discussed with him the events of the campaign and the

situation they had created, told him he intended to leave France

at an early date and obtained from him two passports. The
first was in his own name, " Michel Ney, Marshal of the

Empire, Duke of Elchingen, Prince of the Moskowa and Peer

of France ". The second, intended to be used if a secret flight

became necessary, and to enable him to take other refugees

with him, was in the name of "Michel Theodore Neubourg,

a merchant, travelling with his secretary Talmas, and his

servants, Xavier, Serret, Bohnet and Maton ". He then went

to the Chamber of Peers.

In both houses the friends of Napoleon were making an

effort to avert the rising demand for his abdication, to secure

at least the succession of his son the King of Rome if he had

to withdraw, and to induce the legislature to prolong the

resistance if only for a few days in order to gain time for

negotiations, that would not imply a complete submission to

the victorious Allies. It was all important to show that an

army was being rallied, that a fight could still be made, that

the situation, though adverse, was not utterly desperate. Ney
had hardly taken his seat when Carnot read a communication,

just received from the frontier fortress of Rocroi, in which it

was stated that on the i8th Grouchy had beaten the Prussians,

and that he had repassed the Sambre with 60,000 men, whom
he was bringing back to cover Paris. This (except for the
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exaggerated number) was true enough, but it was only part

of the truth.

Ney sprang to his feet as soon as Carnot sat down.

Carried away by the impulse of the moment he saw in the

Rocroi dispatch, not a report of what had happened elsewhere

(about Wavre) on the day of Waterloo, but an attempt to make

out that the French arms were victorious all along the frontier.

He broke out into an indignant denial, "The news," he said,

" which the Minister of the Interior has just read, is false

—

false in every respect. The enemy is victorious at every point.

I have witnessed the disaster, for I commanded the army under

the Emperor. After the results of those days of disaster—the

1 6th and i8th—they dare to tell us that we ended by beating

the enemy on the i8th, and that there are 60,000 men on the

frontier. The statement is false. At the very most Marshal

Grouchy has perhaps rallied 20,000 or 25,000 men. When
they tell us that the Prussian army has been destroyed, it is

not true. The greater part of that army has not been in action.

In six or seven days the enemy will perhaps be in the midst

of the capital. There is no other means for securing the

public safety but to make proposals to the enemy at once."

An outburst like this went far to defeat the efforts that

were being made by Napoleon and his brother Lucien,

Davout and Carnot to save something from the wreck. At
the close of the sitting, as Ney went out, some of the Peers

reproached him with having uttered such discouraging words at

a moment when others were trying to rally France against the

foreigner. " Well, gentlemen," replied Ney, " I spoke only in

the interest of the country. Don't I know quite well that if

Louis XVIII comes back, I shall be shot!"

And each hour that passed made it more certain that Louis

XVIII would come back. It was abundantly clear that the

Allied sovereigns would never accept half-measures, and even

the majority of Frenchmen were now disillusioned by the

double failure of Imperialism, longed for peace at any price,

and were ready to welcome back the fugitive King. For the

partisans of royalty Ney was a traitor. The Bonapartists

showed an unworthy disposition to make him a scapegoat, and

to cast upon him the chief responsibility for the collapse of
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their cause and the failures of the French Army in the field.

On the morrow of his speech in the Chamber of Peers there

began a series of virulent attacks upon him. He had brought

upon the Emperor the defeat of Waterloo, said his enemies

;

he had been rash, incompetent—more than this he was perhaps

a traitor to his old master. He had forced him to abdicate the

year before, and he had now snatched victory from his grasp

and placed him at the mercy of his enemies,

Ney, a soldier but no diplomatist, yielded to the impulse of

the moment, and on the 26th wrote a long letter to Fouch^,

now the chief of the Provisional Government, in which he de-

fended himself by attacking Napoleon. He gave his own
version of the Waterloo campaign, and tried to show that he

himself had done what was best and failed only because the

Emperor did not support him, and he ended thus :

—

" What is the source of those odious reports which have been suddenly

spread abroad with startling rapidity ? I could easily investigate this

matter, but I fear almost as much to lay bare the truth as to remain in

ignorance of it, so I would only say that there is every indication that I

have been basely deceived, and that efforts are being made to cast the veil

of alleged treason over the mistakes and extravagances of this campaign,

mistakes that have been studiously concealed in the bulletins that have been

issued."

There is here a plain insinuation that Napoleon was at the

back of a campaign of calumny against the Marshal. Ney was

desperate. He felt that both Royalists and Bonapartists were

his enemies. And the proclamation issued by Louis XVIH
from Cateau-Cambresis on 25 June was a danger signal. The
King promised to "reward the good and put the law into ex-

ecution against the guilty," and in the eyes of the Bourbons

none was more guilty than Ney after Bonaparte himself.

It was this proclamation, with its menacing language, that

led DavoOt as Minister of War and Commander-in-Chief of the

army to insist that in the negotiations with the Allied generals

for the evacuation of Paris and the withdrawal of the army to

the Loire, there should be a clear agreement for an amnesty

for all who had compromised themselves since Napoleon's

return from Elba. This was the undoubted purpose of the

1 2th Article of the Convention of Paris, signed by the pleni-
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potentiaries of both parties on 3 July. The nth Article

stipulated that public property and buildings should be safe-

guarded, and the 12th ran thus :

—

" Persons and private property shall be likewise respected. The in-

habitants, and generally all individuals who are in the capital, shall continue

to enjoy their rights and liberties without being disturbed or made the sub-

ject of inquiries of any kind regarding the functions they occupy or have

occupied, and their conduct and political opinions." ^

Bignon, one of the French delegates, proposed to add an

article to the effect that those who wished to leave France would

receive passports from the Allied generals and be given pro-

tection for their persons and property, but this was held to be

unnecessary.

The extreme party of the Royalists had shown their delight

at the threat conveyed by the King's proclamation. The

Convention was hardly signed when they began to explain that

it need not necessarily stand in the way of proceedings against

" the traitors," for (they argued) Louis XVIII was not directly

a party to it, and it concerned only the Allied generals. Ney's

personal views as to his prospects seem to have varied from

time to time during the anxious days he spent in Paris after

Waterloo, but generally he was inclined to his first belief that

his life would be in danger. He prepared for the worst, but

he lost precious time through his hesitation to take a de-

finite course while there was still a prospect of successful flight.

Like Napoleon he thought of the United States of America as

a possible refuge. New Orleans, so lately the capital of a

French colony, and still to some extent a French city, was the

place he had in mind as a residence for his years of exile. A
friend of his, M. de Pontalba, gave him letters of introduction

to M. Marigny a French merchant in that city. In one of

these letters found in the Marshal's portfolio when he was

arrested, Pontalba wrote :

—

^The original text of the article is: " Seront pareillement respectees les

personnes et les propri^tes particulieres. Les habitants et en g^n^ral tous les

individus qui se trouvent dans la capitale continueront a jouir de leurs droits et

libertds, sans pouvoir etre inquiries ou recherch^s en rien, relativement aux
fonctions qu'ils occupent ou auraient occupies, a leur conduite et i leurs opinions

politiques."
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" When you know him you will see that he is a man of the most simple

and modest character. If he notices that his presence causes you any em-

barrassment or involves you in extra expense on his account, he will go off

to an inn. Receive him therefore with the greatest simplicity."

The Marechale was anxious that he should start at once.

One day she entreated him to go before it was too late, and in

her anguish for his safety fell on her knees and begged him to

lose no more time in Paris. Ney was in one of his fits of ill-

humour and refused her with words that must have wounded

her deeply. " It seems, Madame, that you are in a hurry to

get rid of me."

He hoped for a while that the Provisional Government

would call for his services, entrust him with a command, and

thus give him a recognized position among those who restored

the King. This would have been a pledge of future immunity.

But Fouche and his colleagues gave no sign.

On 6 July—the eve of the occupation of Paris by the

English and Prussian armies—Ney at last left the capital.

He was in civilian dress, and he hoped to reach Switzerland.

He arrived at Lyons on 9 July. There a commissary of

police called upon him. The official was friendly, and when

Ney talked of going to Switzerland told him that the roads

in that direction were occupied by the Austrians, and suggested

that he should either ask for a passport from them, or go to

the baths of St. Alban near Roanne for a few days to watch

events.

He remained at St. Alban till the last days of July. Notes,

which he wrote in a pocket-book during his stay there, show

that he was thinking of being able before long to return to his

chateau of Coudreaux, for he jotted down memoranda of im-

provements to be made on the estate. At other times he

was planning flight and concealment. On 23 July he went

into Roanne and obtained from a friendly officer a military

feuille de route, or travelling permit, in the name of Major

Michel Reiset of the 3rd Hussars, under orders to proceed

from Roanne to Toulouse.

Two days later he received a letter from his wife con-

veying serious news. On 24 July the King had signed two

decrees. The first, countersigned by Talleyrand, deprived Ney
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and several others of their dignity of Peers of France. The

second, countersigned by Fouche as Minister of Police, was

a list of proscriptions. It was disguised as an act of grace,

for the preamble set forth that its object was to define and limit

the number of those, who, after incurring the guilt of a crime

against the interests of the people, the security of the crown,

and the peace of Europe, were to be dealt with according to

law. The first article contained a list of twenty persons who

were to be tried by court martial. Ney's name headed the

Hst.

The extremists, the party of vengeance, had triumphed

and the "White Terror" had begun. In her letter his wife

suggested to him that he should hide for a while at the

chateau of Madame de Bessonis, a relative of hers, who had

a country house in an out of the way district on the borders of

the hill country of the Cantal near Aurillac.

Travelling under the assumed name of Escaffre, Ney

reached the Chateau on 29 July. At first he thought he was

quite safe there, but within five days his place of concealment

was discovered. The popular tradition, repeated in most

biographies of Ney, is that his identity was betrayed by an

accident. It will be remembered that Napoleon's gift to him

on his marriage was a jewelled Turkish sabre, which he had

brought from Egypt. The story goes that Ney left this

splendid sword in the salon of the chateau and a visitor from

Aurillac noticed it, and spoke of it to a friend, who at once

exclaimed, " There are only two persons in Europe who have

such a sabre—Ney and Murat". The prefect heard of this,

searched the chateau and arrested the Marshal.

But Ney had left the famous Mameluke sabre at Coudreaux

among his trophies. Neither this nor any other weapon is

noted in the list of property in his possession drawn up by the

gendarmerie, which mentions the smallest details of his personal

effects on the day of his arrest. What really happened was

this. On 2 August a zealous Royalist informed the prefect

of the Cantal, Locard, that he thought the guest at Bessonis

looked very like Ney. Locard at once sent for the Captain of

the departmental gendarmerie who told him that he had

heard that Ney had been recognized in Aurillac on 31 July,
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and had spent the night in the town, and that the chateau of

Bessonis belonged to a relative of the Marechale.

Early on 3 August the Captain went to Bessonis with

fourteen of his men, posted sentries at all the gates, and entered

the courtyard. Ney's room looked out upon the court. He
heard the gendarmes marching into it and went to the window.

He saw at once that further attempts at concealment were

hopeless, and called out to the Captain. "Who are you

looking for?" "Marshal Ney," was the reply. "Come up

here," said Ney, "And I will show him to you." The gen-

darmes entered the house and reached the room. He met

them at the door. " I am Marshal Ney," he said.

They seized his papers and luggage, and conveyed him to

Aurillac, where he was confined in an improvised prison in the

town hall, while awaiting orders from Paris as to his fate. He
seemed quite resigned during the days he spent there. It was

not till 1 5 August that the officers arrived who were to conduct

him to Paris.

When the news of the arrest reached the capital there had

been general rejoicing among the Royalist extremists. The

time had come they said to make a great example. The King

took another view of the matter. To Marmont he said

:

" Everything was done to favour his escape. The imprudence

and folly of his conduct have ruined him," and he appeared to

see in the arrest a source of embarrassment for his government.

To another of the courtiers he even said openly: "He has

done us more harm in getting himself arrested than he did on

the day he betrayed us ". On 1 3 September Madame Ney
wrote a despairing letter to Fouch6 entreating his intervention

on her husband's behalf, and sent him a copy of a petition she

was forwarding to the King. She did not deny that her hus-

band had been guilty of a grave offence against him, but she

protested that it was an impulsive act without " premeditation

or perfidy ". She reminded Louis XVHI that at Fontainebleau

the year before Ney had been foremost in pressing for the

abdication of Napoleon, and had thus been the chief agent in

averting civil war and securing the return of the Bourbons.

During the Restoration he had held entirely aloof from political

intrigue, living quietly in the country. Recalled to his com-
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mand on the return of Napoleon he had protested his loyalty

to the King :

—

" He expressed with the vehemence that was characteristic of him his

desire to do good service to your Majesty, and his language, in the midst

of his family and among his most intimate friends, was the same as it was

at the Tuileries. The frankness and loyalty of his whole career, his lo-

quacity, the vehemence of his character—in a word all his good qualities, all

his defects, concur in proving that he was sincere. ... I will say even

more, Sire. My husband could not have dissimulated in this respect even

if he had had the infamous idea of so doing. His very nature would have

made it impossible for him."

She pleaded that when the crisis canne he found himself power-

less in the midst of unreliable troops and was misled by infor-

mation that made him to believe that all was lost for the royal

cause and further resistance meant only purposeless bloodshed.

Her husband, she said, was a man of splendid military courage,

but without the same resolution in other affairs. He could

grasp at one glance the combinations of the battle-field, but he

was out of his element when chance forced him to play a part

in politics. " He abandoned himself to a torrent which it

seemed to him impossible to stop or to direct." She asked

for mercy for him for the sake of her children. His Majesty,

she said, had sent her a kindly message through Marshal Mac-

donald, promising that he would protect her sons, who were

left almost without resources. She begged him to spare their

father. They had been taught to be loyal to their King. She

implored him to spare them from such a sorrow in the midst

of the general joy of France.

No answer came to her letters. She asked for an audience

with the King. It was granted, but Louis gave her no hope.

Then she was told that her husband was on his way to Paris,

and she went to meet him at one of the inns where horses

were changed outside the southern barriers.

Captain Jomard of the Royal Guard with two of his lieu-

tenants had gone to Aurillac on 1 5 August and taken over the

prisoner from the custody of the local authorities. The Royalist

captain, anxious to spare the great soldier humiliating precau-

tions on the way, made him give his parole that he would not at-

tempt to escape. Ney, Jomard, and the two lieutenants travelled

in a post-chaise, preceded by Major Meyronnet, who rode on in
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advance to secure the horses required at the various stages, and

followed by a few mounted gendarmes. Leaving Aurillac on

the 1 6th they reached Clermont Ferrand on the 17th. Thence

they drove through Moulins to Nevers. Here they found the

Wiirtembergers occupying the town, and Jomard had lost or

mislaid his passport, so there was a halt of two hours while

another was procured from the local authorities. There was

a disgraceful scene, a number of the foreign officers gathering

round the carriage, pointing out Ney to each other and using

offensive language about him in German and French. The

same scene was repeated at the next post in the village of La

Charite while Jomard was waiting for the German commandant

to visa his passport. He protested against the insults to his

prisoner, with the result that stones were thrown at him. After

this at every halt hostile crowds gathered round the carriage,

and Jomard was anxious for the Marshal's safety, not without

reason, for a week before this Marshal Brune had been murdered

by a Royalist mob at Avignon. He had an alarm of another

kind when, at Fontainebleau, a party of Cossacks persisted in

riding with the carriage, and could not be persuaded to depart

until they had followed it for some miles along the Paris road.

Ney himself more than once expected that he would be assas-

sinated. Once on the way he had spoken with one true friend.

While horses were being changed at Riom, he had stepped out

of the chaise, and to his surprise a general in undress uniform

pushed through the crowd of idlers looking on and grasped

his hand. It was the famous cavalry leader Excelmans, He
offered to arrange for Ney's escape during the next stage.

"No," replied the Marshal, "I cannot. I have given my
parole." At the last posthouse outside the barriers of Paris

there was another meeting. Agla^ was waiting there for him.

Jomard kindly allowed husband and wife to spend some time

together alone in one of the rooms of the inn. As he parted

with the Mar^chale and came back to the carriage Ney was

wiping away some tears. "You are surprised at seeing me

weep," he said to the officers. " It is not for myself. It is for

my wife and my four children."

It was the morning of 19 August. As Ney passed through

the southern barriers Colonel Labedoyere was facing the
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firing party at his execution on the plain of Grenelle. The

carriage drove to the Conciergerie/ where Ney was lodged in the

cells of the gloomy prison that had been for so many thousands

the antechamber of the scaffold.

He was allowed to take exercise in one of the courtyards.

He found the long hours in the cell dreary, and asked to be

given a flute with which to amuse himself. Flute playing was

a German fashion, and he had learned to play a little in the

days when he was a young general of the Army of the Rhine.

Perhaps he was somewhat of a halting performer, for the

jailers thought he was using the flute to signal with it to other

prisoners. The cell of Lavalette was near to his. The flute

was taken from him and he was removed to another room, a

larger and better one.

On 20 August, the day after his arrival, the Prefect of

*Police came to interrogate him. At first he refused to say

anything, but then he spoke freely enough. He admitted that

he told the King that Bonaparte deserved to be brought to

Paris in a cage. He outlined the same general defence that

his wife had put forward in her letter to the King. He had

been loyal till on the night between 13 and 14 March he

was " swept away by the torrent". "Often since then," he

said, " I have thought of blowing my brains out. I have not

done so because I wished to justify myself. I know that

honest folk will blame me. I blame myself. I did wrong

;

I reproach myself; but I am not a traitor. I was drawn on

and misled." Throughout he refused to implicate others. To

the last he kept secret the names of Napoleon's emissaries to

Lons-le-Saulnier. He denied indignantly a story that when

he saw the King he asked and received from him a large sum

of money. He protested against this as a baseless calumny.

Two days later the Prefect came again and tried to make

him confess that his treason was premeditated. Ney stood

firm. " How can one explain such a sudden change of con-

duct ? " he was asked. " It was like the breaking of a dyke

before a flood," was his reply.

1 The prison register gives the following signalement of the prisoner

:

" Age, 46 ; height, 173 metres (5 feet, 9 inches) ; hair, light chestnut ; eye-

brows, fair ; eyes, blue ; nose and mouth, medium ; chin, full ; face, long

;

complexion, clear.
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Steps were being taken to convoke a " Council of War " or

court martial for his trial. On the 2ist his old comrade,

Marshal Gouvion de St. Cyr, now Minister of War, ordered

that it should be composed of a number of marshals under the

Presidency of Marshal Moncey. Moncey refused the position.

St. Cyr told him he must accept it or disobey the King. Then

the old Marshal addressed to Louis XVHI, a letter which did

more honour to the writer than all his military exploits :

—

" Sire (he wrote) placed in the cruel dilemma of having to chose be-

tween disobeying Your Majesty or being false to my own conscience, I feel

that I must explain myself to Your Majesty. I do not enter into the

question of deciding whether Marshal Ney is innocent or guilty. ... Ah !

Sire, if those who direct Your Majesty's councils thought only of your

welfare, they would tell you that the scaffold has never made friends. Do
they imagine that death is so terrible for those who have so often braved

it ? Is it the Allies who require that France should immolate her most

illustrious citizens ? But, Sire, is there not a danger for your person and

your dynasty in granting them this sacrifice ? . . . The daggers that struck

down Brune, Ramel, and so many others are glittering before my eyes.

And am I by my presence to sanction an assassination ? The throne of

the Bourbons is endangered by its own allies, and am I to go to sap its

foundations ? No, Sire, and you yourself will not disapprove of my resolve.

Twenty-five years of glorious services shall not be dimmed in one day.

My hair grown grey under the helmet shall not become the mark of dis-

honour.

" My life, my fortune, all that is dearest to me, belongs to my country

and to my King ; but my honour is my own and no power on earth can

wrest it from me ; if I am to leave my children my name as their only in-

heritance, at least it shall not be tarnished.

" Is it for me to pronounce upon the fate of Marshal Ney ? But, Sire,

allow me to ask Your Majesty, where were his accusers while Ney was

fighting on so many fields of battle ? Did they follow him, did they accuse

him during twenty years of toil and danger ? If Russia and the Allies

cannot pardon the conqueror of the Moskowa, can France forget the hero

of the Beresina ? At the crossing of the Beresina, Sire, in the midst of

that awful catastrophe, it was Ney saved the remnant of the army. I had

in it relatives, friends, and finally soldiers, who are the friends of their

chiefs. And I am to send to death him to whom so many Frenchmen

owe their lives, so many families their sons, their husbands, their relations !

Excuse, Sire, the frankness of an old soldier, who always holding aloof

from intrigues has known only his duty and his country. He believes that

his voice, which spoke in disapproval of the wars of Spain and Russia may

likewise speak the language of truth to the best of kings, to the father of

his subjects. I do not disguise from myself that this might be a dangerous
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course with any other monarch. Nor do I fail to see that I may thus draw

down upon myself the hatred of courtiers, but if, as I go down to the tomb,

I can say with one of your own illustrious ancestors, ' All is lost but honour !

'

I shall die content."

The Government replied to Moncey's protest by expelling

him from the Chamber of Peers and condemning him to a term

of imprisonment in a fortress.

Marshal Jourdan, Ney's old comrade of the Rhine, was

named President of the court martial on 30 August. The

other members were Marshals Massena, Augereau, and Mortier

and Generals Vilatte, Claparede, and Gazan.

Ney had chosen for his legal advisers and advocates the

two leading men of the Paris bar, Dupin and the elder Berryer.

The younger Berryer assisted his father in preparing the defence.

From the very day of his arrest he had protested against being

tried by a " Council of War " or court martial, and declared

that as a Marshal and Peer of France no such tribunal could

judge him and he could only be arraigned before the Chamber

of Peers. One would have thought that a soldier would rather

trust his fate to his old comrades, than be tried before an

assembly of politicians. But Ney believed that he had numer-

ous enemies in the higher ranks of the army. " They would

shoot me like a rabbit," he said. And on 14 September he

formally protested against the competence of the court martial.

Mass6na had tried to escape from any part in the coming

trial by urging that as he had a quarrel with Ney in Portugal

in 1 8 1 1 , he could not be regarded as an impartial judge of his

conduct. His objection was overruled, his colleagues unani-

mously testifying that his high character made it impossible

to suppose that he would be influenced against Ney by any

personal incident in the past.

At last on 9 November the court martial held its first

sitting in the great hall of the Palais de Justice. Ney was not

present, and the whole sitting was taken up with the reading

of various documents, including a mass of depositions, Ney's

counsel put in two documents, long legal memoirs arguing that

a Marshal or a Peer of France could not be tried by court

martial, and that the tribunal was therefore incompetent to

proceed further.
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When the court met again next day there was a great display

of military force, for Ney was to be present and there were

rumours of an attempt to rescue him. But there was no dis-

turbance. As soon as the marshals and generals had taken

their places, Ney entered, escorted by a party of gendarmes.

The guards presented arms as he passed. He was dressed in

a general's uniform and wore the Grand Cordon of the Legion

of Honour. It was remarked that he looked absolutely calm

and impassive as he saluted the court and seated himself in the

arm-chair that had been placed in front of the long table at

which his judges sat. Jourdan, as President, formally asked

him his name, age, place of abode, and profession. Ney took

a paper handed to him by his counsel, opened it and in a firm

clear voice read a protest against the competence of the court.

He had he said no desire to show any disrespect to the marshals

and generals of France, but he must refuse to be interrogated

by a court martial or by any tribunal except that to which the

law gave the right to judge him.

The lawyers then argued the point and at four o'clock the

members of the court retired to consider their decision.

Shortly after five they came back, and the President announced

that by five votes against two they had judged that they had

no jurisdiction. Ney returned smiling to his counsel. " Ah,

Monsieur Berryer," he said, " what a service you have rendered

me. Those fellows would have killed me like a rabbit !

"

The Marshal's friends rejoiced. His enemies at court were

furious. Ney was taken back to the Conciergerie, and now
hoped that either further proceedings would be abandoned, or

he would be saved by a favourable judgment of the Peers, In

any case he had secured a respite of some weeks. Before he

could be brought again to trial the whole procedure of the new

tribunal would have to be settled.

On his return to his cell in the Conciergerie he asked for

permission to see .some of his relatives and friends and received

their visits during the following days. They were Madame
Ney and her four children, her sister Madame Gamot, his

aide-de-camp Colonel Heym^s, and his notary M. Batardy.

But the party of vengeance did not mean to lo.se their prey.

On the news of the collapse of the prosecution by court martial
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there was an outcry in the court and in the salons. Among
those who expressed their disappointment most freely were

noble ladies, who in those days of the " White Terror," seemed

to have forgotten the gentleness of their sex like the tricoteuses

of the "Red Terror". The Government, however, needed no

urging on. The court martial had given its decision on 10

November. On Saturday the nth the Duke de Richelieu,

President of the Council and Minister of Foreign Affairs, rose

in the Chamber of Peers to move a resolution for the trial of

Marshal Ney by that assembly. During the Empire Richelieu

had been in the service of Russia and he was known to be a

valued friend of the Czar. This gave a new force to his words

when he told the Peers that it was not only in name of the King

and in the name of France but " in the name of Europe that the

ministry conjured and required them to pass judgment on

Marshal Ney ",

Richelieu suggested that the Chamber might adopt the

same procedure as regulated its ordinary debates and decisions,

but in the discussion which followed the feeling was expressed

that this would hardly be sufficient. The Peers would have

to sit as a high court of justice with special rules and methods

of procedure. Though the next day was Sunday the Pro-

cureur General was put to work to draw up a new royal

ordinance setting forth what this procedure was to be. It was

issued on the 13th, and on the same day it was decided that

a fresh set of depositions should be prepared for the new

tribunal.

There was presented to each of the Peers, a copy of a

memoir jointly addressed by the Marshal and the Marechale

Ney to the ambassadors of Great Britain, Russia, Austria, and

Prussia. There was something of an apology for this appeal

to the Allies, but it was justified by the action of Richelieu in

making the proceedings against Ney an international question,

and by the nature of the arguments embodied in the memoir.

For it was an appeal to the faith of treaties, to the agreement

set forth in Article 1 2 of the capitulation of Paris, that no one

should suffer for his opinions or his actions during the Hundred

Days.

The paper, though signed by Madame Ney and represented
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as her petition, was of course drawn up by the lawyers. But

the poor wife was active in supporting the plea thus put for-

ward for amnesty to her husband. Her visits to the gloomy

Conciergerie were devoted to consultations as to what could

be done. She haunted the offices of Dupin and Berryer. At

home she was busy with endless letters claiming for her

husband the pardon and immunity which the convention of

Paris seemed to guarantee to all. She wrote to the ambas-

sadors, to Wellington, to the Prince Regent of England. To

all her touching appeals came the same cold official answers.

Lord Liverpool instructed Sir Charles Stewart, the British

ambassador, in Paris, to say that His Royal Highness the

Prince Regent could not interfere in a matter of internal

French policy—in which by the way His Royal Highness's

Government had been interfering most effectually on a score

of occasions. Wellington answered that he could not see

that the Convention applied to Ney's case and must regret-

fully decline to take any action. He sent the same answer

to a personal appeal from Ney, assuring the Marshal that he

had " the honour to remain his obedient servant, Wellington ",

He would have done himself more honour if he had exerted

himself to save the life of his gallant and unfortunate adver-

sary. The ambassadors all replied that the Convention of

Paris only concerned the action of the Allied generals towards

Frenchmen, but could not be taken to limit the rights of the

King in dealing with his own subjects. But no one ever

supposed that it was anything but a pledge of political amnesty

when it was signed, and the King was undoubtedly bound by

the act of his Allies. Yet this strained interpretation of the

Convention and the subsequent Treaty of Paris of 20 November,

was insisted upon, because Ney was already doomed in advance,

and this loophole for escape must be closed against him at all

costs.

Meanwhile the legal proceedings were in progress. The

Chamber had resolved that during the actual trial Ney should

be confined in an improvised prison in the palace of the

Luxembourg, where it held its sittings, so as to minimize the

chance of rescue by avoiding having to escort the prisoner

backwards and forwards froin the Conciergerie. There were
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constant rumours of plots of old soldiers to deliver the Marshal,

and precautions of all kinds were multiplied for his safe keep-

ing. On 20 November all preliminaries had been completed

and on the 21st the trial at last began.

When places had been provided for the Peers, the lawyers

and officials, and the witnesses, there was little room left in the

great hall of the Luxembourg for the public. It was noted

that those who crowded the narrow tribunes of the spectators

were largely foreign visitors to Paris. Metternich was there,

and the Prince Royal of Wurtemberg and several British and

Russian officers in uniform. The President of the Chamber,

the Chancellor Dambray, opened the proceedings with a brief

address, in which he called on the Peers to dismiss all prejudice

from their minds and give the prisoner the " most ample

latitude for his defence". The course of the trial showed that

even Dambray himself was not prepared to act on this advice

Ney entered escorted by four gendarmes. He had been

brought from the Conciergerie with a display of force inspired

by the current rumours of a rescue. He wore the undress

uniform of a general with both the Legion of Honour and the

Cross of St. Louis on his breast. He was quite calm and

self-possessed, and gravely saluted the court before taking his

seat near his counsel. He looked paler than when he appeared

before the court martial. His prolonged imprisonment was

telling upon him.

The roll of the Peers was called, and then an officer of the

court read the long "act of accusation" drawn up by the

Procureur Bellart. It was a combination of an indictment and

a speech for the prosecution. It was couched in language

bitterly hostile to the accused. The prosecution endeavoured

to show that Ney had from the first intended a treacherous

defection ; that he had declared for Napoleon at a time when
his troops were still willing to follow him against the " usur-

per "
; and that his treason had been a chief cause of the

collapse of the Royalist resistance to Napoleon, and thus led

to the disastrous events that followed. Desertion to the

enemy, levying of war against the sovereign, and promotion of

armed strife between the citizens of France were the crimes

charged against the Marshal, and attention was called to the
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clauses of the penal code that punished such crimes with

death.

Asked by the President if he had any defence, and assured

that the court would give him a favourable hearing, mindful

of the glorious memories attached to his name, Ney rose and

saluted and then read from a paper handed to him by his

counsel protesting against various details of the procedure of

the court. Then came a prolonged argument on these points

between Bellart on the one side and Dupin and Berryer on

the other. This went on till the court adjourned. At the

second sitting on the 23rd, the defence, besides arguing several

legal points, pleaded for a further adjournment of several days

on the ground that the accused had not been fully informed of the

nature of the indictment, and must have time to obtain evidence

to refute certain matters alleged against him. He was especially

anxious to show that he had not contemplated defection up to

the night of 1 3 March. Bellart, eager to avoid further delays,

offered to grant this, though with such a concession all the

theory of a treasonable plot must fall to the ground. But the

Procureur believed he could secure a condemnation even with-

out this. Dupin rejected the offer. He wanted no conces-

sions ; he would solemnly prove that in this Ney was falsely

accused. Finally the court agreed to give the prisoner until

4 December further to prepare his case. Ney was taken back

to the Conciergerie, more hopeful than the facts warranted.

On 4 December he was again arraigned before the Peers

at the Luxembourg. Before replying to the questions of the

President, Dambray, Ney declared that he reserved the right

of his defenders to plead the protection of Article 12 of the

Paris Convention of 3 July and its virtual confirmation in the

Treaty of Peace of 20 November.

In relating his parting interview with the King, Ney tried

at first to show that he had not used the unfortunate phrase

about bringing Napoleon back in an iron cage, but on being

pressed on the point he practically admitted it. Throughout

he insisted that up to the morning of 14 March he had loyally

done his best for the royal cause, and only abandoned it at the

last moment when further efforts were impossible.

Then the hearing of the witnesses began. The testimony
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as to his conduct up to 14 March was on the whole very

favourable to him. The dramatic moment of the day arrived

when General de Bourmont was called to give his evidence.

He had been an Emigre and a Royalist soldier of La Vendee
before he made his peace with the Empire. He and General

Lecourbe had been Ney's lieutenants during the crisis at Lons-

le-Saulnier. It would be difficult to clear him of a very large

complicity in Ney's overt acts of treason. But on the march

from Lons-le-Saulnier he slipped away from the column,

reached Paris, and reported to the King that he had been a re-

luctant spectator of the Marshal's defection. After the flight of

Louis he remained hidden in Paris, and then, having seen how
events would develop, he rejoined Napoleon. He obtained a

command ofa brigade in Gerard's corps, but during the actual ad-

vance to cross the frontier he deserted to the Prussian outposts,

and rejoined the exiled King at Ghent, posing once more as

a pronounced Royalist.

Lecourbe had died a few weeks before the trial at the

Luxembourg, De Bourmont had therefore no reason to fear

that he would be confronted with his colleague of Lons-le-

Saulnier when he appeared to testify to the treason of Ney,

regardless of his own record of frequent changes of sides,

culminating in desertion to the enemy while the troops he

abandoned were actually marching to battle,^

De Bourmont deposed that when, in the early morning of

14 March, Ney showed to him and to Lecourbe the Emperor's

proclamation, told them that further opposition to him was

useless, that the cause of the King was lost and there was

nothing left for them but to declare for the Emperor and lead

the troops to join him, he and Lecourbe had both persistently

opposed the proposal. Asked why he had after this gone with

Ney to the parade, he replied that he had done so only to

1 It is of interest to note the contrast between the fates of Ney and De
Bourmont, The former was sent to execution. The latter, after all his changes

from side to side, had a remarkable and a successful career. He commanded a

corps in the French intervention in Spain in 1823, won the victory of Sanlucar,

and took Seville. For these services he was made a Peer of France. He was
Minister of War in the Polignac Cabinet in 1829, and in 1830 was given the

command of the army embarked for the conquest of Algiers. He captured the

city on 5 July, and was rewarded with the rank of Marshal of France.
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watch what would happen. Then he added a statement

which, if true, would have told heavily against Ney's whole

line of defence, as tending to show that he had started on the

campaign prepared for an act of treason. " Marshal Ney,"

said De Bourmont, " was so thoroughly resolved beforehand

to take the side of Bonaparte, that half an hour after reading

the proclamation he was wearing the Grand Eagle of the

Legion of Honour with the effigy of the usurper." This

was absolutely false, as was proved at the next sitting of the

court, when M. Cailsou6, the Marshal's jeweller produced his

books and swore that it was not till 25 March at Paris that he

handed him his decorations bearing the insignia of the Empire.

Ney had been more than once on the point of interrupting

De Bourmont. When he told the story of the decoration the

Marshal lost patience and sprang to his feet. " Monsieur de

Bourmont," he exclaimed, " accuses me to clear his own con-

duct. It seems that he prepared his denunciation of me
months ago at Lille. He flattered himself perhaps that we
would never meet again face to face. He thought I would

have short shrift like Labedoyere. I have no oratorical talent,

but I come direct to the fact. It is unfortunate for me that

General Lecourbe is no longer living. But I call him to

witness in another place." Then pointing upwards with his

right hand he went on. " Against these depositions I appeal

to a higher tribunal, to God who hears us all, to God who
will judge us—you and me. Monsieur de Bourmont ! " Then
turning to the President he added. "Here Monsieur de

Bourmont is beating me down. There we shall be judged

—

both of us."

De Bourmont glanced round at the audience, pale and

agitated. The Peers, the lawyers, the crowd in the tribunes,

were all visibly impressed for the moment, and neither the

President nor the opposing counsel interrupted Ney as he

continued, and gave his own account of the debate at Lons-le-

Saulnier. "There I was," he said, "with my face bent over

that fatal proclamation, while they stood opposite me with

their backs to the fire-place I called on General Bourmont

as a man of honour to tell me what he thought. Bourmont,

withfiut any preiiminar)' remark, took the proclamation, read
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it, said he quite agreed with it, passed it to Lecourbe. Le-

courbe read it and handed it back to him without a word.

Lecourbe did not protest. Bourmont thought we might read

the proclamation to the troops. Neither said to me :
' Where

are you going ? You are going to risk your honour and your

reputation for a fatal cause.' " Then turning to De Bour-

mont :
"1 had no need. Monsieur de Bourmont of your

opinion as to the responsibility with which I alone was charged.

But I was asking for light, for advice, from men who I be-

lieved had enough of old affection, enough of energy, to say to

me ' You are wrong '. Instead of this you drew me on and

flung me over the precipice !
" Turning again to the court Ney

said :
" It was Bourmont who assembled the troops to hear

the proclamation. He had two hours for reflection. If he

considered my conduct criminal, why did he not arrest me?
I had not one man with me, and not even a saddle horse to

escape with."

The President saw the force of Ney's last argument. He
asked De Bourmont: "Who gave the order for the troops to

parade ? " " It was I," replied the witness, " on the verbal

order of the Marshal." " He assembled them," interrupted

Ney, " after he had been shown the proclamation." " How
came it," asked Dambray, " that after disapproving of the

Marshal's conduct you followed him to the parade ground,

knowing what he meant to do there?" " I wanted to see the

effect produced by the proclamation," was the answer. Then
he explained that he wanted to see if there were any signs of

opposition to the Marshal among the troops. The President

asked him if he had taken any steps to evoke such opposition.

De Bourmont was now very uneasy. Ney's counter-attack

had almost changed his position from that of a witness to a

defendant. " I had no time," he said. " I could do nothing

unless I had killed the Marshal." Ney interrupted again in

his deep sonorous voice :
*' You would have done me a great

service, and perhaps it was your duty !

"

De Bourmont had tried to show that the troops were loyal

till Ney addressed them. Now he went on to say that he

feared arrest, that he was anxious to get back to Paris and in-

form the King after seeing all that happened. He re-
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minded the court that on i8 March he actually reported to the

King. He did not add that a few days later he took service

with Napoleon and then deserted him on the frontier. Ney
struck in again with a fresh protest against the story that he

had the decoration of the Imperial Legion of Honour with him,

ready to display it on his breast when the moment came. " Do
you take me for a miserable wretch," he asked indignantly.

"You want to make out I brought it from Paris with the set

purpose of betraying the King. I am angry at an intelligent

man using such false and such base methods against me. He
must be in a strange state of mind to testify to such theories

as this." Bellart was becoming anxious at the effect produced

by Ney's words. He asked the President to put to the Marshal

the question whether there was not some personal cause of

quarrel between him and the witness. " None whatever," re-

plied Ney emphatically.

So far his counsel had not intervened. Berryer now rose

and asked De Bourmont whether it was also out of mere curio-

sity that he went to the banquet on the evening of 14 March at

Lons-le-Saulnier. The witness replied that he did so to pre-

vent Ney suspecting him, and to avoid a possible arrest. " I

arrested no one. I left every one free," interposed Ney.

" Neither you nor anyone else objected. You held an impor-

tant command. You could have had me arrested and you

would have done well. The officers of rank came to dine with

me. I was dull enough. Monsieur de Bourmont was there,

and if he tells the truth he will tell you that the party was a

gay one. That is the truth."

Dambray asked the witness what force Napoleon had at

Lyons on the eve of the revolt at Lons-le-Saulnier. " Five

thousand men," was the reply. "Why deceive us as to the

number," asked Ney. " Every one knows that he was at the head

of 14,000 men, without counting the soldiers who were coming

in from all sides and a crowd of half-pay officers." " Then," he

added, " I saw already that civil war was inevitable. One

would have had to march over 60,000 French corpses." Dam-
bray put this point to the witness, "Do you believe that the

Marshal could have made any resistance to the troops of

Napoleon ? " " Everything depended on the first step," replied
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De Bourmont. "If he had taken a carbine and fired the first

shot, no doubt his example would have been decisive, for no

man had a greater empire over the minds of the soldiers.

Nevertheless I dare not affirm that he would have been vic-

torious," Dupin put in a question :
" Had De Bourmont taken

any steps to prevent the effect of the proclamation ? " " There

was no time." "Well, then," insisted Dupin, "how can you

know that the troops were inclined to support the King? " " I

could not answer for that," said the witness. " What," asked

Berryer, " was the effect of the reading of the proclamation ?
"

De Bourmont answered that the men cried, " Vive VEmpereur !
"

the officers looked stupefied. " Will the President ask Monsieur

de Bourmont whether he cried ' Vzve le RoV ?'' suggested

Berryer. De Bourmont looked miserable, and the attack was

clearly telling against him. Two of the Peers came to his help.

One protested that Berryer's question was quite uncalled for,

another begged the court to stop these " personalities ". Bellart

rose and declared that time was being wasted on irrelevant

details. De Bourmont was allowed to retire, and an officer of

the court read the statement of Lecourbe taken by a magistrate

shortly before his death.

It was on the whole favourable to Ney. He told how the

Marshal had shown the proclamation to him and to De Bour-

mont, and they had " made some remarks on his changed at-

titude," and then he had tried to persuade them that it was all

an arranged affair and nothing could prevent Napoleon reach-

ing Paris. The magistrate had then asked Lecourbe if he

thought Ney could offer any effective opposition to Bonaparte

with his troops. Lecourbe replied, " No ". Why had he gone

to the parade? He could hardly avoid it, he said, the troops

were so excited that it would have been dangerous to stay away.

Would they have remained faithful to the King if Ney had not

read the proclamation ? " I do not believe they would," replied

Lecourbe, " for we were so near Lyons, that the troops could not

but know what had happened there. Some of the officers and

even some few of the troops might have held out for a while

against the torrent, but the moment they were brought into

contact with other troops who had sided with Bonaparte, they,

too, would have been swept away." "Who were opposed to
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Ney and what line of conduct did they take?" asked the magi-

strate. " There was no opposition" answered Lecourbe.

Other witnesses were called, civilian officials and Royalist

officers who had met Ney during the march to Lons-le-Saulnier,

or had witnessed the scene on the parade ground. The net

result of their testimony was to show that before the 14th he

had been zealous for the King, and that on that day there

had been no opposition to the declaration for Napoleon.

The Marquess de Vaulchier, the Prefect of the Jura, de-

clared that after the proclamation Ney told him to preserve

order and not to disturb anyone on account of his opinions.

He said Ney was wearing the Napoleonic decoration of the

Legion. " You did not see rightly. Sir," interposed the Marshal.

At the close of the sitting Ney was conducted to the impro-

vised prison in an upper story of the Luxembourg. He was

closely watched by soldiers wearing the uniform of grenadiers

of the National Guard. But they were mostly nobles of the Royal

Guard who had volunteered for the service, and assumed this

disguise. Some of them were posted in his room, others in the

corridors and the garden below the windows. He was calm

and even cheerful. He ate his dinner with a good appetite

and then had a consultation with his counsel.

The court met again at half-past ten on the morning of the

5th. The first witnesses gave evidence that had no bearing

on the case and ought to have been excluded. They were

officers who told how Ney had spoken strongly against the

Bourbons during his tour of inspection of the northern for-

tresses, after Napoleon was again in power at Paris. Cailsou6,

the jeweller, deposed that Ney had only the Royal and not

the Imperial decorations with him until he returned to Paris

after Napoleon's arrival there. Other witnesses, civilians, and

soldiers, spoke of the language he had held before 14 March

and showed that he had till then been loyal in his utterances,

and even hostile to the Emperor personally.

At last the three witnesses were called on whose evidence

the defence mainly relied. These were Marshal DavoOt,

Minister of War during the Hundred Days and under the

Provisional Government, and two of the envoys who, acting

under his instructions, had signed the Convention of Paris on
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3 July, namely his chief of the staff, General Guilleminot, and

the ex-Prefect of the Seine, the Count de Bondy. DavoCit

came first. The President Dambray was questioning him

about his personal knowledge of the accused, when Berryer

rose and asked that the evidence as to the Convention and its

1 2th Article should be taken at once. Bellart opposed this.

Berryer pressed his request, and then Bellart said that, "to

show with what generosity the prosecution was acting," he

would not further object. Then Berryer asked DavoQt to

make a statement as to the Convention.

Davout replied :
" In the night between 2 and 3 July all

was ready for a battle, when the Provisional Government or-

dered me to treat with the Allies. The first shots had been

fired. I sent to the outposts to prevent the effusion of blood.

The Government had given me a draft of the Convention. I

added to it the words referring to the line of demarcation be-

tween the armies, and I also added the articles relating to

the safety of persons and property, and I specially charged the

envoys to break off the negotiations if these articles were not

ratified.

Berryer asked him if in that case he would have been in a

position to offer serious resistance to the Allied armies. " I

would have fought a battle," replied Davout, " I had 60,000

infantry, 25,000 cavalry, and four or five hundred cannon. I

had all the hopes of success, which a general can have who
commands Frenchmen."

Then Berryer put to Davout the all-important question.

" I ask the Prince of Eckmuhl," he said, "to state what was

the sense that he and the Provisional Government attached to

Article 12?"

Bellart, for the prosecution, protested against the question.

If there was to be a discussion on the Convention what had the

Prince of Eckmuhl's opinions to do with it? "The act exists

as it exists, and his declarations cannot change it." But the

very eagerness of Bellart to prevent Davout from stating the

object he had in view, when he insisted on this provision, and

was ready to fight a battle rather than forgo a pledge of im-

munity for his old comrades, surely showed plainly enough

that he foresaw that if Davout was allowed to explain he would

23
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give evidence of the utmost value for the defence. Berryer

pressed his point, but the President Dambray, who at the

opening sitting of the court in November had declared that

" the utmost latitude " must be given to the defence, now weakly

yielded to the prosecution, and ruled that Article 1 2 must be

interpreted according to its terms, without any evidence being

taken as to the views of those who embodied it in the Conven-

tion. During the discussion Ney had again interposed. " The
Convention," he said, " is such a protection, that it was upon it

that I relied. Otherwise do you not see that I would have

preferred to die sword in hand ? I was arrested in contradic-

tion to that capitulation. It was because I put faith in it that

I remained in France."

After the President's ruling DavoCit withdrew, and the two

other witnesses gave very brief evidence. The Count de Bondy
said :

" The chief object of the Convention was the public

tranquillity, the safety of Paris, and respect for persons and

property. It was with this view that it was drawn up and pro-

posed to Generals Wellington and Blucher. There was some
discussion, but no difficulty was raised as to Article 12, It

was accepted in a way that was most reassuring to those to

whom it applied." General Guilleminot deposed: "As chief

of the staff (to Marshal Davoftt) I was directed to stipulate for

an amnesty in favour of all persons, whatever were their

opinions, their functions, or their conduct. This point was

granted without any objection, I had been ordered to break

off all negotiations if this was refused to me. The army was

ready to attack. It was this article that made it lay down its

arms." In answer to Dupin, he said that the presence of both

military and civil representatives on the French side showed

that the Convention applied both to military and civilian

individuals.

This closed the evidence. Bellart then made his speech

for the prosecution, a fierce protest against any mercy being

shown to Ney, The President then called on Berryer and

Dupin to reply. They asked to be allowed further time to

consider their defence and the court adjourned. On 6

December the court assembled for the final session. It was

evident that the main argument of the defence would be that
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Ney's case was covered by the Capitulation or Convention of

Paris. The prosecution had taken measures to prevent this

point being raised. Before the public session of the court

was opened Dambray read a notice of motion that had been
handed to him by one of the ultra-Royalist Peers, the Comte
de Tascher. The document ran thus :

—

" The Comte de Tascher has the honour to ask M. le President to be
pleased to obtain from the Chamber authority to forbid the defenders of

Marshal Ney to speak of the Convention of Paris in their pleadings, seeing

that this Convention in no way concerns the Chamber of Peers and lies

beyond their attributions. The Chamber is charged by the King to judge
the Marshal on the indictment which has been laid against him by His
Majesty's Ministers. The question whether the Treaty of 3 July applies to

the Marshal, and whether or not he is included under Article 12, concerns
only the Government, and it is to the Minister of Foreign Affairs that the

accused was and is bound to address himself. I demand that the trial

shall proceed without objections being admitted.

" De Tascher.

^^ Nota.— It was irregular to hear three witnesses yesterday on a sub-

ject thus lying outside the indictment.

"6 December, 1815."

Dambray declared that he agreed with De Tascher. There
was a briefdebate. M0I6, Keeper of the Seals under Napoleon,
and now more Royalist than the Royalists themselves, argued
that if the Convention had limited His Majesty's right to judge
his subjects, Ney would never have been accused by the King's

Ministers. A vote was taken, and the Chamber decided that

the Convention must not be pleaded^as a bar to its jurisdiction.

The public sitting then opened and Dambray called on
the counsel for the defence. Berryer rose. He reminded the

court that at Fontainebleau in 18 14 Ney had been foremost

in securing the abdication of Napoleon. He appealed to the

evidence of the witnesses to show that he had been horrified

at the news of his return from Elba, that day after day he had
manifested the utmost repugnance for Bonaparte's enterprise

and a loyal zeal for the King's service. How then had there

come such a sudden change in his conduct ? Then he traced

the situation in France after Napoleon's return, the rapid pro-

gress of his little army, the general outburst of enthusiasm for

his cause, the failure of every attempt to oppose him. Ney
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found himself in an impossible position. He was told that the

King had already left Paris. The Princes had failed to hold

Lyons, The proclamation placed in his hands was not his

composition. The style, the date, the very form of the signa-

ture proved this. Whether he read it to the troops or not

mattered little. Many of them had already copies in their

hands. What was it but "a gazette giving the most recent

news of the actual state of affairs" ? If Ney tried to suppress

it, tried to lead his troops against the invader, what could he

foresee but civil war ? It appeared to him that France had

declared for the Empire once more. He was a simple soldier,

and no politician. He had seen many changes of Government,

and in each change he had recognized only the will of the people.

Behind each varying form of government he saw the fatherland,

and gave it his allegiance. His Lieutenants, Lecourbe and De
Bourmont, had been shown the proclamation, informed of the

state of affairs, and they, too, saw no possible course but to

accept the logic of facts and accompany Ney to the parade

ground. He insisted that throughout his brilliant career Ney
had thought only of the interests of the country. " This," he

said, " was the constant object with him of a religious devotion.

This incontestable truth, which was demonstrated by so many
splendid exploits, ought to sweep away all ideas of criminal

conduct on the part of the Marshal. Once more we must

attribute the act with which the Marshal is charged entirely to

his ardent desire to avoid the shedding of French blood by the

hands of Frenchmen." Then he argued that when the Powers

engaged themselves to depose Bonaparte by force of arms, the

Vienna pact of 25 March, 181 5, made them the Allies of the

King of France, They defeated the " usurper " at Waterloo,

and their armies arrived before Paris, but their acts were all

part of the common accord to which the King was a party,

Bellart saw what was coming and protested against any argu-

ment being based on the Convention of Paris, and read a formal

demand from the Ministry insisting that the Court should con-

fine itself to the indictment. Dupin rose to put in an objection

that seemed singularly ill-timed, but was meant to give Ney
an opening for his protest. He called the attention of the

court to the fact that, by the Treaty signed on 20 November,
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Saarlouis was no longer French territory. Marshal Ney was

no longer a French subject though he remained French at heart.

Up sprang the Marshal :
" Yes," he exclaimed, " I am French,

I shall die French ! " Then reading from the note given him

by Dupin which he had placed inside his hat, he went on

:

"So far my defence has seemed to be free. I now perceive

that it is to be fettered. I thank my generous defenders

for what they have done, and for what they are still prepared

to do. But I beg them to desist altogether from defending

me rather than defend me imperfectly. I would rather not be

defended at all than have a sham defence. I am accused in

defiance of the faith of treaties and I am to be forbidden to

appeal to them ! I do like Moreau. I appeal from you to

Europe and to posterity." Then he handed the paper to

Dupin. " To you I confide it," he said. The last two phrases

were his own, added on the impulse of the moment.
" It is a lawyer's trick," said one of the Peers. Berryer

sprang up to speak, but Ney stopped him by saying :
" You

can see very well that it is all settled in advance. I would

rather not be defended at all than have my defence regulated

by my accusers." Bellart intervened and asked the court to

decide according to the demand ofthe ministers. " Defenders,"

said Dambray, " continue your defence, confining yourselves to

the facts of the case." But turning to his counsel Ney said

again :
" I forbid you to speak unless you are allowed to speak

freely ".

Then Bellart told the court that " since the Marshal insisted

on closing the discussion " the prosecution would say no more,

and would leave certain points in M. Berryer's speech un-

challenged. He simply asked the court to apply to the case

of the accused the provisions of the Penal Code against treason

and attacks on the safety of the state. " Accused," asked the

President, " have you anything to say against the application

of the penalty ? " " Nothing whatever, Monseigneur," replied

Ney. Then came the formal order of the President, " The

accused, the witnesses, and the public will leave the court ".

It was just five o'clock. The darkness had come and the lamps

had been lighted. The court was cleared, and the long process

of taking the votes of the Peers began.
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The President announced that a vote would be taken on

three separate questions of fact :

—

" I. Did Marshal Ney receive certain emissaries on the night between

13 and 14 March ?

" 2. Did Marshal Ney read a proclamation on the p/ace publique of

Lons-le-Saulnier on 14 March, inviting the troops to rebellion and de-

fection ?

" 3. Has the Marshal been guilty of an attempt against the safety of

the State?"

Each Peer was called upon by name to give his vote. On the

first question 1 1 1 voted affirmatively and 47 negatively. Of
the minority three Peers, the Marquess D'Aligre and Counts

Lanjuinais and Nicolaf protested that they could not in con-

science condemn the accused, as he had not been allowed the

right to speak on the question of the Convention of Paris in

its relation to his case. On the second question 158 voted

" Yes," and the three who had made the protest voted " No ".

On the third question 157 voted " Yes ". Four dissented

in various ways. Of this minority two, D'Aligre and Riche-

bourg, replied "Yes," but added an appeal to the clemency of

their colleagues. Lanjuinais voted "Yes " but added that the

case was "covered by the capitulation of Paris ". The Duke
Victor de Broglie alone voted " No," and explained his vote

by adding, " There is no crime unless there is a criminal inten-

tion, no treason without premeditation. One does not commit

treason on a first impulse. I do not see in the facts justly

alleged against Marshal Ney either premeditation or a design

to betray."

Marshal Ney was thus declared guilty by majorities of the

Peers. Then came the question of the sentence. Dambray
announced that two votes would be taken in case the first

scrutiny decided for the capital sentence. This was to give

the Peers an opportunity of taking a more merciful decision on

second thoughts. Each Peer was called in turn to give his

opinion. Thirteen voted for deportation beyond the frontiers,

142 for death by military execution. One only was base enough

to vote for death by the guillotine. I am sorry that he bore

an Irish name. It was Count Lynch who had headed the

Royalist revolt of Bordeaux in 18 14. Then came the second
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vote. One hundred and thirty-seven Peers persisted in decree-

ing the death of the Marshal, seventeen voted for deportation,

five abstained from voting and proposed an appeal to the

clemency of the King. Among the five were De Nicolaf and

D'Aligre. Among the seventeen who gave the merciful vote

for deportation were the Duke de Broglie, Ney's old comrade

General Colaud, and another soldier General Gouvion. But

amongst those who twice voted for his death were a crowd of

distinguished soldiers who had once been proud to be the

comrades of the " bravest of the brave ". Five marshals were

among them, Kellerman (the old Duke of Valmy), Marmont,

Serurier, Perignon, and Victor, and fourteen generals, among
them Dupont (the capitulard of Baylen), Maison, Lauriston,

and La Tour-Maubourg. Side by side with Royalists of the emi-

gration, old Imperialists who owed the positions they had held

under the Empire to Ney's victories joined in the cry for

blood.

The President drafted the judgment and sentence. It was

to be pronounced in the absence of the accused and afterwards

communicated to him. It was half-past eleven when Dambray
told the ushers to call in the counsel for the prisoner. But

neither Dupin nor Berryer appeared. They knew too well

what was coming and had gone to attend Ney in his prison.

It was midnight. The tired audience left the tribunes and

hurried out to tell the waiting crowds what they had heard.

The police prevented anyone lingering about the Luxembourg.

But the proceedings were not yet over. The Peers were required

to sign the judgment. It was written out by one of the

secretaries, and then on page after page the Peers were called

in turn to sign the record. There was a story that as soon as

the public withdrew the Peers had been invited to a banquet

in one of the halls of the palace. The only foundation for

this report was the fact that in an adjoining corridor those

who wished could go to a buffet on which were soup, bread,

and some light wine. De Broglie noted that as they snatched

this supper no one spoke. The crowd in the hall of judgment

gradually dwindled as the weary judges signed in turn and

went away. It was after 2 a.m. on the 7th that Count
Lynch signed the last of all.
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There had been some talk of obtaining the clemency of the

King, but it was too late. While the Peers were still signing

the record, the preparations were being made for the execution

that very morning. The party of vengeance did not mean to

lose its prey.



CHAPTER XIX

THE TRAGEDY OF THE LUXEMBOURG (1815)

WHEN the last of the Peers signed the record Ney
had been some time sleeping soundly. At five

in the evening, when the court was cleared for

the voting, he had been escorted back to his room, where four

sentries were posted one in each corner. The two Berryers

and Dupin joined him there almost immediately. His

dinner had been brought in, and while talking to them he ate

heartily, "I am sure," he said, "that Monsieur Bellart will

not dine with as good an appetite." He was much more cheer-

ful and self-possessed than the lawyers.

After dinner they sat and talked together by the fire.

Something was said of an appeal to the King's mercy, but

Ney had no illusions. He told his friends he had only a few

days, perhaps a few hours, to live. He asked them to arrange

for him to see his wife and children, his sister-in-law Madame
Gamot and his notary M. Batardy. When they left him he

said it might be the final parting. It was he who had to

console them. He embraced old Berryer and said to him,
" Adieu, my dear defender, we shall see each other again above ".

He warmly thanked Dupin and the younger Berryer as he

bade them farewell. He wrote for a while at the table—his

last instructions for M. Batardy. Then the four sentinels saw
him take a bundle of papers from his desk, and sit by the fire

looking over them and tearing and burning them. It was a

bitterly cold night and outside in the gardens of the Luxem-
bourg snow was falling. That night, three years ago, he had
slept wrapped in his cloak in the deep snow, east of Wilna
with the starved ragged soldiers of the Grand Army keeping

guard and the Cossacks prowling around in the darkness.

Did he think of it now, .or of old days in the cooperage at Saar-

louis, and the dull time in the lawyer's office, and the time

361
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he spent in mines and ironworks and then the barracks at

Metz when he was a trooper of hussars, and the swift rise to

honours and fortune and his hundred battle-fields from the

cannonade by the mill of Valmy to battles on the Rhine, the

glories of Hohenlinden, Elchingen, Jena, Friedland, and the

Moskowa, the terrible Russian retreat, the last struggles of

the Empire, and only a few weeks ago the thundering charges

of Waterloo, the desperate advance at the head of the Old

Guard, the utter ruin of the hopeless rout? His aged father

still lived. His wife and children would soon come to bid

him a last farewell. This man of iron nerve, who looked so

calmly at the death he had so often faced, had wept at the

thought of their sorrows, but to-night, before the men who
watched him so jealously, he showed no sign of weakness.

Whatever his career had been, and there had been none more

brilliant in that age of great soldiers, it was all over now,

shrivelled up like the last scrap of paper he cast upon the

blazing logs, as just before midnight he rose and threw himself,

all dressed as he was, on the bed and fell asleep.

In the hall below the death sentence had just been read.

Bellart had proclaimed his "dishonour," the Peers were waiting

to sign the sentence. The audience was dispersing, carrying

the news to crowds outside, driving off through the scattering

flakes of snow to convey the tidings to cafes on the Boulevards

and the hotels and salons, where so many were eagerly waiting

for their message. Paris was at its gayest that December. The
uniforms of officers of the Allied armies brightened the social

gatherings that were held each night in scores of great houses.

At some of these, just after midnight, the dancing stopped

and players put down their hands at the card tables, as the

word went round that Marshal Neyhad been found guilty and

condemned to be shot. Men said he had got his deserts

—men who had fought against him or beside him. Women,
sad to say, were found to express their delight. In the caf6s

old veterans of the Empire spoke in fierce fury, debated if

rescue were not still possible, felt a pleasure in hurling chal-

lenges to deadly duels at those who, not knowing their company,

showed their pleasure at the news. When would they kill

the " bravest of the brave "
? It would be on the Plaine de
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Grenelle where Labedoy^re had died. They would go there

in the morning, and each morning, in the wild hope that some-

thing might be attempted.

In one great house in the Rue de Bourbon where, not so long

ago, some of those who had voted for the Marshal's death had

been proud to be his guests Aglae, Princesse de la Moskowa,

had been waiting through the evening for news. Ominous

messages came from Berryer. At last after midnight her sister,

Madame Gamot, arrived, and she knew the worst. She said

she must see him. After awhile Madame Gamot yielded to

her entreaties. The children were awakened and dressed, the

carriage was sent for and the two women and the boys drove

through the darkness to the Luxembourg. There were lights

in the palace windows, mounted gendarmes on the move in the

neighbouring streets, troops under arms in the garden. An
officer came and told Madame Ney she could not be admitted

till morning. She had better return then. But she refused to

go, and with her sister she waited in the carriage for the time

when the doors would be opened to her, while the tired

children slept.

Many carriages came up and presently drove away, as the

Peers quitted the building after a long session of sixteen hours.

It was three o'clock. Ney woke from his dreams, for some

one had entered the room. He sat up on the bed. The

sentries were standing to attention in a group around a quiet

little periwigged civilian who held a paper in his hand. It was

M. Cauchy, the Secretary of the Chamber of Peers,

"What is it ?" asked Ney. " I have a very painful duty,"

began Cauchy. " Well, that can't be helped. Every one must

do his duty," said the Marshal encouragingly. " Tell me what

it is."

The Secretary began to read the judgment of the Peers.

He was rolling out the Marshal's titles, when Ney interrupted

him. " Come to the point. Don't mind all those formalities."

Cauchy read on. When he came to the mention of the Article

of the Penal Code, which denounced the penalty of death

against whoever tried to change the succession to the throne,

Ney remarked quietly that this law had been enacted to main-

tain the Bonaparte family on the throne. Then, as the official
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went on, he interrupted again, " Come to the conclusion," he

said. As he heard the sentence, he remarked. " They might

have said in soldier phrase, make him bite the dust." This

was perhaps the origin of the theatrical expression attributed to

him in some narratives of his last hours, " Say, Michel Ney,

soon to be a little dust ".

He was then told that the Ministers had decided that he

should be executed at nine o'clock that morning, and he said

only, " When they wish. I am ready." Colonel de Montigny,

the commandant of the Luxembourg, had come in. Ney asked

him to arrange for his wife to see him at seven. The Colonel

promised this. He did not then know that she was already

waiting outside the palace. Ney was then told that the Abbe
de Pierre, Cur6 of St. Sulpice, was in attendance to offer him

the consolations of religion. He replied that he would think

about it and send for him if he required his help. Cauchy then

informed him that, if he wished, he could choose some other

confessor. For the first time Ney showed impatience. " You
are worrying me with your priests," he said, " I shall appear

before God as I have appeared before men. I have no fear."

Cauchy went away disappointed and saddened.

The Ministers had meanwhile ordered General de I'Espinois,

military governor of Paris, to carry out the execution, and sent

him written instructions on the precautions to be taken. He
sent an aide-de-camp to wake up one of his officers. General

Count Victor de Rochechouart, to whom he entrusted this

terrible duty. He had made a good choice, for De Roche-

chouart, the son of an old Royalist family, had served under

the Due de Richelieu as a Russian officer in the days when the

Duke was Governor of Odessa. Then he had fought against

the French armies in the campaigns of Russia and Germany.

He had perhaps been actually opposed in battle by the great

soldier whom he was now to put to death.

He drove to the Luxembourg and took command there

soon after three o'clock. Cauchy's visit had hardly ended when,

accompanied by Colonel de Montigny, the General went to the

prisoner's room. He told Ney that he was authorized to see

his wife and children, his notary, and his confessor. " I shall

first see the notary," said Ney. " He is probably in the palace.
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Then I shall see my wife and children. As for the confessor,

don't trouble me about him."

As he said this one of the guards on duty in the room,

an old soldier belonging to the company of veteran non-com-

missioned officers, approached, saluted him respectfully, and

said, "You are wrong, Marshal." Then pointing to the

chevrons on his sleeve he went on, " I am not as brave as you,

but I am as old in the service. Well, I have never gone under

fire so boldly as when I had first of all recommended my soul

to God." The Marshal seemed to be suddenly impressed.

Using the familiar and friendly '' tu" he replied: "Perhaps

you are right, my brave friend. That is good advice you

have given me." Then he turned to Colonel de Montigny

and asked :
" What priest can I send for ? " Montigny named

the Abbe de Pierre, without saying that he had already come
to the palace. " He is," he added, "in every way one of the

most distinguished of ecclesiastics." " Ask him to come.

I will see him after I have seen my wife," was Ney's answer.

Then the officers left him, after telling him that the first of his

visitors would arrive about six o'clock. It was then four and

the Marshal again lay down and slept soundly for two hours.

At six he rose, put on a civilian dress with a long dark

blue coat, black knee breeches, silk stockings and a white cravat.

Then the notary Batardy arrived. He was an old friend as

well as his man of business. The interview was brief, for Ney
had, the evening before, written down his last instructions as

to his affiairs, and was able to hand the paper to him. At
half-past six the notary went away, and Colonel de Montigny

entered and ordered the guards to leave the room. In the

passage outside Madame Ney and her four boys were waiting

with Madame Gamot. The Colonel came out, and leaving the

children in the corridor he re-entered with Ney's wife and her

sister.

Poor Aglae was exhausted with the weary waiting and with

the terrible mental strain. As she saw her husband she gave

a loud cry of agonized grief and fell fainting to the ground.

De Montigny caught her as she fell, carried her to the Marshal,

placing her in his arms. Her sister knelt beside him. Then
Montigny left them.
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Aglae soon revived. In voices broken with fits of weeping

the two women talked for a while with the Marshal who bore

up well, and did his best to console and encourage them.

Then Madame Gamot came out to bring in the children, the

eldest a handsome boy of twelve, the future General and Prince

of the Moskowa in the days of the Second Empire, the youngest

a child of three years, who, yet unable to understand what was

happening, cried bitterly at the grief of his mother. Ney
kissed them and told them always to love her, and turning to

his wife said that perhaps after all he was leaving them an

honoured name, and she would teach them to do further honour

to it. Agla6 spoke of appealing personally to the King. She
would go to the Tuileries. Marmont, Duke of Ragusa, was
their friend. He would obtain her an audience. She would

yet save her husband. She did not know that Marmont had

twice voted for his death. Ney had no hope whatever, but to

end the painful interview and give her the momentary consola-

tion of this last effort ; he agreed that she should make the

attempt to see the King. Then the sad farewells were

spoken, and Madame Ney left the room supported by her

sister. The three elder boys came out with their heads bent

down, leading their little brother who was crying aloud. In

the long corridors Madame Ney had more than once to stop

and rest on her way to her carriage.

It was a few minutes after seven o'clock. Agla6 drove to

the Tuileries, alighted there and sent Madame Gamot home
with the boys. At the Tuileries the officers of the Guard

and the ushers told the Mar6chale that it was quite impossible

for anyone to see the King at that early hour. She insisted

on entering and sent her name to the chamberlain on duty.

He told her that no audience was possible till later. The
King had not yet risen. She said she would wait ; she must

see him at the earliest possible moment. Madame Gamot,

returning to the palace, found her sitting in an ante-room

weeping and praying. There she waited for two hours hoping

against despair.

As soon as she left her husband, he had asked Colonel de

Montigny to bring in the priest and the Abb^ de St. Pierre

entered. He had a record of courageous devotion to duty
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under conditions even more trying than those amid which

Ney had won his name of the " bravest of the brave ". Before

the Revolution the Abb6 had been one of the Sulpician com-

munity. In the days of the Terror he had remained hidden in

Paris, He had said Mass in garrets and cellars for little groups

of the faithful. He had gone disguised to the bedsides of the

sick and dying. He had ventured to the very steps of the

guillotine to give the last blessing and absolution to Catholics

on their way to death. For months he had carried his life in

his hands, and after the Concordat, refusing a higher position,

he had become Cure of St. Sulpice and re-organized the great

parish. He was the right man to help Ney in his last

moments. The soldier and the priest were together for more

than an hour. Then the Abb6 left him, promising to return

and be with him to the last.

Meanwhile General de Rochechouart had completed his

arrangements. The firing party paraded, twelve veterans of

the corps of old non-commissioned officers who formed the

guard of the Luxembourg. They were commanded by Major

de St. Bias, a Piedmontese. An escort of grenadiers and gen-

darmes commanded by Colonel Auguste de Larochejacquelein

was waiting in the great court of the palace. At half-past

eight a closed carriage was called from a cab-stand on the

neighbouring Boulevard, The Abbe de Pierre went into the

Marshal's room to tell him that the time was come. Before

he could speak a word Ney had risen and said with a smile :

"

" Ah, Monsieur le Cure, I understand. I am ready." They
went out into the corridor, where De Montigny grasped his

prisoner's hand and bade him farewell. Then escorted by two

lieutenants ofgendarmes the priest and the Marshal went down
to the entrance that opens on the court. The priest was

greatly agitated, Ney perfectly calm. As he stepped out into

the courtyard he said, " It's a wretched day ". The snow had

ceased to fall, but a drizzling rain was descending from a cloudy

sky.

The carriage was waiting between two rows of soldiers

with bayonets fixed. The Cur^ stood aside for the Marshal to

enter it first, but Ney, smiling again, said to him :
" Get in,

Monsieur le Cur^. I shall be going before you presently."
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The Marshal, the priest, and the two lieutenants seated them-

selves in the carriage. The grenadiers and the gendarmes

formed closely round it. De Rochechouart and De Laroche-

jacquelein mounted and rode behind it. Then came a company

of veterans, St. Bias with the firing party, and a company of

the National Guard. The General gave the order to march,

and the procession moved on out of the courtyard and south-

wards across the garden and down the Avenue de I'Observa-

toire.

The Park of the Luxembourg is now smaller than it was

then. In 1815 its southern end extended over all the ground

in the triangle between the Rue d'Assas and the Boulevard St.

Michel. Much of this ground has since been built over.

Where now stand the School of Mines, the Colonial School

and the School of Pharmacy and the houses about the Rue
Herschell there was then a broad stretch of grassy lawns and

rows of trees. All thatiis left of this part of the garden is the

wide double avenue of the Observatory. At the southern end

of the Avenue, but still within the iron railings of the garden,

there was an open space—the Place de I'Observatoire. On
one side of it there was a dead wall. At the open space the

carriage stopped, and an officer opened its door. " What

!

arrived already !
" exclaimed the Marshal. He thought that

he was to be taken to the Plaine de Grenelle, the great parade

ground outside the south-western barriers where Labedoyere

had been shot. Crowds had gathered on the plain that morn-

ing in the same expectation, among them half-pay officers and

veterans of the ranks of the Grand Army, some of them with

arms concealed under their overcoats, in the wild hope of

taking part in a rescue. The Government was anxious to risk

nothing. Hence the place of execution had been selected in

this corner of the Luxembourg gardens.

The troops moved up to the railings and sent out parties

to block the openings of the neighbouring streets. Beyond

their lines a crowd was gathering. There were also a few

spectators in the garden itself, and a group of horsemen, among

them a Russian general in uniform. When the Czar heard

that he had thus gone to see Ney shot, he struck the general's

name off the roll of the Russian Army.
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Ney got out of the carriage, followed by the Abbe de Pierre

and the officers. He spoke for a minute with the priest, bowed

his head as he received the last absolution, and then handed

him a gold snuff-box, telling him to give it to Madame Ney as

a keepsake. He pulled out his purse. There were a few gold

louis in it. He gave these also to the Cure, telling him they were

for the poor of St. Sulpice. The priest embraced him, and

then knelt on the wet ground at a spot where Ney could still

see him, when he took his place in front of the wall. Three

lines of troops formed the sides of a square with the wall for

the fourth. St. Bias marched in his twelve veterans, and gave

them the order to load. According to the instructions he had

received the Major wanted to blindfold the prisoner and make

him kneel. He refused. "Don't you know, Sir," he said,

" that a soldier does not fear death." He would meet it stand-

ing and open eyed.

De Rochechouart in his narrative of the tragedy tells how,

sitting on his horse outside the square, he had a full view of

the Marshal, and was struck by his calm and noble attitude. As
Major de St. Bias walked back to his men to give them the

order to fire, Ney strode forward four paces towards the levelled

muskets, took off his hat, and said in a loud clear voice :
" French-

men, I protest against my condemnation. My honour ..."

St. Bias gave the word " Feu !
" and the volley crashed out before

Ney could utter another word. The kneeling priest raised his

hand in blessing as the smoke rolled over him. Ney had fallen

dead on his face on the muddy ground, his hat rolling away to

near his feet. Six bullets had struck him in the chest, three

in the head, one had gone through his neck, another broken his

right arm. One of the twelve bullets hit the wall high up

bringing down a shower of plaster. There was one of the

veterans who had refused to fire upon the " bravest of the

brave".

There was a roll of the drums, a cry of " Vwe le Roi ! " from

some of the soldiers and the spectators. Then the troops

formed fours, and marched off the ground, only a few of the

gendarmes remaining. De Rochechouart had turned to La-

rochejacquelein as Ney fell and said to him :
" This, my friend, is

a great lesson to teach one how to die well ". Hostile as he

24
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was to Ney, he had yielded to the spell of his matchless courage

in the face of death.

It was nine o'clock. Madame Ney was still waiting in the

ante-room of the Tuileries, happily ignorant ofthe hour that had

been fixed for her husband's death. Shortly after nine the Duke
de Duras came to her. He was deeply touched by her grief,

and when she told him she was waiting to see the King he said

to her: "Madame, the audience you have asked for with the

King would now be useless". He had not to say any more.

She understood, and broke out into a wild burst of weeping.

Madame Gamot took her back to her home more dead than

alive.

The body of Ney was left lying where he fell for a quarter of

an hour. Curious onlookers gathered round. Some were full

of grief, and an old soldier dipped his handkerchief in the pool

of blood as if to keep a relic of his former chief. Others

openly expressed their delight at the accomplishment of this act

of vengeance. One rider trotted his horse across the ground

and leaped it over the prostrate body. The story ran that he

was an Englishman. One hopes that this was not true, and

that even in the strange crowd of adventurers of all nations that

had been drawn to Paris, there was no Englishman base enough

thus to insult a brave enemy.

Among the crowd, heedless of sympathy or insults the Abbe
de Pierre remained kneeling in prayer. At last a bearer-party

arrived with a stretcher and an escort of the National Guard.

The body was taken up and conveyed to a neighbouring hos-

pital, the Cure walking at the head of the little procession.

The Sisters of Charity who served the hospital paid the

last honours to the dead hero. The body lay in state in one

of the halls of the building, with flowers strewn upon the bed

and long candles burning around it while the nuns came in turn

to watch and pray beside it during the day and night. In the

afternoon some hundreds of Parisians and foreigners were al-

lowed to pass through the room. In the early morning of the

8th the body was coffined, and conveyed to the cemetery of

Pere la Chaise, The time and place of the funeral had been

kept secret by order of the Government. As the hearse passed

along the streets few knew that it was the corpse of Ney that
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was being taken to the grave, and there was only a small group

of friends present when the Abbe de Pierre read the burial ser-

vice. The grave marked only by a plain stone with the one word

"NEY" is at the junction of two paths on the east side of

the famous cemetery, Ney's monument is not there. It is the

statue by the sculptor Rude in the Carrefour de I'Observatoire

close to the spot where he fell.

The erection of this statue was part of a national act of

reparation. After long years of agitation for the cancelling

of his sentence, a movement in which his eldest son took a

prominent part, the Provisional Government after the Revolu-

tion of 1848, decreed that his trial and sentence should be

declared irregular, that his name should be restored to the roll

of the Legion of Honour, and that a statue should be erected

to his memory on the place of his execution. The work was

not completed till after the inauguration of the Second Empire.

It was on 7 December, 1853, the 38th anniversary of the

execution that the statue was solemnly unveiled. Marshal

St. Arnaud, the Minister of War presided at the ceremony.

A great square was formed round the place by detachments

of the Imperial Guard and the garrison of Paris. Batteries of

artillery were unlimbered under the trees of the neighbouring

garden. On one side of the veiled statue were grouped a

crowd of generals, admirals, and officers of state ; on the other

Cardinal Morlot the Archbishop of Paris and his clergy. In

front of the monument a deputation of the people of Saarlouis,

and a group of his surviving friends and relatives, Dupin was

there and the younger Berryer, and with them the aged widow

of the great Marshal, and three of her sons. General Joseph

Napoleon Ney, Prince of the Moskowa ; General Michel Ney,

Duke of Elchingen, and his two sons ; and Colonel Edgar Ney.

There was a short religious ceremony. Then St. Arnaud

standing by the veiled statue delivered an address in which

he spoke of the " act of national reparation " that was being

accomplished, and referred to the services of Ney to France.

He wished, he said, that he could dismiss from his mind the

memory of those internal discords that in 18 14 and 181 5 had

done more evil to France than the armies of the Allies. It

was in that time of disunion that Ney's judgment failed him,
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as had been the case in earlier times of civil strife with Cond6
and Turenne. Like them he had erred. Unlike them he had

expiated his error. So posterity would forget his passing

weakness and remember only his greatness and the glories of

his career. The veil dropped from the statue. The artillery

roared out its salute, and with bands playing and the eagles

displayed, that Ney had so often led to victory, the troops

marched past the statue, saluting with lowered colours and

waving swords.

Long before that " act of reparation," the public opinion of

the civilized world had seen in his condemnation less of an act

of justice than a deed of vengeance. Moncey's warning had

been verified. The political trial, the sentence passed in defiance

of solemn treaties, the refusal of all mercy, and the hurried

execution had helped to sap the throne of the Bourbons,

Ney's error had been forgotten in pity for his tragic fate and

in admiration for his career as a soldier of France. When
we repeat his name, we think, not of the parade at Lons-le-

Saulnier, but of those long days and nights of unflinching

endurance and dauntless courage amid the snows of Russia,

when Ney won his title of the " bravest of the brave," from

the greatest soldier that the world has ever seen.
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Eylau, Battle of, 170.

Fauconnet, General, 88.

Ferdinand, Archduke, 95, 137, 146.

Ferdinand, Prince (afterwards Ferdi-

nand VII), 180.

i

Fezensac, Count de, 126, 140, 146,

j

156, 160, 165, 169, 172, 210,

I

213,217,224,239,240,241.
Flahault, General (Count), 315.

Forbin-Janson, Colonel, 318.

Fouchd, 330, 332.

Fouchet, General, 196.

Foy, General, 311, 316, 317, 319,

320.

Francis I, of Austria, 244, 256.

Frederick William, King of Prussia,

152, 153, 161, 248, 278, 290.
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Friant, General, 280.

Friedland, Battle of, 1 76.

Gamot, Madame, 342, 361, 363, 365.

366.

Gazan, General, 46, 341.

Gillet (Representative of the People).

12, etc., 16-18.

Girard, General, 245, 248, 311.

Gneisenau, Prussian general, 275.

Goullus, 51, 52.

Gourd, General, 196.

Gourgaud, 311.

Gouvion, General, 359.
Gouvion, St. Cyr, see " St. Cyr ".

Grandjean, General, 88.

Grenier, General, 27, 31, 88.

Grouchy, Marshal, 97, etc., 131, 307,

308, 321, 323, 326, 330, 331.

Gudin, General, 88, 204.

Guilleminot, General, 353, 354.

Gyulai, Austrian general, 79, 266.

Hautpoul, General d', 31, 54, 66,

74, 88.

Hebermann, Bavarian general, 280.

Heidelberg, Battle of, 70.

Henin, General, 227.

Heudelet, General, 52.

Heym^s, Colonel, 309-11, 313, 326,

342.

Hoche, General, 31-4.

Hohenlinden, Battle of, 99.

Hortense Beauharnais, 107, 127.

Hotze, Austrian general, 66, etc.

Humboldt, i.

Hussar Regiments of old French
Royal Army, 5.

ISABEY (artist), 109, no.

Jacqueminot, General, 311.

Janssens, Dutch general in French
service, 278, 280.

Jemappes, Battle of, 8.

Jena, Battle of, 158.

Joba, General, 81, 88.

John, Archduke, 95, 149.

Jomini, 138-40, 153, 160, 165, 189.

Josephine, Empress, 107, 134.

Joubert, General, 36, 58.

Jourdan, Marshal, 10, 14, 17, 19,

24-7, n, 41, 43, 130, 187, 191,

308, 341, 342.

Junot, General (Due d'Abrant^s),

181, 190, 191.

Kellerman, Marshal, 131, 359.
Kellerman, General (son of the

Marshal), 188, 310, 311, 314-6,

319, 322.

Kienmayer, Austrian general, 79, etc.

Kleber, General, 11, 12, etc., 19, 27,

Kleist, Prussian general, 246, 251,

252, 254, 255, 257, 259, 275,
276.

Klenau, Austrian general, 95.

Korsakoff, Russian general, 54.

Krasnoi, action at, 221, etc.

Kray, Austrian general, 79, 82, etc.,

89.

Kutusoff, Russian general, 137, 147,

205, 210, 212, 215-7, 221, 229,

230, 232, 233.

Labass^e, General, 139, 153.

Labedoyere, Colonel, 328, 368.

Laborde, General, 74.

Lafayette, 7.

Lamarche, General, 7, 9, 10.

Langeron, General, 266, 267.

Lanjuinais, Comte de, 358.

Lannes, Marshal, i, 130, 140, 143,

152, 174, 176, 182.

La Roche, General, 54, 60.

Larochejacquelein, 368.

La Tour Maubourg, General, 197,

359-
Lauriston, General, 245-7, 250, 252-5,

257, 359-
Lavalette, 293, 329.
Leclerc, General, 88, 106.

Lecourbe, General, 44, 69, T^-, 88,

297,301-3,347-9,351,352,356.
Ledru des Essarts, General, 196, 239.

Lefebvre, Marshal, 25, 31, 131, 286,

287.

Lefebvre Desnouettes, General, 311,

313, 316.

Lefol, General, 291.

Legrand, General, 74, 88.

Leipzig, Battle of, 264, etc,

Lemarrois, Commandant, 114.

Leoben, Armistice of, 33.

Leoncourt, Bechet, Baron de, 114,

115, 140, 186-90, 193.

L'Espinois, General de, 364.
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Lestocq, Prussian general, 162, 168,

170, 174-

Lewal, General, 54, 60.

Lichtenstein, Prince, 71.

Liger-Belair, General, 153.

Lobau, General Mouton (Comte de),

203, 253, 322, 325, 326.

Loison, General, 139, 191, 234, 235.
Lorcet, General, 49, 61, 66, 74.

Louis XVIII, 292, 295, 297, 331-5,

337, 340, 347, 366.

Luneville, Peace of, 103.

Lutzen, Battle of, 246.

Lynch, Count, 358, 359.

Macdonald, Marshal, 2, 37, 51, 131,

197, 245, 248, 249, 252, 253,

257, 258, 260, 267, 269, 278,

281, 287, 288, 290, 291, 227-
Mack, Austrian general, 138-40, 146.

Maille, Due de, 296.

Maison, General, 246, 247, 359.
Malher, General, 139, 153.

Marceau, General, i, 22.

Marchand, General, 139, 153, 163,

177, 179, 189, 196, 211,239-41,

245, 248.

Marcognet, General, 139, 153, 311,

325-

Marconnier, Adjutant-General, 71.

Marengo, Battle of, 92.

Marie Antoinette, 107, 301.

Marie Louise, Empress, 284, 289.

Marmont, Marshal, 131, 140, 245,

246, 248, 249, 252-4, 258, 264-7,

269, 270, 272, 274-6, 284, 285,

288-90, 336, 359, 366.

Massena, 37, 43-5, 49-51, 53, 54, 67,

86, 130, 138, 174, 190, 194, 299,

341-

Meerfeld, Austrian general, 92.

Melas, Austrian general, 58, 86.

Merlin de Thionville (" Represent-

ative of the People"), 17.

Metternich, 345.
Meunier, General, 272.

Meyer, Swiss colonel, 116.

Milarodovitch, Russian general, 210,

217, 222, 231, 251, 252.

Milhaud, General, 282, 326.

Miranda, French Republican general,

8.

Mole, 355.
Molitor, General, 88.

Mollendorf, Prussian marshal, 160.

Moncey, Marshal, 86, 130, 182, 183,

286, 340, 341, 372.

Monnier, Jean Claude (married to

Ney's sister), 3.

Montbrun, General, 69.

Montigny, Colonel de, 364-6.

Montrichard, General, 88.

Moore, Sir John, 182-4.

Morand, General, 269.

Moreau, General, 24, 25, 27, 51, 74,

78, etc., 83, 99, etc., 124, 357.
Mortier, Marshal, 130, 174, 259, 260,

270, 276, 284, 285, 309, 341.
Moscow, occupied, 210 ; fire of, 211.

Miiller, General Leonard, 53, etc.,

56, 60, 64.

Murat, Marshal, 130, 140, 143, 152,

159, 168, 171, 174, 176, 197,

203, 207, 2IG, 214, 234, 235,
237.

Nansouty, General, 66, 88.

Napoleon (for events before pro-

clamation of the Empire see
" Bonaparte ") ; assumes Im-
perial Crown, 1 30 ; at Boulogne,

132 ; Campaign of Ulm and
Austerlitz, 137 ;

plan for Jena
campaign, 154; campaign of

Eylau, 162 ; of Friedland, 174;
intervention in Spain, 180; in-

vasion of Russia, 196 ; leaves

the army and returns to Paris,

234 ; campaign of Dresden,

243 ; Leipzig campaign, 257 ;

campaign of France, 267 ; first

abdication, 291 ; return from
Elbe, 294 ; Waterloo campaign,

308.

Napoleon II, 285, 294, 330.

Nelson, 58, 135.

Neu, Austrian general, 93, 94.

Neverovskoi, Russian general, 201.

Ney, Madame la Marechale (fiie

Aglae Henriette Auguie), 107,

etc., 119, 122, 123, 127, 293,

299, 334, 336, 338, 342-4, 361,

363, 365, 366, 370, 371.

Ney, Edgar (fourth son of the Mar-
shal), 124, 371.

Ney, Eugene (third son), 124.

Ney, Jean (brother of the Marshal),

2, 6, 7, 8, 50.
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Ney, Joseph Napoleon (eldest son of

the Marshal, and second Prince

de la Moskowa), 119, 371-

Ney, Margaret (mother of the Mars-

shal), 2, 6.

Ney, Margaret (sister of the Mars-

hal), 3, 18, 104.

Ney, Michel, Marshal of the Empire

and of France, Due d'Elchingen

and Prince de la Moskowa, born

at Saarlouis, i ; education, 3 ;

in notary's office, 3, 4 ; at iron-

works of Appenweiler and

Saleck, 4 ; enlists in 5th Hussars

(1788), 5; dnq-adzer (corporaX),

(1791), 6 ; marcchal de logis,

martchal de logis chef, and

adjutant (1792), 7 ; at Valmy,

8 ; first commission as sub-

lieutenant, 8 ; aide-de-camp to

General Lamarche, 9 ; and to

General Colaud, 10
;
promoted

lieutenant (1793), and captain

(1794), 10 ; attached to Kleber's

staff, 1 1
;

promoted major

(1794), 13 ; humanity towards

emigres, 13 ; chcf-de-brigade

(colonel), 14; exploits during

advance to the Rhine, 1 5 ; siege

of Maestricht, 16; wounded be-

fore Mayence, 17 ; refuses pro-

motion to Brigadier-General,

18 ; rejoins Kleber, 20 ; in

Rhine campaign of 1796, 24;
promoted General de Brigade
for capture of Forcheim, 26 ;

exploit at Giessen, 28 ; taken

prisoner, 33; exchanged, 35;
attached to Army of the Rhine
in 1798, 36; takes Mannheim,

39 ;
promoted General of Divi-

sion, 42 ; in Switzerland, 44 ;

Battle of Winterthur, 47 ; on the

Rhine (1799), 54 ; Commander-
in-Chief of the Army of the

Rhine, 64 ; Divisional General

under Lecourbe, 74 ; under
Moreau, 78 ; campaign of 1800,

81; Hohenlinden, 100; first

meeting with Bonaparte, 106 ;

Inspector-General of Cavalry,

106 ; courtship, 108 ; marriage,

109 ; mission to Switzerland,

III; at the camp of Boulogne,

24

124 ; Marshal, 130 ; in the cam-
paign of Ulm, 138 ;

quarrel

with Murat, 144 ; victory of

Elchingen, 145 ; operations in

the Tyrol, 149 ; in campaign of

Jena, 152 ; Battle of Jena, 158;
siege of Magdeburg, 160; in

Eylau campaign, 162 ; censured

by Napoleon for independent

action, 165, 166; operations

against Lestocq in East Prussia,

1 68 ; arrival at Eylau, 171;
rear-guard tactics before Fried-

land, 175; decisive part in the

battle, 177; in Spain, 181;
governor of Galicia, 185 ; a

convent visitation, 186; march
into the Asturias, 188; evacu-

ates Galicia, 189 ; march into

Portugal, 190; quarrel with

Massena, 191 ; Busaco, 193 ;

the retreat, second quarrel with

Massena, Ney sent back to

France, 194 ; in the invasion of

Russia, 197 ; at Borodino (the

Moskowa), 206 ; in the retreat,

214; exploit at Krasnoi, 222;
the " Bravest of the Brave,"

229 ; at the Beresina, 229

;

rear-guard fighting, 233 ; cam-
paign of 18

1 3, 244 ; his part in

the Battle of Lutzen, 247 ; at

Bautzen, 252 ; in Leipzig cam-
paign, 257 ; defeat at Dennewitz,

261 ; at Leipzig, 264 ; campaign
of 1814, 270 ;

position during

the Restoration, 292 ; ordered

to oppose Napoleon after the

return from Elba, 294 ;
parting

interview with Louis XVIII,

295 ; at Besan^on, 296 ; at

Lons-le-Saulnier, 297 ; declares

for Napoleon, 303 ;
joins the

Emperor on the eve of the march
into Belgium, 309 ; is given

command of the left advance,

310 ;
Quatre Bras, 316 ; Water-

loo, 324 ; return to Paris, 329 ;

goes into hiding, 334 ; arrest,

336 ; court martial, 341 ; court

declares it has no jurisdiction,

342 ; trial before the Chamber
of Peers, 345 ; sentence of death,

359 ; last hours, 360 ; execution

368.
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Ney, Michel Aloys (second son of

the Marshal and second Due
d'Elchingen), 124, 371.

Ney, Pierre (father of the Marshal),

2, 3, 4, 18, 104, 362.

Nicolai, Comte de, 358, 359.
Normann, Major, 313.

Olsuvieff, Russian general, 271.

Ott, Austrian general, 86.

Oudinot, Marshal, 46, 52, 131, 197,

230, 231, 252-4, 258-60, 262,

271, 272, 281, 287.

Paget (Lord Anglesea), 184.

Pahlen, Russian general, 271.

Palafox, Spanish general, 181, 182.

Partounneaux, General, 126.

Perignon, Marshal, 131, 359.

Perponcher, General, 314.

Pichegru, General, 21, 22.

Picton, General Sir Thomas, 3 1 6, 3 1 8,

325-

Pierre, Abbe de, 364-7, 369, 370.

Pir^, General, 311, 313, 316, 317,

319-

Pitt, I.

Platoff, Cossack general, 217, 226,

228, 231, 267.

Poniatowski, Prince and Marshal,

131, 197, 202, 207, 257, 267.

Ponsonby, Sir WilHam, 325.

Pressburg, Peace of, 151.

QUATRE Bras, Battle of, 316.

Quiot, General, 311.

Rapp, General, 112, 114.

Razout, General, 196, 223.

Reding, Aloys, Swiss patriot, iii,

112, 115, 117, 124.

Reille, General, 31 1-6, 321, 323, 324,

325-

Reynier, General, 197, 245, 250, 252,

258, 261, 262, 266, 267.

Ricard, General, 221-3, 245, 248,

249.

Richelieu, Due de, 343, 364.

Richepanse, General, 88.

Riesch, Austrian general, 100, 144,

145-

Rochechouart, Comte Victor de, 364,

367-9-

Roger, General, 46.

Roguet, General, 139.

Romana, Spanish general, 182, 188.

Rousseau, General, 279, 280.

Roussel, General, 68.

Rouyer, French diplomatist, 114,

123.

Rouyer, General, 71, 74, 139.

Rufifin, Adjutant-General, 66, 74,

103.

Saarlouis, I, 3, 18.

Sabatier, General, 71, 74.

Sacken, Russian general, 271.

Sahuc, General, 78.

St. Arnaud, Marshal, 371.

St. Bias, Major de, 367-9.

St. Cyr, Marshal Gouvion de, 78, 131,

197, 257-9, 340.

St. Priest (Emigr^ General in Russian
service), 277.

Ste. Suzanne, General, 79, etc.

Saurans, Marquis de, 298.

Saxe-Weimar, Prince Bernard of,

313, 314-

Sch^rer, General, '^'j.

Schwartzenberg, 60, 61, 69, 71, 229,

257-60, 263-7, 269-73, 277-9,

281-4, 288.

Sebastiani, General, 200, 278-81,

283.

Se'gur, Philippe de, 147, 236.

Senamont, General, 178.

Seras, General, 1
1 5, etc.

S^rurier, Marshal, 131, 359.
Siey^s, Abbe, 73.

Souham, General, 245,248, 254, 289.

Soult, Marshal, i, 45, 47, 128, 130,

131, 140, 152, 165, 174, 176,

186, 188, 189, 252, 253, 294,

295, 302, 308, 314, 315, 318,

319, 321, 323, 324, 329.

Steinmetz, Prussian general, 312,

313-

Strangways, General, 264 note.

Suchet, Marshal, 86, 131.

SuvarofT, Russian general, 43, 50, 58.

Sztarray, Austrian general, TJ^ 79.

Talleyrand, 114, 288, 290.

Tascher, Comte de, 355.

Tauentzien, Prussian general, 257,

261, 262.

Tchitchagoff, Russian admiral, 229-
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Tharreau, General, 47, 78.

Thiers, historical methods, 171 note.

Thuring, General, 71.

Tilly, General, 139.

Tilsit, Treaty of, 1 79.

Ulm, surrenderor, 147, 148.

Uxbridge, Lord, 322.

Valence, General, 8.

Valette, (Maitre), 3.

Valmabele, General, 196.

Valmy, " Cannonade " of, 8.

Vandamme, General, 197, 257, 260.

Verninac, French diplomatist, 112,

113-

Victor, Marshal, 131, 174, 229-34,

257, 259, 269-71, 274, 359-
Vilatte, General, 128, 139, 153, 341.

Villeneuve, Admiral, 134, 135, 138.

Voltigeurs, introduced into Grand
Army, 150.

Vonderwerdt, Swiss general, 118.

Walther, General, 46,

Waterloo, Battle of, 324.

Watrin, General, 31.

Wellington, i, 188-90, 192, 193,

269, 308, 311, 313, 314, 317,

320-4, 326, 344.

Werneck, Austrian general, 15, 33,

35, 146.

Wintzigerode, Russian general, 265,

267, 272, 273, 275, 276, 283,

284.

Wittgenstein, Russian general, 229-

33, 246, 249.

Woronzoff, Russian general, 274.

Wrede, Bavarian general, 234, 235,

237, 238, 267, 279-81.

Wurmser, Austrian general, 23.

YORCK, Prussian general, 246, 251,

252, 271, 275.

York, Duke of, 67.

Zajonczek, Polish general, 174.

Ziethen, Prussian general, 275.
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LAW IN THE CHURCH OF ENG-
LAND. Royal Zvo. js. 6d.

Marett (R. R.). THE THRESHOLD OF
RELIGION. Cr.Zvo. 3s. 6d. net.

Marriott (Charles). A SPANISH HOLI-
DAY. Illustrated. Demy Zvo. 7s. 6d. net.

THE ROMANCE OF THE RHINE.
Illustrated. Detny Zvo. \os. 6d. net.

Marriott (J. A. R.). THE LIKE AND
Tl.MKS OF LUCIUS GARY, VISCOUNT
FALKLAND. Illustrated. Second Edition.

Demy Zvo. -js. 6d. net.

Masefleld (John). SEA LIFE IN NEL-
SON S TIME. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo.

35-. 6d. net.

A SAILOR'S GARLAND. Selected and
Edited. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. y. 6d.

net.

Masterman (C F. G.). TENNYSON
AS A RELIGIOUS TEACHER. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE CONDITION OF ENGLAND.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Fcap.
Zvo. IS. net.

•Mayne (Ethel Colburn). BYRON. Illus-

trated. In two volumes. Demy Zvo. ait.

net.

Medley (D. J.). ORIGINAL ILLUS-
TRATIONS OF ENGLISH CONSTl lU-
TIONAL HISTORY. Cr.Zvo. js.6d.net.

Methuen (A. M. S). ENGLAND'S RUIN :

Discussed in Fourteen Letters to a
Protectionist. Ninth Edition. Cr. Zvo.
i,d. net.

Miles (Eustace). LIFE AFTER LIFE:
o :, The I'meory oi- Reincarnation.
C--. Zvo. IS. 6d. net.

THE POWER OF CONCENTRAl ION :

How to Acquire it. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. y. 6d. net.
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Millals (J. C.l. THR I.IFE AND LET-
TKRS OK SIR JOHN EVEREIl"
MILI.AIS. Illustrated. New Edition.

Demy ivc is. td. net.

Milne (J. G.). A HISTORY OF EGYPT
UNDER ROMAN RULE. Illustrated.

Cr. ivo. bs.

Moffat (Mary M.). QUEEN LOUISA OF
PRUSSIA. Illustrated. Fourth Edition.

Cr. %vo. 6s.

MARIA THERESA. Illustrated. De»iy
Sva. JOS. 6d. net.

Money (L. G. Chiozza). RICHES AND
POVERTY, 1910. TentA and Revised
Edition. Demy Svo. 5J-. net.

MONEY'S FISCAL DICTIONARY, igio.

Second Edition. Demv 8vo. 5s. net.

INSURANCE VERSUS POVERTY. Cr.

S7/0. 5^. net.

THINGS THAT MATTER: PArEHS on
Subjects which are, or ought to be,

I'NDER Discussion. DemyZvo. c^s. net.

Montague (C.E.), DRAMATIC VALUES.
Second Edition. Fcap. Zvo. 55.

Moophouse (E. Hallam). NELSON'S
LADY HAMILTON. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Demy %vo. js. 6d. net.

•Morgan (C Lloyd). INSTINCT AND
E.XPERlliNCK. Cr. Svo. 5^- fei-

•Nevill (Lady Dorothy). MY OWN
TIMES. Edited by her son. Demy Svo.

\SS. net.

Norway (A. H.). NAPLES: Past and
Presknt. Illustrated. jt'ourth Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

•O'Donnell (Elliott). WEREWOLVES
Cr. Svo. $s, net.

Oman (C. W. C), A HISTORY OF THE
ART OF WAR IN THE MIDDLE
AGES. Illustrated. Demy S^'O. 10s. 6d.

net.

ENGLAND BEFORE THE NORMAN
CONQUEST. With Maps. Second
Edition. Demy Svo. zos. 6d. net.

Oxford (M. N.), A HANDBOOK OF
NURSING. Sixth Edition, Revised. Cr.
Z-jo. 3J. 6d. net.

Pakes (W. C. C). THE SCIENCE OF
HYGIENE. Illustrated. Second and
Cheaper Edition. Revised by A. T.
Nankivell. Cr.Svo. 5s.net.

Parker (Eric). THE BOOK OF THE
ZOO. Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr.

Pears (Sir Edwin). TURKEY AND ITS
PEOPLE. Second Edition. Demy Svo.

12s. 6d. net.

Petrie (W. M. Flinders). A HISTORY
OKKGYPI. Illustr;ited. In Six i^o/umes.
Cr. Svo. 6s. each.

Vol. I. From the 1st to thk XVIth
Dynasty. Seventh Edition.

Vol. II. The XVIIth and XVIIIth
Dynasties. Fourth Edition.

Vol. III. XIXth to XXXth Dynasties.
Vol. IV. EcjvPT under the Ptolemaic
Dynasty. J. P. Mahaffy.

Vol. V. EfjYPT under Roman Rule. J. G.
Milne.

Vol. VI. Er.YPT in the Middle Ages.
Stanlf.v Lane-Poole.

RELIGION AND CONSCIENCE IN
ANCIENT EGYPT. Illustrated. Cr.Svo.
2S. bd.

SYRIA AND EGYPT, FROM THE TELL
EL A.MARNA LETTERS. Cr. Svo.

IS. 6d.

EGYPTIAN TALES. Translated from the
Papyri. First Series, ivth to xiith Dynasty.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. Svo.

3s. bd.

EGYPTIAN TALES. Translated from the

Papyri. Second Series, xviiith to xixth
Dynasty. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. y. bd.

EGYPTIAN DECORATIVE ART. Illus-

trated. Cr. Svo, 3J. bd.

Phelps (Ruth S.). SKIES ITALIAN: A
Little Breviary for Travellers in

Italy. Fcap. Svo. Leather. 5?. net.

Pollard (Alfred W.). SHAKESPEARE
FOLIOS AND QUARTOS. A Study in

the Bibliography of Shakespeare's Plays,

1594-1685. Illustrated. Folio. 21s. net.

Porter (G. R.). THE PROGRESS OF
THE NATION. A New Edition. Edited
by F. W. Hirst. Demy Svo. 21s. net.

Power (J. O'Connor). THE MAKING OF
AN ORATOR. Cr. Svo. bs.

Price (Eleanor C). CARDINAL DE
RICHELIEU. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Demy Svo. los. bd. net.

Price (L. L.). A SHORT HLSTORY OF
POLITICAL ECONOMY IN ENGLAND
FROM ADAM SMITH TO ARNOLD
TOYNEEE. Seventh Edition. Cr. Svo.

2S. bd.

Pycraft (W. P.). A HISTORY OF BIRDS.
Illustrated. Demy Svo. 10s. bd. net.

Rawlings (Gertrude B.). COINS AND
HOW lO KNOW THEM. Illustrated.

Third Edition. Cr.Svo. bs.

Regan (C Tate). THE FRESHWATER
USHES OF THE BRIilSH ISLES.
Illustrated. Cr. Svo. bs.

Reid (Archdall). THE LAWS OF HERE-
DITY, .becond Edition. Demy Svo, 2\s.
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Robertson iC Crantl- SELECT STAT-
UTES, CASES, AND DOCUMENTS,
1660-18(34. Dfiny Zvo. xos.td.net.

ENGLAND UNDER THE HANOVER-
IANS. Illustrated. Second Edition. Demy
ivo. JOS. (id. net.

Roe (Fred). OLD OAK FURNITURE.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Deviy %'jo.

loj. C.i'. net.

•Ryan .'P. F. W.). STUART LIFE AND
MANNERS: A SoctAL Hist .RV. Illus-

trated. Demy %fo. \cs. td. net.

St. Francis of Assisi. THE LITTi E
FI.OWKKS OK THE GLORIOIS
MKSSKK. AND OK HIS FRIARS.
Done into English, w iih Notes bv William
Hevwood. Illustrated. Demy ivo. 5J. net.

*Saki' (H. H. Munro). REGINALD.
Third Edition. Fiaf>.ivo. ns. td. net.

REGINALD IN RUSSIA. Fcap. Zvo.
3S. 6d. net.

Sandeman fC A. C-)- METTERNICH.
lllu>trated. De)iiy ivo. 10s. (td. net.

Schidrowitz (Philips. RUBBER. Illus-
trated. DeitiyZvo. JOS. td.net.

Selous (Edmund). TOMMY SMITH'S
ANLMALS. Illustrated. Eleventh Edi-
tion, l-cap. Zvc 2J. dd.

TOMMY SMITHS OTHER ANIMALS.
Illustrated. Fi/t/i Edition. Fcap. Svo.
2T. 6d,

JACK'S INSECTS. Illustrated. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Shakespeare (William^
THE FOUR FOlJOb. 11523; 1632; 1664;

1685. Each ^4 4J. net, or a complete set,
^13 1-2S. tret.

T'TE I'OE.MS OF WILLIAM SHAKE-
SPEARE. With an Introduction and Notes
by Georuk Wvndham. Demy Zva. Buck-
ram. 101. td.

rhelley (Percy Bysshe). THE POEMS
OF PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY. With
an Introduction by A. Clutton-Brock and
notes by C. D. Loccck. Two Volumes.
Demy ivo. iif. net.

Sladen (DouglasV SICILY: The New
Winter Resori. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. ^s. net.

Smith (Adam). THE WEALTH OF
NAJIONS. Edited by EiiWiN Cannan.
T'.vo Volumes. Demy Zva. 31s. net.

Smith (G. Herbert"). GEM-STONES
AND THEIR Dl.VllNCTIVE CHARAC-
TERS. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 6s. net.

Snell (F. J). A ROOK OF EXMOOR.
Illustrated. Cn 8?'0. 6x.

r-HE CUSTOMS OF OLD ENGLAND.
Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

•Stancliffe.' GOLF DO'S AND DONT'S.
J-ourtk Eiiition. Fcap. Zvo. is. net.

Stevenson (R. L.). THE LETTERS OF
ROHERr LMl'IS SIEVENSON. Edited
by Sir Sidney Colvin. A Ne'w and En-
larged Edition in Jour volumes. Third
Edition. Fcap. 8:0. Each 5/. Leather,
each sj. net.

Stevenson (M. I.). FROM SARANAC
lOTHE MARQUESAS AND BEYOND.
Beinv; Letters written by Mrs. M. I. SrtvF.N-
soN during 1S87-88. Illustrated. Cr. %vo.
ts. net.

LETTERS FROM SAMOA. 1891-95. Edited
and arranged by M. C. I!ai four. Illus-
trated. Second Edition. Cr. ivo. 6s. net.

Storr (Vernon F.). DEVELOPMENT
AND DIVINE PURPOSE. Cr.Zvo. jx.
net.

Streatfeild (R. A.). MODERN MUSIC
AND MUSICIANS. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Demy Z-jo. ys. bd. net.

Swanton (E. W). FUNGI AND HOW
TO KNOW THEM. Illustrated. Cr. i-jo.

6s. net.

Symes (J E.). THE FRENCH REVO-
LUTION. .SVrc'«<yAV//;w. Cr.Zvo. is.td.

Tabor (Margaret E.). THE SAINTS IN
ART. Illustrated. Fcap. Zvo. 3X. td. net.

Taylor (A. E ). ELEMENTS OF META-
PHYSICS. Second Edition. Demy Zvo.
I or. td. net.

Taylor (Mrs. Basil) Harriet Osgood).
JAPANESE GARDENS. illustrated.
Cr. ^to. 2 1 J. net.

Thibaudeau (A. C). BONAPARTE AND
THE CONSULATE. Translated and
Edited by G. K. Fortescue. Illustrated.
Demy Svo. los. 6d. net.

Thomas (Edward). MAURICE MAE-
TERLINL.K. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. ss. net.

Thompson (Francis). SELECTED
POE.MS OK FRANCIS THOMPSON.
With a Biograpliical Note by Wilfrid
Meyneii.. With a Portrait in Photogravure.
Seventh Edition. Jcap. ivo. 5J. net.

Tlleston (Mary W.). DAILY STRENGTH
FOR DAILY NEEDS. Nineteenth Edi- 1

tion. Medium itino. is. td net. Lamb-
skin 3r. td. net. Also an edition in superior
binding, ts.

THE STRONGHOLD OF HOPE.
Medium •i6mo. is. td. net.

Toynbee (Pageti. DANTE alighieri
Hi-. Like and Works. With 16 Illustra-
tions. Fourth and Enlarged Edition. Cr.
Zvo. cs. net.
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Trevelyan (C M ). ENGLAND UNDER
THE SlUARXS. With Maps and Plans.

l-'i/tk Edition. Detiiy 8w. lOJ. td. net.

TpiggS (H. Inigo). TOWN PLANNING :

Past, Present, and Possible. Illustra-

ted. Second Editi^7i. Wide Royal ivo.

15J. net.

•Turner (Sir Alfred E.). SIXTY YEARS
OK A SOLDIER '3 LIFE. Demy Zvo.

12f. td. tut.

Underbill (Evelyn). MYSTICISM. A
Study in the Nature and Development of

Man's Spiritual Consc ousness. J^ourth

Edition. Demy %vo. 15^. 7iet.

•Underwood (F. M.). UNITED ITALY.
Demy %vo. \os. td. net.

Urwlck (E. J.). A PHILOSOPHY OF
SOCIAL PROGRESS. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Vaughan (Herbert M.). THE NAPLES
RlVltRA. Illustrated. Second Edition.

Cr. %vo. 6s.

FLORENCE AND HER TREASURES.
Illustrated. Ecap. Svo. Round corners.

5i. Jiet.

Vernon (Hon. W. Warren). READINGS
ON THE INFERNU uK JJANTE. With
an Introduction by the Rev. Pr. Mooke.
'J uio Volumes. Secottd Edition. Cr. ivo.

\<,s. net.

READINGS ON THE PURGATORIO
OF DANTE. With an Im reduction by
the late Dean Church. T-wo Volumes.
Third Edition. Cr. i,vo. 15.?. net.

READINGS ON THE PARADISO OF
DAiNTE. With an Introduction by the

Bishop of Ripon. Two Volumes. Second
Edition. Cr. %ve. 15^. net.

Wade (G. W.), and Wade (J. H.).

RAMBLES IN SOMERSET. Illustrated.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Waddell (L. A.). LHASA AND ITS
MYSTERIES. With a Record of the Ex-
pedition of 1903-1904. Illustrated. 1 hird
and Cheaper Edition. Medium Zvo. •is.6d.

Wagner (Richard). RICHARD WAG-
NER'S MUSIC DRAMAS: Interpreta-

tions, embodying Wagner's own explana-

tions. By Alice Leighton Cleather
and Basil Crump. Fcap. Svo. zs. 6d. each.

The Ring of the Nibelung.
Fifth Edition.

Parsifal, Lohengrin, and the Holy
Grail.

Tristan and Isolde.
Tannhauser and the Mastersincers
OF Nuremberg.

Waterhouse (Elizabeth). WITH THE
.SIMPLE-HEARTED: Little HoMiilies to

Women in Country Places. Third Edition.

Small Pott Zvn. 2v. net.

THE HOUSE BY THE CHERRY TREE.
A Second Series 01 Little Hon ilics to

Women in Country Places. Small Toll Zvo.

2S. n, t.

COMPANIONS OF THE WAY. Being
Selections for Morning and Evenmg Head-
ing. Chosen and arranj^ed by Elizabeth
Waterhouse. Large Cr. Zvo. ^s. net.

THOUGHTS OF A TERTIARY. Small
Pott Zvo. IS. net.

Waters (W. G.). ITALIAN SCULPTORS
AND SMITHS. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo.

ys. 6d. net.

Watt (Francisl. EDINBURGH AND
THE LOTHIANS. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. xos. 6d. net.

•Wedmore (Sir Frederick). MEMO-
RIES. Demy Zvo. -js. 6J. net.

Weigall (Arthur E. P.). A GUIDE TO
THE ANTIQUITIES OF UPPER
EGYPT : From Abydos to the Sudan
Frontier. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

Welch (Catharine). THE LITTLE
DAUPHIN. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Wells (J.). OXFORD AND OXFORD
LIKE. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. y. 6d.

A SHORT HISTORY OF ROME. Eleventh
Edition. With 3 Maps. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d.

Wi]de(Osear). THE WORKS OF OSCAR
WILDE. In Twelve Volumes. Fcap. Zvo.

^s. net each volume.
I. Lord Arthur Savh.e's Crime and

the Portrait of Mr. W. H. ii. The
Duchess of Padua. hi. Poems. iv.

Lady Windermere's Fan. v. A Woman
OF No Importance, vi. An Ideal Hus-
hand. VII. The Importance of being
Earnest. viii. A House of Pome-
granates. IX. Intentions, x. De Pro-
fundis and Prison Letters, xi. Essays.
XII. Salom6, a Florentine Tragedy,
and La Sainte Courtisane.

Williams (H. Noel). THE WOMEN
BONAPARTES. The Mother and three

Sisters of Napoleon. Illustrated. T7vo

Volumes. Demy ivo. i^s. net.

A ROSt OF SAVOY : Marie Adelaide of
Savoy, Duchksse de Bourgogne, Mother
of Louis xv. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Demy Zvo. z^s. net.

THE FASCINAUNG DUG DE RICHE-
LIEU : Louis Francois Ar.mand du
Plessis (1696-1788). Illustrated. DanyZvo.
1 5J. net.

A PRINCESS OF ADVENTURE: Marie;
Caroline, Duchesse de BiiRRY (1798-

1870). Illustrated. Demy Zvo. i$s. net.
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Wood iSIr Evelyn). FROM MIDSHIP-
MAN TO HKLD-MARSHAL. lllus-
irated. FJ/tk Edition. Demy %vo. •)!. 6a'.

net. Alio Fcip. 8r';». \s. net.
THK REVOLT IN HINDUSTAN (1857-sq).

Illustrated. Second Eiiititn. Cr. Sfo, ts.

Wood (W. Birkbeck\ and Edmonds
^Col. J. E.I. A HISTORY OF 1 H K I

CIVIL WAR IN THE UNITED
STATES (1861-5). With an Introduction
by Spe.nser Wilkinson. With 24 Maps
and Plans. Third Edition. Demy Zvo.
12J. tJ. net.

Wordsworth (W.). THE POEMS. With
sn Introduction and Notes by Nowf.ll
C. Smith. In Three Volumes. De*nyivo.
15X. net.

Yeats fW. B.\ A BOOK OF IRISH
VERSE. Thir,i Edition. Cr. ivo. 31. 6J.

Part II.—A Selection of Series.

Ancient Cities.

General Editor, B. C. A. WIXDLE.
Cr. Zvo. 4^. 6d. net each volume.

With Illustrations by E. H. New, and other Artists.

Bristol. Alfred Harvey.
Canikrhurv. J. C. Cox.
Chi-ster. B. C. a. Windle.
UuBu.w. S. A. O. Fitzpatriclc.

Edinburgh. M. G. Williamson.
Lincoln. E. Mansel Sympsou.
Shrewsbury. T. Auden.
Wells and GLASTONULRr. T. S. Holmej.

The Antiquary's Books.

.General Editor, J. CHARLES COX
Demy 8vo. "js. 6c/. net each velume.

With Numerous Illustrations.

ApcH.itoj.or.T AND False A.ntiquitiks.
R. MiLiro.

Bells op Enci.and, The. Canon J. J. Raven.
Secend Edition.

Brasses of England, The, Herbert W.
Macklin. Second Edition.

Celtic Art in Pagan and Christian
Times. J. Romilly Allen. Second Edition.

Castle*; and Walled Towns op England,
The. a. Harvey.

DoMESDAV Inquest, The. Adolphus Ballard.
English Church Furnitcpe. J. C. Cox
and A. Harvey. Second Edition.

English Costume. From Prehinoric Times
to the End of the Eighteenth C«ntury.
George Clinch.

English Monastic Life. Abbot Gaiquet.
Fourth Edition.

English Seals. J. Harvey Bloom.
Foi.k-Lore as an Historical Science.

Sir G. L. Gomme.
Gilds and Companies or London, The.
George Unwin.

Maniir am. Mamorial Records, The
Nathaniel J. Hone. Sicond Edition.

Medi.«val Hospitals of E.nolanu, The.
Roiha Mary Clay.

Old English Instruments op Music.
F. W. Galpin. Second Edition.

Old English Libraries. James Hutt.
Old Service Booxs op the English
Church. Christopher Wordsworth, and
Henry Littlehales. Second Edition.

Parish Life in Medi.isval England.
Abbot Gasquet. Third Edition.

Parish Registers of England, The.
J. C. Cox.

Remains er the Prehistoric Age in
England. B. C. A. Windle. Second
Edition.

Roman Era in Britain, The. J. Ward.
Romano-British Buildings and Earth-
works. J. Ward.

Royal Forests .'if England, The. J. C.

Shrines of British Saints. J. C. Wall.
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The Arden Shakespeare.

Demy %vo. 2s. 6J. net each volume.

An edition of Shakespeare in single Plays ; each edited with a full Introduction,
Textual Notes, and a Commentary at the foot of the page.

Ail's Well That Ends Well.
Anionv and Cleoi'atra.
CVMBELrNK.
Comedy ok Errors, The.
Hamlet. Third Edition.
Julius Caesar.
•King Henry iv. Pt. i.

King Henry v.

King Henry vi. Pt. i.

King Henry vi. Pt. 11.

King Henry vi. Pt. hi.

King Lear.
*King Richard ii.

King Richard iii.

Life and Death of King John, The.
Love's Labour's Lost.
Macbeth.

Mkasure for Measure.
Merchant of Venice, The.
Merry Wives oi- Windsor, The.
Midsummer Night's Drea.m, A.
Othello.
Pericles.
Romeo and Juliet.
Taming of the Shrew, The.
Tempest, The.
TiMON OF Athens.
Titus Andkonicus.
Troilus and Crkssida.
Two Gentlemen of Verona, The.
Twelfth Night.
Vknus and Adonis.
•Winter's Tale, The.

Classics of Art.

Edited by Dr. J. H. W. LAING.
With numerous Illustrations. Wide Royal Zvo.

The .\rt of the Greeks. H. B. Walters.
ijj'. Oi/. net.

The Art ok the Romans. H. B. Walters.
15J. fiet.

Chardin. H. E. a. Furst. 12J. f>d. net.

Donatello. Maud Cruttwell. x^s. net.

Florentine Sculptors of the Renais-
sance. Wilhelin Bode. Translated by
Jessie Haynes. iw. bd. net.

GiioRGE Rqmney. Arthur B. Chamberlain.
i2f. td. net.

GHiKLANi)Aio. Gerald S. Davies. Second
Edition, los. td.

Michelangelo. Gerald S. Davies. 175. 6^.
net.

Rubens. Edward Dillon, 25*. net.
Raphael. A. P. Oppi. 125. td. net.

Rembrandt's Etchings. A. M. Hind.
•Sir Thomas Lawrence. Sir Walter
Armstrong. 21J. net.

Titian. Charles Ricketts. \^s. net.
Tintoretto. Evelyn March Phillipps. 15.?.

ttet.

Turner's Sketches and Drawings. .A. J.
Finbekg. 12s. (<d. net. Second Edition.

Velazquez. A. de Bcrueie. loj. 6d. not.

The "Complete" Series.

Fully Illustrated. Demy "ivo.

The Complete Billiard Player. Charles
Roberts. \os. 6d. net.

The Complete Cook. Lilian Whitling.
7i. 6d. net.

The Complete Cricketer. Albert E.
Knight. 7^. 6 <. net. Second Edition.

The Complete Foxhunter. Charles Rich-
ardson. 12^-. 6d. net. Second Edition.

The Complete Golfer. Harry Vardon.
los. td. net. Twelfth Edition.

The Complete Hockey-Player. Eustace
E. White. 5J. net. Second Edition.

The Complete Lawn Tennis Player.
K. Wallis Myers. \os, 6d. net. Third
Edition, Revised.

The Co.mplete Motorlst. Filson Young.
I2i. td. net. New Edition (^Seventh).

The Complete Mountaineer. G. D.
Abraham. 15J. net. Second Edition.

The Complete Oarsman. R. C. Lehmann.
10s. 6d. net.

The Complete Photographer. R. Child
Bayley. 10s. bd. net. Fourth Edition.

The Complete Rugby Footballer, on thk
New Zealand System. D. Gallaher and
W. J Stead, iojt. 6d. net. Second Edition.

The Complete Shot. G. T. Teasdale-
Buckell. I2.r. 61a?. net. Third Edition.

The Complete Swimmer. F. Sachs. 7^-. 6a.
net.

•The Complete Yachtsman. B. Heckstall-
Smith and K. du Boulay. i^s. net.
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The Connoisseur's Library.

WV//4 numerous Illustrations. Wide Royal f>vo. 2^s. net eaeh volume.

English Furniture. F. S. Robinson.

English Coloured Books. Martin Hardie.

Etchings. Sir F. Wedmore. Stcond Edition.

Ei'RorEAN Enamels. Henry H. Cunyng-
hair.e.

Glass. Edward Dillon.

Goldsmiths' and Silversmiths' Work.
Nelson Dawson. Second Edition.

Iiluminated ^^ANUSCRI?TS. J. A. Herbert.
Stcend Edition.

Ivories. Alfred Maskell.

Jewellery. H. Clifibrd Smith. Second
Edition.

Mezzotints. Cyril Davenport.

Miniatures. Dudley Heath.

PoKCEt.Al.v. Edward Dillon.

•Fine Books. A. W. Pollard.

Seals. Walter de Gray Birch.

Wood Sculpturb. Alfred Maskell. Second
Edition.

Handbooks of English Church History.

Edited by J. H. BURN. Crown Zvo. 2s. 6d. net each volume.

The Foi'NDATioNS or the English Church.

J. H. Maude.

The Saxon Church and the Norman Con-
quest. C. T. Cruliwell.

The Medi.«val Church and the Papacy.
A. C. Jeonmss.

The Reformation Period. Henry Gee.

The Struggle with Puritanism. Bruce
Blaxland.

The Church op England in the Eick-
teenth Century. Alfred Plummer.

Handbooks of Theology.

The Doctrine op the Incarnation. R. L.

Otiley. Ei/th Edition, Revised. Demy
tvo. ns. dd.

A History of Early Christian Doctrine.

J. F. Bethune-Baker. £>emy ivo. lof. td.

An Introduction to the History of
Religion. F. B. Jevons. Ei/tA Edition.

Demy hvo. \ot. td.

An Introduction to the History of th»
Creeds. A. E. Burn. Demy Svo. tot. 6d.

The Philosophy op Religion in England
and America. Alfred Calilecott. Demyivo.
lar. td.

The XXXIX Articles of the Church op
England. Eldited by E. C. S. Gibsoo,
Seventh Edition. Dtmy %v». xit. 6d.

The " Home Life " Series.

Illustrated. Demy %vo. 6.>-. to I Or. 6.-/. net.

Home Lifx in America. Kalherine G.
Buibey. Second Edition.

Home Life in France. Miss Betham-
Edwards. I-i/tk Edition.

Home Life in Germany. Mrs. A. Sidgwick.

Second Edition.

Home Life in Hollanp. D. S. Meldrum.
Second Edition.

Lina Duff Gordon.'Home Life in 1

Second Edition.

Home Life in Norway. I{. K. Daniel*.

Home Life in Russia. Dr. A. 3. Rappoport.

Home Life in Spain. S. L. Beoiusaa.
Second Edition.
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The Illustrated Pocket Library

Fcap. Zvo. 3J, 6./.

WITH COLOURED
Old Coloured Books. George Paston. 2^.

tut.

The Life and Death of John Mytton,
Esq. Nimrod. Fifth Edition.

The Life ok a Sportsman. Nimrod.

Handlev Ckoss. R. S. Surtees. Fourth
Edition.

Mr. Sponge's Sporting Tour. R. S.

Surtees. Second Edition.

JoRROCKs's Jaunts and Jollities. R. S.

Surtees. Third Edition.

Ask Mamma. R. S. Surtees.

The Analysis of the Hunting Field.
R. S. Surtees.

The Tour of Dr. Syntax in Search of
the Picturesque. William Combe.

The Tour of Dr. Syntax in Search of
Consolation. William Combe.

The Third Tour op Dr. Syntax in Search
of a Wife. William Combe.

The History of Johnny Quae Genus.
The Author of ' The Three Tour.s.'

The English Dance of Death, from the
Designs of T. Rowlandson, with Metrical
Illustrations by the Author of ' Doctor
Syntax.' Two Volumes.

of Plain and Coloured Books.

net each volume.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
The Dance OF Life: A f'oem. The Author

of ' Dr. Syntax.'

Life in London. Pierce Egau.

Real Life in London. An Amateur (Pierce
Egan). Two Wolumes.

The Life of an Actor. Pierce Egan.

The Vicar of Wakefield. Oliver Gold-
smith.

The Military Adventures of Johnny
Nevvcome. An Officer.

The National Sports of Great Britain.
With Descriptions and 50 Coloured Plates by
Henry Aiken.

The Adventures of a Post C.\ptain.
A Naval Officer.

Gamonia. Lawrence Rawstorne.

An Academy for Grown Horsemen.
Geoffrey Gambado.

Real Life in Ireland. A Real Paddy,

The Adventures of Johnny Nevvcome in
the Navy. Alfred Burton.

The Old English Squire. John Careless.

The English Siy. Bernard Blackmantle.
Two Volumes, -js. net.

WITH PLAIN
The Grave : A Poem. Robert Blair.

Illustrations of the Book of Job. In-

vented and engraved by William El*.e.

Windsor Castle. W. Harrison Ainsworth.

The Tower of London. W. Harrison
Ainsworth.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
Fkakk Fairlegh. F. E. Sraedley.

The Compleat Angler. Izaak Walton and
Charles Cotton.

The Pickwick Papers. Charles Dickens.

Leaders of Religion.

Edited by H. C. BEECHL\G. With Portraits.

Crown Svo. 2s. net each volume.

Cardinal Newman. R. H. Hutton.

John Wesley. J. H. Overton.

Bishop Wilberforce. G. W. Daniell.

Cardinal Manning. A. W. Hutton.

Charles Simeo.n. H. C. G. Moule.

John Knox. F. MacCunn. Second Edition.

John Howe. R. F. Horton.

Thomas Ken. F. A. Clarke.

George Fox, the Quaker. T. Hodgkin.
Third Edition.

John Keble. Walter Lock.

Thomas Chalmers. Mrs. Oliphant. Second
Edition.

Lancelot Andrkwes. R. L. Ottley. Second
Editiott.

Augustine of Canterbury. E. L. Cutts.

William Laud. W. H. Hutton. Third Ed.

John Donne. Augustus Jessop.

Thomas Cranmer. A. J. Mason.

Latimer. R. M. Carlyle and A. J. Carlyle.

Bishop Butler, W. A. Spooner.



i6 Methuen and Company Limited

The Library of Devotion.

With Introductions and (where necessary) Notes.
Stiia.'l roll %V0y cloth, 2s. ; leather, 2s. dd. net each volume.

Thk Confessions
Sn>enth Edition.

OF St. Augustine.

The Imitation of Chkist. Sixth Edition.

The Chkistian Year. Ei/tk Edition.

LvKA Innockntium. Third Edition.
1'HE TeM I'LK. Second Edition.

A Book of Devotio.ns. Second Edition.

A .Serious Call to a Devout and Holy
Like. Ecurtk Edition.

.•\ Guide to Eternity.

The Inner Way. Second Edition.

On the Love of God
The Psalms ok Daviu.

Lyra .Xiostolica.

The iJo.NG ok Songs.

The Thoughts ok Pascal. Second Edition.

X Manual op Consolation fro.m the
Saints and Fathers.

Devotioks from the Apocrypha.

The Spiritual Co.mbat.

The Devotions of St. Ansblm.

Bishop Wilson's S.\cra Privata.

Lyra Sacra : A Book
Second Edition.

A Day Book
Fathers.

of SacreJ Verse.

FROM thk SaI.MTS AND

.\ Little Book of Heavenly Wisdom. A
Selection from the English Mystics.

Light, Like, and Love. A Sclecliou from
the German Mystics.

An Introduction to the Devout Life.

The Little Flowers of the Glorious
Messer St. Francis and of his Fkiars.

Death and Immortality.

The Spiritual Guide. Second Edition.

Devotions for Every Day in the Week
AND -ihe Great Festivals.

Preces Privatae.

Mvsticae : A Day Book from I'.ie

SS cf Mystics of Many Nations.

HORAF
Writ

Little Books on Art.

With many Illustrations. Demy i6tno. 2s. 6d. net each volume.

Each volume consists of about 200 pages, and contains from 30 to 40 Illustrations,
including a Frontispiece in Photogravure.

Albrecht DCrer. L. J. Allen.
Arts of Japan, The. E. Dillon. Third
Edition.

Bookplates. E. Almack.

Botticelli. Mary L. Bonnor.

BuRNE-Jones. F. Ue Lisle.

Cellini. R. H. H. Cust.

Christian Symbolism. Mrs. H. Jenner.
Chsist in Art. Mrs. H. Jenner.

Claude. E. Dillon.

CoNSTADLK. H. W. Tompkins. Second
Edition.

Corot. a. Pollard and E. Birnstin^jl.

Enamels. Mrs. N. Dawson. Second Edition.
Frederic Leighton. A. Corkran.

George Romney. G. Paston.

Greek Art. H. B. Walters. Fourth Kdiiio'i.

Gkeuze and Bouchkk. E. F. Pollard.

Holbein. Mr>. G. Fortescue.

Illuminated Manuscripts. J. W. Bradley.

Jewellery. C. Davenport.

John Hoppner. H. P. K. Skipton.

Sir Joshua Reynolds. J. Simc. Second
Edition.

Millet. N. Peacock.

Miniatures. C. Davenport.

Our Lady in Art. Mrs. H. Jenner.

Raphael. A. R. Dryhurst.

Rembrandt. Mrs. E. A. Sharp.

•Rodin. Muriel Ciolkowska.

Turner. F. Tyrrell-Gill.

Vandyck. M. G, Smallwood.

Vir.AZQUEZ. W. Wilbcrforce and A. R,
Gilbert.

Watts. R. E. D. Sketchley. Second Edition.
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The Little Galleries.

Demy l6mo. 2s. Gd. fid each volume.

Each volume contains 20 plates in Photogravure, together with a short oiilline

the life and work of the master to whom the book is devoted.

A Little Gai.i.erv ok Reynolds.

A Little Gallery of Romney.

A Little Galleky of Hoppnei:.

A Little Gallery of Millais.

A Little Gallery ok Enc;lish Poets.

The Little Guides.

With many Illustrations by E. H. New and other artists, and from photographs.

Small Foti 'Svj, cloth, 2s. (yd, net; leat/ier, y. 6d. net, each 7'olu/ne.

The main features of these Guides are (i) a handy and charming form
; (2) illus-

trations from photographs and by well-known artists ; (3) good plans and maps ; (4)

an adequate but compact presentation of everything that is interesting in the

natural features, history, archDeology, and architecture of the town or district treated.

Cambridge and its Colleges. A. H.
Thompson. Third Edition, Revised.

Channel Islands, The. E. E. Bicknell.

English Lakes, The. F. G. Brabant.

Isle of Wight, The. G. Clinch.

London. G. Clinch.

Malvern Country, The. B. C. A. Windle.

North Wales. A. T. Story.

Oxford and its Colleges. J. Wells.

Ninth Edition.

Shakespeare's Country. B. C. A. Windle.
Fourth Edition.

St. Paul's Cathedral. G. Clinch.

Westminster Abbey. G. E. Troutbcck.
Second Edition.

Berkshire. F. G. Brabant.

Buckinghamshire. E. S. Roscoe.

Cheshire. W. M. Gallichan.

Cornwall. A. L. Salmon.

Derbyshire. J. C. Cox.

Devon. S. Baring-Gould. Second Edition.

Dorset. F. R. Heath. Second Edition.

Essex. J. C. Cox.

Hampshire. J. C. Cox.

Hertfordshire. H. W. Tompkins.

Kent. G. Clinch.

Kjikry. C. p. Crane.

A. \U cy

W. A. Dutt. Second Edition

Leicestershire and Rutlan
and V. B. Ciovvther-Beynon.

Middlesex. J. B. Firth.

Monmouthshire. G. W. Wade and J. H,
Wade.

Norfolk.
Revised.

Northamptonshire. W. Dry. Second Ed.
Northumuerland. J. E. Morris.

Nottinghamshire. L. Guilford.

Oxfordshire. F. G. lirabaiit.

Shropshire. J. E. Auden.

Somerset. G. W. and J. H. Wade. Second
Edition.

Staffordshire. C. Masefieid.

Suffolk. W. A. Dutt.

Surrey. J. C. Cox.

Sussex. F.G.Brabant. 'J iiird Edition.

Wiltshire. F. R. Heath.

Yorkshire, The East Riding.
Morris.

Yorkshire, The North Ridinc
Morris.

Yorkshire, The West Riding.
Morris. Cloih, ^s. 6d. net ; Icath.

net.

Brittany. S. Baring-Gould.

Normandy. C. Scudamore.

Rome. C. G. Ellaby.

Sicily. F. H. Jackson.

J. E.

J. E.

J. E.

^s. td.
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The Little Library.

With Introductions, Notes, and Photogravure Frontispiece*.

Small Pott "ivo. Each Volume, cloth, \s. 6d.nei.

Anon. A LITTLE BOOK OF ENGLISH
LYRICS. Secoftd Edition.

Austen (Janel. PRIDE AND PREJU-
DICE. 'Ju'o Volumes.

NORTH.^NGER AliUEy.

Bacon (Francis). THE ESSAYS OF
LORD i;acon.

Barham (R. H.). THE INGOLDSBY
LEGENDS. Two Volumes.

Barnett (Annie). A LITTLE BOOK OF
ENGLISH PROSE.

Beckford (William^ THE HISTORY
OF THE LAl.irH VATHEK.

Blake Willlam\ SELECTIONS FROM
THE WORKS OF WILLIAM BLAKE.

Borrow (George). LAVENGRO. Two
I o'.mnrs.

IHE ROMANY RYE.

Browning (Robert). SELECTIONS
tRO.M THE EARLY POEMS OF
ROBERT BROWNING.

Canning (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE ANT1-J.-\C0B1N : wilh some later

Poems by George Canning.

Cowley (Abraham). THE ESSAYS OF
ABRAHAM COWLEY.

Crabbe (George). SELECTIONS FROM
IHE POEMS OF GEORGE CRABBE.

Craik (Mrs.). JOHN HALIFAX,
GENTLEMAN. Two Volumes.

Crashaw (Richard). THE ENGLISH
P(,E.MS OF RICHARD CRASHAW.

Dante Aiighierl. THE INFERNO OF
DANIE. TransLitcd by H. F. Cakv.

THE PURGA TORIO OF DANTE. Trans-
ited by H. F Cakv.

THE PARADLSO OF DANTE. Trans-
lated by H. F. Cakv.

Darley (George. SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMs OF GEORGE D.ARLEY.

Deane (A. C). A LITTLE BOOK OF
lk;hi VER.-E.

Dickon3(Charles:. CHRISTMAS BOOKS.
Two Voihines.

Ferrier (Susan). MARRIAGE. Two
Voiumrs.

THE INHERITANCE. Two Volumes.

Gaskell ;Mrs.). CRANFORD. SeconUEJ.

Hawthorne Nathaniel). THE SCARLET
LEllER.

Henderson (T. F.). A LITTLE BOOK
OF SCOTTISH VERSE.

Kinglake (A. W.). EOTHEN. Second
Edition.

Lamb Chariest ELIA, AND THE LAST
ESSAYS OF ELIA.

Locker (F.). LONDON LYRICS.

Marvell (Andrew). THE POEMS OF
ANDREW MARVELL.

Milton (John). THE MINOR POEMS OF
JOHN MILTON.

Moir (D. M.). MANSIE WAUCH.
Nichols (Bowyep). A LIITLE BOOK
OF ENGLISH SONNETS.

Smith (Horace and James). REJECTED
ADDRESSES.

Sterne (Laurence). A SENTIMENTAL
JOURNEY.

Tennyson (Alfred, Lord). THE EARLY
POEMS OF ALFRED, LORD TENNY-
SON.

IN MEMORIAM.
IHE PRINCESS.
MAUD.

Thackeray iW. M.). VANITY FAIR.
Three Volumes.

V I N DENN I S. Three Volumes.
HENRY ESMOND.
CHRISTMAS BOOKS.
Vaughan (Henry). THE POEMS OF
HE.NRY VAUGHAN.

Waterhouse (Elizabeth). A Lirrr.E
BOOK OF LIFE AND DEATH.
Tliirttenlk Edition.

Wordsworth (W.). SELECTIONS FROM
iHh POEMS OF WlLLIAAl WORDS-
WORTH.

Wordsworth (W.) and Coleridge (S. T.).
LYRICAL BALLADS. Second Edition,
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The Little Quarto Shakespeare.

Edited by W. J. CRAIG. With Introductions and Notes.

Fot( l6mo. In 40 Volumes. Leather, price is. net each volume.

Mahogany Revolving Bock Case. \os. net.

Miniature Library.

Dciny yinio.

A Dialogue on Youth.

Lcalh

EdwardEUPHFANOR
FitzGerald.

The Life ok Edward, Lord Herbert of
Cherburv. Written by himself.

, \s. net each volume.

I'oLONius;' or Wise Saws and Modern In-

stances. Edward FitzGerald.

The RubAiyAt of Omar KHAvyXia. Edward
FitzGerald. Fourth Edition.

The New Library of Medicine.

Edited by C. W. SALEEBY. Demy Zvo.

Care of the Body, The. F. Cavauajh.

Second Edition, js. 6d. net.

Children of the Nation, The. The Right

Hon. Sir John Gurst. Second Edition.

ys. 6d. net.

Control of a Scourge ; or. How Cancer

is Curable, The. Chas. P. Childe. js. 6d.

net.

Diseases of Occupation. Sir Thomas Oliver.

xos. 6d. net. Second Edition.

Drink Problem, in its Medico-Sociological

Aspects, The. Edited by T. N. Kelynack.

7J. td. net.

Drugs and the Drug Habit. H. Sainsbury.

Functional Nerve Diseases. A. T. Scho-
field. ys. (id. net.

Hygiene of Mind, The. T. S. Clouston.

Fifth Edition, ys. 6d. net.

Infant Mortality. Sir George Newman.
ys. dd. net.

Prevention of Tuberculosis (Consump-
tion), The. Arthur Newsholme. loj. iid.

net. Second Edition.

Air and Health. Ronald C. Macfie. ys.td
net. Second Edition.

The New Library of Music.

Edited by ERNEST NEWMAN. Illustrated. Detny Svo.

A. Fuller-Maitland. Second

Js. 6d. net.

Brahms. J.

Edition.

Handel. R. A. Streatfeild. Second Edition,

Hugo Wolf. Ernest Newman.

Oxford Biographies.

Illustrated. Fsap. %vo. Each vohwie, cloth, is. 6d. net ; leather, ^s. 6d. net.

Paget Toynbee. Third

E. L. S. Horsburgh,

Dante Ai.ighieri
Edition.

GiROLAMo Savonarola.
Fourth Edition.

John Howard. E. C. S. Gibson.

Alfred Tennyson. A. C. Benson.
Edition.

Sir Walter Raleigh. I. A. Taylor

Erasmus.' E. F. H. Capey.

Second

The Young Pretender. C. S. Terry.

Robert Burns. T. F. Henderson.

Chatham. A. S. McDowall.

Francis of Assisi. Anna M. Stoddart.

Canning. W. Alison Phillips.

Beaconsfikld. Walter Sichel.

Johann Wolfgang Goethe. H. G. Atkins.

Francois be F^nblon. Viscount St. Cyres.



20 Methuen and Company Limited

Three Plays.

Fcap. Zvo. 2s. net.

The Honeymoon. A Comedy in Three Acts. I Milestones. Arnold Bennett and Edward
Arnold Bennett. Second Editict.

| Knoblauch. Second Edttton.

Kismet. Edward Knoblauch.

The States of Italy.

Edited by E ARMSTRONG and R. LANGTON DOUGLAS.

IllustraUd, Demy Svo.

A History of Mil.^n under the Sforza. I A History op Verona. A. M. Allen. 12s. 6d.

Cecilia M. Ady. lot. 6d. ttet. \
tut.

A History of Perugia. W. Heywood. \is. 6d. net.

The Westminster Commentaries.

General Editor, WALTER LOCK.

, Demy Zvo.

The Acts or the Apostles. Edited by R.
B. Kackham. Sixth Edition, los. 6d.

The First Epistle ok Paul the Aposti.e
TO THP. Corinthians. Edited by H. L.

Goudge. Third Edition, ts.

The Book of Exodus Edited by A. H.
M'Neile. With a Map and 3 Plans, los. 6d.

The Book op Ezekiel. Edited by H. A..

Kedpath. 10s. td.

The Book of Genesis. Edited with Intro-

duction and Notes by S. R. Driver.
Eighth Edition. \os. dd.

The Book op the Prophet Isaiah. Edited
by G. W. Wade. xos. 6d

Additions andCorrectionsinthe Seventh
and Eighth Editions op The Book op
Genesis. S. R. Driver, is.

The Book of Job.
Second Edition.

Edited by E. C. S. Gibson.
6s.

The Epi.stle of St. Jamrs. Edited with In-
trodiictioTi an<\ Notes by R. J. Knowling.
Second Edition. 6s,

The "Young" Series.

Illustrated. Crmun 8m7.

The Young Botanist. W. P. Westell and
C. S. Cooper. >i. 6d. net.

The Voung Carpenter. Cyril Hall. 5^.

The YriuNG Ei.f.ctkician. Hammond Hall.

The Young Engineer.
Third Edition, sx.

The Young Naturalist.
Second Edition. 6s.

1 lit Young Ornithologist

Hammond Hall.

W. P. Westell.

. W. r-. WcstelL
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Methuen's Shilling Library.

8vo.

G.
IThe.

Fcap.

G. F.Condition of En
Masterninn.

De Profu.n'Uis. Oscar Wilde.

[•rom Midshipman to Field-Marshal.
Sir Evelyn Wood, F.M., V.C.

*Ideal Husband, An. Oscar Wilde.

*JiMMY Glovkr, His Book. James M.
Glover.

•John Boyks, King of the Wa-Kikuyu.
John Boyes.

Lady Windermere's Fan. Oscar Wilde.

Letters from a Self-Made Merchant
TO HIS Son. George Horace Lorimer.

Life of John Ruskin, The. W. G. Colling-

wood.

Life of Robert Louis Stevenson, The.
Graham Balfour.

Books for

Cro'ivn "ivo.

Each volume contains a nuni

•A Wanderer in Florence. E. V. Lucas.

A Wanderer in Paris. E. V. Lucas.

A Wanderer in Holland. E. V. Lucas.

A W.^nderer in London. E. V. Lucas.

The Norfolk Broads. W. A. Dutt.

The New Forest. Horace G. Hutchinson.

Naples. Arthur H. Norway.

The Cities of Umbria. Edward Hutton.

The Cities of Spain. Edward Hutton.

*The Cities of Lombardy. Edward
Hutton.

Florence and Northern Tuscany, with
Genoa. p:dward Hutton.

Siena and Southern Tuscany. Edward
Hutton.

I J. net.

*Lipe of Tennyson, Thk. A. C. Benson.

*Littlk of EvERVTHiNG, A. E. V. Lucas.

Lord Arthur Savile's Crime. Oscar Wilde.

Lore of thf, Honkv-Bee, The. Tickner

Edwardes.

Man and the Univfrse. Sir Oliver Lodge.

Mary Magdalene. Maurice Maeterlinck.

Selected Poems. Oscar Wilde.

Sevastopol, and Other Stories. Leo
Telstoy.

The Blue Bird. Maurice Maeterlinck.

Under Five Reigns. Lady Dorothy Nevill.

*Vailima Letters. Robert LouLs Stevenson.

•Vicar of Morwenstow, The. S. Baring-

Gould.

Travellers.

. ds. each.

ber of Illustrations in Colour.

Rome. Edward Hutton.

Venice and Venetia. Edward Hutton.

The Bretons at Home. F. M. Gostling.

The Land of Pardons (Brittany). Anatole

Le Braz.

A Book of the Rhine. S. Baring-Gould.

The Naples Riviera. H. M. Vaughan.

Days in Cornwall. C. Lewis Hind.

Through East .\nglia in a Motor Car.

J. E. Vincent.

The Skirts of the Great City. Mrs. A.

G. Bell.

Round about Wiltshire. A. G. Bradley.

Scotland of To-day. T. F. Henderson and
Francis Watt.

Norway and its Fjords. M. A. Wyllie.

Some Books on Art.

Art and Life. T. Sturge Moore. Illustrated.

Cr. &V0. SJ. net.

Aims and Ideals in Art. George Clausen.

Illustrated. Second Edition. Large Post

%vo. y. net.

Six Lectures on Painting. George Clausen.

Illustrated. Third Edition. Large Post

Zvo. ss. 6d. net.

Francesco Guardi, 1712-1793. G. A.

Siinonson. Illustrated. Imperial j^to.

£2 7.S. net.

Illustrations of the Book of Job.
William Blake. Quarto. £1 is. net.

John Lucas, Portrait Painter, 1828-1874.

Arthur Lucas. Illustrated. Imperial ^to.

£3 3!-. net.

One Hundred Masterpieces of Painting.
With an Introduction by R. C. Witt. Illus-

trated. Second Edition. Demy%vo. ios.(>d.

net.

A Guide to the British Pictures in the
National Gallery. Edward Kingston.

Illustrated. Fcap. ivo. y ^'^- «''•



Methuen and Company Limited

Some Books os Art—tantintud.

One Hint RCDMA'TERMKtRsorScci>rui»«.
With an Introd-.!c;ion by G. F. HilL Illus-

trated. Pernjr iTC. lax. td. nft.

A RoMvEV Folio. With an Essay by A. B.
Chinibeitua. Imperiml Falio. £.1% lyt.

net.

Thp. Saints in Akt. Margaret E. Tabor.
lllu«r*ted. Fcaf. 8ra. y. td. net.

SCHOOLS OF Painting. Mary lone*. Illus-

trated. Cr. ive. y. net.

The Post iMrnKssioNiSTS. C Lewis Hind.
Illustrated. Rejal Zva. jt. 6d. mt.

Celtx Art in Pagan and Christian Timks.

J. R. Alien. Illustrated. Secfmd Edition.
Demy St>*. 7/. dd. net.

"Classics of Art." See page ij.

" The Connoisskl r's Library " See page 14

" Littlb Books on Akt." See page i6.

'The L1TTL8 GAUXRiRi." See page 17.

Some Books on Italv.

A HisTORV OF Milan cnder thb Sforza.
Cecilia M. Ady. Illustrated. De-ny %v».

lar. td. net.

A History of Verona. A M. Allen.

llbstraled. Demy Zzo. izs. td. net.

.\ History of Perlcia. Wil.iam Hej-wood.
Illostraled. Demy Zvo. lax. td. net.

The Lakes of Northern Itaiv. Richard
Bagot. Illustrated. Fcap. Zvo. y. nrt.

Woman- in Italy. W. Bouldng. Illustrated.

DeMty tvo. xot. td. net.

Oi-D Etrvsia and Moder.v Tcsca.vy. Mary
L. Cameron. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. ixv. ts. net.

Florence and the Cities of Northern
Tls:any, with Genoa. Edward Huttoa.
Illustrate--. Sfcond Edition. Cr. 81 0. dr.

Sien.a and SoiTHERN 1 L'SCAN-Y. Edward
HuttoiL Il'.jitrated. Second Edition.

Cr. 8r«. U.

In Ukkno^t* TrscAS-Y. Edward Huiton.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Demy 8w.
71. td. net.

Venice and Venbtia. Edward Hutton.
Illustrated. Cr. ivo. fix.

Venice ok Foot. H. A Douglas. Illustrated.

Fca^. 8fo. 51. net.

Vf.nice and Her Treasures. H. A.
Douglas. Illastrated. Fca/. &vo. sr. net.

'The Doges of Venice. Mrs. Aubrey
Richardson. lUusirated. Demy tvo. lor. td.

ntt.

Florence : Her Hiitorj- and Art to the Fall
of the Republic. F. A. Uyea Drmy too.

7r. td. net.

Florence avi Her Treasures. H. M.
Vaughan. Illusuated. Fca^. dvo. $* «"'•

CovKTRV Walks about Florfncr. Edward
Hutton. Illustrited. I'cap.ivo. t^.ntt.

'iiKrusj, : Past and Presenu A. H. Norway.
lU.slraled. Third Edition. Cr.ivo. tt.

The Naples Riviera. H. M. Vaughan.
Llustrated. Stcond Edition. Cr. i,vo. fj.

Si'-ily: The New Winter Resort. Douglas
Sladen. lllusUated. Second Edition. Cr.
Esw. y. net.

S:c-LV. F.H.Jackson. Illustrated. Small
Pott Zzo. Clotk, ax. td. t.ti . .eatJur, 3/. td.

mt.

Rome. Edward Huttoo. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Cr. Sro. ts.

.K Roman Pilgrimage. R. E. RoUrts.
Illustrated. Demy 8t>». lox. td. ntt.

Rons. C- G. Ellaby. Illustrated. Small
Pott Ivo. Cloth, 2S. td. net ; leather, y. td.

net.

The Cities of Umbria. Ed-*-ard Huttoo.
IllL^strated. Fcrurik Edition. Cr. St i>. 6x.

•The Cities of I.ombardy. Edward Hutton.

Illustrated. Cr. 8rv. ts.

The Li\-es of S. Francis of Assist.
Brother Thonias of Celano. Cr. Zve. y.
net.

Lorenzo the KIacnificbnt. E. L. S.
Horsburgh. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Demy Zva. 1 5X. net.

GiROLAMO Savonarola, E. L. S. Horsburgh.
Illustrated. Cr. &vo. 5X. net.

St. Catherine of Siena and Her Times.
By the .Author of" Mdlie Mori." Illustrated.

Second Edition. Demy 81'*. 7X. td. net.

Dante and his Italy. Lonsdale Ragg.
Illustrated. Demy 6vo. i2X. td. net.

Dante Alichiesi : His Life and Works.
Paget Toynbee. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. y.
net

The Medici Popes. H. M. Vaughan. Illus-

trated. Demy Ive. 151. net.

Sheli.ey and His Friends in Italy. Helen
R. Angeli. Illustrated. Demy&vo. xot.td.
net.

Home Lif« ik Italy. Lina Duff Gordon.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Demy Srv.
lof. td. net.

Skies Italian :A Ijttle Breviary- for Travellers
in Italy. Ruth S. Phelps. Fca/. ivo. v
net.

•.\ Wanderer is Florence. E. V. Lucas.
Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. tt.

•United Italy. F. M. Underwood. Demy
ivo. lot. td. net.
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Part III.—A Selection of Works of Fiction

Albanesi (E. Maria). srsvNNAHAND l

ONK OTHER. FenrtA EJitioH. Cr.
8rc. 6j.

LOVE AND LOUISA. Sfctmi Edition.
Cr. 8rv». 6y.

THE BROWN EYES OF MARY. TkirJ
£tiiti,^t. Cr. Srv. 6x.

1 KNOW A MAIDEN. Third Edition.
Cr. &VC. ts.

THE INVINCIBLE AMELIA: or. The
PoUTE AnvENTLKESs. Third Edition.
Cr. 8ro. 3^. 6d.

THE GLAO HEART. jri/ik Edition.
Cr. Srfl. fvf.

•OLIVIA MARY. Cr. Sr-*. 6*.

Bagot »Richard\ A ROMAN MYSTERY.
Tkir.i K.iiti.tn. Cr. 8rv. M.

THE PASSPORT. J-'ourtk EJ^tion. Cr.
Srv. (vr.

ANTHON ^• CUTH BERT. Faii rtk EMtion.
Cr. &V0. (si.

LOVE'S PROXY. Cr. 8rv». 6x.

DONNA DIANA. Srcond Edition. Cr.

CASITNG OF NETS. Twelfth Editien.
r-. Sro. 6s.

THE HOUSE OF SERRAVALLE. TiirJ
Edition. Cr. St>o. 6x.

Bailey. H.C.). STORM AND TRE.A.SURE.
TifdEditiiyn. Cr. S:v. M.

THE LONELY QUEEN. TAird Edition.
Cr. Sro. 6f.

Baring-Gould (S.\ IN THE ROAR
OF 1 HE SEA. Et^^'itk Edition. Cr. &zo.

MARGERY OF QUETHER. Stctud
Edition. Cr. Sro. 6s.

THE QUEEN OF LOVE. Ei/tJk Edition.
Cr. Sr.'. 6,f.

JACQUEITA. Third Edition. Cr. Srw. 6s.

KITTY ALONE. Eifth E.Ution, Cr.Svo. 6s.

NOEMI. Illustrated. Eourth EMtion. Cr.
Srv. M.

THE BROOM -SQUIRE.
Ei/'ih E.iirion. Cr. Stv. 6s.

DARTMOOR IDYLLS. (>. i

GU.\V.\S THE TINNER.
Sr.-/>nd E.iiri.-'n. Cr. Sr.'. 6s.

BLADYS OF THE STEWPONEV. Illus-

trated. Sfcond Ediii->n. Cr. Sr.<. 6s.

PABO THE PRIEST. Cr. Stw. 6s.

WINEFRED. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. i,t;\ 6s.

ROYAL GEO RGIE. lUustr.MeiL Cr.Bro.6s.
CHRIS OF ALL SORl^. Cr. 8r.'. 6s.

IN DEW ISLAND. Sfc.-nd Edition. Cr.
Srv. 6s.

MRS. CURGEXVEN OF CURGENVEN.
Eiftk Edttitm. Cr. 8p*. 6*.

Illustrated.

». 6s.

Illustrated.

Barr Robert). IN THE MIDST OF
ALARMS. Third Edition. Cr. %vo. 6s.

THE COUNTESS TEKL.A.. Fifth.
Edition. Cr. %vo. ts.

THE MUTABLE MANY. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6.-.

Begbie HaroldV THE CURIOUS AND
iMVi RUNG ADVENTURES OF SIR
lOHN SPARROW. B.^RT. ; or, The
Prik3RKss of an Open Mind. Second
Edition. Cr. Zro. 6s.

Belloc (H.V EMMANUEL BURDEN.
MERCHANT. Illustrated. SecondEdiiion.
Cr. S::'. 6s.

A CHANGE IN THE CABINET. Third
EJi.'i.'n. Cr. Szo. dr.

Belloc Lowndes Mrs.\ THE CHINK
IN THE ARMOUR. Eourih Edi:ion.
Cr. Sv.i. 6.--.

•>L\RY PECHELL. C>. St-,'. 6*.

Bennett (Arnold). CLAVH ANGER.
J enih Edition. Cr. Sr-o. 6s.

THE CARD. Si.rfk Edition. Cr. $7V. 6s.

HILDA LESSWAVS. Sez'enth Edition.
Cr. Zfo. 6s.

• BURIED ALIVE. A NtTv Edition.
Cr. Sz'O. 6s.

A MAN FROM THE NORTH. A AVw
Edition. Cr. St-o. 6s.

THE MATADOR OF THE FIVE TOWNS.
Seco'id Editien. Cr. Sz>o. 6s.

Benson (E. F.V DODO : A DsxAtL of the
D.KV. Siji'teenlh Edition. Cr. Sr*. 6s.

Birmingham (George A.). SPANISH
GOLD. Sixlh E.7:r:^K. Cr. Src. 6s.

THE SEARCH PARTY. Ei/th Edition.
Cr. S7<o. 6s.

LALAGE'S LOVERS. Third Editi.-n. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

Bowen (Marjorie\ I WILL MAIN-
TAIN. Sr:fv:A Edition. Cr.Svo. 6.f.

DEFENDER OF THE F.AITH. Ei/ik
Edition. Cr. $7-o. 6s.

•A KNIGHT OF SPAIN. Cr. Sro. 6s.

THE QUEST OF GLORY. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. Sf<'. 6s.

GOD -AND THE KING. Foiirth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Clifford ^Mrs. W. K.\ THE GETTING
WELL OF DOROTHY. Illustrated.

Second Editi.^n. Cr. $:.-. _;x. 6,i.

Conrad .Joseph). THE SECRETAGENT:
.\ Simple Tale. Eovrrh E.i. Cr. Src. 6.f.

A SET OF SIX. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8w. 6s.

UNDER WESTERN EYES. Stcmd Ed,
Cr. 8«». 6t.
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•Conycrs ^Dorothea/. THF. I.ONF.LY
MAN. Cr. Zvo. 6x.

Corelll (Marie). A ROMANC1-: OF Two
WOKLU.S. Thirly-Jlrst E,i. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

VENDETTA ; or, Thk Siokv of one For-
gotten. T'jjenly-nintk Edition. Cr. %vo.
6j.

THELMA : A Norwegian Pkincess.
/'orty-rfcomi Edition. Cr. %vo. ts.

AKDATH: The Storv or a Dead Self.
T'.vfti fifth Edition. Cr. ivo. 6s.

THE SOUL OF LIUTH. Seventeenth
Edition. Cr. 8r<?. 6s.

WORMWOOD : A Drama op Paris.
Eighteenth Edition. Cr. ivo. 6s.

BARABBAS: A Dream op the World's
Tragedy. Forty-sixth Edition. Cr. 8vo.
6s.

THESORROWSOF SATAN. Fifty-sez<enth
Edition. Cr. %7to. f\s.

THK MASTER-CHRISTIAN. Thirteenth
Edition. 179/A Thousand, Cr. ive. 6s.

TEMPORAL POWER: A Study in
Supremacy. Second Edition. z$otA
Thousand. Cr. Svo. 6s.

GOD'S GOOD MAN : A Simple Love
Story. Fifteenth Edition. r^th Tlwu-
sand. Cr. ivo. 6s.

HOLY ORDERS: the Tragedy op a
Quiet Life. Second Edition. isoth
Thousand. Crown Zto. 6s.

THE MIGHTY ATOM. Twenty-ninth
Edition. Cr. ivo. 6s.

BOY : a Sketch. Twelfth Edition. Cr. Svo.
6s.

CAMEOS. Fourteenth Edition. Cr. Sr.o. 6s.

THE LIFE EVERLASTING. Fifth Ed.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Crockett (S. R.). LOCHINVAR. Illus-

trated. Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE STANDARD BEAKKR. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Crokep (B. M.). THE OLD CANTON-
MENT. Secotid Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

JOHANNA. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

I HE HAPPY VALLEY. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

A NINE DAYS' WONDER. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

PEGGY OF THE BARTONS. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

ANGEL. Fi/th Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

KAIHERINE THE ARROGANT. Sixth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

BABES IN THE WOOD. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Danby Frank.), JOSEPH IN JEO-
I'AkDV. i hird Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

Doyle SlrA. Conan). ROUND THE RED
LA M P. Twelfth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Fenn (G. Manville). SVD BELTON

:

The l!ov who would not go to Sea.
Illustrated. Second Ed. Cr. Svo. 3/. 6d.

Findlater iJ. H.^ THE GREEN GRAVES
OF BALGOWRIE. Fifth Edition. Cr.
Svo. ' 6s.

THE LADDER TO THE STARS. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Findlater (Mary). A NARROW WAY.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

OVER THE HILLS. Second Edition. Cr.

THE ROSE OF JOY. Third Fditi.m.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

A BLIND BIRD'S NEST. Illustrate:.!.

.Second lldiiion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Fry (B. and C. B.\ A .MOTHER'S SON.
Fifth Edition. Cr. 8:v. 6s.

Harrad^n iBeatriceV IN VARYING
.MOODS. Fourteenth Edition. Cr.Svo. 6v.

HILDA STRAFFORD and THE REMIT-
TANCE MAN. Twelfth Ed. Cr.Svo. 6s.

INTERPLAY. Fifth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Hichens (Robert). THE PROPHET OF
BERKELEY SQUARE. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

TONGUES OF CONSCIENCE. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE WOMAN WITH THE FAN. Ei.irhth

Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

RVEWAYS. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE GARDEN OF ALLAH. Twenty-
first Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE BLACK. SPANIEL. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE CALL OF THE BLOOD. Se7'e,ith

Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

BARBARY SHEEP. Second Edition. Cr.

Svo. -,f. 6d.

THE DWELLER ON THE THRES-
HOLD. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Hope (Anthony^ THE GOD IN TI».
t.,AR. Eleventh Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

A CHANGE OF AIR. Sixth Edition. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

A MAN OF MARK. Seventh Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT AN-
TONIO. Sixth Edition. Cr.Svo. fw.

PHROSO. Illu?tratcd. Eighth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

SIMON DALE. Illustrated. Eighth Edition.

THE KING'S MIRROR. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

QUISANTE''. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6.t.

1 HE DOLLY DIALOGUES. Cr. Svo. 6.f.

TALES OF TWO PEOPLE. Thir./ Edi-
tion. CV. Svo. 6s.

THE GREAT MISS DRIVER. Fourth
Edition. Cr. S710. 6.f.

.MR.S. MAXON PROTESTS. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 6v.

Hutten (Baroness vonV THE HALO.
Fifth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.
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' Inner Shrine' (Author of the>. THE
WILD OI.IVE. Third EdiUo,i. Cr.Zvo.
(,s.

Jacobs (W. W.)- MANY CARGOES.
Thi7-ty-scco>td Edition. Cr, Zvo. 3^. 6d.
•Also Illustrated in colour. Demy Svo.
7^. 6d. tici.

SEA URCHINS. Sixteenth Edition. Cr.
ivo. y. 6d.

A MASTER OF CRAFT. Illustrated.
Nirih Edit:nK. Cr. Zvo. 3J. 6d.

LIGHT FREIGHTS. Illustrated. Eighth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. y. 6d.

THE SKIPPER-S WOOING. Eleventh
Edition. Cr. Zvo. js. 6d.

AT SUNWICH PORT. Illustrated. Tenth
Edition. Cr. 8z'o. y. 6d.

DIALSTONE LANE. Illustrated. Eighth
Edition. Cr. S7'0. js. 6d.

ODD CRAFT. Illustrated. Ei/i/t Edition.
Cr. Svo. 3'. 6d.

THE LADY OF THE BARGE. Illustrated.
Ninth Edition. Cr. Zvo. is. td.

SALTHAVEN. Illustrated. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo. 3^ 6d.

SAILORS' KNOTS. Illustrated. Eiyth
Edition. Cr. Svo. ^s. 6d.

SHORT CRUISES. 'Third Edition. Cr.
Svo. 3^. 6d.

James (Henry). THE GOLDEN BOWL.
Third Edi. ion. Cr. Svo. 6s

Le Queux (William). THE HUNCHBACK
OF WESTMINSTER. 'Jhird Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE CLOSED BOOK. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE VALLEY OF THE SHADOW.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

BEHIND THE THRONE. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

London (Jack). WHITE FANG. Eighth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Lucas (E. v.). LISTENER'S LURE : An
Oblique Narration. Eighth Edition.
Fcap. Svo. IS.

OVER BEMERTON'S : An Easy-going
Chuonicle. Nijith Edition. Fcap Svo. 5^.

MR. INGLESIDE. Eighth Edition. Fcap.

LONDON LAVENDER. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Lyall (Ednal. DERRICK VAUGHAN,
NOVELIST. 44M Thousand. Cr. Svo.
3J. 6d.

Macnaughtan (SO- THE FORTUNE OF
CHRISTINA M'NAB. Fijth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

PETER AND JANE. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Malet (Lucas). A COUNSEL OF PER-
FECTION. Second Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

THE WAGES OF SIN. Sixteenth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

TIIECARISSIMA. Fifth Ed. Cr.9,vo. (>s.

THE GATELESS BARRIER. Fifth. Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Maxwell (W. B.). THE RAGGED MES-
SENGER. Jhird Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE GUARDED FLAME. Set>enth Edi-
Hon. Cr. Svo. 6s.

ODD LENGTHS. Second Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s.

HILL RISE. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.
THE COUNTESS OF MAYBURY: Be-
tween You AND I. Fourth Edition. Cr.
ivo. 6s.

THE REST CURE. Fourth Edition. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

Milne (A, A.). THE DAY'S PLAY.
Third Editiofi. Cr. Svo. 6s.

*THE HOLIDAY ROUND. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Montague (C. E.). A HIND LET
LOOsE. Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Morrison (Arthur). TALES OF MEAN
STREETS. Snienth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A CHILD OF THE JAGO. Sixth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE HOLE IN THE WALL. Fourth Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

DIVERS VANITIES. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Ollivant (Alfred). OWD BOB, THE
GREY DOG OF KENMUIR. With a
Frontispiece. Eleventh Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE TAMING OF JOHN BLUNT.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

*THE ROYAL ROAD. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Onions (Oliver). GOOD BOY SELDOM :

A Romance of Advertisement. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Oppenheim (E. Phillips). MASTER OF
MEN. Fifth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6.f.

THE MISSING DELORA. Illustrated.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Orczy (Baroness). FIRE IN STUBBLE.
Fi/th Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Oxenham (John). A WEAVER OF
WE us. Illustrated. Fifth Ed. Cr.Svo. dr.

PROFIT AND LOSS. Tourth Edit.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE LONG ROx\D. Fourth Edition. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

THE SONG OF HYACINTH, and
Other Stories. Second Edition. Cr

MY LADY OF SHADOWS. Fourth Edi
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

LAURISTONS. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo.

6s.

THE COIL OF CARNE. Sixth Edit.

Cr Svo. 6s.

*rHE QUEST OF THE GOLDEN ROSE.
Cr. S7'o. 6s.
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Parker (Gilbert). PIERRE AND HIS
PKOFI-E. Sir.rnth Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

MRS. r.-\LCH10N. /'i/iA £diti0». Cr.
tve. 6t.

THE TR.WSLATION OF A SAVAGE
Fourth Edition. Cr. Sva. 6f.

THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD. Illus-

trated. Tenth Edition. Cr. %vo. f>s.

WHEN VALMOND CAME TO PONTIAC:
The Story of a Lost Napoleon. Seventh
Edition. Cr. %vo. 6s.

AN ADVENTURER OF THE NORTH.
The Last Adventures of ' Pretty Pierre.'

Ei/th Edition. Cr. &vo. 6s.

THE HATTLE OF THE STRONG: a
Romance of Two Kingdoms. Illustrated.
Sei'enth Edition. Cr. %vo. 6s.

THE rOMP OF THE LAVILETTES.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvc. y. 6d.

NORTHERN LIGHTS. J^ourtk Edition.
Cr. tvo. 6s.

Pasture (Mrs. Henry de la). THE
TYRANT. Fourth Edition. Cr.Zvo. ts.

Pemberton (Max). THE FOOTSTEPS
OF A THRONE. Illustrated. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6.r.

I CROWN THEE KING. Illustrated. C:
Zvo. 6s.

LOVE THE HARVESTER: A Story of
THE Shires. Illu'-ated. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. y. 6d.

THE MYSTERY CF THE GREEN
HEART. Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Perrln (Alice). THE CHARM. Fi/ih
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

•THE ANGLO-INDIANS. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Phnipotts(Eden). LYING PROPHETS.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

CHILDREN OF THE MIST. Sixth Edi-
tion. Cr. Ziio. 6s.

THE HUMAN BOY. With a Fronti.-piece.
.Seventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. dr.

SONS OF THE MORNING. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

n HE RIVER. Fourth Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6t.

THE AMERICAN PRISONER. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

KNOCK AT A VENTURE. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE PORTREEVE. Fourth Edition. Cr.

THE POACHER'S WIFE. Second Edition.
Cr. Ivo. 6s.

THE STRIKING HOURS. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6.f.

DEMETER'S DAUGHTER. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. Ct.

PIckthall (Marmaduke). SAID THE
FISHERMAN. Eighth Edition. Cr.Zvo.
6s.

THE MAYOR OF TROV. Fourth Edition
Cr. Zvo. ts.

MERRY-GARDEN and othkr Stories.
Cr. Zvo. 6s

MAJOR VIGOUREUX. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. ts.

Ridge (W. Pett). ERB. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A SON OF THE STATE. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. -iS. 6d.

A BREAKER OF LAWS. Cr.Zvo. y. 6d.

MRS. GALER'S BUSINESS. Illustrated.
Second Edition. Cr. Z710. ts.

THE WICKHAMSES. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. ts.

NAME OF GARLAND. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. ts.

SPLENDID BROTHER. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. ts.

NINE TO SIX-THIRTY. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. ts.

THANKS TO SANDERSON. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. ts.

•DEVOTED SPARKES. Cr. Zvo. 6t.

Russell (W. Clark). MASTER ROCKA-
FELLAR'S VOYAGE. Illustrated.

Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. y. 6d.

Sidgwlck (Mrs. Alfred). THE KINS-
MAN. Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

THE LANTERN-BEARERS. Third
Edition. Cr. 8r'0. 6s.

ANTHEA'S GUEST. Fifth Edition. Cr.
Zz'O. 6s.

•LAMORNA. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Somerville (E. (E.) and Ross (Martin).
DAN RU.SSEL THE FOX. Illustrated.

Foufih Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Thurston (E. Temple). MIRAGE. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Watson (H. B. Marrlott\ THE HIGH
TOBY. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6t.

THE PRIVATEERS. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. ts.

ALISE OF ASTRA. Third Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

THE BIG FISH. Second Edition. Cr.Zvo.
6s.

Webllng (Peggy). THE STORY OF
VIRGINIA PERFECT. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE SPIRIT OF MIRTH, fifth Edition
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

FELIX CHRISTIE. Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. ts.

Weyman (Stanley). UNDER THE RED
ROBE. Illiislratcd. J vjenty-third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

•Q"A. T. QuIllerCOHChl. THE WHITE Whitby (Beatrice). KOSKUVUD. Second
WOLF. Second Edition. Cr.Zvo. ts. \ Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.
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Williamson (C N. and A. M.)- THE
LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR: The
Strange Adventures of a Motor Car. Hlus-
trated. Sertnteetith Edition. Cr. Zvo.
ts. Also Cr. ivo. IS. net.

THE PRINCESS PASSES : A Romance of
a Motor. Illustrated. Ninth Edition.

LADY BETTY ACROSS THE WATER.
Eleventh Edition. Cr. %vo. ts.

SCARLET RUNNER. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

SET IN SILVER. Illustrated. fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. tt.

LORD LOVELAND DISCOVERS
AMERICA. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6t.

THE GOLDEN SILENCE. Sixth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE GUESTS OF HERCULES. Thira
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

•THE HEATHER MOON. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Wyllarde (Dolf). THE PATHWAY OF
THE PIONEER (Nous Autres). Sixth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE UNOFFICIAL HONEYMOON
Seventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE CAREER OF BEAUTY DARLING.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Mithuen'B Two-Shilling Novels.

Crown Svo. 2J. nei.

*BoTOR Chaperon, Thb. C. N. and A. M.
Williamson.

•Cali- of the Blood, Thb. Robert Hichens.

Car of Destiny and its Errand in
Spain, The. C. N. and A. M. Williamson.

Clementina. A. E. W. Mason.

Colonel Enderby's Wife. Lucas Malet.

Felix. Robert Hichens.

Gate op the Desert, The. John Oxenham.

Mv Friend the Chauffeur. C. N. and
A. M. Williamson.

Princess Virginia, The.
Williamson.

C. N. and A. M.

Sir GilbertSeats of the Mightv, The.
Parker.

Servant of thb Public, A. Anthony Hope.

•Sf.t in Silver. C. N. and A. M. Williamson.

Severins, The. Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick.

Sir Richard Calmady. Lucas Malet.

•Vivien. W. B. Maxwell.

Books for Boys and Girls.

Illustrated. Crown Svo. ^s. 6d.

Cross and Dagger. The Crusade of the
Children, 1212. W. Scott Durrant.

Getting Well of Dorothy, The. Mrs.
W. K. Clifford.

Girl of the People, A. L. T. Meade.
Hepsv Gipsy. L. T. Meade. 2s. 6d.

Honourable Miss, The. L. T. Meade.
Master Rockafellar's Voyage. W. Clark

Russell.

Only a Guard-Room Dog. Edith K.

Cuthell.

Red Grange, The. Mrs. Molesworth.

Syd Helton : The Boy who would not

go to Sea. G. Manville Fenn.

There was once a Prince. Mrs. M. E.

Mana.
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Methuen's Shilling Novels.

•Anna of the Fivr Towns. Arnold Bennett. Round the Red Lamp Sir A. Conin Doyle.

Barbarv Sheup. Robert Hicliens. •Secret Wom.\n. The. Eden P!.illpotts.

Charm, The. Alice Perrin. •Severins. The. Mrs. Alfied Sidgwiclc.

•Dbmon-, The. C. N. and A. M. Williamson. Spanish Gold. G. A. Birmingham.

GuARDRD Flame, The. W. B. Maxwell. Tales of Mean Streets. Arthiir Morrison .

Jane. Marie Corelli. The Halo. The Baroness von Hutten.

Ladv Betty Across tub Water. C N. •Tvkant, The. Mrs. Henry de la Pasture.
& A. M. Williamson.

•Long Road, The. John Oxenham.
Mighty Atom, The. Marie Corelli.

Under the Red Robe. Stanley J. Weyman.
Vikginia Perfect. Peggy Webiing.

Mirage. E. Temole Thurston. Woman with the Fan, The. Robert

Missing Dblora, Thh. E Phillips Oppen- Hichens.

beim.

The Novels of Alexandre Bumas.

Medium "ivo. Price 6d. Double Voiunies, is.

AcTft. Horoscope, The.

Adventures of Captain Pamphile, The. Leone-Leona.

A.MAURV. Louise de la Valli^re. (Double volume.)

Bird of Fate, The. Man in the Iron Mask, Tnt. (Double

Black Tulip, The. volume.)

Black : the Story of a Dog. MAfTRE Adam.

Castle of Eppstein, The. Mouth of Hell, The.

Catherine Blum. Nanon. (Double volume.)

CtCILE. Olympia.

Chatelet, The. Pauline; Pascal Drlno; and Bontekoe.

Chevalier D'Harmental, The. (Double PkRE LA RUISE.

volume.) Porte Saint-Antoinf., The.
Chicot the Jester. Prince of Thieves, The.
Chicot Redivivus. Reminiscences of Antony, The.
COMTE DE MONTGO.MMERV, ThE. St. Qr entin.

j

Conscience. RoniN Hood.
Convict's Son, The. Samuel Gelb.
CoRSiCAN Brothers, The; and Otho the Snowball and the Sultanktta, The.
Archer. SVLVANDIRE.

Crop-Eared Jacqlot. Taking of Calais, The.
DoM Gorenflot

Due d'Anjoii, The.
Tales of the Supernatural.

Tales of Strange Adventure.
Fatal Co.mbat, The.

Tales of Terror.
Fencing Master, The.

Fernande.
Three Musketeers, The. (Double volume.)

TOURNBY OF the RuE St. AnTOINE.
Gadhiel Lambert
Georges.

Great Massacre, Tin:.

Tragedy of Nantes, The.

Twenty Years After. (Double volume.)

Henri de Navarke. Wild-Duck Shooter, The.

HtLfeNB DE ChAVERNV. Wolf-Leader, The.
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Methuen's Sixpenny Books.

Medium %vo.

Albanesl (E. Maria). LOVE AND
LOUISA.

I KNOW A MAIDEN.
THE BLUNDER OF AN INNOCENT.
PETER A PARASITE.
•THE INVINCIBLE AMELIA.

Anstey (F.). A bayard of bengal.

Austen !J.). PRIDE AND PREJUDICE.

Bagot (Richard). A ROMAN MYSTERY.
CASTING OF NETS.
DONNA DIANA.

Balfoup (Andrew). BY STROKE OF
SWORD.

Baring-Gould (S.). FURZE BLOOM.
CHEAP JACK ZITA.

KITTY ALONE.
URITH.
THE BROOM SQUIRE.
IN THE ROAR OF THE SEA.

NOEMI.
A BOOK OF FAIRY TALES. Illustrated.

LITTLE TU'PENNY.
WINEFRED.
THE FROBISHERS.
THE QUEEN OF LOVE.
ARMINELL.
BLADYS OF THE STEWPONEV.
CHRIS OF ALL SORTS.

Barp (Robert). JENNIE BAXTER.
IN THE MIDST OF ALARMS.
THE COUNTESS TEKLA.
THE MUTABLE MANY.

Benson (E. F.). DODO.
THE VINTAGE.

Bronte (Charlotte). SHIRLEY.

L). THE HEARTBrownell (C.

JAPAN.
OF

ACROSS THEBurton (J. Bloundelle).
SALT SE.\S.

Caffyn (Mrs-). ANNE MAULEVERER.

Capes (Bernard). THE GREAT SKENE
MYSTERY.

Clifford (Mrs. W. K.). A FLASH OF
SUMMER.

MRS. KEITH'S CRIME.

Corbett (Julian) A
GREAT WATERS.

Croker (Mrs. B. M.). ANGEL.
A STATE SECRET.
PEGGY OF THE BARTONS.
JOHANNA.

BUSINESS IN

THE DIVINEDante (Alighierl).
COMEDY (Gary).

Doyle (Sir A. Conan). ROUND THE
RED LAMP.

Duncan (Sara Jeannette). THOSE
DELIGHTFUL AMERICANS.

Eliot (George). THE MILL ON THE
FLOSS.

Findlater (Jane H.). THE GREEN
GRAVES OF BALGOWRIE.

Gallon (Tom). RICKERBV'S FOLLY.

Gasken (Mrs.). CRANFORD.
MARY BARTON.
NORTH AND SOUTH.

Gerard (Dorothea). HOLY MATRI-
MONY.

THE CONQUEST OF LONDON.
MADE OF MONEY.

Gissing(G.). THE TOWN TR.WELLLR.
THE CROWN OF LIFE.

Glanville (Ernest). THE INCA'S
TREASURE.

THE KLOOF BRIDE.

Gleig (Charles). BUNTER'S CRUISE.

Grimm (The Brothers). GRIMM'S
FAIRY TALES.

Hope (Anthony). A MAN OF MARK.
A CHANGE OF AIR.
THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT
ANTONIO.

PHROSO.
THE DOLLY DIALOGUES.

Hornung (E. W.). DEAD MEN TELL
NO TALES.

Hyne(C.J.C). PRINCE RUPERT THE
BUCCANEER.

Ingraham (J.

DAVID.
H.). THE THRONE OF
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Le Queux (Vf.\ THE HUNCHBACK
OK WKSTMINSTER.

THE CROOKED WAY.
THE VALLEY OF THE SHADOW.

Levett-Yeats (S. K.). THE TRAITORS
WAY.

ORRAIN.

Linton (E. Lynnl. THE TRUE HIS-
TORY OF JOSHUA DAVIDSON.

Lyall (Edna\ DERRICK VAUGHAN.

Malet Lucas). THE CARISSIMA.
A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION.

Mann iMps, M. E.). MRS. PETER
HOWARD.

A LOST ESTATE.
THE CEDAR STAR.
THE PATTEN EXPERIMENT,
A WINTERS TALE.

Marchmont 'A. W,1. MISER HOAD-
LEY'.S SECPaCT.

A MOMENT'S ERROR.

Marryat (Captain;. PETER SIMPLE.
JACOB FAITHFUL.

March (Richard). A METAMORPHOSIS.
THE TWICKENHAM PEERAGE.
THE GODDESS.
']HE JOSS.

Mason (A. E. W.\ CLEMENTINA.

Mathers Helen. HONEY.
GRIFF OF GKH' FHHSCOURT.
SAM'S SWEETHEART.
THE FERRYMAN.

Meade (Mrs, L. T.). DRIFT.

Miller Esther). LIVING LIES.

Mitford (Bertram). THE SIGN OF THE
Sl'IDKR.

Montr6sor (F. F.). THE ALIEN.

THE HOLEMorrison (Arthur).
THE WALL.

Nesblt (E.). THE RED HOUSE.

Norris (W. E.). HIS GRACE.
GILES INGILBY.
THE CREDIT OF THE COUNTY.
LORD LEONARD THE LUCKLESS.
MATTHEW AUSIEN.
CLARISSA FURIOSA.

Oliphant (Mrs.). THE LADY'S WALK.
SIR ROBERT'S FORTUNE.

THE PRODIGALS.
THE TWO MARYS.

Oppenheim (E. P.). MASTER OF MEN.

Parl<er (Sir Gilbert). THE POMP OF
THE LAVILETTES.

WHEN- VALMOXD CAME TO PONTIAC.
THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD.

Pemberton (Max). THE FOOTSTEPS
OF A THRONE.

I CROWN THEE KING.
Phillpotts (Eden). THE HUMAN BOY.
CHILDREN OF THE MIST.
THE POACHER'S WIFE.
THE RIVER.
' Q ' (A. T. Qullier Couch). THE
WHITE WOLF.

Ridge (W. Pett). A SON OF THE STATE.
LOST PROPERTY.
GEORGE and THE GENERAL.
A BREAKER OF LAWS.
ERB.

Russell (W. Clark). ABANDONED.
A MARRIAGE AT SEA.
MY DANISH SWEETHEART.
HIS ISLAND PRINCESS.

Sergeant (Adeline). THE MASTER OF
P.KEClIWuOD.

HALLARA'S MONEY.
THE YELLOW DIAMOND.
THE LOVE THAT OVERCA.ME.
Sidgwick (Mrs. Alfred). THE KINS-
MAN.

Suptees (R. S.). HANDLEY CROSS.
MR. SPONGE'S SPORTING TOUR.
ASK MAM.MA.
Walford (Mrs. L. B.). MR. SMITH.
COUSIN.S.
THE BABY'S GRANDMOTHER.
TROUBLESOME DAUGHTERS.
Wallace (General Lew). REX-IIUP.
THE FAIR GOD.

Watson fH. B. Marriott). THE ADVEN-
TURERS.

CAPTAIN FORTUNE.
Weekes (A. B.). PRISONERS OF WAR.
Wells (H. C). THE SEA LADY.

THE RESULT OFWhitby (Beatrice)
AN A.ClDENr.

A PASSIONATE PIL-

Williamson ( Mrs. C. N.). PAPA.

White (Percy).
GRI^f.
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